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On the actual stage of world community development the management of interrelations of a 
man and a nature is one of the most imp0I1ant conditions of its well existance. The 
dependence on the environment makes the forecast of time and spatial alterations of man 
inhabitant sphere. a vital necessity. 
One of the main problems in thi s area is a weak info rmation provision of ecological works, 
particularly, an absence or a lack of information about scales and level of biologic, phisical 
and chemical pollution of the environment (including extremely dangerous substances 
pollution) , character and scales of ecological consequencies of extraordinary situations of 
technogenic and natural origin, state of natural resources and social-economic evaluation of 
natural resources potential on the particular terri tories. The sollution of that problem can be 
found in modelling ecological processes and situat ions by cartographic and geoinformatic 
means based on correspondent in fo rmation support . Nowadays the most quick and trustfull 
method of natural enviroment data capture method is the remote sensing of Earth by space 
and airsurvey vehicles. For ecological means we widely use multipurpose nature monitoring 
space system " RESOURCE" which includes the satellites of photoobservation. operati ve 
sensing, applied space vehicles (manned space platforms, experimental spac.e satellites, double 
purpose satellites), experimental test-sites, aircraft s and helicopters. The leading organization in 
several di rections of ecologic investigations and mapping is the State Scientific Research and 
Production Center " Priroda" of Federal Services of Geodesy and Cartography of Russia. 
During more than 20 years the Centre has been conducting the works on complex study and 
mapping of natural resources and ecological situations by the space survey data (C.S.M.N.R) 
The resulted maps are used for natural resources and ecologic problems solution in territorial 
planning, projec ting and for the forecast of territorv development and create the necessary 
background for cartographic provision of ecological security of Russia. The map series if 
C.S .M.N.R. highlight such key problems as definiti on of types of ecological situation. 
preparation and rea li zati on of ecologic experti se, argumentation of ecologic forecast models 
and evaluation of ecologic hazard in rea li zat ion of diffe rent economi c act ivities. Such series 
cover such several ex-Soviet Union countries (Tadzhikistan. Uzbekistan) and territories in 
Russian Federation (Kalmykia. Tverskava province. Stavropolsky krai etc) and are nowadays 
created for other subjects of Ru ssian Federation together with geoinformation systems 
(G I S. 1. The specific fea ture of the C.S .M.N.R. works is the combination of space 
photoin fo rmat ion applica tion together with lield (terrestrial and airvisual) investigations. which 
allow to studv the mapped territorv Irom all point s of view. The priorit y application of space 
informat ion li,r provision of the country territory ecological security. which is observed in the 
last ten veal S. has put new assingments for the State Center. So in 1995 . there were elaborated 
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uniformed requirement s to cont ent and composition of ecologic maps for most dangerous 
objects influensed areas; in particular, the pollution by radioactive substancies, o il and oil 
products, gas and dust tail s of industrial exhaustes, highly toxic materials, impact (blow) 
ecologic influence, technogenic acti vization of geoecologic processes. During these works we 
determined the li sting of the most dangerous objects which require ecologic-cartographic 
provision; map composition for ex tremely dangerous objects locat ion areas, main blocks of 
these map content . That all owed to create the background for their unification and to 
investigate a possibility of assingments solution with the help of ecologic maps in the areas of 
extremely dangerous objects location. Presently the methodology of traditional and digital 
ecologic map generation for extremely dangerous objects is being elaborated . Scientific 
works, connected with the app li cation of space information for ecologic security provision of 
Russia were practicall y implemented in the areas of oil and gas extracti on in West Siberia, 
East- Ural radioactive trace, areas of copper and niquel and coal extraction in Krasnoyarsk 
krai, desertifi cation areas in Kalmykia etc. Also we are finili zing the Atlas of radioactive 
pollution of European Russia, Ukraina and Belorussia which for the first time show completely 
the consequencies of accidents of Chernobyl power station, enterprise "Mayak" (Cheliabinsk 
province) etc. 
Nowadays we are elabo rating the concepts for map provi3ion fo r geotechnical objects areas 
and for the objects which negati vely influence on the environment and ecologic situation of 
influenced territories. The main positions of the concepts are: 
- solution of principal issues of Russia territory provision with cartographic and space 
information in the area of ecology; 
- presentation of Russian territory ecologic state data in ca rtographic form (including 
modification of separate components of natural environment and nature complex ecologic 
situation as a whole as the result of influence of technogenic and (or) natural factors; 
- evaluation of environment influence of big technical systems and modification of ecologic 
situation resulted by it s operatio n or in accident situation: 
- recommendatio ns for territory sanation and reducing ecologic hazard ; 
- provision of federal administration o rganization of all levels and population wi th 
cartographic materials o n ecology. 
Call0graphic provision of ecologic security provides for mapping as the consequencies of 
ecologic di sturbancies, as well as the terms of their appearance. and also the forecast of 
processes which lead to ecologic di sturbancies o f different levels. The earli er the consequencies 
of dangerous objects influencies are modelled, the greater the benefit from the ecologic maps 
will be. The role of such maps is the highest for the areas of ex traction and processing of 
minerals, energy, indust rial, transport and other objects. which influence negati vely on the 
environment. ecologic situation and population health. The wide circle of the assignments 
related to ecologic situation evaluation. the influence by the studied objects. creation of 
ecologic databank, ecologic monitoring provision. forecast modelling, can be resolved on the 
basis of geoinfonnation technologies . The organizations of Roscartografia have and widely 
use the technology of digital topographic maps creation o n the basis of space info rmat ion, 
providing realibilty, integrity, compatability, periodical into rmation updating. The example is 
G.I. S.-Baikal elaborated by federal and regional organiza tio ns with the pal1icipations of foreign 
partners. It stipulates the call 0graphic provision of Lake Baikal and Baikal region ecologic 
securit y. That G.I. S. allows to provide Baikal regional ecologic works with spati al da ta and to 
create the information base for ecologica ll y securable economy management. 
One of the works carried out by Roskal10grafia organiza tions together with scientists and 
speciali sts from Moscow State Lomonosov Universit y. RAS Institute of Geographv. Moscow 
State Uni versity of geodesy and cartography and other organizations is the publicat io n o f 
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multivo lume National Atlas of Russia. It will be rea li zed in three versions: traditionall y 
printed, digital multimedia, which allow to visuali se quickly the data and to make simple map 
processing, and geoinformati ve (O.I. S.-version) . The National Atlas of Russia must include the 
volume " Ecology" which must characteri se ecologic situation on the count ry and regions, 
determing terms and factors, tendencies of modification of ecologic state, ecologic balance 
achievement measures. The volume will reflect natural conditions of ecologic situation 
fo rmation: human influence and modifications of natural enviro nment in the result of economy 
obj ects functioning; ecological state of the environment (levels of pollution of separate 
components of nature and it s capability for autopurification), ecologic and demografi c 
situation; degradation of ecologic situation, measures for provision of ecologic security of 
Russia. 
Scientific and practi cal achievements in ecologic mapping of Russia, unfo rtunately, do not 
resolve all the existing problems. We may outline the following. 
Ecologic maps of Russia must be constantly updated for provision of administation, scientific, 
design and industrial organizations , social ecologic movement s and people with reliable 
information of ecologic state of environment and the influencing factors, which is necessary for 
elaboration of strategy, tacti cs, specific technologies and application techniques and utili zation 
of natural resources and environment protection. 
Ecologic mapping exists in three principal forms: state, commercial and initiati ve scienti fic 
research and scientific-reference. The state ecologic mapping must be regulated by relative 
normative documents. Commercial mapping is perfo rmed by the requests of federal and private 
customers. Initiative scientific-research and scientific-reference ecologic mapping must be 
developed in scientific- research organizations and institutes, usually, on the state basis or with 
the support of the state. 
The common state signiticance of ecologic prob lems requires that Russian ecologic security 
cartographic provision should . be transferred to the level of priority assignments of Federal 
goverment ; it must be constant, aimed. systemati c. Federal authorities of state power must 
adopt the conception of ecologic information provision, establish uniformed ecologic and 
informati ve space in the terms of national geoinfo rmation systems. Special attention should be 
given to greatest geotechnical systems (energy co~plexes, transport communications etc) 
which include many objects in all regions of Russia and which negatively function from 
ecologic security point of view. Sensing and mapping of these systems in the interest of 
national ecologic security must de done exclusively on the national level; no trend or di strict 
can be solving such task.Systems of initial in fo rmation capture, fir st of all the satellites, 
requires the improvement. It is necessary to launch space vehicles at the level of 1989-1 990. 
There are problems of updating the topographic maps of the whole scale fil e and it s digitising 
without which it is impossible to do good ecologic mapping. Coordination of works, exclusion 
of doubling, creation of state system of aerospace, cartographic and geoinformative provision 
of Russia ecologic securit y, inclusio n of automated ecologic mapping in United State system o f 
ecologic monitoring; exchange of topographic, geodeti c and ecologic information between the 
mini stri es and o rganizations dealing with ecologic mapping; introduction of uniformed 
requirement s to the cont ent and composition of ecologic maps: elaboration of methods of 
digit al ecologic maps generation are actual now. 
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A vast amount of environmental data is captured in databases but is not easily accessible as 
meaningful information. This paper describes the important issue of storing metadata with 
data to aid search and visualisation. 

Many users are satisfied with simple standard presentations and do not need the full range 
of GIS functionality included in standard GIS software. The evolution of the Internet will 
bring new possibilities far beyond its traditional functionality to provide communication 
and support for professional GIS-users. Now the availability of geographic information 
will be increased for the casual user also. This will put a high demand on search facilities 
and presentation techniques on a restricted graphic platform, and on the design of user 
interface for interactive cartography. This will be a new problem to deal with for 
cartographers who are used to traditional paper maps. 

Environment information in Europe 

MDC is project leader for the Topic Center on Land Cover under contract to the European 
Environment Agency in Copenhagen. This means that all its information is to be 
distributed and presented within the European Information Network (EIONET). This 
includes visualisation of statistical data sets as well as presentations of more traditional 
geographical features . To be a tool for more problem-oriented approaches this 
visualisation-tool has to be flexible but simple enough for the more inexperienced user. 
This visualisation has also to be available through the WWW to be suffic iently accessible. 
The user can then interactively decide what themes should be presented and not be served 
with pre-made images. 

The advantage of using WWW for visualisation of geographic data is that the user does not 
need special knowledge in using GIS software, or of installing and importing geographic 
data sets; and does not have to bear the high cost of buying large data sets that perhaps will 
be rarely used. 
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Copyright rules 

This trend will put focus on copyright and pricing rules on databases installed for 
cartographic presentations only. The problem is how to charge the user. Should a licensing 
price for each month of give the right to use the mapserver or should charges be on an 
hourly usage basis or should it be priced for the amount data that is visualised e.g. 
pri cel area ? 

Metadata 

To create an intelligent interface for the user it is important that data sets are documented in 
detail in a metadatabase. Closely cOI1I1ected to the metadatabase are presentation designs. 
These are themes, documents, maps and layouts that make it easier for the user to create 
and search within a useful presentation. 

The presentation will show the results of an implementation of a GIS-visualisation tool for 
the WWW. The data is of various scales and characters to show different types of 
presentations. 

Access to environmental infonnation 

Environmenthl information exists in many forms. The majority of the information exists as 
geographic data sets. This means that the user needs a working knowledge in operating a 
GIS or image-processing software to be able access information from data. It also puts high 
demands on the user' s own ability to keep his own metadata on data that is imported to the 
local computer. The trend in the future will be towards information distribution over 
WWW where simple GIS functionality over the Internet will solve the users ' information 
needs. Instead of distributing data we can see that the data producers are distributing 
visualisation and analysis functionality and the end user does not need to handle all 
database management by himself. 

VIsualisation and metadata 

It is important to stress that visualisation is just one part in a chain of actions working with 
geographically referenced information. Others are data capture, data preparation, data 
analysis and information search. For all these steps is it a necessity to document processes, 
newly-created data and data content. In a broad context, this is data about data - Metadata. 
Metadata has two main uses: 
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• to aid producers in keeping good documentation of their data sets e.g. data 
dictionaries. Most often this is information on a very detailed level 
describing the data set on a level very close to the computer e.g. number of 
entities, field definitions. 

• to aid users to search and find information about available data sets (e.g. data 
catalogues). This documentation set is on the other hand very broad with just 
an overview with metainformation. The information stored is often enough 



to find the data set but is not detailed enough to aid the user to evaluate (if) 
whether the data set fits in with the user's intended use. 

Usually this information has been kept as two separate information sources updated in 
separate databases. There are obvious advantages in storing metadata for both usages in the 
same system. To extend the usage with on-line interactive visualisation it is also necessary 
to store the data in the same system as metadata. This makes it possible to view data 
directly from a user interface connected to the metainformation. 

What this means is that metadata should be created in the process of producing the data. 
Metadata should be updated when data is updated. If only catalogue-type information is of 
interest this could be extracted from the complete metadatabase. 

Key components 

Below is a description of the key system components that have been or are being 
implemented at MDC today. 

Metadata 

There is a much ongoing work relating to meta data at this time. Both the European 
standardisation body (CEN) and the international standardisation organisation (ISO) are in 
the process of establishing standards in this area (CEN TC/287 and ISO TC 211). In 
addition the Federal Geographic Data Committee in US (FGDC) has established a 
contents standard on metadata. MDC has decided to follow the approach by FGDC and 
has an implementation in ORACLE closely following this standard. We are also following 
the drafts on the ISO-standards and will use those when a final draft is accepted. The ISO
standard will have an extensibility to accept both mandatory, conditional and optional 
meta-attributes as well as possibilities to add attributes where a strong need for this exists. 

Data types 

Environmental information can be of many different kinds. The main data type is of course 
geographic data sets (e.g. vector and raster data with attributes). The system however must 
be capable of working with images, text-documents, videos and animations. 

Stored presentations 

For visualisation though, we have found that to make data meaningful we have to prepare 
presentations on different abstraction levels. This means that the user does not need to 
create the map right from the beginning by adding data sets and assigning symbolisation to 
each layer. Instead the user can choose from themes, maps and layouts. 

Theme 

The concept of using themes is to avoid the common problem today when the user chooses 
a data set to present in GIS software. Taking ArcView as an example: for the users to add a 
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statistical presentation to a map with size-proportional circles showing the amount of mire 
in each municipality the user has to go through the following steps. 

• Find the correct directory on the disk where the data set exists. 

• Find the correct data set (often using an abbreviated filename) . 

• Choose a field to make the presentation on. (Area of mire / municipality) 

• Choose a presentation method for that field ( e.g. choroplet, bar-chart, pi eo 
chart, size-proportional symbol) 

• Choose classification method and intervals. 

• Choose graphic variables depending on presentation method (e.g. hue, 
intensity, size, shape) 

By using the concept of themes we not only store information on raw geographic data sets 
but also ready-made themes which are geographic data sets with a defmed attribute, 
presentation method, classification intervals and symbolisation for the visualisation. This 
means that one geographic data set can have many themes. 

Geographic measurement scales 
How do we then cope if a data set is in the process of being visualised and there exists no 
ready-made theme for it? One way could be to formalise the traditional rules on allowed 
graphic variables for different geographic measurement scales. The most common graphic 
variables are size, hue, intensity, shape and direction. The geographic measurement scales 
are ordinal, nominal, interval and ratio scales. They could be generalised and inserted in 
just two broad categories, qualitative and quantitative measuring scales. It should be noted 
that one single data set could have both qualitative and quantitative attributes. Basic rules 
are that for qualitative data the graphic variable's hue and shape should be used and for 
quantitative data size and intensity should be used. This basic knowledge could be 
implemented in a visualisation system so that a presentation follows at least the minimum 
cartographic rules by automatic means. 

Document 

Another stored presentation form is what is called a document. A document could be said 
to be a window on the computer screen with a pre-defined size and position. A document is 
an abstract object that could be one of the following types: map, table, chart, image, text 
document. 

Map 

A map is an ordered list of themes. All themes are stored separately. This means that a 
theme could be used in several different maps. A stored map can be used as a background 
map in another map. This makes it unnecessary to define all themes for background 
information in simple thematic map more than once. 
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Table 

A table is a presentationof a specific selection of rows and columns of a specific data set. 

Chart 

A chart is a presentation of data from a specific table 

Image 

An image is an ordinary photograph which is not of the type satellite image or airborne 
photos. 

Text document 

A text document is a text document presented in a window. 

Layout 

A layout is a collection of documents that together will make a complete presentation. A 
layout could for instance be composed of four documents: two maps, one image and one 
text document. This combination of different types of information in a layout with live 
maps is very powerful. All documents are generated at presentation time and represent all 
the latest updates. No pre-stored bitmaps are presented. 

Collections 

All these information types (Geographic data sets, themes, maps, tables, charts, texts and 
layouts) must be classified to be easy to search for. All data is classified using the concept 
of collections that is used in some of the profiles in the Search and Retrieval protocol called 
Z39.50. The concept of collection could be described as (an) a hierarchical tree. An 
important extension to that is that a node can exist on many branches at the same time. At 
the terminal nodes is the actual data (e.g. data sets, maps ... ). 

This makes it possible to classify data with more than one classification system at a time. 

User interface 

A user interface for data searching called GeoData Explorer has been developed for this 
project. The interface is very similar to the Windows Explorer interface found in the 
Windows 95 and NT environments for navigating through directories and files. The target 
for search here is the stored presentations and geographic data sets in the system. The 
directories in the explorer environment are here exchanged with the Collection objects to 
aid organisation of data. The GeoData Explorer will also support search through the whole 
tree for specific data that limits geographic area, date interval, or data type. 
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Map server 

The cartographic rendering will be done using specific software for rendeIing data that will 
be sent over the Internet. Two different approaches will be evaluated. ArcView Internet 
server and Mapobjects Internet server. Both products are from ESRI Inc. The reason for 
choosing commercial products is to assure continuous development and reduce in-house 
development costs. 

Data server 

One important aspect when choosing a server for geographic data is to have a system 
featuring a close connection between metadata and data. The traditional choice for 
geographic data has been to rely on system-dependent formats for data archives e.g. 
Arcllnfo-export or Mapinfo-MIF. Traditional relational database systems (RDBMS) have 
been to slow to assist on-line processing with GEO-data. New technology breakthroughs 
with spatial indexing and new data types have however opened the way for using RDBMS. 
The advantages with this are that the long experience with security. mass-storage devices. 
multiple-users and other topics could be extended to and implemented using geographic 
data. 

MDC is now using Spatial database Engine (SDE) from ESRI Inc together with the 
RDBMS Informix to evaluate the potential. 

Sample applications 

The samples and slides showed in this presentation can be seen at the website at 
www.mdc.kiruna.se. 
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Digital Thematic Maps- present situation 

Computers application In spatial sciences contribute to a better 

visualization in spatial analyses of spatial phenomena and processes . 

Space analysis and modelling are more simple when screen format is used 

and the information is understood more obviously and lastingly. Results 

of voluminous research, before all the geographical one are shown more 

simplified in graphic electronic form are more often . For this reason, a 

conclusion should be made th a t electronic cartography and above all 

thematic mapping represent a modern stage in the development of 

geography and all other spatial sciences. The new technologies for 

geographical data processing and thematic maps preparation have been 

introduced in Serbia to a various extent and still are insufficient. Many 

maps of most diverse contents and scales have been published up to date 

by the conventional method of work in an analogous form of presentation . 

Military and civi l cartography has been producing maps for general and 

specific purposes: topography, orohydrography, physical geography, 

atlases of national and smaller administrative territories, thematic maps 

(in hydro log y, geology, vegetation, pedology, geomorphology, 

sett lem ents, demography, ethnic maps etc.). 
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In the course of 1995, digital cartography penetrated into the concrete 

plans of several Yugoslav institutions . "An Electronic Map and Guide 

through Belgrade" is a project of "Geokarta" Institute of Cartography in 

conjunction with "OSA Computer Engineering" private Company. The 

scale of the cartographic base is 1: 10 000 . The alphanumerical base in the 

project is a segment of the geographic information system for the town of 

Belgrade and is meant for most variated users . The data base contains 

most diversified data among which are names of streets, house numbers, 

public institutions such as post offices, telephones, city administration, 

clinics , taxi service etc. The cartographic base is transform into vector 

format. In the course of the cartographic base scanning needed to obtain 

a raster image OSA computer engineers developed a new method for 

correction of the errors appearing when paper maps are scanned. They 

reso lved the problem by setting up a programme module in a RX

AutoImage Map environment, namely within an interactive graphic design 

of AutoCAD. The programme module was based on an assumption that 

overall deformation occurring on a graphic document while scanned can 

be described by means of polynomial transformation functions of the fipt, 

second and higher order. Thus , using the known theoretical coordinates 

of a decimetric grid, the existent network of control points, and 

appropriate values for the measured coordinates of equivalent points 

coefficients of transformation polynomials were derived by a method of 

conditional equa lizing of unknown values (Nestorov, 1996). 

In 1996, a dig ital oro hydrographic map was made in the territory of 

Serbia the scale of 1 :200000. The authors, researchers in the "Jaroslav 

Cerni" Water Resources Institute, Belgrade adjusted the project in order 

to meet the requirements of the Water Resources Base Map for Serbia . 

The maps were conceived to consist of layers that will be combined, by 

applying geog raphic information system technology with alphanumerical 

data of importance for the water resources economy. This map will be a 

bas e for thirty thematic maps planned to be integrated in the Water 

Resources Base Map of Serbia (Gavri lovic, at al.,1996). 

Digital thematic maps have been dealt with an indirect way within the 

framework of the data base geocoding projects performed by the Military 

Geography Institute . In the course of realization three application 
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software packages were used : SRIF I1RAS 32 scanning programme for 

scanning, raster data processing and vectorization; MicroStation 32D 

programme for vector data handling; TIGRIS modules to set up a 

geographic information system . All the activities were focused on the jobs 

of preparation of documents, scanning, editing of raster formats, 

vectorization , definition of logic structure, work units and coordinate 

systems, topology, allocation of attributes, etc. ( Markovic,1996) 

Ground surface , presented on an electronic map or a digital elevation 

model has become the matter of concern and study of geologists . The 

scientific paper "Method of Relief Presentation in GIS" listed illustrative 

examples for the terrain in Serbia particularly for the slopes of Mt. 

Jastrebac. The electronic cartography is based on a topographic map and 

a satellite ground survey. (Cupkovic, at aI., 1996) 

A digital geodetic plan for the Republic of Serbia has been developed 

since 1991 with the support of software modules in compliance with a 

series of regulations. The plan is a segment of graphic input or output 

procedures within Geographic information system. Digital geodetic 

planning procedures can be improved by MapSoft system of programmes 

which facilitates digitalization from screen, operations within computer 

network, integration of all graphic functions, etc. The scales varies from 

1: 500 to 1.12500, depending on vector content. Digital geodetic planning 

is a capital and strategic step on a national level that requires additional 

funding so that the implementation of the whole project will be possible 

in the foreseeable future. (.Mihajlovic,1996) 

Another protect that supports development of digital cartography and GIS 

applications in our country is Digital Geographic Map of the Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia, scale 1 : 100 000. The project was realized in the 

Military Geography Institute, Belgrade. The digital map consists of 

numerous cartographic grounds classified in several data bases (relief, 

hydrography, settlements, railway and road communications and so on). 

Frame of each data base the contents are ranked at several levels. The 

geocoded data base has been formed by using relation modules and adding 

attribute tables ( Horg, at aI., 1996). 
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In the Laboratory of Geodesy, Faculty of Forestry of Belgrade University 

a programme system for digital topography was developed - preparation 

of plans and maps in digital form. As emphasis was put on design aspects, 

the project was named SurveyPro and integrated with AutoCad. The key 

functions of the GIS software developed in it, were for example: taking 

over of digital data, digitalization on a digitizer and screen, editing, 

spatial data processing and presentation and numerous related function·s. 

The basic idea is maximization of the AutoCad advantages such as 

possible display of spatial entities in 3-D, formats for drawing exchanges 

among packages and relationship between AutoCad and data bases. The 

paper that was named "Preparation of Thematic Maps in Forestry" by GIS 

Technology shows a digital thematic map of one section of "Djerdap" 

national park (Janic, 1996). 

The work on a digital basic national map, scale 1:5000, was started in the 

course of 1996 in the Institute of Geodesy, Civil Engineering Faculty, 

University, of Belgrade. The contents of the digital map was transformed 

into digital form by manual digitalization and automatic vectorization. 

This map form has different layers. The graphic base is associated with 

data bases of a complex urban information system. The described concept 

containing spatial components and relation data bases constitute one a 

part of the setup, development and application of the Geographic 

information system. The Republic Institute of Geodesy, GIS Dept. is 

permanently engaged in digital mapping of the whole territory of Serbia. 

For the needs of a Land Use plan of Serbia, different geographical 

sources have been digitalized. The map base was done in the scales of 

1:300 000 and 1 :200 000. Individual map layers were adjusted to the 

needs of spatial planning so that the initial base was constituted of data 

layers on hydrography, relief, road network, railway lines, planned 

infrastructure corridors , land use plans, etc. 

One of the results of joint efforts of GIS Dept., Republic Institute of 

Geodesy , and Chair for Methods Geological Mapping, Faculty of Mining 

and Geology, University of Belgrade, was a digital model of the Serbian 

teritory required by the civil sector and given in different scales. 

Composite satellite images from Lendsat 3 mission and GRASS and Er 

Mapper software packages were used to prepare a digital model and the 
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regional structural image of Serbia in the scale of 1 :2,000,000 as part of 

the project titled Geological Atlas of Serbia (Cupkovic et. AI.,1996) 

Computer-based thematic maps are diversified both by contents and by 

scale in order to meet customers' requirements. They are reliable and 

easily available sources of electronic information unavoidable in spatial 

analysis. At the same time digital thematic maps can represent output 

information in graphic form and show results of various spatial research. 

Geographic Information System in Serbia 

Geographic Information System as a technology and new discipline that 

collects , analyses, handles and displays geographical information that has 

lately bee n a matter of interest of the scientists and professionals in 

Serbia . Thus in the course of 1996 First Yugoslav conference on GIS 

technologies "GIS- State-of-the Art and Prospects" was organized by 

leading academic institutions in Yugoslavia. The chief organizer of the 

conference was Geographic Institute "Jovan Cvijic", Serbian Academy of 

Sciences and Arts, Belgrade . Many papers ' have been published in the 

Proceedings. They are classified into two thematic units: development of 

theory and methodology of GIS in the world and in Yugoslavia, 

development of GIS elements (hardware, software, data bases, 

professionals, electronic maps, modelling, space analysis etc). 

After the gathering more intense work took place to develop and 

implement all GIS elements, predominantely electronic thematic maps, 

programme packages, peripherals, relation data bases . The above results 

are of recent date and they show the shortage of time that prevents a 

comprehensive development of thematic mapping and GIS . 

Future development of digital thematic maps of Serbia and GIS 

With regard to the fact that GIS and digital thematic maps provide 

support for decision-making in the sphere of spatial phenomena and 

processes control, the work in both of these spheres is becoming 

increasingly important. There is awareness that good foundations are 

needed because in such a way, the land, economy and all natural and 

community resources can be managed more easily, precisely and 

expeditiously. There is a need to set up geographic information systems at 
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various levels and to develop GIS-based geodesy, cartography, modern 

geography and powerful electronics . Al l this taken together goes in 

parallel with introduction of the world standard ISO TC 211 named 

"Geomatica", an aim being standardization in the field of digital 

geographic information for the purpose of data transfer to users. 
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Polygonal maps (i.e. polygonal subdivisions of the plane, in a geometric sense) are a 
common data type in many GIS applications. Political and administrative boundaries 
(countries, voting districts, census tracts, etc. ), soil maps, landuse maps, geological maps, 
and many other categorical maps are made up of polygons usually covering map space 
enti rely. To date, polygonal map data are generalized in GIS and cartography systems 
using line simplification and line generalization algorithms, ignoring their specific 
topologic and semantic nature. The problems of this appmach are notorious - self
intersecting lines, intersections of neighboring lines, coalescing lines, poor preservation of 
shape properties of the original polygons, to name but a few - but very few methods are 
available yet that address polygonal map generalization explicitly. Exceptions include the 
algorithm by de Berg et al. (1995) for constrained simplification of a polygon map which 
avoids intersecting lines and preserves the containment of an additional set of points; 
aggregation algorithms for disjoint polygons by DeLucia and Black (1987) and Jones et 
al. (1995); and the method for disjoint area patch generalization by Muller and Wang 
(1992). Note, however, that only the algorithm by de ne~g et al. (1995) was exclusively 
designed for polygonal subdivisions. 

From the point of view of cartographic principles, and due to the prevalence of polygonal 
map data sets in GIS, it is fairly obvious that polygonal maps should no longer be treated 
as a set of individual lines, but as true polygons forming a subdivision of the plane, and 
that more polygon-specific generalization methods should therefore be developed. 

2 Background and Objectives 

In a previous paper (Weibel 1996), a typology of constraints that govern polygonal map 
generalizat ion was developed, in order to attack the problem in a structured way. A 
comprehensive set of constraints has been identified which can be classified according to 
their spatial extent (conflicts can occur within an individual polygonal chain, between 
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polygons of an individual layer, or between polygons of separate layers) as well as with 
respect to the domain of data modeling and representation (metric, topologic, semantic, 
and Gestalt constraints). Based on this typology, we have chosen to first address metric 
constraints, in particular those relating to size and proximity conflicts of polygons of an 
individual layer. Avoiding polygons which are too small (minimal size constraint) or 
which are too narrow or too close to each other (minimal width constraint) is an 
important task in polygonal map generalization for which no solutions are available yet. 

Metric constraints - in particular those relating to size and proximity conflicts - are 
hard to model and define. Minimal size and width measures are available from the lit
erature, but they are usually defined for simple regular shapes such as buildings, not for 
the irregular shapes occurring on polygonal maps. For instance, in the case of elongated, 
lenticular polygons it is not immediately apparent when and where the minimal width 
criterion is violated (i.e. lines are coalescing) and how that could be quantified and 
detected, let alone resolved. An experimental system called PolyGen has therefore been 
developed that serves as a workbench for the study, definition and modeling of metric 
constraints and the development of methods of conflict detection and resolution (Bader 
1997). PolyGen has been implemented in C on Macintosh computers and contains the 
following functions: a set of basic tools to model, manage, query and modify polygonal 
maps and maintain correct topology when modifications are made; a variety of line 
simplification and smoothing algorithms (used for empirical assessment of the problems 
induced by line generalization methods); algorithms for detecting size and proximity 
conflicts; and algorithms for conflict resolution (i.e. generalization). In order to maximize 
control during experimentation, all functions are available in interactive mode, and can be 
appl ied locally and selectively to selected polygons. The following two sections describe 
the algorithms developed for conflict detection and resolution. Due to lack of space, the 
discussion must remain superficial; full details can be found in Bader (1997) . 

3 Modeling and Detecting Conflicts 

Conflict detection forms an integral part of generalization and yields important 
information which guides subsequent conflict resolution by generalization methods. As 
mentioned above, developing suitable and robust models to quantify and identify size and 
proximity conflicts in polygonal maps is by no means a trivial task. How are parts of a 
polygon detected which are too narrow, or polygons which are too close to each other 
when these polygons are of arbitrary shape? Even the seemingly easy problem of 
identifying polygons which are too small may become complex. A polygon may have 
sufficient area, yet be long and thin and belong to a less important category and could 
therefore sti ll be eliminated . This illustrates how size and proximity relations can be 
modeled and measured in various ways. 

In the remainder of this section, we restrict the discussion to the detection of narrow 
sections of a polygon, as an example of modeling metric conflicts . Of the many ways 
these problems could be modeled, two approaches have been developed and im
plemented that take spatial context into account and lend themselve to the development of 
generalization algorithms. The first one is based on a rolling ball principle, while the 
second one employs a triangulation of polygon boundaries. 
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Detecting narrow sections based on the rolling ball principle 

The rolling ball principle is similar to Perkal's (1966) epsilon band. It is, however, not 
used to generalize directly the outline of a polygon such as in epsilon filtering, but is 
restricted to detecting sections where polygon boundaries are too close. Given a minimal 
allowable width w (e.g. equivalent to 0.35 mm at target scale), a buffer is constructed 
representing the area that would be covered by a ball of width w/2 rolled along the interior 
of each polygon boundary (Fig. 1 a). Overlapping buffers then highlight sections of the 
corresponding polygon boundaries which are obviously closer than w. Because all 
polygonal chains are originally ordered in counter-clockwise direction, overlapping 
conflict regions are marked by interior polygons whose direction has been inverted (Fig. 
I b). If applied to all boundaries of a polygonal subdivis ion the same procedure can be 
used to detect island polygons embedded in a 'background polygon' which are too close 
and might need to be aggregated (Fig. 5 a). Such problem areas are detected because the 
exterior of the island polygons is also the interior of the background polygon. Finally, 
note that the buffers are constructed as modified parallel lines (details see Bader 1997). 
The advantage of this approximation of accurate buffers (which would have circular arcs 
around polygon vertices) is that it simplifies intersection computations and still provides a 
good approximation. 

Figure 1: a) Overlapping buffers mark sections of the polygon boundary where the minimal 
width w is not met. b) Interior polygons ordered in clockwise direction represent conflict regions, 
those ordered in counter-clockwise direction are safe. 

Detecting narrow sections using triangulation 

Triangulations fo rm an alternative principle that has occasionally been used in the lit
erature to represent proximity relations. While others, however, have used Delaunay 
triangulation (Ruas 1995) or constrained Delaunay triangulation (Jones et al. 1995), we 
have decided to employ a confo rming Delaunay triangulation (Bern and Epstein 1992) . 
A Delaunay triangulation is formed by triangles whose ci rcumcircle does not contain any 
other vertex of the triangulation. In a constrained Delaunay triangulation, polygonal 
chains form linear constraints, and the original Delaunay triangulation is locally adjusted 
(by changing the connections of triangle edges) so that no triangle edge intersects a 
polygonal chain . A conforming Delaunay triangulation also considers the polygonal 
chains as constraints, but it does so by inserting additional vertices along the chain until 
the vertices are sufficiently dense so the Delaunay criterion is met everywhere. The 
advantage of using a conforming Delaunay triangulation fo r polygonal maps is that it 
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provides more 'hooks' for the modification of polygon boundaries by subsequent 
generalization algorithms (e.g. aggregation, displacement). 

Narrow sections are detected by an analysis of the width of triangles. Conflict regions are 
then formed by sets of (entire) triangles which have been identified as too narrow. 
Compared to the rolling ball principle, the conforming Delaunay triangulation can be 
constructed more efficiently (in logarithmic time) and provides a 'web' of triangle edges 
connecting adjacent polygonal chains, forming a convenient proximity structure for use 
by subsequent generalization algorithms. On the other hand, rolling ball buffers more 
neatly partition the polygons into regions of conflicts and 'safe areas'. This indicates that 
rolling ball buffers are superior for conflict detection, while the triangulation provides a 
good structure for the resolution of conflicts, efficiency notwithstanding. 

4 Resolving Conflicts 

This section presents several generalization algorithms that have been developed for the 
resolution of conflicts previously detected by the above methods. 

Elimination of small polygons 

Two cases must be distinguished when eliminating polygons which are considered too 
small. The elimination of island polygons is trivial; it is equivalent to removing an interior 
boundary of the background polygon. Eliminating non-island polygons, however, needs 
a more complex procedure to avoid the introduction of topological errors. A method tfiat 
is robust even for complex polygons (e.g. polygons of elongated non-convex shape) has 
been developed. It makes use of the skeleton of the polygon under consideration. The 
skeleton is constructed on the basis of the conforming Delaunay triangulation of the 
interior of the polygon (Fig. 2). In a second step , the incident chains of the adjacent 
polygons are connected to the nearest point on the skeleton and unnecessary skeleton 
branches pruned (Fig. 3 a). The remaining skeleton then represents the new boundaries 
between the remaining polygons (Fig. 3 b). 

® 

Figure 2: Skeleton of a polygon built on the basis of a conforming Delaunay triangulation . 
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Figure 3: a) Connecting incident chains to the skeleton and pruning unnecessary branches. 
b) The sample polygon before and after elimi nation .. c) A complex non-convex polygon 
(centro id fall s outside polygon boundary) before and after elimination. 

Enlargement of narrow polygons 

Enlarging a narrow polygon may be useful if the polygon under consideration is too 
important to be suppressed (in which case the above elimination procedure could be 
applied) and of elongated shape. A river in a landuse data set would be a possible ex
ample of such a case. The enlargement of polygons is restricted to sections which have 
been detected to fall below the minimal width constraint. The algorithm is again based on 
the conforming Delaunay triangulation of the interior of the polygon. The edges of 
narrow triangles are identified as so-called critical edges. Displacement vectors are then 
calculated for vertices on the polygon boundary from incident critical edges (Fig. 4 a) , 
and the polygon enlarged by displacement of the polygon vertices (Fig. 4 b, c). For lack 
of space, we must refer the reader to Bader (1 997) for details about the identification of 
critical edges and the calculation of displacement vectors. The result of this algorithm is 
satisfactory fo r the sample situation displayed in Figure 4, but note that the present 
version does not include any means to prevent conflicts caused as a consequence of the 
original displacement (e.g. adj acent polygons may become too narrow or topologically 
inconsistent). Avoiding such secondary conflicts would require a conflict reso lut ion 
strategy which is global rather than local to a single polygon. 

Figure 4: a) Computing a di spl acement vector for a boundary vertex from incident criti cal 
edges . b, c) Sample polygon before and after enlargement . 
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Aggregation of polygons 

Polygons may need to be aggregated if the background polygon that is separating them is 
too narrow (Fig . 5 a). In polygon aggregation, three cases can be distinguished. 
Aggregating polygons that share a common boundary is trivial; it is equivalent to 
eliminating the common boundary chain. This function is available in all major GIS. The 
second case arises when polygons of the same category are aggregated (Fig. 5 a). This 
case has been dealt with by several authors including DeLucia and Black (1 987), Jones et 
al. (1995), and Muller and Wang (1992), using different methods. The third case occurs 
when the intervening space between two polygons belonging to different categories is too 
narrow and may therefore be eliminated (Fig. 5 b). The difference to the second case, 
however, is that the two 'aggregated' polygons are still separated by a boundary and that a 
new boundary must be found. We are restricting the discussion to the third case because 
it is the most complex one; the second case can be considered as a special case of the 
third one. 

Candidate polygons for aggregations of the third type are those which are separated by a 
third polygon which is too narrow (Fig. 5 a, b). The new boundary between two 
candidate polygons is constructed on the basis of the skeleton of the overlapping buffer 
region (cross-hatched area in Fig. 6 a) . Bounding edges closing the corridor off towards 
the sides are then built as shown in Figt,I re 6 b). The intersection points SP between the 
buffers are projected onto the boundaries of the candidate polygons; the connection of the 
projected points then yields the bounding edges and new nodes are inserted at the 
intersections of the bounding edges and the skeleton. 

Figure 5: a) Polygons of the same category which are too close (buffer of background poly gon 
shows an overl ap) . b, c) Two polygons belonging to di fferent categories are aggregated (i.e. part 
of the background polygon is eliminated) and a new boundary is inserted. 

Figure 6: a) Skeleton and bounding edges. b) Principle of constructing the bounding edges. 
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Displacement of polygons 

The situation shown in Figure 5, with a background polygon that is too narrow, could 
also be resolved by displacement of the polygon boundaries separated by the background 
polygon (Fig. 7). The result is similar to enlarging the background polygon using the 
method described above. As shown in Figure 7, however, polygon boundaries can be 
defined as immovable. Also, the displacement vectors are computed on the basis of the 
overlap regions of the rolling ball buffers rather than the conforming Delaunay 
triangulation (Fig. 8). The overlap region is triangulated and the skeleton constructed. On 
the skeleton, force vectors (metaphorically equivalent to repelling 'magnets') are 
computed whose magnitude is equivalent to the triangle area and whose direction is given 
by the connection of the centroid S and its projection on the skeleton. The 'magnets' are 
then used to compute displacement vectors on the polygon boundaries. Weighting factors 
can be used to control the degree to which a point can be moved. In Figure 7, one of the 
boundaries was defined as immovable. 

Figure 7: Displacing polygons. One of the polygons is defined as immovable. 

Figure 8: Computation of the repelling 'magnets' on the skeleton of the overlap region. 
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5 Conclusions 

This paper has presented a variety of algorithms to detect and resolve metric conflicts 
(size and proximity) in polygonal map generalization. The rolling ball principle has been 
shown to be a powerful tool for detecting proximity conflicts. Additionally, the use of a 
conforming Delaunay triangulation provides a convenient structure for several 
generalization algorithms to clean up problem areas. The algorithms presented (with the 
exception of the rolling ball algorithm) are efficient and robust; all produce satisfactory 
results superior to those of line simplification methods used presently in mapping 
systems. They form novel elements that can be added to the generalization toolbox. A 
number of issues, however, remain to be resolved by future research, including the 
development of missing algorithms and the formalization of adequate procedural 
knowledge required to guide the selection, sequencing, and application of basic methods 
(i.e. which algorithm is applied under which circumstances and with what parameters). 
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Abstract 

A trigonometric network surveyed by TRIMBLE GPS, allowed the 
determination of three control points. In this way it is possible to build the image from 
a geometric point of view. 

This is the base for further applications, and some of those are: 
- experimental surveys, 
- surveillance and control measures, 
- emergency interventions. 

Introduction and Finality 

Any aspect of the soil protection and of the territorial setup, and in particular 
any civil engineering work, can not put aside the deep knowledge of the landslides and 
their evolution with time. First, this knowledge is useful for the drawing up of 
cartographic documents for a general and geomorphologic use, especially if destined 
to highlight the instability of a slope. Those documents should be drawn up in a way to 
avoid any difficulty for technicians of different fields in consulting them. 

Since we stated that those particular documents represent the instability 
phenomena acting in a particular moment, it goes without saying that those maps are 
valid with reference to the moment in which have been surveyed. It follows that in an 
area in which the morphogenetic processes act with a considerable intensity and 
sometime very rapidly, this detemlines an understandable confusion for the users, do 
not allowing a precise evaluation of the landslides and consequently the risk related. 

It is useful to point out that the landslides represent in Italy an essential 
component of the landscape, and in addition affect any anthropic activity related to the 
soil or the subsoil. For instance, there are 207 towns wounded by landslides (A VI 
Project, 1995). 

For this reason, we need experimental surveys to setup new methodologies that 
allow us to characterise in real-time possible landslide activities, in order to reduce the 
monitoring time and its cost. 
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FIG . 2 

SIMULATION OF A CONTROL NETWORJ( 

SCA LE I: 10.000 

Fixed points : 10· 30 • 40 • 50 - 60 • 70 - 80 

1001 - 1002 - 1003 

The approximate co-ordinates of the chosen vertexes, in the Gauss-Boaga 
reference system, coming from the I :5000 scale cart0h'faphy of the interested area, 
have been inputted. From this data set have been derived the measures listed in Table 
I. 

Besides, in telms of precision indicated by the "simulated" distance 
measurements, the attainable precision in the planimetric determination of the different 
vertexes (datum and control points) has been computed and is described by the "eITor 
ellipse" for any control point. In Fig. 3 are shown all the error ellipses, in scale 
drawing. 

In addition, it is necessary to obtain the co-ordinates of any vertex, and the 
related uncertainty expressed by the error ellipse, which is fundamental to compute the 
difference in the co-ordinates of two different cycles, in order to measure the 
components (module, verse and direction). 
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TAB. 1 DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Geolab simulation 
GeoLab V2 . 4d International UNITS : m,DMS 
======== ====== ============================ ============================== : 

Misclosures (pass 1) : 
TYPE AT FROM TO OBSERVATION STD.DEV. 

------------ -- -- -------- -------- - --- ----------------- --------

DIST 40 50 1551.3500 0 . 0300 
DI ST 40 1 002 839.7400 0.02 00 
DIST 40 30 14 73 .4090 0.0300 
DIST 1 001 70 949.0590 0.0400 
DIST 1001 1002 870.7210 0.0200 
DIST 50 70 805.9300 0 . 0200 
DIST 1002 70 1569 . 9700 0.0300 
DIST 1002 30 1111.5880 0 . 02 00 
DI ST 1002 1003 781.6980 0.0300 
DIST 70 1003 1987.8500 0 . 0300 
DIST 30 1003 1129.8520 0.0200 
DIST 70 60 685 . 3450 0 . 0200 
DIST 1003 60 1492.4910 0 . 0200 
DIST 1003 10 535.9260 0 . 0300 
DIST 10 60 1564.0720 0 . 0300 
DIST 30 80 1051 . 5296 0.0200 
DIST 1003 80 989.8190 0.0400 
DIST 10 80 1055.2980 0.0200 
DIST 80 40 2283 .3210 0 . 0400 
DIST 50 60 1458.2530 0 . 0300 
DIST 70 80 2970.6640 0 . 02 ()"0 
DIST 70 30 2681. 0980 0.0300 
DIST 50 1001 999 . 6966 0.0200 
DIST 40 1001 714.6796 0 . 0300 
DIST 50 10 2789 . 1148 0 .0400 
DIST 50 80 3419.3148 0 . 0400 
DIST 50 30 2893 . 5408 0.0500 
DIST 40 60 1774.4247 0 . 0300 
DIST 40 10 2116.1769 0.0300 
DIST 30 10 1581.4325 0 . 0200 
DIST 70 30 2681.0958 0.0300 
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fIG. 3 

SIMULATION OF A CONTROL NETWORK 

NETWORK SCALE 1:25.000 
CONFIDENTIAL REGION SCALE 1:25 

40 

Geolab simulation 
GeoLab V2. 4d International UNITS: m,OMS 

2-0 and 1-0 Station Confidence Regions (95 . 000 percent) : 
STATION MAJOR SEMI-AXIS AZ MINOR SEMI-AXIS 
------------ --------------------- -------------------
1001 0 . 0546 32 0.0438 
1002 0.0436 79 0.0328 
1003 0.0288 155 0.0225 
30 0.0540 123 0.0205 
40 0.0537 86 0.0259 
50 0.0646 47 0 . 0236 
70 0.0492 36 0 . 0207 
80 0.0477 162 0.0221 
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During the simulation, uncertainty values in the order of few cm have been 
reached, even if this limit could be reduced during the realisation of the network thank 
to the advantages provided by the GPS, like: 
- higher accuracy in the measurements of the distance that, being in the range of few 

Km in the case of the longest sides, could reach a millimetric or sub-millimetric 
approximation; 

- higher number of available measurements, according to the number of 
simultaneously utili sable receivers that contribute to the redundancy of the 
observations, which is the factor that determines the precision of the network. 

The Measuring Network Related to the Morphodynamics - Conclusions 

The modus operandi proposed, allow us to reach extremely high precisions with 
a limited number of points (three unsteady points); on the contrary, it is necessary a 
wide traverse of fixed points, outside the surveyed area. Considering a situation 
characterised by diffuse instabilities, those last are useful to verify eventual 
displacements of the network nodes. Besides the three points located in the moving 
area characterise different evolving and morphologic situations : the point number 1002 
is located within an area that underwent small deformations; the point number 1001 is 
located at the top of the slumped material, where the masses can undergo remarkable 
displacements; the point number 1003 point at the toe of a lava flow arm). 

The complex cinematic of the slumped ' material, in which different 
morpho dynamic units can be pointed out (Fig. 1 ), needs of the monitoring of a great 
number of unsteady points, that can be powerfully realised, using some of the GPS 
network nodes like the points for the direct distance measurements, oriented in the 
direction of the greatest displacements. In this way we obtain the best ratio between 
the costs and the precision and meaningfulness of the data, consistently with the 
observed morphodynamic processes. 

At present time the slumped material, developed mainly during the period 
between March and April 1996, does not present meaningful displacements, within the 
limits of the traditional measurements tools. As a consequence, it is sufficient one 
annual monitoring. In the next future, with the occurrence of persistent, not necessarily 
severe, rainfalls, we should reasonably expect a new (generally partial) mobilisation of 
the sledded masses, in two lava flow iums. This is a consequence of the fact that the 
middle and upper reaches and the reaches canalised in the torrential beds can be easily 
re-mobilised (because of the higher dip, the lower depth and the easier saturation). On 
the other hand, the morphologic evolution at the lava flow toes, that is on sub
horizontal slopes, which are more steadies, and afterwards interested by accumulation 
and thrust phenomena, should be only affected by global instability phenomena linked 
with extreme rainfalls (for instance, the ones happened during winter 1996 that have 
multisecular occurrence; Rizzo, 1996). At the front of the lava flow walls, there are 
local instabilities associated to the widening of the riverbed, which is caused by 
erosion and bank falls. Besides, greater importance, for the short-term previsions, is 
given to eventual displacements along the top of the landslide, where. not disarranged 
and potentially unstable masses, whit a more rigid behaviour, are present. The 
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evolution of these masses could gradually damage the whole slope by a succession of 
multiple falls that would effectively isolate the closest towns. 
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GIS IN A STUDY OF POTENTIAL CLIMATE 
CHANGES EFFECTS ON FORESTS 

A. Sidorov, O. Radchenko, I. Buksha, V. Meshkova 
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86 Pushkinskaya Str., Kharkov 310024, Ukraine 

Abstract 
Global climate changes due to anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse 
gases will cause differential changes in the ranges of the various forest 
species and their growth rates in Ukraine. Probable, some dominant 
species will lose growth advantage while subordinate ones become 
dominating. Other forest species will not survive in areas they currently 
occupy and will be replaced by the species alien to the site. Such changes 
in forest features of the region eventually will disrupt ecological patterns 
and economical system which is dependent on them. 
Study of the probable etTects of global changes in climate involves a 
methodology that links Global Circulation Models with forest types 
classification (incorporate types of climate and forested land types) and 
forest growth models. Links between the models are of spatial nature, thus 
GIS and digital maps are the best tool to incorporate results of one model 
in another. However, complexity and need of further advancement of 
employed biogeographical model states question about an adequate 
GIS-technology. 
As a fIrst step in the study, authors ust;d data of observation from irregular 
network of meteorological stations to classify forest lands by current clima
tic conditions. The digital map of Ukraine with levels of chosen climatic 
variables was produced with technique of 2-dimensional interpolation. The 
same technique is applied to impose scenarios from Global Circulation 
Models to re-classify the area according to the climatic changes. 
Geographical boundaries of tree species in corijunction with observational 
meteorological data and those derived from the scenarios were utilized for 
obtaining climatic fIgures of the species. Inverse mapping of the climatic 
ftgUres into geographical space gives required potential climatic ranges. The 
"future" range possibly will contain sites with appropriate relief, water and 
soil condition where species may survive or will be introduced. On the 
other hand, shrinkage of a climatic range shows that the species "in future" 
will experience decline or withdraw from old territories which do not 
overlap new range. 
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Introduction 
The presentation background is autho~' research under international US 
Country Studies Program (1995 - 1996), Ukraine region, forest sector. 
Aim of the project was to estimate climate change impact on forests and to 
suggest adaptation stmtegies for Ukraine. 

Ihe research source data base contains global mean monthly temperature 
and .precipitation data at spatial resolution of 0.5° latitudejlongitude for 
Europe. Additional region-scale data are observations of 66 meteorological 
stations in Ukraine, averaged for normal climatic period, 1951 - 1980 
yea~. These data defme baseline climatic scenario. Data from geneml at
mosphere circulation models CCCM, GFDL, GISS, UKMO at 0.5°xO.5° 
spatial resolution defme climate change scenarios in the case of doubling 
atmospheric CO2, 

The primary approach includes generation of potential vegetation land co
ver maps for current and "future" climate at a regional scale. According to 
that US Country Studies Progmm suggested well known Holdridge life zo
ne classification model (Holdrige, 1967). Additional model to correlate cli
mate and potential vegetation p~tterns that is used in Ukraine allows us to 
involve more detailed regional data on forest vegetation and to provide 
more detailed assessment. Generated climate-vegetation maps are the basis 
to produce prognostic climate-dependent regional maps of forests biolQgi
cal productivity, distribution of dominating tree species and forest stands 
composition, and othe~ required for the project. Forest growth dynamic 
assessment in changing climate needs forest stand dynamic modele;. 

Ukraine territory extends from 52°22'54" to 44°23'18" of northern 
latitude (about 900 Jan) and from 22°08'42" to 40°13'05" of northern 
longitude (about 1300 Jan) . Total area is 603.7 square kilometres. 
Population is about 52 millions. Ukrainian forest lands cover 10 millions 
hectares and about of 14.3% of the total territory. Approximately 54% of 
conifer species and 46% of deciduous species are composing Ukrainian fo
rests . Climate conditions in Ukraine are of temperate continental type, ex
cept of a narrow strip of subtropical coastal forest in Southern Crimea. 

Maps of potential forest distribution prepared with Holdridge life zone 
classification and Ukrainian forest-oriented climate classification 
(Vorobjov, 1960) were used for direct impact assessment and to find regio
nal analogies of present and "future" climate (Buksha 1995, 1996). For 
projecting species distribution we use empirical model of species potential 
climatic ranges, that correlates current climate and modem species ranges. 
Economic impact was evaluated from differences of conditional income 
between forest use economy in boreal forest, forest steppe and steppe zo
nes. Changes in proportion of territories occupied by different forest use 
zones impose variations in overall and local conditional income. 
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The results from climatic scenarios are different to a great extent, so we 
will discuss two contrasting examples: from CCCM and UK89 scenarios. 

CCCM scenario shows growing wanner all over Ukraine, especially at the 
South. Xerophilization will be more intensive in the south part of Forest 
Steppe and Steppe zone, which will transform to semidesert and desert ac
cording to the Ukrainian classification. Map by Holdridge classification 
shows that current Forest Steppe will be replaced by warm temperate thorn 
steppe and dry forest. Most of current forest zone will not change and the 
resting part will be replaced by wann temperate thorn steppe and dry fo
rest. Thus non-forest zone will increase, and trees will remain there only in 
favourable sites (river valleys or relief falls). On the area which remains fo 
rest land, forest types and species composition will change drastically. Fo
rest productivity will grow in the north-west direction as a result of humi
dity increase. 

UK89 scenario in realisation will lead to general warming. Diversity of 
forest type climates will increase. Continentality will increase everywhere 
but form of isolines for continentality variable does not seems reliable in 
the south-east: rate of continentality change is approximately 3°C on every 
1° oflatitude. On the all forest and non-forest lands forest distribution will 
not shift drastically although forest type biodiversity will increase. Forest 
zone will slightly move to south-east and area of steppe forest will be redu
ced. In the south-east part of Ukraine forest will survive in favourable sites 
only. Humidity growth in the west will lead to productivity growth too. 
Species composition will change due to continentality increase. Growth of 
pest and diseases outbreaks will be obsenred and vulnerable tree species can 
only be presenred tluough special forestry practice. 

Model of species potential climatic ranges were used for potential area 
change projection for main Ukrainian forest-forming species: Pinus 
sylvestris, Quercus robur, Carpinus betulus and Fagus silvatica. It appears 
that only under UK89 scenario potential climatic ranges of Pinus, Quercus 
and Carpinus will overlap Ukraine territory. Climate under CCCM, GFDL 
and GISS scenario will be unsuitable for them. Under UK89 climate 
change scenario all the main forest-forming species will experience 
shrinkage of their climatic ranges. Boundaty of Carpinus betulus will shift 
to the west. Pinus sylvestris will shift to the north and west. 

Biogeographical models 
Ukmiilian forest land classification (Aleksejev, Pogrebniyak, Vorobjov, 
Lavrinenko) relates distribution of forest types with climate conditions. 
Type of forest that grows at a plain site on a primary relief with undistur
bed soils indicates forest type of the climate and such a type of forest cal
led as zonal type of forest. There are many other types of forest in a clima
te, but their diversity determined by relief, soil and water conditions. 
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Two climatic indices describe forest type of climate. These are heat index 
T and humidity index W. Heat index is year sum of mean monthly tempe
mtures for months with positive mean monthly tempemture. Climate hu
midity index is W = RIT - O,0286*T, where R is sum of precipitation va
lues for months with positive mean monthly tempemture. Scales of variab
les W and T are forming a grid of climate types. Gmdes on T -scale are 
equal to 20D C and gmdes on W-scale are equal to 1,4. 

Silviculture pmctice shows that it is possible to derive from zonal type of 
forest all the types of forest that can be occurred in chosen forest climate 
zone. It is key to projecting changes of vegetation pattern in terms of forest 
types. Distribution of forest forming species relates with zonal type of fo
rest too and additionally it is restricted by continentality index of climate. 
Continentality index A is a difference between mean monthly tempemture 
of most warm and most cold months. Outlined climates classification is 
empirically validated for subpolar, boreal and partially cool tempemte 
latitudinal belts of Europe and Asia in boundaries of former USSR. 

Model of a tree species climatic mnge is developed on the basis of modern 
geogmphical boundaries of the species extent and data on current climate. 
A set of combinations of climatic indices W, T and A at points within 
species mnge forms some geometric shape in 3-dimensional coordinate 
space of W, T and A. We are calling this geometric shape as species 
climatic flgUre. Accumte definition of the model requires source infor
mation on the whole geogmphical species mnge . 

Inverse mapping of species climatic flgUre from space W, T and A into 
geogmphical space gives required species potential climatic range. As rule, 
some part of species potential climatic mnge occupies additional territories 
that are out of original geogmphical species range. That is why not only 
climate conditions are restricting species mnge. 

GIS application 

Common technique employed includes: 

2-dimensional interpolation of irregularly spaced point data values in 
the plain (networlc of meteorological stations); 

- genemting map from selected set of interpolation surfaces isolines for 
climatic variables ; 

- genemting climatic areas bounded by selected set of isolines (isoline 
maps overlay). 
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This technique applicable to current and "future" climate maps genemtion 
from isolines, for example, from heat and humidity indexes of climate. 
Somewhat different method is used for genemtion maps of tree species 
ranges, because here source data defmed in areas and not as point values. 



Combinations of heat, humidity and continentality indexes in bounds of an 
actual tree species range forms a shape in the climatic indices coordinate 
space. Such a climatic shape can be reproduced if some regularly spaced 
set of points in geographical space of species range will be mapped into 
climatic coordinate space. A geometric hull of this point set forms required 
shape. Inverse mapping into geographical space gives species range which 
we will reference as potential climatic range. If we will fmd points on pro
gnosis climatic map where climatic indices corresponds to those in species 
climatic shape we will draw prognosis of "future" potential species climatic 
range (key operation to implement this method in MapInfo is menu com
mand "Create Points"). 

Surface mapping software system SURFER Version 5.01 (Golden Software 
Inc.) is used for 2-dimensional interpolation of climatic variables from ir
regularly spaced climatic data. Amidst proposed by the system gridding 
methods Kriging is best for climatic variables interpolation, because it ex
presses trends in source data. Obtained smooth surface model allows to 
evaluate climatic variable with required spatial resolution. 

Source data for interpolation is prepared as fIle with point coordinates and 
several values for each points. The output of interpolation is so called grid 
fIle, that contains matrix of values in regularly spaced grid. Surface isolines 
with selected constant values can be transmitted to a mapping software 
through vector data exchange format (Auto CAD DXF). 

MapInfo Version 3.0 (Maplnfo Corporation) is central part of the GIS ap
plication that incorporates all the generated maps and maintains spatial 
queries on them. Building maps from interpolation surfaces for climatic va
riables here includes 2 steps: import of selected isolines that generated by 
the instrumentality of SURFER and, second is building of areas that 
bounded by intersecting isolines of dUferent surfaces. The fIrst is quite rou
tine one, but the second task requires special procedure involving operati
ons on map topology. With non-topological MapInfo software tools it ta
kes up more than 10 operations on every area: select bounding isolines of 
an area; copy them to intermediate map layer; set operation target to iso
line and split it by other for every isoline forming boundary; select boun
dary lines, that is from divided isolines; convert them to polygon; copy 
resulting polygon to climatic map layer. 

Climate change impact assessment is accomplished on basis of climatic 
maps overlay, of current and forecasted climate, with a region-scale forest 
map. Thus, we estimate which forest areas suffer from the change and how 
serious impact could be. This is essentially topological operation and, as 
we pointed to above, quite exhausting. 

Borland Paradox for Windows used in the application for complex queries 
on large database tables and for generation of reports on data. 
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Discussion 
The key point of the research is application of computer geographical in
formation system (GIS), that links attribute (physical) data to a computer 
generated map and presents spatial relationships between areas, lines and 
points that comprise the map (map topology). A project on climate change 
impacts at regional scale is featured with large amounts of source meteoro
logical data; with number of derived climate variables 2-dimensional fie.~ds 
and dozens routines for climatic maps synthesis from them; with multiple 
applying of the methodology to different climatic scenarios and vegetation 
features (bio-productivity, tree species ranges, etc.). However, the GIS ne
cessity is besides handling of large amounts of data: well known uncertainty 
of climate change scenarios from global atmospheric circulation models re
quires ability to perform simulations by changing selected variables and 
worst case scenarios exploration. Valuable flavour of a GIS which to be 
employed is dynamic linking between the computer map and its associated 
store of physical information (in the simulation context) and explicit des
cription of links between involved data and models. 

Initially employed GIS technology that involves MapInfo (maps and 
spatial queries), Surfer (2-dimensional fields generation) and Borland 
Paradox (complex queries to large databases) gives background for require
ments to GIS in a project on assessment of climate change impacts. 
Drawbacks of this initial technique are: 

- large amounts of data conversion between formats of indicated software; 

- hundreds of source, intermediate and output ftles that difficult reuse in 
later projects; 

- no support for explicit description of the project data model: problem to 
reuse data lately and transfer them to other project or another project 
participant; 

- dispersion of programming code betwecn completely different software 
packages; 

- no explicit topological description that consequently leades to time 
consuming maps overlay operations. 

Ine advantages are: simplicity of use, low hardware requirements, 
satisfactory performance on moderate data sets. 

At IUFRO XX World Congress the research needs and statc of the art 
were reported by Norbert Krauchi and Deying Xu (1995): 

-- broad-scale biogeographical models that do not include the spatial 
stmcture of tlle landscape cannot predict ecological responses to 
greenhouse warming at useful biological or geographical scales; 

- transient course of vegetation response in succession to a changing 
climate would require to model speed dispersal, regeneration 



establishment, competition for scarce resources, and the likelihood of 
damage due to fIre, insects, and diseases; 

- developing overall models which include characteristics of both 
broad-scale biogeographical model and stand level process model is still 
a major technical difficulty; 

- there is principal lack of knowledge for the whole issue of biological 
effects on climate change; a promising approach to fill this knowledge 
gaps are long-term ecosystem studies and long-term monitoring projects. 

As the research shows, future advancements of climatic change impacts as
sessment besides long-term ecosystems studies ought advanced GIS tech
nology to overcome certain technical difficulty. For that purpose authors 
tested Smallworld GIS 2 of Smallworldwide Ltd., England. In this case 
problems of previously practised GIS technology are seems to be taken 
away, however, via certain hardware upgrade, learning of complex enough 
software for large-scale applications. Key solutions it brings for the climatic 
project are: 

- object-oriented data modelling and computer aided system engineering 
(CASE) tool supports explicit presentation and allows step-by-step 
development of data model; 

- explicitly ruled map topology and modelling of climatic variables as 
2-dimensional fIelds integrated in a single application (that is critical for 
automated synthesis of maps from isolines of interpolation surfaces); 

- database tables organisation in a few datasto:."C files versus hundreds of 
database files managed through a file system; 

- object-oriented programming language use in all the components of GIS 
application (e.g. logical data modelling, geometrical and topological 
modelling, 2D interpolation, etc.). 

Developed Smallworld GIS test application includes data model for the re
gion-scale climate change impacts on forests, extended with data from Fo
rest Health Monitoring program (Buksha, 1996), and includes elements of 
forest stand dynamic model. We just note, that here is the climate model 
has form of a database object which has geometrical attributes for climatic 
zones and interpolated climatic variables surfaces; physical attributes such 
as reference name and covered time period; attributes for climatic indices 
expressions and their ranges; relations to source meteodata and climatic 
scenarios. Implemented with Smallworld GIS technique of geometric 
modelling is used for simulation of trees competition for the spatial 
resource. 
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Conclusions 
We have presented study methodology for region-scale climatic changes 
assessment with extensive use of GIS. The experience shows that the 
sophisticated study of biological climate change issue at region level with 
GIS should use latest fmdings of information technology to satisfY growing 
research needs. Such a project scale corresponds rather to GIS for 
large-scale applications (e.g. ARC/INFO, SPANS, Smallworld GIS). 
Adequate base GIS should at least provide explicit (computer aided) des
cription and evolution of the project data model, datastore management in
stead of ftle system for database ftles management, explicitly ruled map to
pology and 2D surface modelling, single object-oriented programming lan
guage for all the components of GIS application. 
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MAPPING PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE MISSIONS TO MARS 

James R. Zimbelman 
CEPSINASM MRC 315, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560, U.S.A. 
(Fax: 202-786-2566; E-mail: jrz@ceps.nasm.edu) 

1. Introduction 

Two spacecraft left Earth toward the planet Mars late in 1996. These spacecraft 
represent the first wave of an intense international effort to learn more about Earth's 
red neighbor during the coming years. The individual missions encompass a variety 
of objectives aimed at various technical and scientific issues through the use of both 
orbiter and lander spacecraft fitted with a wide range of new instruments. These 
missions will return the first new data obtained from Mars since the 1980s. This new 
era of the exploration of Mars holds several intriguing possibilities for improved 
mapping of the Martian surface. This paper will summarize the Martian missions 
either already in progress or actively under preparation for a future launch. 

2. Missions recently launched toward Mars 

Three spacecraft were launched toward Mars in November and December of 1996 
[summarized in 1] during the most recent launch opporturjty where orbital 
configurations favored the efficient transit of spacecraft from Earth to Mars. 
Unfortunately, one of the three spacecraft failed to leave Earth orbit, demonstrating 
that the business of exploring space is still not a routine operation, and thus still 
carries with it a non-neglible element of risk. 

II Mars Global Surveyor 

The Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft was launched by the United States on 
November 7, 1996, and it will reach Mars in September of 1997. MGS is the 
replacement for the Mars Observer (MO) spacecraft that was lost shortly before orbit 
insertion in 1993. MGS is a significantly smaller spacecraft than MO, and it carries 
only two-thirds of the original science instrument complement on MO. In spite of its 
smaller overall size, MGS carries instruments that should revolutionize our current 
understanding of Mars. 

MGS will operate from a circular, sun-synchronus, polar orbit at an altitude of about 
380 km. The impressive array of scientific instruments on MGS [1 ,2] include the Mars 
Orbital Camera (with both wide-angle imaging and a high resolution camera with 1.5 
mlpixel resolution), the Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter (which will provide the first 
controlled topographic data set for the whole planet), the Thermal Emission 
Spectrometer (measuring emitted thermal infrared radiation that should provide 
diagnostic identification of many minerals in the Martian surface materials), an 
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Electron Reflectometer (to study the residual magnetic field preserved in the crust), a 
Magnetometer (to document the strength and variability of any intrinsic magnetic 
field), and a Radio Science investigation. The spatial resolution and the distribution 
of observed points will vary from instrument to instrument, but the mapping orbit is 
designed to provide repeated coverage on a regular basis so that essentially all of the 
Martian surface should be observeded during the course of the two year mission. 

2.2 Mars 96 

The Russian Mars 96 spacecraft was launched on November 16, 1996, but a problem 
with a booster rocket stage kept the spacecraft from achieving escape velocity and it 
later reentered Earth's atmosphere. The spacecraft consisted of a scientifically 
powerful combination of an orbiter, two penetrators, and two small lander stations 
[1], all of which could have provided a great wealth of new information about Mars. 
Hopefully a similarly well-equiped spacecraft will again be sent to Mars during a 
future launch opportunity . 

2.3 Mars Pathfinder 

The Mars Pathfinder (MP) spacecraft was launched by the United States on 
December 4, 1996, and it will reach Mars on July 4, 1997. MP is primarily intended 
to test engin({ering concepts for placing a small lander and rover on the surface of 
Mars through a direct entry scenario involving both a parachute and airbags to 
cushion the landing, targeted to occur near the mouth of Ares Valles on the northern 
lowland plains of Mars [1 ,2]. MP consists of two distinct components, the lander 
itself and a small mobile rover named Sojourner. Both spacecraft components will 
have imaging systems that should provide abundant information about the landing 
site and its immediate surroundings. The Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP) will 
obtain multispectral stereo images of the landing area from a deployed mast on the 
lander, supplemented by an Atmospheric Structure InstrumentlMeteorology Package 
also located on the lander. Sojourner has small imagers to aid in its navigation 
around rocks within about 100 m of the landing site; while not as capable as IMP, 
the imagers should provide many intriguing close-up views of various materials 
around the landing site. Sojourner also carries an Alpha Proton X-ray Spectrometer 
that can be deployed against individual rocks, which should provide important direct 
measurements of chemical and compositional information for various rocks and soils 
in the landing area. MP is strictly a lander mission, but its new information about the 
surface around the landing site will provide an additional location for ground truth 
for the orbital investigations by MOS, to supplement the surface views obtained by 
the two Viking landers in the 1970s. 

3. Missions planned for future studies of Mars 

Mars missions in the advanced stages of preparation include a new series of small 
spacecraft planned for launch during each opportunity from 1998 through 2005. 
The United States has initiated the Mars Surveyor program, in which multiple 
spacecraft are to be launched to Mars at each of the next several launch 
opportunities. Mars Surveyor 98 was recently selected by N.A.S .A. to consist of 
both a lander and orbiter, with the lander to be targeted for the ice and layered 
terrain present at high southern latitudes. Both the lander (Mars Volatiles and 
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Climate Surveyor) and orbiter will be outfitted with a variety of cameras and 
spectrometers that should provide information complimentary to the data anticipated 
from MGS and MP. Future missions to Mars are also under active consideration by 
Russia, the European Space Agency , and Japan. The instrument package will vary 
with each spacecraft but it is anticipated that the new imagers and geophysical 
instruments will all contribute to improvements in the cartography of Mars, ranging 
from detailed knowledge of the new landing sites to improved aerodetic control on 
data obtained from orbit. The recent announcement of possible evidence of primitive 
life in a Martian meteorite [3] has spurred intense interest in the red planet, and it 
likely will influence decisions on the possible landing sites for future missions to 
Mars. While the evidence for primitive life in the Martian meteorite remains very 
controversial [4,5], the intense study of the suite of Martian meteorites now available 
in the worldwide collection will certainly improve our understanding of Martian 
crustal materials in general, and possibly of life outside of Earth . 

4. World Wide Web resources about Mars exploration 

The best way to obtain up-to-date information on the various spacecraft missions 
discussed above is through the World Wide Web on the Internet. The Web sites are 
regularly updated and they thus represent the easiest mechanism available for rapid 
dissemination of information around the world. The Web addresses listed below 
were accurate as of September 1996 [6]; should the address of a particular site 
change, most likely there will be forwarding information available at the old address 
site. 

II Flight Projects 

http ://mgs-www.jpl.nasa.gov/ 
http://www.iki.rssi.ru/mars96/mars96hp.html 
http://mpfwww.jpl.nasa.gov/ 
http://thesun .ess. ucla.edul 
http://nssdc.gsfc .nasa.gov/cgi-binldatabase/ 

www-nmc?MARS98S 

4.2 Planetary Data Archives 

http://pds .j pl.nasa.gov I 
http://cass .j sc.nasa.gov Ipub/li brary I 

RPIFIRPIF.html 
http://stargate.jpl.nasa.gov: 1087 I 
http://wwwflag.wr.usgs.gov/nomenl 

nomen.html 
http ://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/ 

planetary _home.html 
http://naic.nasa.gov/naic/guide/ 

http://cass.jsc.nasa.gov/pub/educationl 
expmars/expmars.html 

Mars Global Surveyor 
Mars 96 
Mars Pathfinder 
Mars Volatiles and Climate Surveyor 
Mars Surveyor 98 Orbiter 

Planetary Data System 
Regional Planetary Image Facilities 

JPL Data Distribution Laboratory 
Gazateer of Planetary Nomenclature 

National Space Science Data Center 

NASA On-line Resources 

Exploring Mars 
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http://cass.jsc.nasa.gov/pub/lpi/meteorites/ 
mars_meteorite.html 

http://cmex-www.arc.nasa.gov/ 
http://www .c3 .Ianl. govl -cjhamillBrowsel 

mars.html 
http://barsoom.msss.comlhttp/vikingdb.htmi 
http://www-pdsimage.jpl.nasa.gov/PDS/ 

public/viking/vl_images.html 

4.4 Educational Resources 

ALH 84001 meteorite 

Ames Center for Mars Exploration 
Mars Multi-scale Map 

Viking Orbiter Image Archive 
Viking Lander Image Data 

http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets/ Welcome to the Planets 
http://stardate.utexas.edulresources/ssguide/ Guide to the Solar System 

SSG_Contents.html 
http://esther.la.asu.edu/asu_tesrrES_Editor/ Arizona Mars K-12 Curriculum 

CURRIC_ GUIDES/curric~uideMENU .html 
http://learn .jpl.nasa.gov/ JPL Learning Link 
http://spacelink.msfc.nasa.govlindex.htmINASA Spacelink 
http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/ NASA K-12 Internet Initiative 
http ://www.cotf.edu NASA Classroom of the Future 
http://www.globe.gov The Globe Program 
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REMOTE SENSING-BASED GIS TECHNIQUES FOR 
URBAN ENVIRONMENT MAPPING: 

Abstract 

A TIME FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES TO ACT 

Krishna Kanta Talukdar 
Department of Geography, Delhi School of Economics, 

University of Delhi, Delhi 110007, India 

Cities in developing countries are experiencing unplanned development together 
with fast horizontal (physical) expansion due to the rapid growth of population. The 
unplanned development within and on the fringes of cities is making impact on the 
urban environment in many ways. Examples of these impacts include increasing 
demand on infrastructure, loss of open space for recreation and agriculture, as well 
as giving stress on the natural environment. Population in the developing world 
continues to flow from rural into urban areas. The rate of urbanization is much faster 
than in the developed nations. With growing population and demands for improved 
living standards, land is becoming an increasingly scarce resource. Therefore, an 
accurate and up-to-date information on land use and other environmental parameters 
in the form of maps and statistics is of critical impOitance for planning and 
management of urban development. Traditional methods of spatial information 
generation by urban planners are time-consuming and uneconomic. Also they cannot 
keep the track of time. Modem remote sensing and geographic information systems 
(GIS) technology can serve as an effective tool for urban managers and planners for 
generating accurate and up-to-date spatial information at a faster rate and in an 
economical way. 
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"While remote sensing cannot solve all urban problems, it provides practically all 
the necessary information which, when integrated with other data, can be used to 
find appropriate solutions to most of the problems . .. 

(Rao et aI. , 1995) 

1. Introduction 
The blend force of constant technological, economic, social, and above political changes, 
with each serving as an impetus to the other, has made the world strikingly distinct from 
what it was a century ago. The first rate of urban development is a manifestation of the 
economic restructuring of the modem society. The percentage of rural population in the 
world as whole which was around 75 percent a few decades ago has already shrunk to 60 
percent and is expected to further decrease to just 30 percent by 2025 (Rao et al., 1995). A 
sound information base at continuous basis is the means for managing this complex urban 
environment. 

Decision makers at all levels of our society need current information for analysing and 
objectively evaluating the alternatives in land use and the effects of resource development 
on the environment (Lynden, 1973). Planners especially physical planners require reliable 
spatial information for effective planning and management of the urban environment. As 
visual impression of a town or city is revealed by its physical characteristics, remote 
sensing technology coupled with computer-assisted GIS techniques can play an important 
role in generating this kind of information. 

The one of the major advantages of remote sensing techniques for urban planning and 
management, as mentioned by Mathur (1987), lie in the correct and quick preparation of 
base maps and updating of existing maps. Aerial photography was traditionally used to 
generate land use information. The low temporal frequencies of such data (because of a 
high cost factor) inhibit continuous monitoring of the urban environment. High resolution 
satellite remote sensing can address specific spatial information needs of town planners. 
Computer-based geographic information systems permit a broad range of operations on 
spatial data and related attribute data. Maps can be retrieved and updated, analysis by 
combining maps can be carried out. An up-to-date GIS is essential for measuring change, 
but keeping a GIS current presents many problems to the user. 

2. Urban Characteristics and Environmental Problems 
The effects of growing urbanization are being felt both in developed and developing 
countries of the world. However, in developing countries, urbanization has been growing 
at a much faster rate than in the developed nations. This increase is both due to in-growth 
and to continuous migration of people from rural areas to urban centres in search of better 
economic opportunities and social status. As Raghavswamy et al. (1996:582) rightly 
mentioned, it is " .. . primarily because the level of economic development is linked to 
growth of particularly the big metropolitan and mega-cities." In 1950, the percentage of the 
total population living in urban areas in developing countries was only 17 percent, in 1970 
it reached 25.4 percent, and in 1990 it was 33.6 percent. By the year 2025, more than half 
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of the population of developing countries (57 percent) will live in cities (Tolba et al., 
1992). 

Urban areas, the scenes of the most intensive and complex human activities, exists in a 
wide variety of sizes, shapes, and localities. As human beings impose changes on natural 
ecosystems and have an increasing control of environment there are often conflicts 
between their goals and natural processes (Khosho, 1984). An urban ecosystem is an 
interrelation and interdependency of physical, biological, social and cultural components. 
Disturbance of anyone of them by human interference effects those who live in, work in or 
visit the city. 

The major urban problems in developing countries are excessive size, overcrowding, 
shortage of urban services, slums and squatter settlements, traffic congestion, 
unemployment and underemployment, environmental degradation, urban expansion and 
loss of agricultural land, racial versus social conflicts, lack of social responsibility and 
administrative organization. Most of these problems have spatial dimensions as 
environment is defined over space. 

3. Urban Spatial Information Gap 
An urban area is a man-made environment i.e. wherever buildings, streets, gardens, and 
other land uses have replaced the natural landscape. The process of replacement is very 
fast, particularly in the developing world and it results in unplanned and haphazard 
development. Planning and management of urban development in developing countries 
needs an effective monitoring system. However, such a system is almost non-existent in 
cities of most of the developing countries due to lack of knowledge (or apathy) about 
modem remote sensing and GIS capabilities. An example from a fast growing urbanized 
country of the developing world reveals the spatial information problem. The report of the 
Task Force on Use of Remote Sensing Methods for Urban and Rural Studies (constituted 
by the Planning Commission of India in 1984) rightly stated: 

Problem areas in urban monitoring and management system can be summarized as 
under: 
i) 

ii) 

iii) 
iv) 
v) 

lack of adequate urban land use data on regular basis on which various 
improvement schemes for slums and city centers can be planned and 
executed; 
the prohibitive costs in terms of time and money for undertaking regular 
censuses of urban population and housing; 
lack of machinery for monitoring urban population; 
lack of up-to-date urban cadastral records/maps; 
absence of large scale urban mapping at regular intervals providing 
information on urban growth (cited in Misra, 1985: 18). 

4. Mapping the Urban Environment 
Mapping the environment of urban areas for periodic monitoring has become extremely 
important. Maps provide the medium for recording and summarizing data descriptive of 
the urban setting/landscape. There are two basic types of map information: (i) spatial 
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infonnation, which describe the location and shape of geographic features and their spatial 
relationships to other features, and (ii) descriptive infonnation about the features (ESRl, 
1993). 

One of the most important requirements of urban planners is the "base map." The primary 
feature of a base map is the detailed representation of the terrain (either as one layer or a 
combination of layers). A comprehensive planning program for an urban area requires 
some categories of map infonnation such as geographic setting, land use, population, ' 
transportation, social amenities, zoning map etc. A base map depicts the themes with their 
correct spatial distribution. 

Land is the basis of any development. As a database, urban spatial infonnation on land 
use/land cover and environmental parameters can be found in the fonn of thematic maps, 
records and statistical figures. Land use maps may be viewed as spatial inventories of how 
land is being utilized. These maps have a variety of operational as well as planning uses. 
As Chapin (1967) puts it, for day-to-day problems and operations, they are the city 
planner's "encyclopedia" for many routine and urgent matters. 

4.1 Scale requirements 
Most town planners require up-to-date maps that vary from 1 :2,000 to I: 10,000 scale, and 
for action area planning maps in the range 1:500 to 1:1,000 scale. These maps need to be 
up-dated periodically. Several factors have to be considered in deciding upon the scale of a 
base map. The important factors are: (i) degree of details presentation, (ii) accuracy that 
can be derived from the map, (iii) production cost, (iv) production time, and (v) number of 
map sheets involved. Misra (undated) suggested particular scales of base maps for different 
levels/types of planning (Table 1). 

Table 1: Scales of base maps 

Levels Itvnes of nlanhinf' 
....• :., 

Scdle reatired 
....... :.{.: ... }:: .. : .... : .............. 

1. Regional planning! district planning 1:50,000 to 1:250,000 
2. Urban: 

Masterplan 1: 10,000 or larger 
Land use plan 1:10,000 or larger 
Zoning plan 1:4,000 

3. Inner city/ urban cadaster 1:I,OOOto 1:2,000 
4. Unauthorized construction! 

encroachment 1 :500 to 1: 1,000 

4.2 Land use information needs 
The development of human settlements and the quality of life within them are dependent 
on many factors. One of the most important of them is the pattern of land use. With 
growing population and demands for improved living standards, land is becoming an 
increasingly scarce resource. Therefore, infonnation on land use and pattern of change in 
the fonn of maps and statistical data is of critical importance for effective planning and 
management of urban areas. Land use is the sum of all activities which occur in a city or 
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within part of a city. A land use map of a city is an image of the collective pattern of all 
activities. 

5. Remote Sensing as a data source for Urban Mapping/GIS 
Infonnation on land- its use, abuse and control- is vital, and is, in fact, central to urban 
physical resource planning programmes employing geographic infonnation systems. 
Remote sensing images, and infonnation extracted from such images, have become 
principal data source for modern geographical infonnation systems. However, remotely 
sensed data cannot be used as the sole data source. Field observations and measurements as 
well as existing ancillary infonnation such as maps, statistics and reports are used together 
in the analysis. 

Satellite imagery is a cost-effective way to create or geo-register all kinds of maps- land 
use maps, road maps, digital terrain models, or resource management maps to mention a 
few applications. Remote sensing has the potential to improve both the quality and quantity 
of data available to GISs. Urban remote sensing applications require higher spatial 
resolution because of the heterogeneous characteristic of objects. Table 2 gives infonnation 
about satellite remote sensing data relevant to urban thematic (e.g. land use) and 
cartographic mapping (e.g. transport network). These higher spatial resolution satellite data 
can serve as a solution for land use mapping and frequent updating of land use and other 
environmental information in urban settings. Remotely sensed data provide a unique means 
to produce image maps which are spatially accurate at a constant rate in an economical 
way. 

Table 2: Selected current satellite remote sensing data relevant to urban applications 

1 .•• • •. ~,;I; "ijO ·· .·.·.····.t 
.• n .· .••• "i.\ 

;~~fJ1~I """'" rP(iptrHI Spatial Temp9tal Country 

II~lit~[~~ f l ~t;i:····I .......... ·.··· .. ·· 1911ge resp lu.tjon. Pesdlution 
...•... · •• ····•····· .• ·i·· ..• ···· •.• ·· ?fi/) ' \ . (!rreires ) (days) 

" 
... 

Landsat 5 TM 7 VISINIR 30' 16 USA 

SPOT 112/3 HRV-P I VIS (PAN) 10 26 France 
HRV-XS 3 VISINIR 20 

IRS-IAiIB LISS-II 4 VISINIR 36.25 22 India 

IRS-Ie PAN I VIS (PAN) 5.8 24 India 
LISS-III" 3 VISINIR 23.5 

I SWIR 70.5 

ERS- 112 SAR Radar 30 35 ESA 

JERS-I SAR I Radar 30 44 Japan 
8 VISINIR 18x24 

Note: 
* Landsat band 6 (i. e. thermal band) having 120 m spatial resolution 
** IRS-Ie LISS-llI operates in 4 bands, three in the VISINIR and one in the SWIR region. 
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6. GIS as an Integrating Technology 
A GIS is a tool for the collection, management, and display of spatial information 
(BlUTOUgh, 1986). Integration of data (spatial and non-spatial) is the primary realm of GIS. 
The capability to store, map and analyse data of different types together is what makes a 
GIS more than just a computer mapping system. This advanced spatial analytic tool 
facilitates integration and analysis of geographically-referenced spatial data. Spatial data 
have the following characteristics: 

• geo-referenced where? 

• attributes what? 

• spatial relationships in what relationship? 

• temporal component when? 

A GIS differs from other information systems by its ability for spatial analysis. Goodchild 
(1990) presented four views of GIS: (i) GIS as automated mapping, (ii) GIS as map 
analysis, (iii) GIS as inventory, and (iv) spatial analysis and spatial decision support. GISs 
contain various types of map information stored in digital form in a data base. They can be 
plot or display based on needed information from that database to produce a map 
(Huxhold, 1991) and other statistical information. A prime function of GIS is to provide 
the means wbereby information from a number of themes can be merged to provide an 
appropriate product in response to a particular user-specified enquiry. 

Satellite remote sensing provides a method to collect input data for planning and modelling 
using GIS . Star and Estes (1990) state that remote sensing provides excellent suite tools for 
detecting change, and the same time, a GIS is the best tool for quantifying the process of 
change. As satellite data are in digital form, they are readily available for integration into a 
raster-based GIS . However, many GISs support conversion between raster and vector 
formats as well as the simultaneous integration of raster and vector data. Hence, a raster 
image can be displayed as a backdrop for a vector overlay to the image. In this manner the 
remote sensing image can be used as a pictorial mapping base for the vector overlay and 
the overlay can also be updated or edited based on information interpretated from the 
image (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994). 

7. Potentials of GISlRemote Sensing Techniques 
There are wide scopes of using this integrated GIS/remote sensing technique for mapping 
and monitoring the urban environment. The biggest strength of satellite sensor data is its 
periodicity, accuracy and economic efficiency. High resolution satellite data such as SPOT 
allow information to be generated up to 1:25,000 scale. With the availability of IRS-IC 
data, it is now possible to generate information to the desired scales of 1:20,000, 1:15,000 
and 1: 12,500, useful for urban planning (Raghavswamy et al., 1996). The potential urban 
application areas ofIRS-IC data are many. Detailed land use, transportation network, base 
map preparation, up dation and preparation of city guide maps, urban amenities/utilities, 
urban census, urban green belts, etc to mention a few areas. An example of the transport 
network map plotted on 1: 15,000 scale for a part of Ahmedabad city, India is shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Urban planners and managers in developing countries should apply this technology for 
generating reliable spatial information in the form of maps and statistics. Satellite remote 
sensing-based GIS can offer a valuable tool to urban cartographers and GIS specialists for 
quicker and accurate mapping of the urban environment. For urban planning to be rational 
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Figure 1: Transportation nenvork map of a part of Ahmedabad city. India (Source: 
Raghavswamy et al. , 1996) 

and scientific there is a need for a series of satisfactory base maps. Lynden (1973 :223) 
observes that urban planners are now more and more aware of the fact that base maps are 
fundamental tools for the acquisition, measurement, analysis, storage, inventory, display 
and dissemination of data on resources and the environment. However, urban planners in 
most of the developing countries are not aware of the potency of these techniques in 
planning and management of the urban environment. 

8. Conclusions 
The planners and managers of the cities of the developing countries face an enormous task. 
The urban population in the developing world is growing at a phenomenal rate. Such a 
rapid increase of urban population, due to migration from rural areas in search of job and 
livelihood, gives rise to slums and squatter settlements with substandard living conditions. 
In such a situation of great influx, mapping requirements become more urgent (Sharma and 
Mitta1, 1989). The urban explosion in the developing world poses a huge challenge to 
those responsible for the management of urban development and the provision of services. 

What is important in facing such a tremendous problem of urban management is to set an 
effective monitoring system for generating accurate and up-to-date spatial information. 
Remote sensing-based GIS techniques can serve as an important tool for mapping and 
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monitoring the urban envirorunent. To mention, the author is currently experimenting with 
SPOT HRV panchromatic (10 m) and IRS-IC panchromatic (5 .8 m) images of Delhi to 
assess the effect of spatial resolution in generating urban thematic and cartographic 
information. 
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RUSSIAN GEOLOGICAL MAPS. FROM HAND-OPERATED 
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Geological cartography - one of the basic directions of a Russian cartographical 
science and practice. There was some Cartographical companies in USSR, ensuring 
preparation and the printing of geological maps. Now the St.-Petersburg 
Cartographical factory is unique specialized Cartographical company of Russia. 
There are highly skilled experts, which carry out preparation and printing of 
geological maps for various scales on territory of Russia, some republics of former 
Soviet Union and abroad. 

During decades of work at Cartographical factory technologies, ensuring preparation 
and printing of various complexity maps, were created. 
Peculiarity of geological maps is a lot of information, which places on a sheet of a 
map, and complexity them to represent. 
The basic problem of preparation and printing geological maps is to represent colour 
elements of a map, because their colour is a conditional attribute and should 
correspond the exact requirements of the special instructions. In Russia there are a few 
instructions on preparation of geological maps for various scales, fo r example 1:200 
000, I: 1000000. 

Hand-operated technologies of geological maps' preparation 

The simplified image of existing until recently technology of maps' preparation for 
printing at St.-Petersburg cartographical factory looked as fo llows. 
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Manufacturing publishing 
photofilms of line 

elements 

Manufacturing photo films 
of colour polygons 

Manufacturing publishing 
photo films of the text 

Printing colourful test 

Printing 

Fig. 1 
The preparation of publishing photojilms' set of line elements contained following 
processes: 
- hand-operated drawing the original of all line elements; 
- photograph the original; 
- manufacturing photonegative; 
- technical manufacturing of masks on a photonegative (for all colour shaped 
elements); 
- manufacturing publishing positives of all line elements by a way of photocopying; 

The preparation a publishing positive of the text included the following processes: 
- hand-operated set of the text; 
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- photograph of the text and reduction it to the necessary size; 
- photoprinting the text on a photopaper; 
- cut out and to paste of the text on the intermediate original of a map; 
- photograph the intermediate original of a map; 
- manufacturing a publishing positive of the text. 

The preparation a publishing positives' set of colour polygons contained the 
following processes: 
- manufacturing combined photonegatives for masking; 
- hand-operated manufacturing of masks (on quantity ofpolygones' colours); 
- preparation of photog rids for input at manufacturing the printed forms. 

The basic peculiarities of hand-operated preparation of geological maps for the 
printing were: 
- long term of fulfilment of auxiliary and basic operations; 
- it is a lot of account materials (photographic film, chemical materials and etc.); 
- ecological danger of many processes ; 
- high cost of maps' preparation for printing; 
These factors were the basic reasons of transition to computer technologies at St.
Petersburg Cartographical factory. 

Transition to computer technologies 

The basic stages of transition to computer technologies were following: 
- purchase of the equipment and software; 
- training the experts; 
- development and improvement of technology. 
At the moment the Cartographical factory has the following equipment (Fig.2). 

The simplified computer technology of geological maps' .preparation for printing 
contains the following processes: 

The preparation of the author's original IS carried out by editors - geologists and 
editors - cartographers. 

The preparation of a topographical basis is carried out by editors - cartographers; 

The preparation of the intermediate original is carried out by cartographers. 

Scanning a topographical basis is carried out by the scanner of the size A 1 in 
specialized organization, since at the moment the Cartographical factory has not the 
scanner of such size. The results of scanning are written down in I-byt raster formats 
(PCX, BMP, TIFF and other). 

The reduction raster topographical basis to the theoretical sizes is carried out by the 
software SpotLight, developed by the Russian experts. SpotLight allows to carry out 
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geometrical correction of the image by 4 basic points, or with the help of a network of 
rectangulars, on which is divided the raster image. 
Accuracy of geometrical correction is characterized by the size 1 pixel of the image 
and is defined by accuracy of scanning of the image. 
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Fig. 2 
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The vectorization of a topographical map' layers (relief,hydrography, roads, the 
geographical grid) can be carried out with SpotLight, where an opportunity hand
operated and automatic vectorization of the raster images is available. Moreover on 
Cartographical factory one more software of Russian development EasyTrace is 
available, which also allows to carry out vectorization of the black-and-white and 
colour raster images. The export of vector layers comes true in a format DXF. 

Scanning the author's original; 
Vectorization of line elements' layers of a geological maps is carried out also with 
software SpotLight and EasyTrace; 

The mutual coordination of line elements' layers of a geological map and topographical 
basis comes true in the programs ARC/INFO (is established on a workstation SUN 
Sparcstation-4), CorelDraw and FreeHand (are established on computers as Pentium 
with the characteristics RAM=64 Mb, HDD=2Hb, Monitor 2 1 "); 

The preparation of map's colour polygons is carried out also In the programs 
ARC/INFO, CorelDraw, FreeHand; 

Compilation of a map's sheet including text; 

The preparation and manufacturing colourtest of a map is carried by colour plotter 
Calcomp; 

The map's correction; 

Division of a map on print's layers ,rasterization and the electronic compilation the 
necessary elements of map comes true with the help of the software, developed at 
caitographical factory ; 

Manufacturing publishing positives can be carried out by two various photoplotters, 
engaging in specialized organizations, as at the moment the cartographical factory has 
not the photooutput device. 
Thus are used I-byt formats PCX, BMP, TIFF. The geometrical resolution of 
publishing positives, received by photoplotter, is 634 dpi. 

Preparation of polygons and line elements of geological maps 

The special problem of computer preparation of geological maps for the printing is 
show of colour polygons, as they should be designated by quite determined colour. It is 
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required by the specially developed instructions, which are used at the edition of 
geological maps of various scales. 
Traditionally geological maps prepared for printing with use of mixed paints. The 
quantity of paints, used for printing of complex geological maps, could reach 50-60. 
By use of one-colourful printing- machines each sheet of a map should pass through 
the machine also 50-60 times. 
It required high qualification of printers and use of a special cartographical paper. To 
maintenance of quantity of complex maps' colours up to 200 a way of grids was 
applied which a few levels of basic colour on a map, for example provides(Fig.3): 

Basic 
Colour 

50% 30% 15% 

In case preparation of complex maps various combinations 2-3 basic colours from used 
50-60 were applied(Fig.4). 

Basic 
Colour - 1 

Result 

Fig. 4 

Such way of preparation of colour polygons was very expensive, but it provided 
preparation of maps within the framework of the requirements of the instructions. 
Transition to computer technologies has allowed considerably to reduce quantityof 
paints, used for printing of background elements of a map. However, analysis of 
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opportunities 4-th colourful (CMYK) printing has shown, that them it is not enough for 
reproduction of all background elements of geological maps. 

On fig.5 area of colour scope CMYK and required area of colour scope of geological 
maps is shown. 

Brightness 

ap's area 

Hue 

aturation 

Fig. 5 

As the required area is wider than area CMYK, for correct reproduction of geological 
maps additional paints are used. 

Except background elements the geological map contains colour line elements ( 
border of geological bodies and etc.) . For their qualitative reproduction it is better to 
use not CMYK- representation of elements but additional paints. 
By use of computer technology total of paints makes no more than 10. It is much 
lower, than at traditional technology. 

Improvement of technology 

At improvement of computer technology work for to issue of the" Geological Atlas of 
Russia" were carried out. It represents a unique set from 40 thematic maps of scale I: I 
000000. About half of maps of "Atlas" were carried out completely with use ofhand
operated technology. At the preparation of other half of maps technology was used 
mixed: the line elements of maps were prepared on hand-operated technology, and 
background elements - with use of computer technology (CMYK). 
During work large volume of work on preparation and printing of control colour 

scales was carried out which could satisfY to the requirements of the instructions on 
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preparation of geological maps for printing. These scales were used at the preparation 
of "Atlas". 

The experience of work with "Atlas" has allowed improve mixed technology and to 
pass to fulfilment of preparation of all elements of geological maps for the printing 
with use of computer technology. 

On a conference samples of" Geological Atlas of Russia" and also State geological 
maps of scale 1 :200 000 are presented. 
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
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Eli:bieta Wyczalek 
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61-138 Poznan, Poland 

Sources of errors of matching of topographic maps we ought to seek both in trans

formation process itself and also in precision of location of objects at original maps 

and further deformation of media. When we start to match old maps we have aware

ness that considering relatively big errors of maps themselves the transformation proc

ess don' t have to (and just need not) be to precise [2]. It seem to be enough to use the 

methods, which don' t influence losing of accuracy and which are easy to do. In case of 

maps, where accuracy of object location is estimated on the limit of possibility of per

ception of men (e.g. below 0.25 mrn in scale of map) one should take care for unique 

precision of transformation. The example of such task is preparing maps for analyses 

of changes of ground uses through comparison contents of maps from the end of 19-th 

Century with contemporary topographic maps . Both maps are rich in contents and their 

accuracies are comparable. Though they are made in cylindrical projection, it appear to 

be enough to do transformation of I-st degree (e.g. linear) to match them with enough 

precision. The problem remain, how to reduce influences of sources of errors caused 
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during elaboration and storage. Transformations of maps described below are continu

ity of earlier investigations made on the basis of maps from 17-th and 18-th Centuries. 

Assumed accuracy of matching 
The accuracy of matching maps depends mainly on en-ors arisen on stages: 

- measuring and preparing maps, 

- reproduction and storage, 

- scanmng, 

- selection of common points of transformation and processing. 

Assessment of accuracy of topographic maps of Wielkopolska from the end of 

19-th Century show that they were made with relatively high precision. In [I] author 

proved, that en-ors of location of the best defIned points are not bigger than several 

meters, and other points - not much then twenty five meters (e.g. I nun in scale of 

map). Contemporary cartographic instructions in Poland required to keep precision of 

drawing maps of about 0.3 mm (on the basis of measured data) or 0.6 nun (using pho

tograrnmetric data). The photograrnmetric method was used for preparing the newer 

analysed maps, thus it is reliable to maintain that average mean en-or of location of 

points should not be worse than ±0,6 mm. 

Results of measuring of net of squares on analysed reproductions of maps show 

that discrepancies of distances are not bigger than 5% and have systematic nature (e.g. 

affme deformations). This kind of en-ors should not have influence on accuracies of 

polynomial transfonnation because these methods eliminate systematic en-ors. 

For use of this work we assumed, that en-ors of scanning are systematic too, and 

their values are not bigger than 5%. Thus this group of en-ors should be reduced during 

transformation, too . 

The selection of common points is much difficult problem, because in time 

between dates of making maps the substantial changes in management of ten-ain came 

into being. On the analyse of maps we decided to choose as common points the crosses 

of roads and canals, whereas many of them were con-ected during the time. It may be 

considered that they should not change their locations more than 2-3 meters (0.1 nun 

in scale of maps). 

Totally, expected joint en-ors of location of objects are on both maps equal to 

about ±0.8 mm. Multiplying it by square of two (when compare two maps) we get re

sult ±1.l mm (27.5 m in ten-ain). It would satisfy us when results of matching would 

have been less than ± 1 mm or 25 meters in site. 
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The method of transformation 
For the purpose to fit maps, they were scanned in parts of size A4 with resolu

tion 300 dpi. Older map was fit into geometric net which correspond to cylindrical 

projection. The picture of vectored image of this map was establish as base for trans

formation of contemporary maps. It has been done as continuation of earlier investi

gated method used for older maps [3]. 

As mathematical model of transformation we choose arithmetic polynomials of 

1St, 2nd and 3rd degree. In order to examine accuracy of matching we selected 30-50 

common points on each scanned part, choosing for this purpose mentioned above 

crosses of roads and canals. From those points at least 16 was assumed as control 

points and the rest was used for assessing parameters of accuracy. Results of transfor

mation, in form of discrepancy vectors, has been put together into table and was used 

for estimation of global errors. 

Matched maps were used for analyse further changes of ground uses on the area 

of Middle Obra Valley. 

Range of test and estimation of results 
The test of accuracy of matching of analysed maps has been done on two 

squared parts at dimensions of about 20x20 cm. The scale of maps are I :25000 thus 

the sides of squares are 5x5 km. At north part we have 1aken 25 control points for 

transformation and another 20 points as check points . At south part we used 16 control 

points and 8 check points. The density of nets we may describe as I control point on 

16-25 cm2 

Scanned images of maps were transformed into nets of control points using 

arithmetic polynomials. The analyse of accuracy has been made using graphic method. 

To do this we have drown vectors between corresponding images of these some points 

and next we measured components of their co-ordinates. The fragment of map of dis

crepancy vectors of matching points is shown on figures I and 2 . Measured data was 

used to calculate mean squared errors of location points after transformation. The re

sults for I s l and 2nd degree of polynomial function are collected in table I. The increase 

of degree of polynomial did not increased accuracy of transfonnation, so the results 

have been omitted. 
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Fig. 1. Discrepancy vectors of point locations after transfonnation 

using arithmCltiC polynomials of 1 st degree 

(scale of vectors - 1 em = 25 m) 
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Table 1 

North part polynomial wl polynomial w2 
m m 

mE +1.05±9.47 +2.82±8.80 

mN +2 .5±8.54 -0.13±8.58 

mp 2.7± 12.75 2.8± 12.29 

South part polynomial wl polynomial w2 
m m 

mE -0.35±12.0 + 1,65±9.3 

mN -2.85± 12.7 -0.84± 12.5 

mp 2.87±17.5 1.85±15.6 

In the table mE, mN signify root square en'ors along appropriate directions (East 

and North) an4 mp - errors on the plane of map. 

We obtained mean spread of point locations of about ±2-2.5 m and their mean 

errors from ±12.3 m to 17.5 m (0.5-0.7 mm in scale of maps). Second degree of trans

fonnation gave results at 4-10% better than first degree. 

Conclusion 
It can be said that obtained results are contained in range of accuracy of pre

paring middle-scale topographic maps. Their spreads suggest the lack of systematic 

errors of results of image process. 
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The problem of ecologic maping for nature protection, rational use and recuperation of 
natural resources is the most world-wide problem of today. Ecologic maps are used for 
the enhancement of different ecologic problems and their influence is specifically big for 
the location sites of mi Ii tar, economic, or other points (atomic power stations, nuclear 
test-sites, oilpipes, chemical works & etc) which negatively influence on the 
environment, ecologic conditions and population health as for normal industrial 
situation as well as for accident cases. The ecologic maps will generate a picture how 
ecologic systems work under the influence of a man on the environment, and will 
contain the forecast elements aside wi th the recommendation how to improve the 
ecologic situation. 

The ecologic maps include the maps which show ecologic state of the environment 
(natural and antropogenious),determined by ecological factor of natural environment and 
its antropogenious break. The ecologic maps are divided in integrated and special ones 
by its content. 
Integrated general ecologic maps reflect common laws of territorial distribution of 
ecological factors of organism life and the levels of how they are influenced by a man. 
General ecologic maps stress the main importance on not to topographically precised 
show of visible terrain objects , which disturbe the natural environment, but to the 
generalised characteristics of natural environment disturbancies with the elements of 
ecologic assessment of living organisms enhabitant conditions, including also a man. 

Specialised ecologic maps reflect ecologic specific situation of certain area. Generally, 
they cover the areas with the predomination of the significant source of natural 
environment disturbancy. These maps attach the main importance to the disturbancies 
and pollutions caused by this source and its influence on the environment and the man. 
Other types of ecologic disturbancies are considered as the secondary ones. In the first 
turn, it is necessary to generate the specialised ecologic maps for the areas belonging to 
the highest classes of ecologic hazard: the areas polluted by radioactive and highly-toxic 
particles, oil and oil products, gas and dust wastes ; areas of impact ecologic influence, 
which functioning influences on the ecologic securi ty of the country; areas of 
technogenic geoecologic processes. 

In the process of elaboration of ecologic maps for these areas of the largest geoindustrial 
systems we gave the most importance to the monitoring of natural resources, evaluation 
of its modern state, results of technogenic impact on nature (changes, disturbancies, 
different parts pollution of natural environment or on whole natural system ecologic 
situation) ; back responce of nature on various elements of technogenic influence; 
assessment of technogenic system influence on natural environment and ecologic 
conditions modifications as the result of territorial involvement; forecast of ecologic 
hazard resulted by techogenic sys tem work. 
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For all-side consideration of the ecologic conditions and best solution of ecologic 
security cartographic provision issues , the most feasible way is to compose the 
following ecologic maps which differ by their content and level of practical goal: 
underlining, which reflect at the present time moment the actual state of the enviroment 
and the modifications of ecologic conditions and natural resources for the certain time 
period; forecasting which reflect the modifications of the environment and natural 
resources connected with their antropogenious influence or natural development of the 
nature complexes; ecologic monitoring (ecologic control over the environment state, use 
of natural resources, quickly changing phenomenas and processes); nature protection 
activities (maps of ecologic security measures elaboration; recommendation maps for 
sanation, recultivation and improvement of lands). 

Outlining ecologic maps include inventory maps and maps of dynamics of the 
environment or its separate components. Inventory ecologic maps show the completed 
data of the ecologic factors, potential natural possibilities of the territories, modem state 
of the environment, level of antropogenic influence. They may contain assessment 
characteristics as qualitative as well as quantitative ones. Inventory maps are intented for 
the study of environment dymanics, assessment of natural conditions, elaboration of 
ecologic forecast, preparation of nature protection activities. Ecologic maps of dynamics 
of environment have the data about natural resources and ecological conditions changes, 
happened in a certain time period as the result of natural territory development as well as 
the result of human economic influence. They are intended for evaluation of ecologic 
conditions changes which already happened, and for finding out their development 
tendencies. Ecologic forecast maps have the data on the tendencies of nature 
development and its possible changes connected with economic activity of the man. The 
background for forecast maps generation is the model calculations of different human 
economic activity ecologic consequencies. Forecast maps may be prepared as in the 
traditional way as well in the electronic version (which is the most preferable), which 
allow to perform quick modelling of a situation immediately after an accident happens. 

The following maps are generated while elaborating the ecologic security measures: 
maps of recommendation for ecologic security for territory exploitation planning and 
different infrastmcture construction; recommendation maps for ecologic security for 
human life and population activities in the areas of possible nature and tecnogenic 
holocasts; maps for argumentation of establishing of speciallly protected areas. 

The following maps are generated while elaborating the recommendations for sanation, 
rehabilitation, recultivation and land improvement measures: map of recommendations 
for sanation of different environment components, contaminated by different polluting 
substancies; recommendation maps for rehabilitation of ecologically disturbed territories; 
recommendation maps for recultivation and affected lands improvement. 

For ecologic security provision in Russia it should be provided the creation of digital 
maps versions, which will present the images scanned by computer systems and recorded 
on discettes or CD-ROMs, and geoinformation systems (G.I.S.), which will allow to 
provide the ecologic projects with spatial data and to create the infOlmation databank for 
the ecologic security. 
The elaboration of the content of ecologic maps requires to meet the folowing needs: 

- reliable image of modem ecologic presentation of the territory, depending on how it is 
ecomonically used and on the pollution of separate elements of the environment and 
economic involvement (including the changes , disturbancies, pollution of different 
elements of the environment and ecologic situation of the whole nature system resulted 
by technogenic &/01' nature influence); 
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- integrity and detail specification of mapped situation presentation must correspond to 
map scales, quality requirements of resulted product and cartographic data urged by the 
specific customes or by potential user of the product; 
elements of the ecologic map content must correspond to the goal of map or when you 

make a map, you must first of all study the natural elements or antropogenic factors 
which are influenced by the involvement and exploitation of technogenic systems ; 

- maps must be timely updated and be added with new data which specify the ecologic 
situation of the territory in study. 

For all cases the basic map for determination of ecologic state of a territory is the map· 
"Modern environment conditions and territory use" which show ecologic state of the 
environment as the integral factor which includes the disturbancies and pollution of 
nature which in its tum influence the human, animal and vegetation activity. It is a task 
to show on the map the antropogenious disturbancies of nature, the objects which 
influence or are influenced by natural environment; types of action on the environment, 
intact or week-influenced territories. While elaborating the map, we assess the area on 
its level of the reaction to the natural complexes and define stable, relatively stable and 
non-stable natural complexes. 

The explanatory notes to the map show the forecasted (possible) changes of the 
environment, development and activization of antropogenic processes which are 
reflected as the result of involvement and exploitation of technogenic systems. These 
data are the base for elaboration of recommendations for nature protection and 
realization of the protection projects required for ecologic defence connected with the 
territorial envolvement. 

The map "Modern conditions of nature" may be presented in digital version. Thematic 
layers are shown on the geographic background indicating the modern state of the 
environment. The project includes the scanning of map-Oliginal (transparency), 
vectorization by thematic layers, conversion of files in the integrated coordinate system, 
files editing (by colours and lines widths), conventional symbols vectorization. The 
prepared file must be converted to the software package selected by the Customer and 
then will be loaded in the database. The Customer may add it for his own purposes, to 
plott it in colours and to get colour paper thematic map copies. 
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The Integrated Measuring and Information System for Surveillance of Environmental 
Raioactivity (IMIS) is being set up as part of the G.erman Governments ' s National 
Response Plan for dealing with the conseq uences of a large scale radi oacti ve 
contamination of the environment. The legal basis for this is the 'Act on the 
Precautionary Protection of the Population against Radiation Exposure 
(Strahlenschutzv orsorgegesetz)' of December 1986. The IMIS system has three 
operational action levels. Level 3 covers the collection of radiological data from state
of-the-art monitoring networks and measurement laboratories. Level 2 involves 
computerized data processing and quality control, based on standardised procedures 
for the collection and presentation of measurements. This level also includes the use 
of transport and dose assessment models. Level I includes evaluation of the data, 
management of the consequences of a given si tuation , legal enforcement of protective 
measures and provi sion of information to the public. The IMIS system was 
commissioned by the Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation und Reactor 
Safety and is bei ng supplied under the turnkey contract by a consortium led by 
DIGITAL equipment in conjunction with DORNIER. The responsibility for the 
contract is with the Federal Office for Radiation Protection (Bundesamt fUr 
Strahlenschutz). The System consists of a total of 75 RISC computers linked together 
by an efficient packet switched Wide Area Network (WAN). The system software 
includes ULTRIX,TCP/IPand X windows. The relational database mangement system 
ORACLE is used together with the query language SQL-Plus. Stati stical analyses are 
carried out with the standard SAS-Software-Packages. The geographical information 
system TERRA provides the tools necessary for the geographic presentation of the 
data. T he paper will give an overv iew of the role and relevance of cartography 
within thi s performance orientated env ironmental information system. 
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1. Introduction 

As from 1955, environmental radioactivity has been measured in large areas of the 
Federal Republic of Germany by different authorities. The Chernobyl reactor 
accident, on 28th April 1986 showed, however, that the measurement results have 
been evaluated differently by the individual authorities of the Federal Republic and 
the national data exchange turned out to be very complicated. A rapid, 
comprehensive and homogeneous collection and thus a reliable analysis of the 
situation was not possible. Due to this experience the "Act on the Precautionary 
Protection of the Population against Radiation Exposure (Precautionary 
Radiological Protection Act - StrVG) was concluded by the German Federal 
Parliament, on 19th December 1986. Following this the Federal Office of Radiation 
Protection (BfS) was founded and became effective on I st November 1989, and is 
responsible also for the installation and operation of IMIS. 

2. Objectives of IMIS 

§ I of the Precautionary Radiological Protection Act defines its purpose. The aim of 
this Act is to monitor environmental radioactivity for the protection of the general 
public and, in the case of events inducing radiological effects, to keep radioactive 
contamination in the environment and radiation exposure of man as low as 
reasonably achievable by taking adequate measures. 

This means: IMIS shall ensure that unusual increase of radioactivity in the area of the 
Federal Republic of Germany is immediately identified and the flow of information 
between the individual measuring points and sites and the competent authorities 
involved in judging the situation is rapid and comprehensive, ensuring that 
coordinated recommendations adapted to the situation are given and the 
appropriate precautionary measures can be taken. Therefore the IMIS system is 
equipped in a way that contamination information obtained from the different 
measuring networks and measuring laboratories and their facilities is processed by 
the competent expert institutions and is finally assessed by the Federal Minister for 
the Environment. All data acquired at the federal networks and the state measuring 
sites are collected at the "Federal Centre for the Surveillance of Environmental 
Radioactivity -ZdB" (Zentralstelle des Bundes) in the Institute for Radiation 
Hygiene (ISH) of the Federal Office of Radiation Protection (BfS) at Neuherberg 
near Munich. Integration, evaluation and documentation of the collected data is the 
main task of the office. 

ZdB is supported in this task by several administrative authorities of the Federation 
(so-called "Leitstellen" - coordinating offices). The coordinating offices are in charge 
of the development and assessment of procedures for sampling, analysis, 
measurement and calculation as well as carrying out comparative measurements and 
reference analyses. They assist also in data processing, mainly by synoptic 
considerations of plausibility. 

The data processed by ZdB are then evaluated by the Federal Ministry for the 
Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU) in Bonn, under 
consideration of the general radiological situation in the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 

The measuring results derived by the measuring facilities of the Federation and the 
States are integra ted by a computer-based communication system ensuring the rapid 
flow of information between the federal measuring networks, the State measuring 
facilities as well as the competent coordinating offices and the Federal Centre (ZdB). 
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International data on environmental monitoring are exchanged with the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Commission on the European 
Community (CEC). 

3. Conception of IMIS 

The Integrated Measurement and Information System (IMIS) is classified into three 
levels: 

- data coll ection 
- data compi lation, plausibility charts and evaluation 
- decisions and information of the general public. 

The operational structure of the IMIS project is divided into three levels: 

I. level 
data 3cqLi.!litioo 

2. level 
da ta Ju nello" 
data preparatioo 
data inlt l'l"'C1&liCll 

3. level 
d«illioo 
inrormatioo 

{'cord imtil l!. 
Offices 

Level 1 represents the 
operational level of the 
collection of measured values. 
Stationary nationwide 
measuring networks collect 
data continuously and transfer 
the results in intervals to the 
Federal Centre (ZdB) in 
Neuherberg near Munich. 
They are completed by 
measurements done with 
mobile vehicles and the data 
from laboratory investigations 
in all 16 federal states. 

Level 2 is the technical data 
processing level of the IMIS 
project and ensures the 
transfer of measured data from 
the federal measuring 
networks and all further 

associated stations to the ZdB computers. It includes storing of the measured values 
in a data base and the application-oriented plausibility as well as visualization of the 
results. 

Level 3 represents the level of decision. Here the results are evaluated, decisions are 
made, measures for the protection of the population are formulated and final 
information is provided to the general public. 

3.1 Schematic overview of the institutions participating in IMIS 

Besides institutions operating measuring networks for data coll ection on 
environmental radioactivity, the so-called coordinating offices are involved in the 
IMIS project on the level of the Federation. These institutions provide the technical 
competence in a specific fie ld of data, e.g. food data are provided by the Federal 
Food Agency. Furthermore all federal states are represented in 1M IS, in general by 
their state offices of the environment and they measure indi vidual items in many 
media and environmental areas and add them to the IMIS data base. 

As can be taken from the schematic overview, the computers of the Federal Center 
situated in the Institute for Radiation Hygiene of the Federal Office of Radiation 
Protection represent the core of IMIS. The measuring networks of the federal offices 
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are directly connected in the network or via the Institute for Atmospheric 
Radioactivity OAR). Additionally the coordinating offices on the federal level are 
directly integrated, whereas the individual measuring sites of the states provide data 
to the IMiS systems of ZdB via the so-called State Data Centres 
(Landesdatenzentralen). The State Date Centres are local computer systems in the 
state offices of the environment. For the information of the general public, all data 
are transferred to the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation 
and Nuclear Safety in Bonn. 

Besides the participating institutions, the schematic overview informs also on the 
data flow within the IMIS computer-network system. 
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3.2 Federal measuring networks 

The background of the IMIS measurement and information system are the 
nationwide measuring networks of different federal authorities, because they supply 
the largest contingency of data as from amount and frequency . Thus the following 
institutions with their stationary measuring points and sites for continuous data 
collection are included in the system. 

Federal Civil Defence Agency (Bundesamt fUr Zivilschutz - BZS): 
2150 measuring points to monitor the local gamma dose rate above surface. 
This network is shown in the dot map in chapter 5. 

German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst - DWD) 
38 measuring points to monitor the environmental radioactivity in air and 
precipitation 

Federal Environmental Protection Agency (Umweltbundesamt - UBA) 
II measuring points for air measurements, and the 

Federal Office of Radiation Protection (Bundesamt fUr Strahlenschutz - BFS) 
I measuring point on the Mount Zugspitze 

Federal Institute for Hydrology (Bundesanstalt fUr Gewasserkunde - BfG) 
40 measuring points to monitori the federal waterways 

Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Office (Bundesamt fUr Seeschiffahrt und 
Hydrographie (BSH) 

12 measuring points to monitor the coastal waters 

At the Institute for Atmospheric Radioactivity (IAR) of the BfS, the BZS data are 
collected, processed and transferred to the IMIS computer of ZdB. 

The Precautionary Radiological Protection Act provides the framework for 
radioactivity measurements to be taken in the environment. In this case emphasis is 
put on approx. 200 of the about 800 radionuclides with the highest probability of 
occurrence in a nuclear accident. According to their relevance, samples are taken in 
many areas of the environment. Like this it can be ensured that appropriate measures 
are taken for the protection of the general public. 

4. Objectives and conception of data processing 

In the scope of the measurement and information system the tasks of the computer
network components are: 
- rapid electronic transmission and plausibility check of measured values 
- evaluation represented by maps, diagrams, texts and tables 
- developing prognoses by relevant modelling calculations 
- documentation and recording of all data 
- transmission of data and information to the Federal Ministry for the Environment, 

Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety. 

In order to fulfill these tasks the suitable hardware had to be selected. The very 
critical task involving great expenses, however, \vas to develop the task specific 
software. Although standard software products are integrated in the IMIS system. 
there exists no ready-to-use package capable to collect, check , transmit and 
represent measured data of a system of the complexity and dimension of IMIS. 
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4.1 Setup of the 1MIS hardware 

Schematic overview 
oflhe IMIS

hardware· structure 

4.2 Setup of the 1M1S software 

The 75 nodes of the IMIS 
computer system are equipped 
by Digital Equipment RISC 
computers connected via 
Datex P communication lines 
using wide-area-network
technology. They are 
operating under ULTRIX, a 
Unix operating system 
derivate of Digital Co. 
accompanied by application 
software such as TCP/IP, X
Windows, NFS and C 
language compilers. 

The following diagram shows 
the schematic hardware setup. 
Here the gray fields reflect the 
configuration of the "core" 
computer system at the 
Federal Centre (ZdB) in the 
Institute for Radiation 
Hygiene, while on the left the 
nationwide computer network 
connected via Datex P is 
indicated. 

The core underlying IMlS is the ORACLE data base system in combination with an 
appli cation speciall y developed by Dornier Co., Friedrichshafen. 
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Besides this basic system needed at all 74 IMIS nodes, Q-Office is used as a word 
processing and mailing system. Additionall y SQL is used as a user-ori ented data 
selection tool, the SAS softw are environment as a stati sti cal and indi vidual grafic 
evaluations tool and the TERRA software package as a geografi c information 
system (G IS) ori ented application for the updating purposes of the geographic 
vector-information. As shown in the followin g di agram, these indi vidual software 
packages are integrated into a common IMIS user interface. Dependin g on the user 
specific tasks and requirements, an indi vidual authori zed surface is availabl e fo r eac h 
user. 

5. Cartogr aphic requirements in the scope of IMIS system 

In the conception step of the IMIS system the requi rements to the grafi c 
visuali zation have also been described in the scope of the field specific detail ed 
concept. Besides the general requirements to the IMIS software pac kage to be 
developed, each of the approx. 50 grafics, maps and tabl e items have been specified. 

Apart from explanatory comments, whi ch may accompany all representati ons if 
required, IMIS offe rs four basic ways to visuali ze the information: 

- the map - the time diagram or the har chart 
Akl ivitQfUl«llM lroliori 
Oq/m" 
1.00(+01 

,.00< .... 

Akt ivjtotskonZQ1 trol ion in l ui t 

- III I' la hie. 
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While for time diagram, bar charts and tables only the exterior form of representation 
is provided, four types of maps can be generateded automaticall y. 

Dot maps show the measured value by means of a scaled color range across the 
points of measurement at their location. 

Grid cell maps show the measured values averaged over a uniform 20-km-grid 
which is laid over the whole Federal Republi c. 

ISOzone maps show colored scaled areas between [SO lines interpolated from the 
grid representation. 

Rural district maps show average values measured in an administrative community 
and related to a specific topic, represented by colored areas (choropletic map). 
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5.1 Principle of representing information according to the IMIS concept 

IMIS representation is generated using five standard input modules. 
I . Selection of the type of representation (map, time diagram, bar chart or table) 
2. Choice of scaling. According to the range of values this is linear or logarithmic. 
3. Selecting the colors to be used. On principle, colored representations are standard. 

If the information is needed for publications monochrome grafics are possible, too. 
In order to transmit representations by FAX to sites not participating in IMlS, 
simple filling patterns or hatches are provided. 

4. Selecting the items of the so-call ed background information. These are the layers 
of the geographic data base to be represented (e.g. borders, waters, motorways, 
etc.) 

5. Creating the SQL statements to select the measured data from the ORACLE data 
base. 

In order to ensure that adequate IMIS grafics are generated by the untrained user as 
well as the scientific or expert user, IMlS knows four operating statuses to generate 
maps, time lines, bar charts and tables. The concept describes them as: 

Principle of theirW"ormation visualisialion 

routine
grn (ilks 

speciul 
graphics 

individml 
graphicS 

",i~thtru ll 
r..,cLlonw.lltJ ot 

tll ~Mr .. p t'i(' 
s of\"HrrHnd tJr 

d:.lllIb llSt 

5.2 Cartographic means of representation 

Standard graphics: In this case all 
parameters for editing a representation 
are already preset in a way that the 
representation can be selected just by 
its name. 

Routine graphics: This form of edi ting 
occurs if the user varies individual 
parameters (e.g. time period, 
env ironinental area, nuclide, 
background, etc.). In standard and 
routine representations exclusively 
actual data are visualized. 

Special graphics: Representation of 
pre-selected and/or modified data 
quantities by means of the available set 
of maps, charts and tables. In this case 
it shall also be possible to evaluate 
data which are not up-to-date . 

Individual graphics: Generation of 
individual representations by using the 
fu ll functionality of the grafic software 
components and the ORACLE data 
base. 

text 

In the automated generation of IMIS maps the basic 
elements of mapping are used. Besides dots, lines and 
surfaces there are also applied texts, symbols and 
cartographic diagrams. Variations are possible in the 
form of monochromes, colors or patterns. In the 
scope of the functionality of individual grafics, 
variations of the intensity and type of lines, type of 
font , size and style of the text are also possible. 
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5.3 Visualization of information 

mapJi q¢ 
\~ trrdal1t 

Scheme of information vis ualiza tion 

~,,!;':"".~' 

:: '!:"'J~.~:8:=1 

6. T he geometries of the IMIS system 

T he bas ic concept of 
cartographi c visuali zation 
of measured data in 
grafi cs refl ecting th e 
correct pos iti on pres umes 
the availabil ity of stati c 
spatial information in th e 
fo rm of layer information 
in a geographic data base, 
as opposed to da tase ts 
with parameters resulting 
from the 50 IMIS 
representations definin g 
the specif ic information 
on radio logy. Dependin g 
on the user input, i.e. 
usuall y by selectin g th e 
corresponding map, th e 
parameter controll ed 
autom ated procedure of 
data processing is 
initialized, the selecti on 
from the data base is 
generated, the layers of 
the geographi c spati al 
information are selected 

. and the combined results 
are shown as overview 
maps, charts o r tabl es . 

T he IMIS system compri ses three layers of geometri c data. These datasets consist of 
UTM coordinates in two resoluti ons ("generali zati ons") for the state territory of th e 
Federal Republi c of Germany and a data record fo r Europe (from th e Iberic 
Peninsul a to the Ural Mounta ins). 

BRD_ low: Federal Republi c, scale approx. I : 6 000 000 
BRD_hi gh: Federal RepUblic, scale approx. I : 3 000 000 
Euro_low: Europe, scale approx. I : 20 000 000 

All internal coordinates are stored internall y with an accuracy of 10 metres, th o ugh 
th e overall geographi c acc uracy is onl y in th e range of I to 10 km .. 

UT M projec ti on was selected as coordi nate system to be able to work with a fi eld of 
rectangul ar coordinates. But since th e a rea of the Federal Republic is mapped in tw o 
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zones in the UTM system, all coordinates of zone 33 were transferred for this 
purpose to zone 32. In fact this transformation causes positioning errors of all 
coordinates from zone 33. Because all positioning coordinates of the measured 
values of IMIS system are fed into the data base by means of the same 
transformation, the results at the later visualization seem to be opticall y in the right 
location . 
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The geometri es (background data) are maintained by the "Terralogic" component of 
TERRA Software of Dornier Co. The concept of this data storage is layer-oriented. 
The coordi nates of the node and intermediate points, the connecting information 
and the key attri butes are kept in a set of 5 sin gle datasets , respectively. 

Altho ugh the background data are serviced on multiple layers, they are only appli ed 
in combinations within the IMIS visualization mechanism. In the selec ti on and 
setting windows the following combined layers can be selected: 
- national border 
- federa l state borders 
- administrative district borders 
- rural district borders 
- rivers and lakes 
- motorways 
- ra il ways 
- e levation lines and contour lines. 
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From the view of the individual use of an information system, it shall be considered 
already in the conceptional phase, if the separated layers should be given a 
corresponding selective form. However, this should always be considered in respect 
of specific needs, easy to use and simple operation depending on the need and 
frequency of individual use and the performance of the whole system. 

7. IMIS in BTX and World Wide Web (WWW) 

A duty in accordance with the Precautionary Radiological Protection Act is the 
information of the general public. The Federal Office of Radiation Protection fulfills 
this task by providing information brochures and corresponding reports, e.g. the 
annual report. In addition a continuous information on the current situation of the 
Telekom BTX system is available since spring 1997. The judgement on the situation 
of environmental radioactivity in the German Federal Republic in World Wide Web 
will be available in summer 1997. 

8. Summary and prospects 

Cartographic visualization in a time critical information system is subject to many 
restrictions due to the overall requirement for adequate performance. This is also a 
feature of [MIS representations, because the rapid visualization of the situation of 
even ts in the form of overview maps, diagrams and tables at the video screen and as 
si mpl e paper prints do not allow sophi sticated map images and do not require 
hi ghest resolution maps such as applied in traditional thematic environmental 
cartography. But it is essential to be able to show in periods of minutes, the most up
to-date measured data of the measurement networks. 

It can be expected that in future most restrictions related to performance be 
insignificant, because hardware and software components of a computer system 
become more rapid and efficient, consequently high-quality cartographic maps in the 
scope of measurement and information systems, such as IMIS, can be made available 
within shorter times. 
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Abstract 

Traditional methodologies for geological mapping hmle changed in recent years, due 
10 the increased application of sophisticated computer techniques. Many activities, 
such as data collection, management and analysis, can be partly automated by using 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Spatial Data Bases. 
In the framework of the project for Geological Mapping of Apulia Region 
(Southwestern Italy), a methodological approach to convert data into digital form has 
been developed. The Spatial Data Base model, based on the data structure defined by 
the Geological Survey of Italy, is adjusted to the local geological selling and the 
surveyor's needs. Field data collection is carried out using paper forms or small 
electronic notepads designed for this data base model. Back from the field, Geological 
Surveyors are operationally involved in data input using desktop mapping software 
and Data Base Management Systems. GIS operatOf:\' are responsible for the 
management and quality control of the central information system, where all the data 
from each surveyor make up the Central Geological Database. 
The use of GIS in this operational model is cmcial 10 accomplish all the data 
interpretations and analyses needed for editing a geological map, which are 
traditionally carried out manually. Furthermore, the information system built up jar 
geological mapping can be used as a base for thematic mapping. 

Keywords: Apulia, database, geological mapping, GIS. 

Introduction 

The use of computer technologies in geological mapping, such as Geographic 
Information Systems eGIS) and Data Base Management Systems (DBMS), has largely 
increased in recent years. Initially, these tools were simply used for data storage and 
retrieval in digital map production, after completion of required surveying activities. In 
the last few years, the use of computers in geological studies has gone much further. 
In the late eighties, the Italian geological survey, Servizio Geologico Nazionale (SGN), 
started a big project named CARG (Carta Geologica) for the geological mapping of the 
national territory. One of the aims of this project is to build up a digital geological 
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database with the data collected for mapping CCara et aI. , 1993). The CARG project is 
divided into several sub-projects carried out by different research groups. 
In the Apulia Region, the Department of Geology & Geophysics of University of Bari 
is in charge of one of the sub-projects, under the supervision of Regional 
Administration. The field surveys, data interpretation and digital geological 
information system are realized by a group of young researcher, with the guidance of 
several experts, all working together in very close collaboration. 

Figure 1. Study area 

This CARG sub-project concerns an area 
in the northern Apulia covered by four 
topographic maps at scale I :50.000, as 
shown in figure l. The geological survey, 
data interpretation and analyses are carried 
out at scale 1 :25.000. The study area 
covers three different geological 
environments: the Apulian Foreland, in the 
Northeast; the Apennine Foredeep, in the 
wide central part; the Apennine Chain, in 
the West. Different surveying and 
interpretation methodologies must be 
applied to each of these areas. 
Computer techniques are used at all stages 
of the study, starting from field data 
collection. This approach allows t,}le 
researcher to integrate field data with data 

from other sources, and use all the resources of the geological information system for 
data analysis and interpretation. 

Geological information system 

A relevant and important part of the CARG project is the generation of a national 
geological information system using all the data and interpretations resulting from the 
work of the different research groups. Each sub-project must provide their data in 
digital format, ready to be input in the SGN database. The geological survey has 
developed a detailed database structure to standardize the format of data coming in 
from different sources (Cara & Cryan, ) 993). 
In accordance with the most widely used approach in Geographic Information System 
(GIS) technology (Aronoff, 1989), data are divided in two main categories: 
georeferenced (graphical) data and attribute (alphanumeric) data. Georeferenced data 
are organized in several thematic layers, while attribute data constitute a relational 
database and are linked to graphical elements. The different layers of georeferenced 
data are shown in figure 2. To standardize observations made by several geologists 
with different experience and expertise, a nomenclature is provided for some attribute 
variables. 
This data structure is strongly conditioned by the main purpose of project, that is, the 
editing of geological maps. On the other hand, it has been taken into consideration that 
the geological scientific community in Italy has very little experience in computer 
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usage. Consequently, this structure allows a geological survey to be pelforrned in a 
traditional way and, with the data being converted into digital form only at the end of 
tlIe study. 
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SGN has advised that the geological database should be build up only after data 
collection and interpretation are completed (Bonfatti et aI. , 1995), However, this 
procedure would turn out to be a simple process of digitally editing information that 
are traditionally represented in paper format (geological maps and notes). Here, the 
analytical capabilities of informatic tools such as GIS and DBMS are not applied at all 
in the geological interpretation processes. 
In our sub-project, we try to achieve a greater integration of computer usage in all the 
different stages of geological survey, starting from field data collection. The main aim 
is to increase the involvement of the geologist in operations that are usually carried out 
by computer scientists, such as the implementation of the geological database 
(Mandrile, 1996). This approach leads to a change in traditional methodologies due to 
the automation of certain activities and the option to perform analysis that cannot be 
done manually. The geological information system that is generated and continuously 
updated during the study, benefits all the researcher from the rapid and effective 
integration of field data and data from other different sources. 
Several attempts have been made by different authors to implement a digital 
infOlmation system for geological maps. Due to the complex nature of geological data, 
it has been difficult to defme an all-purpose standard data structure applicable to all 
geological environments. In this study, the SGN data structure, which remains as a 
constrain for the final data output, is ' modified to make the geological information 
system more suitable to our own needs. Researchers and surveyors are involved in 
defining the data standard interactively, by proposing modification on the basis of their 
data collection and interpretation needs. This approach allows the adjustment of 
computer tools to fit the personal mode of operation, thus minimizing the risk of 
rejection of any computer technique by the field geologist. 

Field data collection 

Field data collection is a crucial stage in the implementation of a geological database 
for map production. Firstly, a consistent nomenclature and a data standard must be 
defined to compare the data and interpretation of different geologists. This can be 
achieved using a "top-down" or "bottom-up" approach, as described by Broome et al. 
(1993). 
In this study, a compromise between those two approaches is preferred. All the 
surveyors make proposal for the integration and modification of the SGN data structure 
to meet their way of working in the field. After a test period in the field, the geological 
information system is updated, retaining those modifications accepted by the majority 
of the researchers. The resulting data structure, with all its tables and defined variables, 
is used as conceptual framework for field data collection. 
Field data can be either graphic or alphanumeric in nature. Different methodologies 
can be used to collect data, some of them with a high grade of atomization, using 
portable computers in the field (Broome et aI. , 1993). In this study, a method using 
computer techniques has been adopted that nevertheless closely approach traditional 
geological mode of work in the field. Graphic data, mainly lines and points, are drawn 
on paper maps at scale 1:25.000, that form the basis for all the data to be registered. 
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Attribute data, related to graphic items, can be collected using either paper forms or 
electronic notepads. The paper forms are structured in accordance with the tables and 
attribute fields of the geological database. Those forms can be filled up in the field by 
the surveyor, serving as a guide for interpretation of field observations. The electronic 
notepads are small computers with an implemented database that is consistent with the 
geological information system' s data structure. Data entry is performed by handwriting 
on the LCD screen. An advantage of using these notepads is that the standard 
nomenclature used in the database is available for consultation in the field. Field 
geologists are used to writing their observations in small booklet. Therefore, there is 
little change to their normal mode of work in using these paper forms or electronic 
notepad. Field data collection is schematically represented in figure 3, within the 
scheme of the geological information system. 
Upon returning from the field, all data are transferred to a temporary digital database 
for further checking and analysis. Graphical data are digitized by a GIS operator, using 
digitizing tables or scanners (figure 3). The resulting vector files are checked for errors 
by the surveyor, using hardcopies (prints) or softcopies (computer screen). Since 
attribute data transfer can imply a translation stage in converting personal description 
to database conventions, this activity is performed by the surveyor. In the case of paper 
forms, data are input manually by keyboard. If data are stored in an electronic notepad, 
they can be automatically transferred using a cable and the appropriate interface 
software. 

Data management 

The geological information system is made up of a central geological database and 
several temporary databases, one for each researcher. All the data related to the project 
are stored in the central geological database. Besides data collected during fieldwork, 
any other data that call be used to improve the geological knowledge of the area, such 
as bibliographic data, remotely sensed images and geophysical data, are located here 
(figure 3). All data are geographically registered to enable computerized analysis and 
correlation. 
Software and data resources in the central information system are available to the 
researcher for data query, display and analysis. A surveyor can either simply retrieve 
and display his own data, in map or table format, or statistically analyze the spatial 
correlation of two or more variables for the whole study area. This facility could 
encourage the use of computer techniques during interpretation processes even by the 
most conservative field geologists. 
The temporary geological database made up by the surveyor also acts as his own 
working area within the geological information system. In this environment, each 
researcher can develop various analyses and interpretation before putting the data into 
the central database. Information collected in the field and stored in the temporary 
database is only partly factual data; the rest are interpretations of geologists based on 
field observations. While factual data can be directly input in the central database after 
a final verification by the surveyor, field interpretation may need further analysis and 
verification. 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of data jlow fromfield to map 

Analysis and interpretation of geological data can be aided by the use of the geological 
information system resources. Classical data integration, traditionally done by 
manually overlaying two or more maps, can be easily performed using computer 
visualization tools that integrally display data of interest for qualitative interpretation. 
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A more complex quantitative modeling of the data can be performed using GIS and 
geostatistical software. 
The results of this interpretation process can be input in the central database as well. 
The possibility of including interpretative information in the database is crucial for 
geological applications where interpretations are as important as data (Broome, 1993). 
Before being transferred from the temporary database to the central geological 
database, data and interpretations must be checked by a GIS operator to verify their 
consistency with the data structure of the central database (figure 3). 
Surveyors are not allowed to modify the contents of the central geological database. 
Only the GIS operators, who are responsible for the consistency and security of the 
database, are allowed to edit these data. A geological interpretation is often a never
ending process that leads to a continuous improvement of knowledge about geological 
setting. Field interpretations are usually modified as the study proceeds and more 
information is collected either from fieldwork or other sources. A standard procedure 
is defmed for introducing modifications to the geological interpretation stored in the 
central geological database. The researcher has to specify which interpretation is to be 
modified and what is the modification, as well as the substantiating data and 
interpretation process, which have led to this modification. Under the supervision of a 
GIS operator, the modification with all related information is then input into the central 
database, while retaining the old interpretation. Thus the development of geological 
knowledge during the study is recorded in the central geological database. 

Digital geological and thematic maps 

At the end of the study, all the graphical and attribute data required by the SGN for 
geological map production will be retrieved from the central geological database. 
Those data must be structured according to the standard defined by the SGN. 
Although it is the main aim of this CARG sub-project, geological map production is 
only one of the benefits of a digital geological database. Therefore the central 
geological database is designed to be suitable for several application. All project 
information must be easily accessible and can be updated in the future . A flexible data 
structure is fundamental for easy retrieval of thematic data that are not clearly 
represented in geological maps but are valuable in environmental studies. For specific 
needs, data can be retrieved using complex queries and displayed in the most suitable 
format (maps, tables, graphics). 
The information stored in the central geological database could be integrated with 
digital environmental data from other sources to create a land infOlmation system of 
the Apulia region. 

Conclusion 

The complexity of geological information makes it impossible currently to defme a 
standard data structure ami nomenclature applicable to areas characterized by different 
geological settings. It is extremely difficult to build up a geoscience database suitable 
to different applications. Therefore, the implementation of an information system for a 
geological application must directly involve the geologist in system designing. 
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The close interaction between geologists and geoinformatics experts leads to the 
creation of a geological information system which takes into consideration all the 
problems related to the representation of local geological characteristics that a field 
geologist faces. This can be achieved despite the constraints of data consistency that 
are required in computer technology. The proposed methodology allows the use of 
computers in all the stages of geological study for mapping, without forcing the 
surveyors to radically change their traditional mode of operation. 
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1. Tasks of High-Mountain Research and Mountain Cartography 

Out of various reasons (Mountain Agenda, 1992) the interest in high-mountain regions 
is continuously increasing, and already for quite a while not only restricted to particular 
regions like the Alps in Europe. This has of course also impact on high-mountain rese
arch and - closely related to that - on the activities in the field of mountain call0gra
phy. Already in 1984 Uhlig and Haffner wrote that nature and man in high-mountain 
areas are subj ect of a surprisingly high public and scientific interest. Approximately 
10 % of the world population live in mountain countries and about 40 % are, one way 
or the other, dependent on mountain res sources, if water, minerals, forestry, agriculture 
and recreation are included. In particular South, Southeast- and East-Asia with more 
than half of the world population are dependent on the big streams whose source areas 
are the ecosystems of the Himalaya-Karakorum and Tibet (Uhlig and Haffner, 1984) . 

The individual interests like the use of ressources, the establishment of protected areas 
or infrastructures for recreational tourism lead to collitions of interests which are more 
and more di fficult to solve (cf. Mountain Agenda, 1992). Objective information in the 
form of topographic and thematic cartographic products is necessary for their solution. 
Here automated remote sensing techniques can significantly contribute. 

For the task specificat ion of mountain cartography the term "Hochgebirgsregion" (high 
mountain region) as defined by Carl Troll (1955) shall be broadened. He gave the defi
nition which is worldwide accepted today: "High mountain regions are mountains of" 
par ticular climatic zone which rise to such an altitude that they display geomorpholo
gical forms, vegetation, disintegration soils and a landscape character which is usually 
associated with the conception of high mountains developed in the Alps." 
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Cartographic infonnation, however, must not be restricted to the glacial and rocky 
regions but - and this is the extension of the defmition - has to cover all areas which 
are characterised by a significant terrain relief and it has to serve the exploitive 
interests of man through topographic and thematic map infonnation. The planimentric 
and relief data used for that reach from geology to anthropogenous features (Fig. I). 

PLANIMETRIC MAP DATA 

ENTIRETY 

OF DATA ~ 

~ 
~ 

RELIEF DATA 

Anthropogenous Features 
Meteorology 
Climatology 
"Naruml Hazards" 
Habitat Research 
Vegetation Mapping 
Hydrology 
Glaciology 
Cryology 
Soil Mapping 
Geomorpholgy 
Geology 

Fig. I : Data elements of a mountain region important for topographic and thematic 
mountain cartography (exemplary). 

For mountain cartography relief elements have highest importance, since they 
detennine not only the cartographic infonnation, but the whole cartographic process. 
This applies to data aquisition, storing and processing, but most of all to the possible 
methods of visualisation (Fig. 2). This has years ago, with regard to space 
photography, been studied by Kostka (1987). 

METHODS OF 
DATA ACQUISITION 
(REMOTE SENSING) 

METHODS OF 
DATA PROCESSING 
AND STORAGE 

REAL 
WORLD 

DATA SETS: I. A. DATA LAYERS 
R. S. IMAGERY DATA BASE 

Fig. 2: Schematic presentation of the cartographic process. 

VISUALISATION 
TECHNIQUES 

MAP 
INFORMATION 

For the generation of the final product the above factors of the cartographic process 
have to be considered (Fig. 3). Furthennore, the map infonnation has to be presented 
in a (still!) "primarily visual" way. It can be separated into five types of cartographic 
representation (Fig. 4). 
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b 

PRIORITY IN VISUALISATION 

HOMOGENEOUS PROCESSING CHAIN 

Fig. 3: Variations of the cartographic process with its 2 processing emphases remote 
sensing (3a), image and data processing (i. g.) plus storage (3b), visualisation (3c), and 
a homogenous process. 

The presentation form of cartographic information depends on a series of parameters 
and can be realised two- or threedimensionally, the latter way being of great 
importance for high - mountain cartography. For that all possibilities of visual 
perception shall be used (Kostka 1980, Hake and Griinreich 1984, Koch 1993): 
- the monocular visual acuity and the contrast resolving power through an adequate 

selection of grey values and thicknesses of lines, 
- the spatial visual perception through stereogrammes for interpretation and 

measurements, 
- colour vision through the utilisation of real and false-colour presentations, 
- shape vision for the distinction of signatures through shape and size, 
- visual perception of motion important for simulations in the form of animation. 

MAP INFORMATION / {Ci./ ~R.3JE~'o~It~~gUT 

/ .. )\ / LETTERING 

/ <7~ON 
L7 PLANIMETRIC DATA 

/ .. p'7 RELIEF DATA 

Fig. 4: Information elements of cartographic products. 
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2. Spaceborne Remote Sensing For Alpine Terrain 

The objective of each remote sensing technology (or method of reconnaissance in 
general) is the acquisition of qualitative and quantitative information about the objects 
(areas) of interest and the derivation of geometric data. For mountain cartography, of 
course, all parameters related to the relieve are of importance for the individual steps 
of the cartographic process (Fig. 1). 

For all that, no doubt, remote sensing plays the most important role, be it for the data 
acquisition or for the derivation of vector and raster data from the already analysed 
imagery. Through the continuous development of spacebome geo-remote sensing its 
importance is continuously increasing and allows to deal with tasks which, sometime 
ago, still seemed utopic (e. g. near-real time mapping of volcanic outbursts by means 
of SAR interferometry). In mountain cartography today remote sensing imagery is 
used in different quantitative categories (Fig. 5): The possibilities to reach a concrete, 
application oriented go, reach from a single image via a stereopair and multiple image 
combinations to complete airphoto coverages in the form of strips and lead to digital 
image combinations. The utilisation of multitemporal, multiscale, and/or multisensoral 
datasets requires an exact pixel by pixel congruency, which in high mountain regions 
can only be accomplished by a sufficiently fine-gridded digital elevation model 
through so-called terrain geocoding. The height model in connection with the actual 
computational algorithm has to yield a relief-corrected remote sensing image (ortho
image) of optimum accuracy, because otherwise geometric errors would, at least, 
decrease the quality of the surface information. 

SINGLE IMAGE 

/ .. / 
IMAGE OVERLAY 

MULTlPLE IMAGE 
MERGING 

STEREO PAIR 

IMAGE STRIP 

IMAGE BLOCK 

Fig. 5: Images as a- result of data acquisition through an imaging remote sensing 
process are applied in different quality and quantity. 
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U 
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~ 
U'J 
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ASPECT 
AND 
GRADIENT 

OWN SHADOW 
CAST SHADOW 

TEMPERATURE D~RENCENS 
HUMIDITY D~RENCES 
HAZE 

ATMOSPHERE 
CLIMATE 
WEATHER 

SCALE 
CHANGES 

RELIEF 
DISPLACEMENT 

CLOUDS 
CLOUD SHADOWS 

RELIEF 

RIDGE LINES 

DISCOTINUITIES 
OF SURFACE 
BREAK LINES 

Fig. 6: Relief influence on remote sensing imagery through physical parameters and 
geometric components: a buzz word presentation of various aspects in non-causal or
der. 

The inherent problems which have already been listed in complex analytical form 
during the middle of the nineteeneighties (Buchroithner 1987, Kostka 1987) have not 
been solved yet. They represent starting points for concrete research activities. 
Through the application of more and more comprehensive data sets, new sensors and 
analysis methods etc. solutions can be found for the problems caused by the relief as 
such but also by shadow, scale changes, haze/clouds, phenological features, or snow 
cover (Table 1). 

The derived information blocks DEM (Digital Elevation Model), TIP (Thematic 
Information Package), and SIP (Secondary hnage Products) can be based on data of 
one sensor only, usually however it comes from multiple data sets which can be 
exploited in an analog, digital or hybrid way. All these methods aim at the storage and 
transformation of the image data in data bases, in order to analyse them for a visually 
perceivable (pictorial) map information. The result of the processing chain can be 
given in scriptive, numerical, graphical, or pictorial form (Fig. 7) and, applying 
analog, digital or hybrid methods, serves the visualisation of the desired information. 
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Table 1: Possible solution approaches for the application of remote sensing data sets a 
to problems occurring in high mountian regions. 

HIGH MOUNTAIN CARTOGRAPHY AND REMOTE SENSING: PROBLEMS 
AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

PROBLEMS 

RELIEF ASPECTS 

SCALE CHANGES 

APPROACHES TO 

SOLUTIONS 

- High orbit altitude 
- Small field of view of scanner data 
- Long focal lengths for 

photographic data 
- Stereo imagery 
- Digital elevation models 

- "Shape from Shading" 

- Radar interferometry 

- Laser scanning 

-(D)GPS 

- Stereo imagery 
- Digital elevation models 

- (D) GPS 

REMARKS 

- Reduction of relief displacement 
- Reduction of relief displacement 

- Reduction of relief displacement 

- also multisensoral 
- also from stereo imagery or SAR 

interferometry 
- primarily with SAR data; problem of 

shadow -> multidirectional! 
- detailed, most accurate relief 

information -> DEM generation 
- Technology with high potential; 

Resently only airborne 
- Receiving problems in deep valleys 

and dense forest 

- Intrinsic scale changes 
- Geocoding; possibility of 

monoplotting 
- Detennination of ground control 

points; receiving problems in deep 

. ..................................... ... .......... .... .. ..... ... .. ..... .... ...._ ..... ~!lI.I <:.y..s .. 1l1l4 .. c:I~'.1~.e.r()~~.s. t ... . 
SHADOWS 

WEATHER: HACE, 
CLOUDS 

SNOW COWER 
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- Multiseasonal imagery 
- Multidirectional opposite side 

radar imagery 
- Digital elevation models 
- Digital illumination models 
- Grey value ratioing 
- "High-noon satellites" 

- Multiseasonal imagery (high 
temporal resolution) 

- Hace correction 
- Atmospheric correction 

- Radar imagery 

- Multiseasonal imagery (high 
temporal resolution) 

- Radar imagery 

- Passive microwave sensing 

- also multisensoral 
- Illumination differences , 

compensation for shadow 
- Bases for illumination models 
- CPU-intensive integration 
- simple; not for completely dark areas 
- Shadow minimation 

- also multisensoral 

- simple, efficient approach 
- Problem of data availability (e. g. for 

remote mountain regions) 
- Hace and cloud penetration 

- Period of minimum snow cover; also 
multisensoral 

- Penetration down to soil/rock; 
mapping of snow types 

- Mapping of snow types 



DATABASES WITIf 
DATA LAYERS 

SCRIPTIVE 
(NAMES) 

NUMERICAL 
(e.g. ELEVATION) 

GRAPHlCAL (e.g. 
HEIGHT CONTOURS) 

PICTORIAL 
(ORTHO IMAGES) 

Fig. 7: Result of remote sensing data exploitation in analog or digital fonn. It has to be 
processed into visually perceptive map infonnation. 

Topographic and thematic (paper) maps will represent the most common fonn of 
cartographic presentation for quite a while. However, the interest in map-related 
products, is continuously increasing. This can, to a great deal, be attributed to the 
development of the computing, plotting and printing as well as remote sensing 
technology. Today, not only static models but also oblique dynamic views of 
landscapes in the form of overflight animations are frequently computed. Such 
synthetic landscapes of alpine terrain go into the direction of virtual reality and are 
more and more often used as an appropriate planning tool. In "high-relief terrain" the 
adequate visualisation of the third dimension is of vital importance. 
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Abstract 

In 1995, a project was launched in Guadeloupe to pinpoint and follow-up sugarcane 
cropland using remote sensing data. This includes digital mapping of the overall area 
under sugarcane and determining the area ready for harvest, with an annual data update. 

In the first year, the whole sugarcane cropland area was overflown and photographed 
at I : 15 000 scale. After extrac ting control points from the cadastral data, land-use 
boundaries were es tablished through stereo-digitization and field surveys, with a 
mapping accuracy of ± 1.5 m and 96% accuracy in the sugarcane cropland assessment. 

The following year, SPOT images had to be carefully programmed to obtain reliable 
land-use change information . With the integration of raster and vector types of data in 
a GIS , a per-field classification was used to update the evaluati ons and select fi elds 
requiring further field surveys. 

l.Introduction 

Annual data on sugarcane cropland area can be obtained through two different types of 
surveys: 

- A population-based survey, with the farm as the basic statistical unit. The 
drawback of this method is that the sampling frame cannot be easily updated because 
of the problem of matching up all fields with listed farms. 
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- A geographical-based survey, with part of the territory as the basic stati stical 
unit. The Utilisation du Territoire method (TER-UTI) is used in Guadeloupe by the 
Service Central des Enquetes et Etudes Statistiques (SCEES) of the French Ministere 
de I'Agriculture. This is a double-stage survey system (photos , points) and the sample 
has been stable and compulsory since 1982 (Meyer-Roux, 1987). This type of survey 
is easy to carry out and quick to process . 

The steady decrease in sugarcane production since the late 1980s prompted the 
Commiss ion Interprofessionnelle de la Canne et du Sucre to draw up a protection and 
development scheme for the sugarcane subsector in Guadeloupe. It was essential to 
accurately determine the overall area under sugarcane, a long with the distribution of 
cropfields in each sugarcane area. 

However, apart from highly detailed surveys carried out with very large samples 
(Guillaume, 1992), there are two main drawbacks to these survey methods : 
- it is not possible to obtain statistical est imates for land units smaller than departments 

(e.g. districts or sugarcane areas) 
- no complementary maps are available. 

In 1995 , a 5-year project entitled "Connaissance et suivi de la sole canniere par 
te ledetection" was launched, at the request of the Direction de l'Agriculture et de la 
Foret of Guadeloupe and funded by the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund (EAGGF), to pinpoint and follow-up sugarcane cropland using remote sensing 
data. The overall aim was to accurately assess the actual sugarcane cropping situation , 
with regular updates, on the following conditions: 

- year-end esti mates of the area upon which sugarcane could be harvested the following 
year, with 5% maximum statistical error 

- mapping of sugarcane cropfi elds (0.3 ha or larger) , with 10% max imum mapping 
error for the field area 

- replanting follow-up 
- integration of cadastral data in a GIS . 

2. Features of the study area 

The study area covered all of the sugarcane cropland in Guadeloupe (Fig . 5), i.e. around 
100 000 ha overall. Sugarcane is the seco nd ranking crop on the island after banana, 
and is grown on about 35% of the agricultural land, including some 6 000 farms, 70% 
of which have less than 2 ha under sugarcane. The plots are small and irregularly 
shaped (72% of the sugarcane plots are smaller than I ha). Other crops grown are 
pineapple, yam and many vegetables (melon, watermelon, tomato, etc.). 

The land is cropped with sugarcane for 6-7 years on average, and during this time plant 
regrowth occurs from the base after cutting, unless the fi e ld is ploughed for replanting. 
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There can be high between-field variablity due to marked differences in sugarcane 
varieties, cropping prac tices and schedules: 
- sugarcane can be harvested between February and June 
- the planting period extends from May to September during year n, for harvesting in 
year n+ \. Some planting is carried out later (up to December of year n) for harvesting 
in year n+2. 

The radiometric features of the plant cover are highly affected by the soi l responses 
during the initial months of the crop cycle because of the wide sugarcane plant spacing 
(1.5 m). 
Fi nally, the constant cloud coverage during the rainy season (July-November), along 
with the heavy rainfall , waterlogs the soil, a situation that can last for an extended 
length of time. 

3. Building a reference graphic database 

Photogrammetry was essential for building reliable reference basemaps, accurately 
highlighting the fi eld boundaries. 

3.1. Aerial stereophotography at 1:15 000 scale (Fig. 1) 

Theoretical size measurement errors are determined by the plotting scale, e.g. for an 
estimated graphic error of 0.2 mm, a size accuracy of 1 m can be obtained at 1:5 000 
scale. Thi s means that fi eld areas can be estimated with an accuracy of 98% for I square 
ha fi eld and 96% for an ex tended rectangular 0 .3 ha field (i.e. the worst situation), 
wh ich is within the accuracy requirements set for this project. 

3.2. Digital photogrammetry (Fig . 2) 

An analytical stereoplotter was used for the digita l photogrammetric coverage. Control 
points were extrac ted from cadastral data so that the photogrammetric maps could be 
overlayed direct ly on the cadastral maps . The mean-square error of the size plotting 
thus increased to 1.5 m, but the accuracy of the area estimates was still within the 
acceptable range (94% for the worst situation). 

3.3 . Additional field surveys (Fig. 3) 

The aerial surveys had to be conducted before the end of June, i.e. during the harvesting 
period, because of the cloudy conditions that constantly prevail during the rainy season. 
The resulting stereoplotted 1:5 000 scale photogrammetric maps highlighted sugarcane 
fie lds that had been (or were being) harvested, unharvested fields, along with vegetable 
cropfields and ploughed fields. This mapping was therefore unsuitable for cropland 
estimates because of uncertainty concerning the future uses of each of these fie lds. 
Moreover, sugarcane fields that were fallowed after the aerial photographs had been 
taken could not be included. 
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Figure 1. 1:15 000 scale photographs. 

The maximum ratio of the 
photographic scale to the plotting scale 
was 1 :5. This means that to obtain a 
1:5 000 plotting scale, the aerial 
photography scale could be as high as 
1 :25 000. The aerial coverage was done 
at 1: 15 000 scale in order to lower the 
flying altitude to 7 500 feet , despite the 
increased number of photographs 
required. This helped overcome the 
cloud coverage problem and improved 
detection of newly planted fields. 

Figure 2.: Digital photogrammetry 

1:5000 maps were drawn up in a UTM 
projection system with stereoplotting 
interpretation of aerial photographs: 
- cropfield boundaries 
- rivers, streams and ponds 
- main built-up areas 
- power Ii nes 
- three types of communication routes 
(national roads , other paved roads, 
tracks). 

Figure 3.: Additional survey 

On .the basis of a field survey carried 
out after replanting, the crops were 
organized in four data layers: 
sugarcane, fallows and wasteland, 
ploughed land and other crops 
(vegetable crops, pineapple, banana, 
etc.). The overall sugarcane area ready 
for harvest in 1996 was estimated at 
11 200 ha, with 70% of the fields 
smaller than I ha. 
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A field control survey was thus carried out during the last quarter of 1995, using 
I : 10000 scale map sheets, to highlight cropfields in each sugarcane area just before the 
1996 harvest. 

3.4. Statistical results 

a) late 1995 es timate of the area ready for harvest in 1996, with a maximum 4% error 
(size error + survey error). The error induced by not taking the slope into account was 
negligible as it only applied to a few clearly located fi elds. 

Comparisons with areas pinpointed by conventional survey methods (Table I) 
highlighted that the farm survey underestimated sugarcane cropland, while the 
TER-UTI method overestimated the area, partly due to a difference in the nomenclature 
used (e.g. all ploughed fields previously cropped with sugarcane were assigned to the 
sugarcane area in the TER-UTI survey). (P.Deit, 1997). 

Sugarcane area 
late 1995 (ha) 

Geographical-based 
survey (TER-UTI) 

13470 

Population-based 
survey 

11918 

Mapping inventory 
cartographique 

12 495 

Table I . Sugarcane area es timate: comparison of results obtained through two different 
types of survey and by a mapping inventory. 

b) use of complementary statistics, highlighting : 
- size distributions of sugarcane fi e lds in each sugarcane area. 
- percentage changes occurring after the baseline photographs had been taken. 

3.5. Mapping results 

The map coverage included a general map at 1:75 000 scale and five maps at 1: 25 000 
scale, highli ghting the sugarcane and vegetable cropping area in each sugarcane basin 
of continental Guadeloupe and Marie-Galante for the fourth quarter of 1995 . The maps 
were drawn up in a UTM projection system. Data were also plotted on 40 black and 
white map sheets at 1:5 000 scale, which also showed the areas of each of the 
approximately 12 000 mapped fie lds. 

4. Annual data updates 

The maps were annually updated with multispectral and panchromatic SPOT images 
and field survey data. After geometrical image registration, field boundaries were 
overlayed and the multi spectral SPOT images were first classified pixel by pixel. 
Raster 
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and vector data were integrated in a GIS, then most fields were characterized by 
statistical parameters evaluated for the whole field . Moreover, sugarcane regrowth 
fie lds and fi elds requiring furth er ground surveys cou ld be pinpointed by a per-fie ld 
classification system. 

a) Statistical data updates 

The evaluat ion was based on the results of the SPOT XS image classification. It was 
also essenti al to consider areas that had been replanted (as reported by farm ers) and 
abandoned (as determined through a stratified survey). 

b) Mapping data updates 

This was much more complicated as it meant being able to detect all new or modified 
forms. Panchromatic SPOT images (Fig. 4) were used fo r this purpose, combined or not 
with previous multispectral images (Garguet-Duport et aI., 1994). The locations and 
measurements of surveyed fi e lds (angles, sizes) were then checked with fi eld data 
before the fina l maps were drawn up. 

5. Conclusion 

The present study highlighted the benefits of an agricultural stati sti cs system 
integrating remote sensing data with a photogrammetric vector database. Thi s provided 
a very accurate statistical estimate (96%) of sugarcane cropl and ready for harvest in 
Guadeloupe. The results obtained during the second year of the project revealed that 
the overall area cropped with sugarcane was no longer decreasing, as was the trend in 
the previous years. 

In addition to improving production forecasts, this method provides digital maps 
showing the locations of a ll fie lds larger than 0.3 ha, and they can be regularly updated 
by survey staff. More data is given on small fields and changes that occ ur, thus 
providing new information on the corresponding farms. All of these results were 
processed in order to build a graphical database that could be eas ily integrated in a GIS 
founded on cadastral basemaps. 
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Figure 4.: a) overlay of a panchromatic SPOT image of September 1996 with fi eld 
boundaries of late 1995. 
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b) update: 1. regrowth; 2. replanting (no shape change); 3. late ploughing; 
4. replanting with size modifications; 5. vegetable field cropped with 
sugarcane; 6. field left fallow. 
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Figure 5.: Map of sugarcane cropland in Guadeloupe in 1996. 
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Introduction 

The United Nations plays an important role in establishing policies followed by 
governments and international professional organizations such as the International 
Cartographic Association (ICA). These policies guide international development and 
establish a general framework for international activities. The general membership of 
international cartographic professional organizations would profit from a deeper 
understanding of United Nations initiatives and from further cooperation with its 
institutions. 

In the early 1980's the ICA became a member of the UN Economic and Social Council 
(ECOSOC), and started to participate actively in the UN Regional Cartographic 
Conferences. The ICA's Commission on Gender and Cartography (formerly the 
Working Group on Gender and Cartography) has contributed to these Conferences 
several times in recent years. In 1990 the ICA also became a member of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), permitting 
participation in a variety of programs world wide, particularly those focusing on 
developing nations. In part, these activities have coincided with a focus on gender 
issues both within the UN and the ICA. 

This paper provides background information about the United Nations; outlines UN 
activities and policies related to gender; provides an overview of the ICA's current 
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involvement with the UN related to gender issues; and offers some general conclusions 
on cooperation between the ICA and the UN. 

Brief Background on the United Nations 

The United Nations was founded after the Second World War with three main 
purposes: 1) to maintain international peace and security; 2) to achieve international 
cooperation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural or 
humanitarian character and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and 
for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or 
religion; and 3) to further the economic, social and political development of non-self
governing territories. The Charter of the United Nations came into effect on Oct. 24, 
1945, with 51 signatories. There are currently more than 180 member states. The five 
principal organs of the UN are the General Assembly (all members), the Security 
Council (with 5 permanent and 10 non-permanent members), the Economic and Social 
Council (one-third of overall UN membership each year), the International Court of 
Justice, and the UN Secretariat. 

While the General Assembly cannot make laws, it does discuss a wide range of 
matters, make recommendations, and call international conferences (such as the Earth 
Summit, Rio de Janeiro, 1992) where agreements are drafted for later adoption by 
member nations. UN policies or proposals are also developed or explored by a myriad 
special agencies such as UNESCO; regional commissions (which encourage 
development in particular parts of the world); functional commissions, such as the 
Commission on Geography; or special bodies such as United Nations Children's Fund 
(UNICEF ). 

A great many nations attach considerable importance to the work of UN, particularily 
in two areas: the fields of economic and social development, and the high quality 
statistical and technical studies it undertakes and distributes [1]. 

The United Nations and Gender Equality 

The United Nations has been playing a pivotal role in promoting the equality of the 
sexes and raising the status of women worldwide since its creation, through its 
divisions, agencies, international conferences, recommended platforms for action and 
declarations that are later adopted and implemented by member governments. 

Among the key UN offices and agencies involved in gender issues are the following: 

• The Commission on the Status of Women (CSW), reporting to ECOSOC. This 
Commission is a standing specialized subsidiary body charged with special functions 
concerning the advancement of women. These include the organization of UN 
conferences on women and monitoring the implementation of the strategies adopted. 
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• The Division for the Advancement of Women, a standing division of the UN, serves 
as a Secretariat for the Commission. It reports on activities undertaken at all levels to 
implement the Forward Looking Strategies adopted at the Nairobi International 
Women's Conference, and is undertaking the World Survey on Women. 

• The United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) provides direct 
support for women's projects and promotes the inclusion of women in the decision
making processes of mainstream development programs. 

In addition, many UN Commissions and agencies have working groups or have 
produced reports or recommendations on gender issues within their areas; an example 
is the UN Commission on Science and Technology for Development whose Gender 
Working Group report entitled "The Gender Dimension" was adopted by the 
Commission and by ECOSOC. Through the International Council of Scientific Unions 
it was widely disseminated to scientific unions and related bodies across the globe [2] . 

In the last two decades, the United Nations has identified barriers to women's progress, 
and proposed strategies to overcome them through a theme decade focused on women 
and a series of international government conferences followed by Non-Governmental 
Organization'(NGO) forums. 

• The United Nations Decade on Women, 1975-85, with its theme, "equality, 
development, peace," was highlighted by international conferences in Merida, Mexico, 
Copenhagen, Denmark and Nairobi, Kenya. It did much to focus the world's attention 
on the reality of women's lives in a global context. 

• The Nairobi conference of 1985 adopted the ground-breaking "Forward Looking 
Strategies for the Advancement of Women," a blueprint for action to advance the 
status of women in national and international economic, social, cultural and legal 
development to the year 2000. There are five sections: Equality, Development, Peace, 
Areas of Special Concern (such as health, education, employment, etc.), and 
International and Regional Co-operation. Each section identifies obstacles to progress, 
basic strategies to overcome obstacles, and specific measures to implement strategies 
[3,4]. 

Held ten years after the International Women's Decade, the Beijing Conference and 
Forum was the world's largest ever gathering of women. Attended by more than 30,000 
participants, representatives of governments world-wide negotiated and adopted a 
"Platform for Action", a major UN policy document to which member states will be 
held accountable in the coming years [5]. The document aims at removing the still
existing obstacles to implementing the Forward-Looking Strategies to achieve full and 
equal participation of women in political, civil, economic, social and cultural life at 
national, regional and international levels by the year 2000. Its critical areas of 
concern were as follows: 
I. The persistence and growing burden of poverty on women. 
2. Inequality in access to health and education services. 
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3. Violence against women. 
4. Effects of armed conflict against women. 
S. Inequality in women's access to economic structures and policies. 
6. Inequality between men and women in the sharing of power and decision-

making. 
7. Insufficient mechanisms to promote the advancement of women. 
8. Lack of awareness of and commitment to women's human rights. 
9. Insufficient use of mass media to promote women's positive contributions 

to society. 
10. Lack of recognition and support for women's contribution to managing 

natural resources and safeguarding the environment. 
11 . The girl child. 

Items 2, S, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are of particular interest to international professional 
organizations, the world cartographic community and those in related fields. The 
strategic objectives recommended for these items in the Platform for Action are as 
follows [6]: 
2. To ensure women's access to quality education and training for self-reliance at all 
levels and in all fields of service. 
S. To promote women's economic self-reliance, including access to employment, 
appropriate working conditions and control over economic resources - land, capital and 
technology. 
6. Strengthen factors that promote the full and equal participation of women in power 
structures and decision-making. 
7. Integrate gender/equality dimensions into policy and programme planning and 
implementation at all levels and in all areas. 
8. Apply and enforce international norms and standards to promote and safeguard the 
full and equal enjoyment by women of all human rights. 
9. Enhance the role of traditional and modem communications media to promote 
awareness of equality between women and men. 
10. Involve women in programmes for sustainable development; disseminate gender
relevant knowledge; develop consumer awareness to promote sustainable patterns of 
consumption. 

'the Platform for Action of the Fourth World Conference on Women stressed the 
importance of safeguarding women's rigths and emphasized the principle of shared 
responsibility and partnership between women and men as the basis for achieving 
equality, development and peace. The effective implementation of the strategic 
objectives of this conference will necessarily require changes in values, behaviour, 
procedures and modification of the internal dynamics of power and organizational 
structures [7] . 

The International Cartographic Association and the United Nations 

UN sponsored regional cartographic conferences have been held since 1955, with the 
first conference, for Asia and the Far East, held in Mussoorie, India. One of the 
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responsibility within the ICA and its member national organizations",. and upgraded its 
Gender and Cartography Working Group to the status of a full ICA Commission with a 
mandate to implement gender related policies. 

Conclusions 

The policies of the United Nations in relation to improving the status of women and 
their opportunities for development in every area are having a significant impact 
world-wide. The International Women's Decade and its conferences have brought these 
issues to the forefront for a significant period of time in nearly every arena 
(government, private sector, and non-governmental organizations including 
professional associations) in virtually every part of the world. 

This impact and momentum have also been felt by international organizations like the 
ICA, which has strongly encouraged initiatives to attract greater participation from 
women as well as improving their status and opportunities professionally. Other 
international organizations such as ' International Geographical Union have also 
previously established a Commision on Gender and Geography and recently yet 
another professional sister-organization, the "Federation Internationale des Geometres 
(FIG) has also established a Working Group on Women in Surveying. All these 
activities are in large part due to the 'contribution of the UN in bringing the gender 
issues to the attention of the international community. 
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1 - AGE OF THE ROCKS 

The various coloured boxes in the upper part of the legend are ranked according to the 
chronological age of the rocks, with chronostratigraphic data on the left, and radio
chronological data on the right. 

In addition to the individual boxes, which indicate the age of the rocks when known, 
comprehensive boxes are also presented that correspond to periods of various length 
and represent: 

- geological units that cannot be subdivided due to graphic limitations at this scale, 
which is particularly the case for sedimentary rocks of the recent fold belts ; 

- geological units whose age remains uncertain, which is particularly the case for 
metamorphic rocks of the ancient massifs, and to a lesser extent, for the granite 
plutons. 

These comprehensive boxes are positioned vertically to the left of the 
chronostratig(aphic and radiochronological columns. The corresponding stratigraphic 
gaps cover periods of geodynamic change. 

Sedimentary and volcanic rocks are characterized by their stratigraphic age, whether 
this is based on palaeontological determination, stratigraphic context, or physical 
methods. Letters are assigned to each colour. 

Plutonic rocks are characterized by their radiochronological age, obtained through 
isotopic analysis or chronological deduction (relative age derived from field relation
ships). Numbers identify each box. 

Metamorphic rocks are shown according to the same principle: the colour indicates 
the age of their protolith, i.e. the original sedimentary, volcanic or plutonic rock before 
metamorphism. 

The high-grade metamorphic rocks of the Variscan massifs, previously mapped 
according to lithological criteria, are subdivided according to new litho-structural data 
that enable the definition of three main metamorphic units whose age remains 
uncertain: 

- upper gneiss unit: Cambrian-Ordovician; 
- lower gneiss unit: Brioverian-Cambrian; 
- relative autochthonous complex: Brioverian-Ordovician. 

Orthogneiss is divided into three chronological periods and forms plutons of 
Brioverian (i.e. Pan-African) and Early Palaeozoic age that were subsequently 
deformed and metamorphosed during the Variscan orogeny. 
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Metamorphic rocks are shown by overprint on the colours (see below). 

Three specific cases should be pointed out: 

- a special bright shade is used for the Cenozoic volcanic rocks (upper part of the 
legend, middle column), following French cartographic custom, which highlights their 
super-position compared to older massifs or basins; 

- colours are assigned to certain formations that have a specific geodynamic 
significance, e.g. Variscan and Alpine ophiolites, mantIe peridotites and the leptynite
amphibolite complex; 

- submerged areas of the continental shelf are represented by paler shades of the same 
"chronological" colours; these shades do not appear on the legend, but an indication of 
the age of these rocks can be derived either from notations, or from the corresponding 
adjacent emerged rocks. 

2 - SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

These appear in the lower part of the legend and focus essentially on the representation 
of metamorphic rocks and the characterization of igneous rocks, two vital elements for 
the geodynamic interpretation of orogenic domains. 

Metamorphic rocks have a different notation system from previous editions of the 
map in order to represent current data to the full. Symbols with different shapes and 
colours are oriented along the main regional foliation trends: 

- The colour of the symbol indicates the age of the metamorphism. For the Variscan 
orogenic cycle, either the age of the orogeny or that of one of its phases (eo-, meso-, 
neo-) is given . This level of detail was not possible for the Alpine orogenic cycle, and 
only the Lepontine (Oligo-Miocene) metamorphism is distinguished from that related 
to Cretaceous-Neogene events. 

- The shape of the symbol indicates the metamorphic facies based on thermo
barometric conditions according to the classic distribution of greenschist or blueschist 
facies to eclogite and granulite facies. The distinction is also made between 
low/medium pressure and high pressure. Low-grade (anchi- to epizonal) metamorphic 
rocks are not shown, with the exception of greenschist in a thrust setting. 

Polymetamorphism generally is not shown as such, although the polyphase nature of 
deformation can be recognized in the inner orogenic zones by the presence of 
occasional symbols or alternating overprint. 
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5 - THE DATABASE 

The graphic development of this sixth edition of the Geological Map of France at 
1: 1,000,000 has greatly benefited from the application of computer techniques. 

All data on the map are stored in a digital database that is available on CD-Rom from 
the French Geological Survey. The database consists of two independent files that can. 
be used individually with different tools: an image of the map sheet (point-mode data), 
and a set of geological objects (vector-mode data). 

The image of the map sheet was obtained by scanning the map and legend in colours; 
it corresponds to a photograph of the documents that can be displayed on screen. A 
geographic correction was applied to superimpose this image onto georeferenced data 
from outside the database, in order to calibrate the image in various projection systems. 

The geological objects are described by their geometry (drawing file) and the topics 
that they represent (attribute tables). The relationships between geological objects and 
attribute tables are governed by a conceptual data model that also describes the 
organization' of the tables. The drawing data are in Autocad and Microstation format, 
and the vector data are in ArcInfo and MapInfo format. 
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Academy of Sciences, Universitetsky Ave. 3, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia 

ABSTRACT 
A new shortcut technique (not so expensive) is proposed for the establishing of dangerous 
areas of natural infections. The essence of this technique is multi-computer organization of 
individual environmental constituents onto a single geographic base. Mutual combination of 
these individual constituents would reveal a great diversity of natural conditions within the 
considered territory. This technology was approbated in the territory of West Siberia regions in 
order to reveal the focal points of natural tick encephalitis infection using GIS ARCIINFO 
system. The obtained results are in full accord with field observations. 

INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, the natural focal points of specific infections (tick encephalitis, malaria, plague) are 
defined not as a continuous halo within one or another landscape, but as mosaic. This results 
from a varying combination of natural agents which is responsible for environmental 
conditions. Each combination in one case is favorable to the activity of pathogen vectors of 
nature-focal infections and their circulation in nature, in another case it depresses this activity 
(Petrischeva, 1975). 
Therefore, there are latent natural zones of variable hazard to human health. The exposure of 
these zones is a pressing task of specialists of various professions, bearing a direct or indirect 
rel~tion to the present problem. 
If the public health services know endemic zones and the extent of their jeopardy to human 
health, they will be able to more successfully and purposefully carry on a systematic struggle 
against natural-focal diseases, and prevent epidemic outbreaks of tick encephalitis, rabbit-fever, 
haemorrhagic fever and other natural-focal infections among populations. 
Traditionally, these zones were established by epidemiologists in field using primitive 
techniques. Such a method is very slow and very expensive. Cartographers in collaboration 
with epidemiologists by the example of tick encephalitis have developed under laboratory 
conditions a new shortcut technique (not so expensive) for the establishing of dangerous areas. 
A lot of various information maps have been created on this subject, yet no maps have been 
produced so far, meeting duly the practical requirements of the sanitary-and-epidemiological 
service. In this connection, the authors make an attempt to devise methods principles of 
singling out endemic zones in a cartographic way by the example of drawing maps of spreading 
of tick encephalitis, and to bridge to a certain extent the existing gaps in medical cartography. 
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TRENDS IN INTERNET MAP USE 
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ABSTRACT 
No longer restricted to paper, maps are now transmitted from place to place 

over computer networks. The exact number of maps that are distributed through the 
network of computer networks called the Internet is difficult to determine. The elec
tronic distribution of maps has increased drastically with the introduction of the 
World Wide Web. Individual World Wide Web servers report up to 700,000 accesses 
to maps daily. The number of Web servers that distribute maps numbers in the thou
sands. Given the rate at which maps are downloaded and the number of World Wide 
Web map servers, the Internet is quickly becoming the major form of map distribu
tion. The new medium has already had a major impact on GIS and the methods 
employed in digital mapping, especially methods of interactivity in the display of 
maps. Three aspects of the Internet and map use are examined - internet growth, 
trends in map types, and trends in map use. 

Internet use has been growing rapidly during this decade. The dramatic 
increase in the use of the Internet can be attributed to the World Wide Web. In June 
of 1993, there were only 130 World Wide Web servers. Four years later, that figure 
had grown to over 660,000. Although web servers are primarily located in North 
America and Europe, usage is extends throughout the world. To test the international 
aspect of the Internet, a server was established in January of 1996 (maps.unomaha. 
edll). Material was added that included names of countries and was indexed by the 
AltaVista search engine. By March of 1997, individuals from 69 countries outside of 
the United States had accessed the server. 

Trends are also evident in the types of maps are available through the Internet. 
Many of the maps are are interactive, allowing the user to change the scale or other
wise alter the view. Other maps are static - presenting only a single view, as with a 
map on paper. Static maps are a major component of the Internet map traffic, most 
likely because the maps can be easily created by computer mapping and GIS software 
and they require fewer server resources to distribute. However, the map sites that 
receive the most usage are those that implement some type of interactive or dynamic 
(frequently updated) form of map. 
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To detennine the extent of Internet map use, data on accesses to the major map 
servers are examined. In addition to depicting monthly, daily, and hourly variations 
in access, the data show major growth over time. Although results vary between 
map servers, in general, usage is currently doubling on an annual basis. Speed (net
work and server) and cost of access seem to be the major limitation on future growth. 

The Internet, and particularly the World Wide Web, may soon represent the 
major medium for cartography. It is apparent that methods of map access and map 
use are changing rapidly. Further research is needed to better understand this form of 
map use. 

INTRODUCTION 

From modest beginnings in the late 1960's, the Internet has developed into a 
major form of communication. From e-mail, all forms of documents, computer pro
grams, and multimedia presentations, the Internet has transformed the way data and 
information are distributed, including spatial information in the form of maps. 
Although difficult to monitor, it appears that literally millions, perhaps tens of mil
lions of maps are distributed via the Internet on a daily basis. 

The Internet has been described in many ways. In the simplest sense, the 
Internet may be thought of as a system for transferring files between computers. 
These files, manipulated as numbers and ultimately stored and transferred in binary 
Os and Is, may consist of text, pictures, graphics, sound, animations, movies, or even 
computer programs. Defined in terms of hardware, the Internet may be thought of as 
a physical collection of computers, routers, and high-speed communication lines. In 
terms of software, it is a network of computer networks that are based on the TCP/IP 
protocol. In terms of content, the Internet is a collection of shared resources. Finally, 
and most importantly, from a human standpoint, the Internet is a large and ever
expanding community of people who contribute to its content and use its resources. 

The dramatic increase in the use of the Internet during this decade can be 
attributed to the World Wide Web (WWW). The World Wide Web was conceived at 
the European Particle Physics Laboratory (CERN) located near Geneva, Switzerland 
in 1989. Tim Berners-Lee played a large role in designing the system. It was intended 
to assist researchers in high energy physics research by linking related documents. 
The developers wanted to create a seamless network in which information from any 
source could be accessed in a simple and consistent way. The WWW introduced the 
principle of "universal readership," a concept that networked information should be 
accessible from any type of computer in any country with a single program. A proto
type of the new protocol was finished in 1991 and was largely accepted by 1994. The 
system was quickly embraced because it also incorporated the previous protocols for 
file exchange, including FTP, newsgroups, and e-mail. 

Three aspects of the Internet are examined here: (1) trends in Internet growth, 
including international usage; (2) trends in the types of maps that are available 
through the WWW; and (3) trends in the use of maps with this electronic medium. 
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I. INTERNET TRENDS 
In a few short years, the 

WWW has emerged as the pre
dominant form of Internet data 
traffic. In June of 1993, there 

Number of HITP Servers Indexed by WebCrawler 
160,000 

140,000 

were only 130 web servers (com- 1211,000 

puters that distribute web docu 100,000 

ments). One year later there were 80,000 

nearly 3,000. By mid-1995, there 60,000 

were 23,500 web server. A year 40,000 

later there were 230,000 servers. 
20,000 

Estimates in early 1997 put the 
number of web servers as high as 

660,000. This exponential growth '--=----'---:-:c:-:--::----'-.,..-,--"""",--,..,..:...':""":"-:..---.J 
is expected to continue for some 
time to come. Figure I shows the http://webcrawler.coml 

exponential growth through web servers indexed by the Webcrawler search engine 
from April 1994 to April 1996. 

From an international perspective, most web servers are in the North America, 
Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand (see Figure 2). However, a considerable 
amount of web traffic can be attributed to users outsi(ie of these countries (Dodge 
1996). 

To assess the level of internationalization of the web, an experiment was con
ducted to attract and monitor international access to a web site. On January 25, 1996, 
a web site was established at the University of Nebraska at Omaha (http://maps.unoma

ha.edu). The web site was registered with a single web search engine called AltaVista 

, ...... 

0" " , . ",," -' • ••. 'f .~): //, .. , ....... . ".. ....... ......... '.~,_ ..... . 

Figure 2_ World Distribution of Internet Hosts in July 1996. 
http:ltwww3.mids.orglmapsalelworldl 
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(http://altavista.digital.com/), a web indexing engine operated by Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Search engines index material at known web sites and respond to 
search requests based on keywords. 

In the following months, material was added to the web site that included 
names of almost all countries in the world. Some of the files were maps, but most 
were lecture notes from an introductory world regional geography course. By May of 
1996, AltaVista had indexed all of the files on the new web site. An assumption was 
made that international users of the WWW that accessed the Alta Vista search engine 
would at some point type in the name of their own country to determine what materi
als were available. In response to this query, Alta Vista would then return a list of 
web documents that contained the name of the country. Among this list would be a 
document from the maps.unomaha.edu server. If the international user selected this 
document, the server would register it as a "hit" or an access. The address of the user 
was then analyzed to determine from what country the access had originated. 

By November 17, 1996, the site had distributed files to 64 different countries. 
This means that individuals from this many countries found and downloaded a file 
from this server. Three months later (March 7, 1997), the list had grown to 69 coun
tries (see Table 1). Although this is only about a third of the existing countries, the 
amount of web traffic from outside of the United States was fairly large. One can say 
that the World Wide Web is truly an international network. 

Country # of Flies Hong Kong 45 Panama 
----- - - ---- ---------------------- Hungary 60 Peru 
Argentina 202 Iceland 12 Philippines 
Australia 828 India 29 Poland 
Austria 166 Indonesia 26 Portugal 
Bahrain 4 Intemational 15 Qatar 
Belgium 108 Ireland 32 Romania 
Bolivia 4 Israel 124 Russian Fed. 
Brazil 293 Italy 287 Singapore 
Canada 1715 Jamaica 1 Slovakia 
Chile 25 Japan 240 Slovenia 
China 4 Korea, Republic 128 South Africa 
Colombia 14 Kuwait 2 Soviet Union 
Costa Rica 9 Luxembourg 20 Spain 
Croatia (Hrvatska) 13 Malaysia 55 Sweden 
Cyprus 3 Ma~a 4 Switzerland 
Czech Republic 42 Mexico 26 Taiwan 
Denmark 90 Micronesia 9 Thailand 
Egypt 7 Morocco 2 Turkey 
Estonia 59 Netherlands 666 Uganda 
Finland 461 New Zealand 153 United Arab Em. 
France 298 Nicaragua 2 United Kingdom 
Germany 772 Norway 339 Uruguay 
Greece 144 Pakistan 17 Yugoslavia 

Table 1. Access by country to the MAPS.UNOMAHA.EDU 
web server from January 1996 to March 1997. 
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11. TRENDS IN MAPPING ON THE WEB 
Graphics, including all forms of maps, have become a major component of the 

web. One of the reasons for this is cost. It is simply less expensive to place color 
graphics on the web than it is to print in color on paper. When the additional costs of 
shipping and distribution are factored into the printed product, the cost advantages of 
distributing maps and images over the Internet become even more apparent. 

One of the major advantages of the medium for cartography is that it allows 
more interactive forms of map-
ping (Peterson 1995). Among .. 
the different forms of mapping 
on the web, it is the interactive 
sites that have gained the most 
interest and financing. The 
most popular of the interactive 'Irj. Ii < ': _ 

sites have been those that make !Ii . IQ Jal:F"~""J « 
street or road maps (see Figure -.:.~~. ·i~fj·"L~~'r.Qje8~' : I IN / "'r ; 
3) Th 't ak't . . .. ,....... . ! . ' " ..... on .. ,l,y" ' . . 

. ese Sl es mel POSSI- '''."V;;L~lIIcx;'''SLL< .'. "' .. t~Y.!"l1!!QI:I" .S!"".,,-:~: " 'j . ! 
ble to create a street map of a : .~~t",.". ut J , . ... ~ '.". 1 . \ ! . ~r. 1: 
' t 1 ' tIn' f • .MII\(be"ySI .c"",,'!l . ' • <!II( ••••.•. • ' . " N<; . IS " CI y, or p an an I erary or i I ... . .. ;l; fI! ' ; on 5j' ''ill jf>1)aylllir;rll.,sjJ: tr~..: ..... 0 

~:;~~i~~ ,:;~:no~i!e:~!;~n !;ti::;;~i.~~~;~~:.f.f .. 0.'ii;: .. J ..... ~\.:;lfA·;:~. ::.: ,~: .. ;.1;;J 
Figure 3 indicates the location Figure 3. Interactive Street Map from GeoQuest 
of a user-defined address. (http:ltwww.mapquest.coml) 

Other forms of dynamic mapping available through the web include those 
depicting current weather conditions, cloud cover, sun position relative to the earth, 
even traffic patterns (see Figure 4). While not interactive in the same sense, these 
sites indicate the potential of the medium to display up-to-the-minute maps. Some of 
these sites support themselves through advertising. 

Static maps that do not allow any type of interaction are the most common 
types of maps available through the Internet. The most prevalent type of static map 
are those that have been scanned from paper maps and stored in a GIFor JPEG "pic
ture" format (http://www.lib.utexas.edu:80/Libs/PCL/Map_collectionl). While the 
scanning of maps represents a quick way to transform a map into digital form for 
transmission, the maps are often not legible. Sometimes, so little care is taken in the 
scanning process that the text on the back side of the paper map will be appear in the 
scanned version. In addition, the screen pattern will be visible on printed maps, par
ticularly those printed in color. A second form of static map are those that have been 
specifically designed for display on a computer monitor. These maps are more legi
ble but are not suited for printing. Finally, a Postscript™ format is used for PDF 
(Page Description Format) files and this can be used for both screen viewing and 
printing. An advantage of all static maps is that they are relatively easy to incorpo
rate into a World Wide Web site. 

Finally, the web also supports the distribution of animated maps. Map anima
tions are usually stored in a format designed for the display of movies, such as 
QuickTime or MPEG. The most common examples of animated maps on the Internet 
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Figure 4. Solar map of the World March 9 14 
UTe. Temperature map of U.S. for March 9, 
1997. Traffic map of Houston, TX March 10, 

1997 at 1 :37 PM. 

(http://www.fourmilab.chlcgi· 
binluncgilEarthlaction?opt=·p) (http://www.intelli· 

cast .com/weather/usalhitemp/) 
(http://traffic.tamu .edultraffic. html) 

are those of weather patterns, most often depicting the movement of clouds as seen 
on television weather forecasts. The movement of clouds associated with hurricanes 
is especially suited for viewing as an animation. Other types of animated maps 
include terrain fly-throughs in which a landscape, usually somewhat mountainous, is 
viewed as if it were being flown through with an airplane or jet. Animations are also 
available showing population growth in a region. Here a shading is applied in a pro
gressive fashion to depict the pattern of population growth. Finally, animations are 
available that depict temporal trends of alternative methods of data classification, 
such as a changes in the classification method or number of classes. 

Ill. TRENDS IN INTERNET MAP USE 
Monitoring map use on the Internet is not an easy task. There are a large num

ber of web sites that distribute maps but no coordinated method of assessing the num
ber of maps that are downloaded. Beyond this, of course, there is no way to deter
mine if the maps are effectively utilized. A centralized "counter" is perhaps needed 
to at least determine the number of maps that are distributed via this new medium. 

One source of data are the commercial map sites that accept advertising. These 
sites maintain accurate statistics on the number of "hits" that their sites receive, statis
tics that are often verified by independent companies. The reason that these data are 
maintained is to attract advertising revenue. The more hits they receive, the more 
they can charge a potential advertiser. However, many companies view this informa
tion as being proprietary and will only share the information with potential advertis
ing customers. 

Some data are publically available. For example, according to its press releas
es, GeoSystems, Inc., operator of the GeoQuest interactive mapping site (map depict
ed in Figure 3), has seen tremendous growth in its fust year of service. The company 
opened its web site on Feb. 3, 1996. By the end of April, it was generating 200,000 
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Figure 5. Maps from Xerox Parc site. Areas of the world can be selected for display as in 
the map on the left. Point data can also be shown such as earthquakes in the in the Pacific 

region for the first week of March, 1997, as in the map on the right. 
(http://pubweb.parc.xerox.comlmap) (http://www.civeng.carleton.caJcgi·binlquakes) 

user-specified maps per day. By November, the figure had grown to 500,000. One 
year after beginning its service, the site was generating 700,000 maps every day at a 
rate of up to 1000 maps a minute (GeoSystems 1996, 1997). 

A few non-commercial sites provide access data as a user service. The Xerox 
Parc site, an early example of interactive mapping on the web, receives a consider
able amount of map requests. The site creates interactive maps of the world using 
several different projections. Clicking on the map creates a larger scale map centered 
on the location (see Figure 5). Additional map data bases can be selected for display. 
The site can also be used to map point data. For example, another site that maintains 
earthquake information uses the Xerox Parc map service to map the location of earth
quakes. This is an example of the type of interactivity and cooperation between sites 
that is possible on the web. 

The Xerox Pare site has maintained data on usage since it began its service in 
1993. The graphs indicate an rapid increase in usage that peaks in June of 1996. At 
that time, the single Sun SPARCstation 2 computer handled over 100,000 daily map 
requests. Usage has been declin- 140.000 

ing since that time. Three explana-
~------------------------------1'~~ 

tions for this are given. The first is . 
that the server is comparatively ~----------------------...,; 100~ 

slow (more than ten seconds for 
the map to appear). The second is 
that usage has become cyclical 
based on the school schedule. A 
decrease in usage always seems to 
occur during the summer vacation 
months (June, July, August). 
Finally, the site is suffering from 
competition. There are now other 
map sites that are faster and pro
vide more interactive forms of 
mapping. 

Figure 6. Trend in Xerox Parc site usage from June 
1993 to December 1996. 

(http://pubweb.parc.xerox.comlmapdocs/usage.html) 
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Other popular interactive mapping sites also report a considerable amount of 
usage. The Tiger Mapping Service operated by the U.S. Census Bureau reports mak
ing 25,000-30,000 maps daily (http://tiger.census.gov/faq.html). The Earth Viewer 
site (see solar map in Figure 4) reports having created over 18,755,588 maps between 
Dec. I, 1994 and March 7, 1997 and currently responds to about 35,000 daily 
requests (http://www.fourmilab.ch/serverstats/access.html). Sites that maintain 
weather maps receive a considerable amount of traffic. The Michigan State 
University site (http://wxweb.msu.edu/weatherj) reports 159,000 daily requests in 
early March 1997. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The Internet has changed how maps are distributed and used on a world-wide 

basis. It is apparent that the Internet has already improved the distribution of maps. If 
done properly, the Internet also has the potential of improving the quality of maps as 
a form of communication, thereby influencing both the mental representations that 
people have of the world and how people mentally process ideas about spatial rela
tionships. 

The in!ernational implications of the Internet for cartographic are enormous. 
Data suggest a large base of users from many parts of the world. The increased 
access to spatial information has implications for all countries, even those with limit
ed connections to the Internet. A considerable amount of work still needs to be done 
to expand the network and improve methods of map distribution and map interaction. 
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COMPUTER AIDED EDITION OF THE 1:50,000 DETAILED 
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF POLAND 

Waldemar Gogolek, Tomasz Bielecki 
Polish Geological Institute 
ul. Rakowiecka 4 
00-975 Warszawa 
Poland 
Tel. 48 22 49535 1 (367) 
Fax 48 22 495342 
E-mail wgog@pgi.waw.pl. . tbie@pgi.waw.pl. 

Editi on of The I :50,000 Detailed Geo logical Map of Poland (DGMP) consists 
of 1069 maps. Finished and published maps have covered more than ;5 0% of our 
country. Producing of geological maps have became more intensive in the last 10 
years. Polish Geological Institute has decided to use computer method to ra ise up 
effecti vness of map producing and especially map edi ting. Polish Geo logical Institute 
has main responsibility fo r geological cartography in Poland. 

Project of computer aided production of The I :50,000 Deta iled Geologica l Map 
of Poland started since 1994. Arc/Info and Oracle systems have been choosen as a 
too ls fo r creating and managing database for The 1:50,000 DGMP. Application of 
Arc/Info was created to fac ilitate of digitizing, veri fying and editing of DGMP and to 
manage of database. 

Methods of capturing 

Geometrical data are captured by scanning and vectorising process or simply by 
digita lisat ion. These are: author's geological map, geologica l cross-section, synthetic 
geo logica l profil es, and location map made in the traditional manner. Additionally 
tnree topographical layers are scanned and transformed to the same coordinate local 
system ,, 1942" . Topographical layers are loaded to the database as ras ter (grid 
ARCIIN FO fo rmat). 

Prepared by authors descriptive data (explanations, tables etc.) are typed and 
coded by operators according to the database dictionaries and attribute tables. 

Input data consis t of 6 up to 19 coverages. The number of coverages depends 
on amount of data possible to find on one map sheet. 

Then all these geometrical and descriptive data are validated by appli cation 
system in respect of: topology, attributes, geometrical connections of parti cular 
coverages (e.g. edgematching previously loaded to database maps). Some problems 
must be solved by strict cooperation with authors if necessary. Such prepared 
coverages are loaded to the database. During the loading process coverages are 
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Figure I: FLOWCHART OF COMPUTER AIDED PRODUCTION OF 

THE 1:50,000 DETAILED GEOLOGICAL MAP OF POLAND 
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Figure 2: FLOWCHART OF COMPUTER AIDED PRODUCTION OF 

THE I :50,000 DET A ILED G EOLOGICAL MAP OF POLA ND 
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Figure 3: FLOWCH ART O F COMPUT ER A IDED PRO DUCTION OF 

T H E 1:50,000 DET A I LED GEO LOG ICAL MAP O F POLAN D 
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Figure <\ Computer edited and ofTsct printed sheet o f The I ::'0.000 Detai led Geological Map or Poland 

- Praszka (769) 
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transformed to the geographica l coordinate system. Figure I shows the process of 
capturing data . 

Database of The 1 :50,000 Detailed Geological Map of Poland 

The main features of database are as fo llows: 
I . Attribute data are managed by Oracle RDBMS vers ion 7 software. 
2. Spatia l data are managed by Arc/Info version 7.0.2 and Librarian. 
3. Although spatial data are coll ected in geographical coordinates, the input data 

are di giti se in Gauss-Kruger proj ect ion (state projection ,, 1942"). 
4. Geo logica l maps and archi ved geological data are collected for all sheets of 

the I :50,000 geo logical map. 
5. Geo logica l cross-sections and geological synthetic profiles are co llected for 

sheets just fini shed and pl anned for editing in the Arc/ Info system. 
6. Structure and content of database are strictly connected with the needs of 

digita l technology of map editing and preparing for printing. 
Figure 2 shows the database structure. 

Computer aided ,edition and printing of DGMP 

All data needed to make a geological map composit ion are possessed from 
database and send to editi on workspace where colours and hachures for particul~r 

geo logica l units are defin ed by map's editor. One of the modules of ArclInfo 
application ca lled "Edition" allows to improve process of map compos iti on elements. 
Bes ides a possibility of " hand made" corrections is also very useful (e.g. change of: 
geo logical units legend e lements order, letter ' s stratigraphy symbols, bracket's range, 
conventi onal s igns legend , mov ing numbers and descriptions, font's changing). 
Function "print" within " Edition" module allows to separate map composition for 
colours (CMYK). Adding two additional topography films (without hydrology) 
fini shes computer aided edition of DGMP and map is ready to offset-printing. Figure 3 
and 4 show the technology of computer editing and its effect the copy of offset printed 
I :50,000 geo logical sheet Praszka (769). 10 geo logical map sheets have been printed 
up to now. 

More information about computer aided geological map production in Poland 
conta ins enclosed li st of references. 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION MAPS BY THE 
ENVIRONMENT AGENCY OF JAPAN 

MamolU Koarai ,Kouji Ohtsuka 
Office of Natural Environment Survey, Planning Division, 

Nature Conservation Bureau, Environment Agency 

1. Introduction 

1 - 2 - 2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda, Tokyo 100 JAPAN 
Tel &Fax +81 - 3 - 359 1 - 3228 

The Environment Agency of Japan has calTied out the National Survey on the 
Natural Environment, popularly known as the "Green Census", about every five years 
in order to obtain through knowledge and understanding of the state of natural 
environment i.e. fauna, flora, landscape, geology etc. 

The First National Survey on the Natural Environment was carried out in 
1973, the Second in 1978179, the Third from 1983 to 1987, the Forth from 1988 to 
1992, and at present the Fifth Survey is under way by voluntary researchers (Tablel ). 

The results of the Green Census provide important and essential database for 
elaboration of nature conservation policies in Japan. 

In this paper, the authors introduce the map information on the results of the 
Green Census. 

2. Vegetation Maps 
Japanese Islands are covered with forest at the rate of over 60% of the total 

national land area. In addition, there are various types of vegetation .located in each 
area, stretching from the sub - arctic to sub - tropical zones. 

Through combining the results of the Second Survey and the Third Survey, the 
Agency published about 1250 sheets of Actual Vegetation Maps at the scale of 
1 :50,000, covering whole area of national land, which may have a very scarcity 
value in the world. In the Forth Survey, the vegetation change areas, which were 
indicated as the areas where plant biomass was decreased, were shown on 1:50,000 
Actual Vegetation Maps with overlay, using the satellite imagery of Landsat. 

Digital information was taken from Actual Vegetation Maps as one kilometer 
gridded data, and the Agency divides 766 plants communities into 10 ranks of 
degree of human disturbance of vegetation, known as "Natural Degree of 
Vegetation". ACTUAL VEGETATION MAP and VEGETATION NATURALNESS 
MAP (Fig. I), both at the scale of 1 :2,500,000, were described by one square 
kilometer grid. Natural Forest (Natural Degree 9) is limited in Hokkaido Island, the 
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mountain area of North East Honshu, and Okinawa Islands. Secondary forest 
(Natural Degree 7) is distributed on South West Honshu and the area around natural 
forest of North East Honshu. Planted forest (Natural Degree 6) is distributed on 
Pacific Ocean side of South West Japan. 
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3. Distribution Map of Coral Reefs 
The Marine Organi sm Environment Survey, which was the di stribution survey 

on tidal fl ats, seaweed beds and coral reefs, was carried out twice, in Second Survey 
of 1978, and in the Forth Survey from 1989 to 1992. For the result of the Forth 
Survey, the Agency publi shed the DISTRIBUTION MAP OF CORAL REEFS in 
1996. 

Thi s map shows the present status of coral reefs in Nansei Shoto Islands. This 
map consists of four sheets, at I: 100,000 scale. No. 1 is Tokara Islands, Amami 
Islands in Kagoshima Prefecture. No.2 is Ok inawa Island . No.3 IS Kerama 
Islands, Kumejima Island and Miyako Island. No.4 is Yaeyama Island. 

At the moat, the altered coral reefs, the life form and the coverage of coral 
communities and sea hOllom features were surveyed by color aerial photo 
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interpretation and field survey. At the reef margin, the life form and the coverage of 
coral conununities were researched by Manta Tow Survey. 

In this map, the coverage of coral communities is classified into 3 categories, 
less than 5% is red, from 5% to 50% is yellow, and over 50% is green. Sea bottom 
features is classified into seagrass, seaweed, soft coral, sand bottom, mud bottom, 
gravel bottom, submerged rock and emerged rock (Fig.2). 

The color of Manta Tow Line in this map mean the coverage of coral 
communities. However, the location of Manta Towing Lines are shown 
approximately. 

The total area of the coral communities is about 34,000ha, and it is 35.6% of 
the total surveyed coral reefs. The area covered over 50% by coral communities in 
the moat is only 8% of the surveyed coral communities. This means that most of the 
coral reefs in Japanese Islands had a low coverage of coral communities, especially 
Okinawa Main Island. The high coverage areas are Iheya Island near Okinawa Main 
Island, Shiraho of Ishigaki Island, and Kohama Island of Sekisei Lagoon. Fig.3 is the 
example of the Sekisei Lagoon in No.4. 

24 ' \~~':4E::------

Fig.3 DISTRIBUTION MAP OF CORAL REEFS 
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This map is the first case of the mapping whole coral reefs in Japan, not only 
distribution but also the coverage of coral communities. The Agency hope this map 
is useful for the conservation and monitoring of coral reefs in Japan. 

4. Natural Environment Information Map 
For the result of all Forth Survey, the Agency has produced 53 sheets of 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION MAP (scale of 1:100,000) by each 
Prefectures. 

In the face side of the maps, the results of Big Trees Survey (big tree and 
big - tree - forest), All Species Survey (colony and communal roost of birds), River 
Survey (wilderness water - shed area,lowest shutter dam, fish surveying point and 
continuous undisturbed river zone), Lake and Marsh Survey (non - developed lake 
and specific surveyed lake), Coast Line Survey (natural beach, natural rocky coast 
and extinguished natural coast) and Marine Organism Environment Survey (tidal flat, 
seaweed bed and coral reet) , and natural park (national park and quasi national park) 
and nature conservation area (wilderness area and nature conservation area) are 
described. Fig.4 shows the legend and the color coding of these maps. 

In the reverse side of the maps, the distribution of 9 species of large and 
medium - sized mammals such as Japanese monkey, Sika deer, Asiatic black bear, 
Brown bear,Wild Boar, Red fox, Racoon - dog, Badger and Serow were described by 
five kilometer grid. 

5. Natural Environment GIS 
The Agency is carrying out the vectoring all map infOlmation of Green Census 

for the establishment of Natural Environment GIS (Geographic Information System) 
in 1997. 

The digitized maps are the medium scale maps which were produced from the 
Second Survey to the Forth Survey including a part of the Fifth Survey, which are 
shown as the bold solid line in Tablel. 

Data Contents of Natural Environment GIS are as follows: Vector Data from 
1249 sheets of Actual Vegetation Maps (scale of 1:50,000), other map information of 
the Green Census and the protection area (National Parks, QuasiNational Parks, 
Wilderness Areas, Nature Conservation Areas, National Wildlife Protection Areas, 
Natural Habitat Conservation Areas, Natural Heritage, Ramsar Site, Water - Quality 
Measurement Points, Air Pollution Measurement Points. Raster Data from 
Topographical Maps (scale of I :50,000) by Geographical Survey Institute and 
Vegetation Change Areas using Satellite Image (LANDSAT,TM). 

The Agency will produce the GIS data as CD - ROM with a viewer soft by 
each Prefectures, because the Agency suppose the users of Natural Environment GIS 
data are not only the governmental bodies or the research institution with EWS and 
GIS soft (Type A or B in Table2), but also the school or the general public (Type C 
or D in Table2) . 

Now, the Agency is constlucting the Biological Diversity Center on the north 
foot of Mt.Fuji in Yamanashi Prefecture. After the completion of the Biological 
Diversity Center in 1998, the Center will manage and distribute the Natural 
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Environment GIS data for general public through the Internet. 
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Organization 

Governmental body 

Researcher & 
Research. Institute 

Non-profit making 
Organization 

Private Organization 

School 

General Public 

International Institute 

Tab I e 2 List of GIS users 

Users 

Environment Agency 

Ministries and other Agencies 

Prefectural Governments 

National Research Institutes 

Prefectural Research Institute 

Universities 

Museums 

Individual Scientific Researchers ·2 

Public Organizations 

Non·Govemmental Organization 

Research & Consulting Companies 

Primary schools, Junior high schools, High schools 

"Environment Indicator Species Survey" participants ·3 

Natural Environment Monitor *4 

Amateur Naturalists 

Foreign Governments, Institute 
NGOs (UNEP, WCMC etc.,) 

'1 List of data system types 

B 

B 

B-C 

A 

A-B 

A 

B 

C-D 

B-C 

C 

B 

C 

C-D 

C-D 

C-D 

B 

A: The system is applicable to the organization which owns high quality PC and EWS, and 
the majority of staff can handle GIS soft. 

B: The system is applicable to the organization which owns high quality PC and EWS, and 
some departments install GIS, but only a few can handle the system. 

C: The system is applicable to the organization which owns PC and CD-ROM, but not GIS 
soft, and none of the staff can handle the system. 

D: The system is applicable to the organization in which only few use PC and depend mainly 
on paper map. 

'2 Those who participate "National Survey on the Natural Environment" and also are knowledgable 
about taxonomy. 

'3 Those who are generally interested in nature (including primary school students), but not 
necessary knowledgable. 

'4 Same as '3. But those who can surveyed continuously and also can use the information by PC. 
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IS CARTOGRAPHY AS A GOOD TOOL AS GIS FOR 
ANALYSIS OF THE DAMAGE OF THE 1995 

HYOGOKEN-NAMBU EARTHQUAKE? 

Nonoko TSUKADA 

Tokyo Map Research Co., Ltd. 

1-45-2 Yotsuya Fuchu-shi Tokyo 183 Japan 

E-mail: ntsukada@ja2.so-net.or.jp 

Abstract: The 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake, which attacked Kobe city 

severely, revealed the potentiality of earthquakes in urban area. Maps played an 

important role for grasping the state of the damage of the earthquake and coordinating 

of emergency responses. Still, the earthquake suggested the necessity of development 

and employment of Geographic Information Systems(GIS) for urban earthquake 

disaster mitigation and restoration. While considerable number of studies on the 

earthquake have been undertaken, majority of research centers the examination of 

visualized output of damages and possible factors , such as land condition and structure 

of buildings. These research suggest correlation between the damages and old rice 

field , old residential area and new sedimentation area. Yet, little research exists 

which identifY the state of the damage of the earthquake and the possible factors 

quantitatively. This paper attempts to investigate the relationships between damages 

of buildings and landslides and possible factors including slope, aspect. historical 

landuse, geology, and land condition with visualized output and quantitative analysis. 

The procedure includes development of database and grid-cell modelling tor 

identifYing the relationships quantitatively. The analysis with GIS elucidate hidden 

correlation between damages of buildings and in addition to the support of result of 

previous visual examination. 
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THE ROLE OF NON EXPLICIT SYMBOLIZATION 
IN MAP EXPRESSION 

Takashi Morita 
Hosei University, Department of Civil Engineering 
3-7-2 Kajinocho, Koganei-shi, Tokyo 184, Japan 

Fax: +81.423.87.6124, E-mail: morita@land.ce.hosei.ac.jp 

1. Introduction 

In cartography, map symbols are defined explicitly by legend. In the general 
process of cartographic communicahon as shown in figure-I, the Ratajski's 
diagram]) adopted by the author, there are the emitter and the recipient. The 
emitter is the cartographer and the recipient is the map user. The cartographer 
defines at first what he or she wants to say. This is the subject or the theme of 
the map . Once the subject is fixed, the cartographer begins to collect the data 
and information is gathered as the knowledge source. This knowledge is then 
represented through codification and symbolization to visualize a map. In 
this process the cartographer considers the relationship between definitions 
(by words) and symbols (by graphic symbols) and organization of these 
symbols. The method should be defined explicitly. But what is happening 

emiller¢> Q recipienl when non cartographer draws a map? 
They must use some symbols to express 
something but those symbols may not be 
defined by the legend. Nevertheless they 
think it can communicate. This is the non 
explicit symbolization. Do they have to 
learn about the representation of map 
symbols in cartography? Or in contrary 

· ... b.""';'n the cartographer must learn how non 
cartographers draws a map, what they 
want to communicate, what symbolism 
they use and what is their logic. 

figure -1 General process of 'The Site of Reversible Destiny" situated in 
cartographic communication Yoro in Japan is an artistic theme park 
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created by S.Arakawa and M.Gins where visitors are required positive 
physical parti cipation to understand the m eaning of the site. This site is 
s tre tched on the hill side in a huge coni c oval space of 130m by 100m with 
height difference of 25m where the two artists express various objects and 

landscapes. Bu t these objects and 
landscapes are unusual for people because 
the s pa ti al s tructure is reversed, namely 
convex aga in st concave, ins ide again s t 
ou tside, up agai nst down, etc., (fig.-2). Thi s 
spat ial s tructure is d iff icult to co mp rehend 
and difficult to co mmunicate to o ther 
people since thi s is the firs t experi ence for 
eve ty body . Also, the unit of spatia l 

figure -2 General vi ew of ''The articulation or s tructure is not evident. How 
Site of Reve rs ible Destiny" can this kind of space be represented ? How 

can visitors represent this site if they are asked to d raw a m ap? And w hat are 
the characteris ti cs of elements represented as a map? Are the representati ons 
done explicitly or implici tly for their symboli za tion? In order to attempt to 
answer these ques tions, a field inquiry was d one2l. 

2. Survey 

2. 1. Method 
Visitors were asked a t the exi t of the park where there is a cafeteria, to draw a 
map to explain what this site was like. Investiga tors were two students 
(female). They brought B4 white papers, B3 drawing black pencils and erasers 
as s tationery and asked visi tors to draw a m ap on the table. 

2.2. Collected Data 
Collected number of samples were forty-one in total, thirteen children (under 
thi rteen yea rs old) and twenty-eight ad ults. It was the fi rst v isit to the site fo r 
all of them. The m ean time to draw a map was about fi fteen minutes (fig. - 3). 

1 l .fi j !C.t-... ......---r 
(191 ~/ .1~ 

~ 3'2 \'<' ( 
. -<{-""":;~ \fu';.n: 
"'""l~ \.( '41/ 

~\f2 
J' ~/ Irt 

1'~' 

(26)~ ... :r.; 
."..-

.. . 0. l' 0 

. I 

fi gure -3 Examples of ma ps drawn by the vis itors 
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3. Analysis 

3.1. Observing Items 
As these maps have no common sca le nor common coordinates, it is difficult 
to compare directly one with another, in terms of superposition, for example. 
They were examined by a check list composed of thirty-one items in total. 
These items had been annotated progressively in the preliminary grouping by 
observing each map, one by one. These items were regrouped into two 
categories, the spa tial cognition and the spatial expression . Spatial cognition 
is what the visitors want to show about this site and spatial expression is how 
they describe what they want to show. These two categories may be divided 
into two subcategories further; the units of spatial articulation and elements of 
physical impression, the types of spatial organization and methods of 
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figure -4 Visualization of the check list 
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3.2. Composition of Matrix 
The check lis t is visualized by 
the m ethod of visual ordinal 
matrix (Bertin, 1967), forty -one 
lines (number of maps) by 
thirty-one columns (number of 
items). The lines and columns 
are ord inal inside each 
category so tha t a pattem will 
a ppear through replacemen t 
of lines and columns (fig .-4). 

3.3. Classification 
At firs t, the m aps were divided 
into two groups, the whole site 
expression and the partial site 
expression (see 3rd co lumn) 
where the framework differs 
one from the other. In the latter 
case, visitors focused on 
particular part of the site 
which meant that observation 
level (scale) and number of 
objects represented are 
different. 



3.3.1. Group of wilole site expression 
In the group of whole site expression, lines are ordered by age and columns 
by total number of marks . We can see a boundary around the age of ten on the 
pattern of matrix. Thus, we call here under lOs as children and over l Os as 
adults. 
3.3.1.1 . Spatial cognition 

(a) Units of spati al ar ticulation 
This subcategory shows what spa ti al unit the visitor wants to describe. 
Adults have more elements than children . Common elements between 
children and ad ults are the surrounding path, round roof on the su rro unding 
path, the surrounding wall, holes in the surrounding wa ll, and the entrance 

>p""",,<ru"'" 5p""'up .... ;~ gate (table - 1) . In ad dition 
Uni ls ofap~tialulirul' lion ~:;::.~~" KaI T::::,::~~:~ .:~t~:!n adults mention building 

O " drm : ;:Il::::!:;~~ .urroundin&P" l h : :~k :::::::: : :'::JI~ionOfl ht;'Jllut like objects, map of Japan, 
::;:';:~:-~::':::"d~'W" :::b ' plon ' I,"~ the m aze located in the 

I-cA"'d",",lh,.-t;,: ~;;;-;:::=~"';:;-;n!".ii::·I:-::'p':;;:'h---+: ~,"';'c-d ""''------be.bInI'''. ,"".,ce-, -J-.,'-",p-, ----1 bo tto m cen ter, reli efs, 
:::un::::;:::,ulTOundin&p.I,h :~W:b : ~~:y~W :~::tionof l htUluf bank, paths, fences. Both 
·hol'inJh .. "=""d~. w.' ." .. .= ,,"''''' ·.,..phk',onbol, children and adults 
· mtnnn r;.llt 

' buildin&lih objKt l 

· fTUlPoI Jl.pan 

' I1\Ut loc:a ltdil'llhfbot lom 

· iI W.lJ \,fryhol mention elements of the 
boundary of this site. 
However child ren 
describe m ainly this part 

table -1 Different items selected by children 
and adults 

of the site while ad ults try 
to describe the whole 
landscap e includ ing the 

elements located inside the boundary. 
(b) Elements of physical impression 

This site is not only to look but to play and feel throughout visitors' action; 
walk, run, climb, slide, etc.,. Th ro ugh these actions, visitors m ay have 
physical and philosophica l sensa tion . Children often mention the existence of 
cull-de-sac . Adults want to describe the up and down relief and of "the 
weather". It was very hot. 
3.3. 1.2. Spa ti al expression 
(a) Types of sp atial organization 

Among children, the linear and sequential organization is major. It is an axe 
that connec ts different objects di splayed by a side view or a plan. Adults try to 
describe by a birds-eye-view. However not everybody may succeed using this 
technique - some describe by mixture of a side view, a plan and a birds-eye
view - or one simply m ay describe through a plan or a cross-sec tion diagram. 
Children and adults m ay be differentiated by the utiliza tion of bi rds-eye
view. A side-view and a p lan are common type of spatial organization both 
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in children and adults . 
(b) Methods of symbolization 

Children visualize what they want to show mainly by lines dem onstrating a 
form or a structure of objects. They may accompany variation of the value by 
shading which represent the value of color or an exaggeration of what they 
think it is important. In some cases letters are utilized to give additional 
information . Only adults can practice the sys tematic use of graphic symbols, 
but legend is non existent. 

3.3.2 Group of pm·tin! site expression 
In thi s group, there are two types of spatial cognition. The first is visitors who 
make a enlargement to a part of the site; the maze in the bottom center, the 
roof tile object, the street map on the bank, the first building called the critical 
resemblance house, described in each different map . For this type, use of a 
side view expression is primordial. The second is visitors who make 
abstraction of the characteristics of the site which made the greatest 
impression and try to represent them; the accidental relief, the fact that it was 
very hot and'were in search of the map of Japan in different scales. With this 
type, a birds-eye-v iew expression is mos t employed. They use also text and 
graphic symbols including the variation of the value. Though the 
es tablishmen t of legend is very rare. 

4. Basic Structure of Non Implicit Symbolization 

4.1. Dimension of the units of spatial articulation 
In the units of spa tial articu lation, twenty items are dis tinguished. In 
cartography, symbols are class ified by point, line, zone and volume, and 
symbols become more figurati ve in large scales expressing the real form of the 

Point 1:: fi 9 ~ cd) "ti!t object. Figure -5 is 
c.r an example of 

Line ~ 0 ~ -f!!-fltt representation of 

Zone '" '" ~""''''' j) ~ c0 ~i> o~ IfI$ :~:~!S~~ti~~ems 
@ symbols are 

Volume ~ n ~ £y conventional but in 
the case of a 

figure -5 Representation of s patial units grasshopper there 

is an annotation. The author of this map might not beli eve his presentation 
technique. Line symbols may also be conventional but as they are very simple 
representation, the con text is very important and in case of doubt they also 
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acco mpany th e annotation. Zon e sy mbols are fewer in number. They are that 

of g rass and accid ental relief. If we includ e zo nal objects, bank, maze, map of 

Ja pan, for example, we ca n increase the examples . Those types of symbols are 

m os tly fi gura tive. There are n o volumetri c symbols. However if w e includ e th e 

volume objects, 3 dimension a l representa tion, as th e previous case in zonal 

objects w e have som e examples . 

In the level of spatial articulation, fi gurati ve form s are generally preferred to 
geom etric and abs tract form in their symbolization. They seem to beli eve that 

th e figurati ve symbols can communi cate w ithout any d efinition. This is th e 
reason why legend is rare. 

4.2. Representation of physical impression 

A long cul -de-sac is no t only the phys ica l spatial s tru cture as vis ito rs want to 

show th e fact that there was some sensa ti on when th ey reached th e d ead end . 

This is represented by th e phys ical form of th e d ead end and anno ta tion . 

Another point that one can identify is th e fact that many visitors drew human 

figure -6 Use of human figures 

figures 

onto the 

drawing 

map (fig . -

6). An 

accidental 

reli ef is no t 

only the 
difference 

of up and down s lopes but th e fa ct it is very hard to climb and fun to rlln 

down for visito rs . This is represented by th e phys ica l form of relief and th e 
human fi gure. Ano th er sen sation has g rown owing to th e wea ther or climate. 
It varies from time to time but it is a part of th e ch aracteris ti cs of th e site s in ce 

th ere were many typ es of d escripti on s ll ch as "it was very ho t." . The 

willingness to d escrib e a sensational characteris ti cs of th e space s h ould be 

reco ns idered . Use of balloon cap ti on by human fi gure m ay be one of th e 

so lution s . 

4.3 . Sense of symbol o rgani za tion 

As the centra l part of the terrain h as a co ni c ova l shape, p eo pl e ca n perceive 

general view of the site easily. But there are five types to obse rvi ng vi ew which 

represents the site; side -view, cross-sec ti on, plan, iso m e tri c and birds-eye

view (fig. -7). The side -view and th e cross-sec ti on are employed m ainl y for 

th e partia l site exp ression. People select impressed object and try to draw by 

th e angle of what they saw. There, the sense of coordinate is no t n ecessary . 
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figure -7 Different types of observing view 

The second type is the plan which d emands abstraction and simplification of 
the spa ti al s tructure. This approach may be employed even by children . It is " 
the topological relationship between each elemen ts and not the description of 
element itself that people mostly want to show. When people draw a map, 
they need to have a coordinate sys tem or a reference point (or line, zone). In 
thi s case, many of them choose the boundary as a reference line that encircles 
and limits the inside and outside. This common element m ay be the most 
simplified base map for them. However a line of boundary is a sort of 
abstraction and needs a definition (annotation). Thus people search for a 
drawing method which does not demand annotation. It is the birds-eye-v iew 
which has not only a sense of coordinate but also increasing the spa ti al reality 
throughout the presentation of the 3 dimensional shape . Between the plan 
and the bi~ds-eye-view, there is a mixture of the two. It is a collage of elemen ts 
represented by side looking or isometric presen ta ti on on to a plan. T his is a 
offset 3 dimensional representation since 3 dimensional relationshi p between 
elemen ts are not clear, owing to the fl a t base map (plan). After all, although 
people can draw a plan they prefer 3 dimensional expression. 

4.4. Position of verbal elements 
Explanation or annotation by verbal language (by letters) can be seen very 
often. For this there are two types . One is for the figurative object and the other 
is for that of non fi gurative. In the case of fi gura tive object, people explai n 
what it is by using nOllns or phrases for charac teris ti cs of objects. They are 
written by letters nea r the object (see fig. -3); dead end, grasshopper, balloon 
cap tion for the explan atio n of building like object etc.,. For the non figura tive 

figure -8 Street map painted 
on the bank 
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object, the physical impression mention 
above is described by the phrase, or the 
characteri s ti cs of the place; en trance,. the 
shade, etc., are annotated at the place. These 
annotations never employ the form of the 
legend. 

II In this site, there are no sign plates nor 
/. names in different part of the space except 

some building like objects and the 
surrounding path (no name plates!). 



Probably, this is the mos t difficult situation when one tri es to remember the 
site. There is an interes ting exampl e (fig. -8) . One Japanese American, a boy of 
ten years old, temporary coming back to Japan for the vacation, drew a 
detailed street map . However this stree t map is an object painted on the bank 
with no connection to the topological condition of the place. He had traced the 
border of the s tree ts and written the s tree t names onto it. He remembered the 
s tree t names (in Engli sh)1 
The existence of pl ace nam e and annotation d ifferen ti ates maps from 
pictures, a tendency w hich is adopted spo ntaneously by m any people. 

5. Conclusion 

We co uld no t make much sense out of the exp licit symboli za tion when the 
v isitors drew a m ap. At leas t, people use the grap hi ca l technique to express 
them, drawing different shap es by lines, giving varia ti on of the v alue, using 
graphic symbols and annotation by letters . 
Children are different from adults around the age of ten whils t the ro le of non 
expl icit symboliza tion is p rimordial for their m ap expressio n bo th in children 
and in ad ults. They express objects by their own· log ic and this has not been 
considered as an under development s tage . They prefer figurati ve symbols 
and representation in 3 dim ensional spati al organiza tion, the expression of 
physical impression, and a free style of efficient annota ti on . The elements 
represented here m ay be sugges tive to es timate the dem and for cartog raphic 
information in the digital era where emitter and recipient are going to 
assi mil a te. 
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Geographic and cartographic information are necessary pieces in a navigable road 
database. The information needed for building a navigable road database exists in 
Sweden, but in different standards, formats and databases not owned by the same 
authorities and not updated at the same interval. This was made very clear in the 
TRIAD project that took place in 1995-96. 

The primary TRIAD goal was to determine whether it was possible for the National 
Land Survey of Sweden and the Swedish National Road Administration, working in 
conjunction with the communities, to produce a navigable road database covering 
south-west of Sweden by only using existing information sources. Over 80% of the 
production time was spent on trying to create a well structured road network with some 
basic attributes. 

The result shows that there is an urgent need for a well structured and standardised 
national road database in Sweden. The Government has paid attention to this and has 
therefore given the National Road Administration the mission the establish the national 
road database in close co-operation with the National Land Survey, communities, 
forestry companies etc. The database shall be considered as a new basic geographic 
road dataset and will be complete in the end of 1999. 

The automobile manufacturers are at the same time indicating that they intend to 
introduce navigation systems on the Swedish market. The systems need navigable road 
databases. TeleAtias and Navigation Technologies therefore plan to map parts of 
Sweden in 1997. Hopefully they can use existing information produced by the 
agencies and communities. But to be able to offer the customers what they need, they 
have to listen to customers demands and co-operate even more in the future. 
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Introduction 

There will be no car navigation systems on the Swedish market without a navigable 
road database covering Sweden. Most European automobile manufacturers indicated 
that they intended to introduce systems on the market in 1996. Navigation 
Technologies (NavTech) and TeleAtlas are two companies who are producing 
databases of the European countries. They plan to map parts of Sweden in 1997. 

The activities can be seen as a part of the development concerning road transport 
informatics (RT!) that has not yet acquired a very important role in Swedish transport 
policy. But things are slowly moving towards a new view, facilitated by new 
technology and value changes. The society has become aware of that transport 
informatics have a large potential for facilitating travel. 

Different RTI user categories have different needs and demands. A common need in 
many cases is the possibility to display specific transport information together with 
geographic and cartographic information. Several road transport applications would for 
example be unuseful without information from a database containing a well structured 
road network. The application would probably also need some cartographic 
background information. This is the case with the navigable road databases. One of the 
problems with these databases is that it is hard to find suitable information sources for 
building them without having to spend too much time on the heavy "cut and past" 
method. There is a lot of activities going on within the field of geographic information 
to find a remedy for this. 

Governmental activities within the field of geographic information 

The Swedish Government has the last couple of years - and in different constellations -
pronounced the importance of the use of information technology together with good 
access to basic geographic information. Databases should therefore be built up, 
maintained and provided in an efficient way for best possible exploitation by the 
society and it ' s inhabitants. 

The Swedish IT-Commission is to advise the Government on overall, strategic 
questions in the information technology field. They work in close co-operation with 
the so called REGGIT-group that the Government decided to establish within the 
Ministry of Interior on the 1st of January 1995 for the preparation of a national 
strategy for geographic information and for policy co-ordination among various 
Ministries. 

The National Land Survey of Sweden (NLS) has from the 1st of January 1996 an 
important role in - and a common responsibility for - providing society with basic real 
estate property and geographic information. The most important tasks are to: 

• utilise the benefits of the co-ordination of real estate property and geographic 
information 

• tailor the information to the users needs 
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• make the information easily accessible, reliable and quality marked . 

Through a decision in May 1994 the Government asked the Ministry of 
Communication to investigate how information technology can effect the future traffic 
and transport sector and if there were some special efforts that had to be made. The 
Swedish Delegation for Transport Telematics (IT-delegation) presented a report in the 
spring of 1996. Among other things they suggested that a national road database 
should be established as soon as possible. 

In the summer of 1996 the Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA) got the 
mission to establish the national road database in close co-operation with NLS, 
communities, forestry companies etc. The database shall be considered as a new basic 
geographic road dataset and will be complete in the end of 1999. 

This mission was also confirmed in the IT bill , presented by the Government in May 
1996. The contents consolidated the role and responsibility that NLS has got in 
providing society with basic geographic information. The Government also, very 
clearly, pointed out that an efficient handling of geographic information best can be 
achieved by registration at the information source (avoiding double work) and close 
co-operation among agencies . Other questions to discuss further were uniform 
principles for financing and pricing, customer demanded quality level and accessibility 
together with the need of standardisation activities in the field of geographic 
information. 

The IT bill class ified the fo llowing information as basic data: 

• register of persons 
• register of enterprises 
• register of real estate properties and buildings 
• basic geographic information 
• the new road database 

The TRIAD project 

Background 

A great deal of the above mentioned information could theoretically be very suitable 
when building a navigable road database. To examine if it was possible to use and 
merge the needed information, the TRIAD (Traffic Information and Route Guidance 
Inter-Agency Database of West Sweden) project was established. 

The offi cial start took place in January 1995. The primary goal was to determine 
whether it was possible fo r NLS and SNRA, working in conjunction with the 
communities, to produce a navigable road database covering south-west of Sweden by 
only using existing information sources. The geographic area is shown in figure 1. It is 
divided in two parts (A and B) and also Gontains six urban areas (cities) of special 
interes t. 
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Figure 1. The TRIAD-area (divided in 
two parts) and the six urban 
areas 

Administrative Areas 

Settlements and Named Areas 
Roads and Ferries 
Railways 
Waterways 
Land Cover and Use 
Road Furniture 
Services 
Brunnels 

Figure 2. The layers and their 
names 

A project team was set up and the main work was carried out in a special working 
group, where about six persons from NLS and SNRA worked full time in 1995 to 
produce the database. To faci litate the work a headquarter was established at the NLS 
head office in the city of Gavle. 

Specifications 

It was decided that the navigable road database should be built up in ARCIINFO and 
converted to the Geographic Data Files transfer format version 2.2 (GDF) . The first six 
months of 1995 were spent on specifying what the produced file ought to contain and 
what information that had to be stored in ARCIINFO to be able to produce the file . It 
was also decided how data should be stored and what sources that had to be used to 
provide the base with the information. The working group also specified what kind of 
programs that had to be developed to support and simplify the future production and 
maintaining. 

Nine feature themes were specified for GDF and it was also decided to use the same 
feature theme names for the layers in ARC/INFO, see figure 2. It was a hard work to 
decide what information the layers should contain. Everybody was in agreement with 
the fact that the feature theme Roads and Ferries was the most important layer and 
probably would be the hardest to create. The accuracy demand on road geometIy was 
10 metres. 

Feature Theme Roads and Ferries 

Due to the above mentioned accuracy demands it was impossible to use the NLS road 
database from the Blue Map covering all of Sweden at the scale of I: 100000. The 
database is a part of the official geographic databases of Sweden (GSD in Swedish) 
and stored in ARCIINFO with a node-link structure and some basic attributes 
connected to it. 
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The information in the SNRA Road Data Bank (RDB) fu lfilled the accuracy demands 
but only covered the public roads and lacked geometry description in some parts. The 
information was however structured as a node-link network with important attributes 
connected to it. It was decided that the RDB information should be used straight off to 
build up the TRIAD road database for area B. 

The road geometry for area A was supposed to contain all roads passable with a 
vehicle. The information was collected from one of the databases among the NLS GSD · 
products. The database is called GSD Economic Map and adjusted at the scale of 
1: 10000. The database is today a compromise between a cartographic and a geographic 
database. At the time when the TRIAD base was produced, the structure of the road 
network failed in many parts. The network also lacked topology . The topology then 
had to be build up in ARC/INFO. 

There are no attributes connected to the Economic Map roads. Because of that the 
attributes had to be collected from the SNRA Road Data Bank, concerning public 
roads, through a matching procedure in two steps. At first the identities on the RDB 
nodes and links were matched on the road geometry from the Economic Map. Only 
40% matched automatically, the rest had to be finished interactively. The attribute 
table information from RDB was then, through the identities, connected to the new 
network. The remaining roads got default attribute values. 

The project wished to use information from the municipalities in the six urban areas 
shown in figure I . The ci ty of Goteborg (Gothenburg) was the easiest part because 
they had already built up a navigable road database in a project prior to TRIAD, the 
TANGO project. They offered the working group a special delivery of the database in 
GDF format version 2.1. It was decided to treat the TANGO file separately and just 
"cut a hole" in the TRIAD database where it could fit in . The city of Malmo also 
wished to deliver their own road network and some basic attributes connected to it. 
They offered it in ARC/INFO-format. A hole was then cut in the Economic Map road 
network and the Malmo network was imported. 

The rest of the co-operative municipalities had no databases to offer that in short time 
and without too much trouble could be imported in the TRIAD database. The group 
then choose to use a database covering the urban areas of Sweden, derived from data at 
the scale of 1: 10000-1 :20000. The database is called T2000 and produced by the 
commercial part of NLS. The roads are structured as a network and have some basic 
attributes, addresses among others. The municipalities were then offered to add 
supplementary attributes to the database. 

The TRIAD project strongly underestimated the time consuming "cut and paste" 
method, the complicated matching procedure and the bad quality of the road network 
information from GSD Economic Map and the Road Data Bank. Over 80% of the 
production time was therefore spent on this layer. The remaining time was spent on 
trying to create some information for the rest of the layers. Only the Road Furniture 
layer was left empty. 
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Feature Themes Administrative Areas and Settlements and Named Areas 

The administrative boundaries (country, county and municipality) were taken from the 
GSD Economic Map. The urban area boundaries (more than 200 inhabitants and less 
than 200 metres between the buildings) and their names were taken from the GSD Red 
Map adjusted at the scale of 1 :250000. A more detailed subdivision was made of the 
urban areas of the five municipalities (TANGO had made it's own for Goteborg). It 
was done by digiti sing the built-up area boundaries (districts) from municipality paper 
maps (1:10000-1:15000). The areas had to be specified with respect to their names and 
types. No existing database could offer this information. 

Feature Theme Railways 

The railway geometry was taken from the GSD Economic Map even though it was not 
a connected network and not complete. A complete railway network from the GSD 
Red Map could have been used, but it was decided that it was very important that the 
road and railroad network had equal accuracy to correspond, which it did in the 
Economic Map. 

Feature Theme Waterways 

The same decision was taken concerning waterways. Members of the working group 
tried to use the waterway information from GSD Economic Map but it was far too 
detailed and it was almost impossible to generalise it in an easy way due to bad 
structure quality. Instead the information had to be taken from the GSD Red Map. No 
attribute names were used which simplified the handling considerably, as the waterway 
polygons did not have to be retiled with respect to this. The Land Cover and Use layer 
only contains the islands and they were also taken from the GSD Red Map to 
correspond to the waterways. 

The cartographic background information (waterways, railways etc.) for the urban 
areas should of course have been picked from the T2000 database where it corresponds 
perfectly to the road network. Due to lack of time this was never done. If it had been 
done it would have been necessary to specify how to connect the urban cartographic 
background information at the boarder with the rural background information. 

Feature Theme Services 

There is also a need for service information in a navigable road database. It was 
decided to digitise some information from paper maps or screen even though some of 
the information already existed in different databases. The problem was that the 
position needed for car navigation often is the entrance to a service establishment and 
not the central point (to airports, ferry terminals, hospitals etc.). 

For a lot of other services (hotels, restaurants etc.) there is an address given for 
example in the telephone directory. The working group decided to pick out interesting 
addresses from that book, store them in a register and then bring an address file to 
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people that work with the real property register at NLS. This register contains 
buildings and addresses connected to these. By going the opposite way, the input of 
the addresses to the register brought out the coodinates of the service buildings. 

Feature Theme Brunnels 

The brunnellayer stores points that indicate that it is a grade separated crossing with a 
bridge or a tunnel involved. By using information about bridges and tunnels from the 
Economic Map and RDB, the points could be constructed even though it was not done 
in a very efficient way . 

Parallel to producing the database a lot of efforts were put into creating a program 
system that could generate the GDF format from the ARCIINFO layers and a program 
to check the syntax of the file. The work was complicated by the fac t that neither 
TeleAtlas nor EGT (nowadays NavTech) could read GDF 2.2. They worked with a 
modi fied version of 2. 1. Volvo finally succeeded and the database is now tested and 
evaluated in a car navigation system at Volvo, Gothenburg. Volvo has already reported 
a variety of mistakes that they have found . The field tests will end up in the summer of 
1997 . . 

Conclusions 

Working methods and procedures in the TRIAD project have now been evaluated and 
can be used in future co-operative efforts in the authorities and communities. A lot of 
co-ordination and co-operative efforts will be needed to remedy all the problems that 
TRIAD has been wrestling with . Many of the problems with the road layer can be 
blamed on the none existing maintaining activities and the lack of standardisation and 
registration at the source. 

The Government, agencies and organisations concerned have now discovered this and 
are taking important steps to do something about it. The decision to establish a new 
national road database was one of them, another one was to start the standardisation 
ac ti vities regarding road and railroad information that is described briefly below. 

Standardisation of road and railroad information 

STANLI - the Swedish Standardisation Organisation for Geographic Information - has 
been establi shed to promote co-operation through .standardisation between Swedish 
producers and users of geographic information. STANLI belongs to STG, the Swedish 
Standardisation Organisation. 

NLS and SNRA are taking part in both the international, European and national 
standardisation work concerning geographic information through representation in 
CEN (Comite Europeen de Normalisation) TC 287 (Geographic Information), in TC 
278 (where GDF has been created) and in STANLI. A technical committee (TKI 26) in 
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STANLI is now standardising the concept of road and rail road information. Both NLS, 
SNRA and the communities are taking part. The work will hopefully end up in a 
national Swedi sh standard in 1997 . The activities are also strongly connected to the 
establishment of the national road database. 

The future 

The ongoing activities will strongly effect the future handling of digital road data in 
Sweden. Exactly how it will turn out no one can say today. The role of NLS as a 
producer and administer of basic geographic information has to be discussed when a 
new dataset will be es tablished by SNRA. 

Another question to be raised is how the new road data geometry will fit to other 
topographic information from the NLS basic geographic datasets, if it is not produced 
and maintained together with it. Will NLS be able to or even willing to store the same 
information in its datasets as is stored in the SNRA road database? 

The customers (NavTech and TeleAtlas) can not wait for the new road database. It will 
only contain a basic road network with some attributes . A navigable road database 
needs more geographic and cartographic information. NLS has a natural role in 
providing customers with these data through a long tradition and understanding in the 
surveying and mapping field. 

To be able to offer the customers what they need the governmental agencies must co
operate even more in the future. TRIAD has shown that most of the information exists 
for building a navigable road database, but in small pieces. It is a hard work trying to 
organise these pieces into a puzzle that covers all of Sweden. The work can be done by 
the governmental agencies in co-operation with the communities, who together have a 
long experience in working nation wide. 
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Abstract 

Maps production from geographical data bases is still rather triCky, while the 
creation of such data bases has been partly motivated by versatile provision of maps 
at different scales or contents. It is well-known that such map production is all the 
more difficult, as the considered map scale is different from the nominal scale of the 
initial data base. However, even when these scales are close, both development effort 
and production costs prove higher than a priori estimated. 

This paper aims at analysing the current' impediments to mapping from data 
bases and the conditions for improvements. It will be based on French National 
Mapping Agency (IGN) '.I' experiences in setting up production lines to produce 
various maps series from different data bases, and on experiences in using new 
automated mapping technologies. 

The analysis is threefold: 

1. As interactivity is currently unavoidable, costs and production delays are high. 
Indeed, no automated process, even as a research prototype, exists yet to ensure high 
quality maps. Therefore the algorithms, that are available on GIS platforms, have 
been deSigned to be used in a highly interactive environment. 

2. The different steps of mapping process require different kinds of technology. 
For example, advanced algorithms for generalisation require complex data base 
structures, able to describe spatial phenomena and probably artificial intelligence 
software as well. Current GIS are not implemented with all of the reqUired technology. 
Moreover, as GIS designers cannot invest on these different issues, research results, 
that are mainly based on advanced technology, are not greatly taken into account. 

3. Consequently, different software modules, each devoted to a specific step in the 
map production, must be lIsed in automated cartography processes. But, it makes 
production and development highly heavy and such a solution is not usually 
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userfriendly enough. In addition, the weakness of data exchange formats, in particular 
for cartographic issues, and more generally the lack of communication, are 
impediments for setting up a production line that could make use of different available 
modules. For these reasons, more interactive solutions are often given preference, 
than over automated production processes. 

It is therefore obvious that increased interoperability beMeen different GIS 
modules or other kinds of sofMare (as artificial intelligence sofMare) will benefit to 
the potential of automated mapping. In the medium term, that can also bring the 
opportunity to progressively increase the automation by easily adding new modules on 
existing processes. Furthermore, if such a progress will make the most of geographical 
data bases for mapping issues, it is also required to ensure a high quality visualisation 
on screen, for instance in using Internet services. 

Les bases de donnees des instituts nationaux de cartographie 

« L'origine des Systemes d' information geographique se trouve partiellement 
dans les efforts des cartographes pour introduire des automatismes dans la production 
des cartes sw' papier » [DEN96]. De nombreuses agences de cartographie se sont ainsi 
engagees dans les annees 80 dans la realisation de bases de donnees sur leur territoire. 
L'Institut Geographique National (IGN) a specifie, sur Ie territoire national une base 
de donnees topographiques [BDTOPO] dont Ie contenu correspond it celui du 1 :25000 
et une base de donnees cartographiques [BDCARTO] d'un contenu proche de sa serie 
au 1: 100 000. Si la facture des series classiques a largement guide les specifications de 
ces grandes bases de donnees, I' objectif prioritaire de cette entreprise etait la 
production d'informations geographiques, destinees aux systemes d' information des 
utilisateurs externes. L'objectif secondaire (mais important pour un institut de 
cartographie) etait la simplification du processus de fabrication de ses differentes 
selies. De surcroit, deriver des cartes it partir de bases ainsi specifiees ne semblait pas 
devoir presenter a priori de difficultes techniques particulieres. 

10 ans plus tard, on peut constater que I'effort pour passer de ces donnees 
nurneriques aux cartes papier a ete largement sous-estime tant en delai de mise en 
place des outils (temps de developpement) qu 'en temps de production. En 1995, dans 
Ie rapport des Etats-Unis it I' Association de Cartographie Internationale sur I' impact 
des evolution technologiques sur la pratique de la cartographie, [CGIS95] on peut 
lire : « Les inconvenients de la production automatique de cartes incluent Ies couts 
d'acquisition du materiel et du developpement du systeme initial[ ... . ] et Ie temps 
necessaire pour mettre un systeme automatique en plein regime. [ ... ] . Un nouveau 
systeme completement automatique it vocation regionale ou nationale ... prendra des 
annees (habituellement trois ou plus) it etre implante.». Cette vision parait meme 
optimiste : eIle correspond a priori au cas Oil les donnees nurneriques ont ete con~ues 
proches des sorties papier et Oil les exigences esthetiques des produits fmaux sont 
moderees. 

En effet, Ie meme rapport denote par ailleurs, les « limitations des possibilites de 
conception des logiciels de cartographie et une perte du contr61e cartographique ». 
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Ces constats peuvent etre resumes par cette phrase: « Create drawings from 
DataBase is relatively easy although illegible ones are also easy to produce». [Salge 
SDH96]. La plupart des Systemes d' Information Geographique (SIG) du marche n'ont 
pas en effet introduit de garde-fous evitant aux utilisateurs de faire des erreurs 
cartographiques [DEN], et les concepts cartographiques ont souvent ete negliges voire 
ignores. 

II est vrai que Ie probleme est plus ardu qu'il n'y parait au premier abord. Les 
bases de donnees geographiques ne sont pas en effet des cartes numerisees: e1les 
tentent de rendre explicite (voire de completer) I'information geographigue implicite 
contenue dans la carte. Mais, Ie processus n'est pas facilement reversible: il faut 
rechercher dans ces bases les informations permettant d'en faire une representation 
cartographique, a une echelle quelconque. Cette recherche demande une modelisation 
de I'information et des contraintes cartographiques tres complexe. n y a eu un 
investissement important pour trouver des solutions rendant certaines operations les 
plus automatiques possibles mais les solutions actuellement proposees sont loin d'etre 
suffisantes pour remplacer Ie savoir-faire du cartographe et surtout elles ne concernent 
que certaines etapes de la production. 

« Production lines of the National Mapping Agencies was also increasingly using 
different system for their different phases. » Ce constat avait deja ete fait pour les 
processus d'acquisition des bases de donnees, il peut etre egalement fait en aval pour 
la production des cartes a partir de ces bases de donnees. Cette notion de specialisation 

~ des S[G dans les etapes de cartographie automatique est certainement a I' origine des 
freins actuels. A deraut de savoir raccorder efficacement ces bouts de savoir-faire, une 
solution largement interactive est souvent preferee a une solution necessitant des 
nombreux transferts de donnees, couteuse en developpement, et qui de plus n' elirnine 
pas complMement Ie recours a l'interactivite. 

C'est pourquoi, Ie concept d' interoperabilite paralt particulierement prometteur 
dans Ie domaine de la cartographie automatique. L'interoperabilite peut en effet se 
defmir comme la possibilite pour n'importe quel utilisateur d'utiliser n'importe queUes 
donnees avec n' importe quels traitements, pour un objectif qui lui est propre. Les 
traitements cartographiques etant particulierement complexes, il est necessaire d'avoir 
des modules specifiques capables d'agir sur une base de donnees geographiques, de 
maniere « transparente ». 

La cartographie automatique 

Cartographie numerigue et cartographie automatigue 

II convient de faire une difference entre I 'utilisation de I'informatique pour la 
cartographie (cartographie numerique) qui mime la cartographie analogique dans un 
environnement numerique et la cartographie automatique. 

La production dans un environnement informatique ne signifie en effet pas 
I'automatisation de cette production. Les operations s'effectuant sur des supports 
analogiques sont transferees sur du materiel informatique. A partir de la, on peut 
distinguer trois niveaux principaux d'automatisation : 

ele tout manuel: ce sont les operateurs qui modifient par exemple point par point 
la geometrie des objets, ou assurent une selection. 
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Aujourd'hui cette phase n'est pas automatisee, sauf quand elle peut se faire par 
selection thematique. 

La generalisation de la geometrie pose aussi de nombreux problemes. Plethore 
d'algorithmes ont ete mis au point il y a de nombreuses annees mais I' operateur doit 
selectionner les objets et les algorithmes et choisir en fonction de la situation 
I'enchainement d'operations qui lui semble Ie plus adapte. Dans de nombreux cas, il 
doit meme saisir une nouvelle geometrie. D'autre part, les changements de geometrie 
lies au contexte sont rarement pris en compte: deplacements des biitiments Ie long 
d' une route engendres par la generalisation de celle-ci, regroupement (agregation) de 
biitiments proches, etc ... 

Si la qualite de ces algorithmes s'ameliore, la part d'interactivite demeurera 
toujours aussi importante tant qu 'un systeme ne pourra pas intervenir sur Ie niveau de 
decision : quand doit-on activer un algorithme, avec quels parametres, quel effet 
produit-il sur Ie voisinage de I'objet ou des objets qu ' il transforme ? 

eplacement des ecritures 

Le deuxieme facteur lirnitant est Ie placement des ecritures, puisqu 'en general par 
construction la toponymie figure en attribut des objets con cernes. L'une des difficultes 
de I'automatisation vient des risques d' ambiguHe (Ies noms doivent visuellement etre 
rattaches aux objets auxquels ils correspondent) qui sont particulierement eleves et de 
la grande diversite des ecritures : les regles pour les cotes de courbes sont tres 
differentes des regles de placement des numeros de route ou du kilometrage, Oil des 
regles concernant Ie positiOlUlement des noms de rues. 

D' un point de vue recherche, nombre de cas sont deja resolus a plus de 90% sur 
les ecritures horizontales, et les placements sur Ie reseau lineaire, comme les pastilles 
de distance, ont deja fait I'objet d'un prototype a I'IGN. Si I'automatisation est reelle, 
elle n'est pas pour Ie moment a 100% et I'operateur doit reprendre la main pour 
resoudre certains cas de conflits. 

esymbolisation 

Les premieres symbolisations issues du monde de la CAO Maient extremement 
sommaires (couleur, epaisseur, style de trait pour la representation des Iineaires). Les 
logiciels du marche ont en general un module de symbolisation, plus ou moins 
sophistique. Cependant, dans cette derniere etape, il est fait appel a des logiciels 
particuliers qui possedent des capacites de dessin plus avancees (souvent au detriment 
de capacites d'analyse spatiale et de structuration des donnees). Cette phase est 
largement automatique mais demande frequemment un changement de plate-forme. 

Peut-il exister un logiciel de cartographigue automatigue ? 

Par consequent, des possibilites d'automatiser certaines phases (meme 
partiellement) de la production des cartes existent. En revanche, chacune de ces phases 
fait appel a des caractelistiques particulieres des logiciels, parmi lesquelles on peut 
citer: 

ebesoins de 'representations multiples: utilisation de fond rasteur (permettant lors 
du placement des ecritures d 'etudier les mutilations du fond de caJ1e). La rasteUlisation 
d' une base de donnees n'est pas integree dans beaucoup de SIG alors qU 'elle parait 
incontoumable pour la cartographie .. 

ecapacites de structuration et de modelisation : il faut en effet comprendre la 
nature de I'information que I' on desire communiquer. Certaines informations 
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Aujourd'hui cette phase n'est pas automatisee, sauf quand elle peut se faire par 
selection thematique. 

La generalisation de la geometrie pose aussi de nombreux problemes. Plethore 
d'algorithmes ont ete mis au point il y a de nombreuses annees mais I'operateur doit 
selectionner les objets et les algorithmes et choisir en fonction de la situation 
I'enchainement d'operations qui lui semble Ie plus adapte. Dans de nombreux cas, il 
doit meme saisir une nouvelle geometrie. D'autre part, les changements de geometrie 
lies au contexte sont rarement pris en compte: deplacements des biitiments Ie long 
d'une route engendres par la generalisation de celle-ci, regroupement (agregation) de 
biitiments proches, etc ... 

Si la qualite de ces algorithmes s'ameliore, la part d' interactivite demeurera 
toujours aussi importante tant qu' un systeme ne pourra pas intervenir sur Ie niveau de 
decision : quand doit-on activer un algorithme, avec quels parametres, quel effet 
produit-il sur Ie voisinage de I'objet ou des objets qu'il transforme ? 

.placement des ecritures 

Le deuxieme facteur lirnitant est Ie placement des ecritures, puisqu'en general par 
construction la toponyrnie figure en attribut des objets concernes. L'une des difficultes 
de I'automatisation vient des risques d'ambigulte (les noms doivent visuellement etre 
rattaches aux objets auxquels ils correspondent) qui sont particulierement eleves et de 
la grande diversite des ecritures : les regles pour les cotes de courbes sont tres 
differentes des regles de placement des numeros de route ou du kilometrage, ou des 
regles concernant Ie positionnement des Doms de rues. 

D' un point de vue recherche, nombre de cas sont deja resolus a plus de 90% sur 
les ecritures horizontales, et les placements sur Ie reseau Iineaire, comme les pastilles 
de distance, ont deja fait I'objet d'un prototype a I'IGN. Si I'automatisation est reelle~ 
elle n'est pas pour Ie moment a 100% et I'operateur doit reprendre la main pour 
resoudre certains cas de conflits . 

• symbolisation 

Les premieres symbolisations issues du monde de la CAO etaient extremement 
sommaires (couleur, epaisseur, style de trait pour la representation des lineaires). Les 
logiciels du marche ont en general un module de symbolisation, plus ou moins 
sophistique. Cependant, dans cette derniere etape, il est fait appel a des logiciels 
palticuliers qui possedent des capacites de dessin plus avancees (souvent au detriment 
de capacites d'analyse spatiale et de structuration des donnees). Cette phase est 
largement automatique mais demande frequemment un changement de plate-forme. 

Peut-il exister un logiciel de cartographigue automatigue ? 

Par consequent, des possibilites d'automatiser certaines phases (meme 
partiellement) de la production des cartes existent. En revanche, chacune de ces phases 
fait appel a des caracteristiques particulieres des logiciels, parmi lesquelles on peut 
citer: 

.besoins de representations multiples: utilisation de fond rasteur (permettant lors 
du placement des ecritures d'etudier les mutilations du fond de carte). La rasteurisation 
d' une base de donnees n 'est pas integree dans beaucoup de SIG alors qu'elle parait 
incontournable pour la cartographie .. 

• capacites de structuration et de modelisation : il faut en effet comprendre la 
nature de I'information que I'on desire communiquer. Certaines informations 
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implicites de la base de donnees (relations de proximite, parallelisme entre objets, ... ) 
doivent etre extraites et stockees. La triangulation de De\aunay permet par exemple de 
traduire les relations de voisinage qui doivent etre maintenues lors des operations de 
generalisation, Ie Minimum Spanning Tree est une structure qui permet de reconnaitre 
des groupes de biitirnents que l'on pourra agreger ou typifier. Les modeles courarnment 
utilises par les SIG, s' il sont suffisants pour la plupart des utilisations sont trop pauvres 
pour permettre une telle modelisation. 

esysteme expert: il est de plus en plus clair que la generalisation ne pourra 
s'automatiser qu'en faisant intervenir une technologie avancee d'intelligence 
artificielle, permettant de superviser Ie choix des algorithmes. II faut permettre au 
systeme d'acquerir Ie savoir faire du cartographe. 

eFonctions de modifications de la geometrie : les fonctions de lissage et filtrage 
classiques ne permettent pas une bonne generalisation II faut avoir recours a des 
algorithrnes plus sophistiques, qui prennent en compte les formes des objets (un virage 
isole meme de faible amplitude devra etre dans certains cas conserve), leur contexte 
(plusieurs biitirnents pourront etre agreges) et leurs interactions (algorithrnes de 
deplacement). Des algorithmes de ce type existent mais sont rarement integres dans les 
SIG. 

efonctions de dessin et de mise en page: ces fonctions sont necessaires dans la 
phase de syrnbolisation pour faire du « WYSIWYG ». 

efonctions de saisie : celle-ci sera necessaire tant qu'une automatisation complete 
n' existera pas. 

La question est de savoir s' il existera un SIG du commerce, accessible au plus 
grand nombre, suffisarnment complet pour assurer une cartographie de qualite, c' est-a
dire capable d'integrer toutes ces exigences ; la reponse est a priori negative. Cette 
evolution ne se fera par consequent qu'avec l'alliance entre plusieurs systemes voire 
plusieurs techniques, une seule ne pouvant prendre en compte la complexite du 
probleme. 

II faudra donc confier de plus en plus a des logicie\s ou des modules 
suffisarnment specialises Ie soin de cartographier nos donnees, de la meme maniere 
qu' il faut confier a des logicie\s specialises une simulation du trafic, des analyses 
statistiques avancees, etc. Les liens entre des SIG et des domaines comme la statistique 
se sont d' ailleurs deja etablis. Le besoin d'interoperabilite ne se limite pas aux 
techniques de developpement (integration d'algorithrnes existants) mais aussi a la 
facuIte a integrer d' autres technologies, avec en premier lieu, celles liees a 
l'intelligence artificielle. 

QueUe interoperabilite ? 

L'emploi des procedures automatiques necessite par consequent aujourd'hui des 
changements de plate forme penalisants dans une chaine de production. Pour cette 
raison, Ie « tout manuel» rivalise parfois avec Ie « en partie automatique ».Cette 
interoperabilite peut se concretiser de plusieurs fayons avec principalement 
aujourd 'hui I' utilisation des formats d'echange et Ie developpement sur des noyaux 
SIG, .... Il faut noter qu'en general, dans une chaine de production cartographique 
combine ces solutions. 
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Solution 1 : utilisation les fonnats d'echange 

Le premier degre de l'interoperabilite est l'utilisation des fonnats d'echange. Le 
monde de la CAO a depuis longtemps un certain nombre de standards d'echange, 
STEP, DXF, CGM, etc. Ces fonnats recelent des lacunes vis-a-vis du dessin (transferts 
de symboles complexes exiges par la cartographie) comme vis-a-vis des bases de 
donnees geographiques (transferts des structures complexes type liens). Dans Ie 
domaine des SIG, de nombreux standards et nonnes d'echange de donnees 
geographiques ont egalement ete defmis ces dernieres annees (nonne franyaise 
EDIGeO, travaux du CEN/TC287 ou ISO/TC21 11). La encore, les exigences relatives 
aux infonnations sur la cartographie sont insuffisamment prises en compte pour les 
applications cartographiques : ces fonnats ne supportent en general pas les parametres 
necessaires a la cartographie. Dans l'exemple des noms de rue, il convient par exemple 
de transferer outre Ie nom et la police, l'inter-mots qui lui meme peut etre variable, Ie 
positionnement de chaque mot, voire de chaque lettre .... Les fonnats d'echange de 
donnees geographiques ont neglige la nature cartographique, qu'il s'agisse de legende 
ou d' autres criteres lies a l' affichage. Des fonnats specifiques peuvent etre developpes 
a I'interieur d' une unite de production mais il ne s'agit pas de standard ... D'autre part, 
Ie transfert de donnees entre systeme est penalisant dans une chaine de production 
voire redhibitoire lorsqu'il faut prevoir des retours vers l'operateur. 

Solution 2 : Ie developpement sur des noyaux SIG 

Vne sec on de solution est d'utiliser les langages de programmation des systemes ; 
l'interet est de pelmettre des allers-retours entre les phases automatiques et les phases 
manuelles. L'inconvenient. majeur est I'alienation avec ces memes outils; un 
changement de plate-fonne impose de developper a nouveau ces modules, les langages 
de developpement sous SrG etant rarement compatibles. Pour d'importantes chaines de 
production, ces developpements alourdissent considerablement leur maintenance. 
Enfin chaque systeme a ses limites: sauf au prix d'efforts enonnes, on ne pouna faire 
toumer un algorithme necessitant des structures particulieres sur un logiciel possedant 
un modele de donnees pauvre, ajouter des fonctions de symbolisation avancees a un 
logiciel n'ayant que de faibles capacites de visualisation. 

Solution 3 : partage de ressources 

II faut donc se rendre a l'evidence qu 'une resolution de ces problemes passe 
necessairement par la communication entre differents composants. Vne solution 
derivee de la precedente, consiste a developper sous des langages de programmation 
standards, comme Ie C, quitte a se priver d'un certain nombre de fonctions fournies par 
les SIG, pour assurer Ie portage sous differents SIG lorsqu' ils acceptent des modules 
extemes. C'est encore insuffisant, car il faut aussi que ces modules comprennent les 
meme structures de donnees que les SIG . C'est Ie cas quand les structures sont 
simples, mais plus deIicat par exemple pour des structures utiles pour Ie placement des 
toponymes. Partager la ressource donnees exige par consequent la deflllition des types 
abstraits de donnees (TAD) utilisables dans Ie monde de la cartographie. A cette 
condition, des modules specifiques pounont traiter les donnees, de maniere 
transparente pour I'utilisateur. 
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Et it I'avenir ? 

Les besoins de cartographie automatique se reduiront de moins en moins aux 
besoins des producteurs de cartes. L'arrivee des bases de donnees geographiques sur Ie 
reseau notamment et les possibilites grandissantes d'avoir aussi via Ie reseau des 
fonctionnalites de SIG (au minimum Ie zoom avant et arriere et Ie deplacement sur une 
carte) exigeront une automatisation du rendu cartographique de l'affichage. Les 
contraintes esthetiques seront certes moins fortes que pour des documents papier (au 
moins dans un premier temps) mais un minimum de regles (lisibilite, nature et 
completude du message qu ' il faut comrmmiquer) doivent etre respectees. Dans ce cas, 
il n'y aura pas forcement de recours a des operations manuelles .... 

D'autre part, la cartographie automatique s'est pour I'instant peu interessee (sans 
doute est-ce encore premature) au passage de la conception (quel message veut-on 
vehiculer) a la fabrication (comment cette conception influe-t-elle sur la realisation). 
La encore, il yale besoin de definir des « meta-donnees cartographiques », 
comparables aux meta-donnees geographiques dont la normalisation est a l'etude au 
niveau europeen et mondial. 
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Abstract 

The recent availability of object-oriented database technology opens up new 
possibilities for map and chart representation, on paper as well as on computer screen. 
In a traditional map database, features are held as passive data: coordinates and 
attributes . It has been up to the application program to display or plot these in graphic 
form, usually by static lookup tables, based on a simple feature code. In the new 
object-oriented world, this constraint is broken as static features are replaced by 
dynamic objects. 

Instead of the application drawing the features according to a fi xed representation 
derived from a feature code and stored coordinates, the application sends a message to 
each feature object, asking it to draw itself. Each object can decide how best to draw 
itself, using any avai lable information. As well as object class (equivalent of feature 
code) and coordinates as before, this information can include combinations of 
attributes, relationships with other objects, either explicit or inferred through spatial 
adjacency, and environmental information such as day of the week. This means that 
from a single geographic dataset, a wide set of products can be produced, to suit a 
range of task-oriented requirements. 

Thi s paper outlines the representation capabilities of a modern object-oriented 
cartographic system, and presents examples of dynamic representation for navigation 
and topographic mapping. 
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Introduction 

Traditional computerised mapping has benefited over the last few years from a series 
of advances in representation techniques and capabilities, in particular: 

• The use of table-driven representation lookup from fea ture coding, separates 
graphical parameters from the geographic base data. This allows common 
geographic data to be used to produce a variety of cartographic products, for 
example road atlas pages and topographic map pages of a particular area at a 
similar scale. 

• Multi-part prioritised representation, where each feature may be drawn several 
times with different graphical styles at different levels during the building up of the 
cartographic picture can achieve for excellent quality map display or hardcopy. For 
example, this technique readily handles complex road casing symbolisation and is 
the basis for automated masking for text and symbols. 

• The emergence of an effective and powerful de facto standard (PostScript) fo r 
graphical hardcopy across proofing and finishing plotters frees the application 
from the constraints of a particular plotting device. 

• The implementation of typography in a common form across computer displays 
and hardcopy, by use of PostScript and Display PostScript gives access to industry 
standard fonts for many languages, and effective WYSIWYG graphics across the 
whole cartographic production process . 

• The continuing dramatic increases in computer hardware power and falling digital 
storage costs underpin these software developments. The ever increasing 
"horsepower" available to system developers both pelm its and necessitates a new 
generation of software architecture in order to deliver benefits to users. 

These advances have taken us down the path towards the 'holy grail ' of digita l 
cartography - the concept of a single 'scale-free' geographic database from which a 
wide range of products can be derived. These could be visual products (maps and 
charts at various scales) or data products (for display or analysis). 

However, to achieve the transition to this desirable situation, the constra int of static 
representation must be broken. The advent of Object-Oriented (0 -0 ) mapping 
products provides the technology for this step into the new world of acti ve objects. 

Object-Orientation 

In an 0-0 database, real world entities are abstracted and held as objects. All objects 
belong to object classes. For each class there may be many objects, but each object 
belongs to only one class. The class defines what values can be held by an object. 
Values can be simple datatypes (integers, strings, dates, etc.) together with more 
specialist types (geometries, locations, ras ters, tables) . Furthermore, objects can hold 
structural information or references between objects. 
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A key, and defining, concept of 0-0 is that of methods defined on objects. These 
methods are bound to behaviours. When a method on an object is invoked by sending 
a message to the object, the behaviour bound to it is executed, possibly using values 
and references also held by the object. The ability to define behav iours as part of the 
database schema, rather than as part of the application, is a fundamental concept of 
the 0-0 paradigm. The realisation that representation and display can and should be 
achieved through object messaging is central to the premise of this paper. 

A further key concept of 0-0 is that of inheritance, which provides the means to 
define a new object class in terms of existing classes. The new class inherits the 
characterist ics (values, references, behaviour methods) of its parent class or classes , 
unless superseded or redefined. Using inheritance, hierarchies of classes can be 
created and maintained in a systematic manner. 

True 0-0 has gained much popularity in software engineering and computer graphics, 
and is making ground in GIS. As is inevitably the case when there is a generation shift 
in technology, hype takes over from clarity and the reader will find it difficult to find a 
GIS that does,not seek to fly under the Object fl ag . An article seeking to res tore some 
clarity to the situation is to be found in [Ref. I] . In reality there are still relatively few 
systems that support all the key elements to a level that can successfully support large 
multi-product mapping applications. 

Active representation 

In an 0-0 mapping system, the appearance of an object on the screen or on hardcopy 
is generated at draw time by execution of an arbitrary 'display method ' defined on the 
object class and stored in the database under the direct control of the customer. This 
contras ts with the traditional approach as indicated in the following table. 

0-0 Active Representation Feature Representation 
Dynamic - objects can draw themselves Static - defined by feature class 
differently each time 
Defined in the database Defined in the applications program 
Can be defined and enhanced by the Can only be enhanced by the software 
customer supplier 
Can be influenced by combinations of Indexed by single feature code attribute 
att ributes 
Can be influenced by attributes derived Each feature is represented in isolation 
from other referenced objects 
Can adapt to ex ternal influences (e.g. Not adaptive 
required map scale) 
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Developments at Laser-Scan 

Since 1990, Laser-Scan has been developing an Open Systems object-oriented 
geographic environment named Gothic [Ref. 2]. Gothic applications are built using a 
versioned object-oriented database, with a full implementation of methods, behaviours 
and inheritance. Versioning provides each user with a stable view of the database 
without incurring the costs of making a separate copy. It does so by maintaining a record 
of changes relative to a parent version. See [Ref. 4] for the use of object databases in 
Cartography and Navigation. 

In Gothic, the topological model supports both simple level classes (points, lines and 
areas) and low-level, primitive classes (nodes, links and faces). The former are 
constructed from the latter. The primitive structure forms the topology, and is spatially 
indexed. Gothic maintains topology dynamically. User-level object classes inherit their 
spatial data and topological relationships from simple level classes (points, lines and 
areas) . 

Gothic provides 'reflex' methods which are automatically invoked at defined stages in an 
object lifecycle. In particular, these can be used to maintain integrity whenever objects 
are modified. They can also be used to provide active representation, and to 
automatically change the cartographic display in consequence of updates to the 
underlying geographic base data. 

Since 1994, Laser-Scan has been developing a new generation Mapping and Charting 
application using Gothic. The application, named LAMPS2, uses a central database of 
map data to support a range of products. Operation is in two phases: 

• Compilation - database creation and maintenance from a range of sources. 

• Product Generation - extraction, genera lisation, representation, symbolisation and 
output , using WYSIWYG cartographic display. 

Articles such as that by P.A. Woodsford [Ref. 3] have covered the use of 0-0 
database and specifically LAMPS2 for building multi-product databases and for 
cartographic generalisation and map production. 
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Topographic Map Example 

The following map extract simulates 1 :50000 scale topographic mapping, generated 
from an object database using display methods. Some of the methods just lookup a 
static representation, while others take full advantage of the power of the spatial 
toolkit to derive a complex representation from information extracted from 
combinations of attributes and references to other objects. 

d .... 

Senion Dbplay FadUda: Edit Proeess Query RqrHndation UKHO Oasom Help 

\J 
~43.9 

Base map data courtesy of DOSLI South Africa. Copyright RSA. 

In particular, the fo llowing features should be noted: 

R~ 

I. The road number symbols are objects of a single class which have no attributes and 
no coordinates. When digiti sed, a pre-commit reflex method defined in the 
database locates the nearest road object and sets up a direct object reference. 
Whenever a message is sent to the number object, it follows the reference to 
determine the road number, road type, position, and orientation. It then uses this 
information to draw itself with the appropriate text and box. 

2. The contour label objects similarly extract height, position, orientation from the 
contour object, and use it to blank out a section of the contour and draw the label, 
oriented so that it reads correctly going up hill. 

3. The bridge object is a short line object which has its ends snapped onto the road 
(A425), and therefore shares link geometry for the section. It has no line 
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representation of its own, but repeats the representation of the road to which it is 
attached, but at a higher drawing priority to ensure that it overdraws the crossing 
road (731). The display method calculates the position and orientation of the bridge 
abutments (> <) and draws those also . 

4. Roads are drawn as two parts with differing priorities, firstly in black to get the 
casings, then more narrowly in the infill colour. 

5. The trig point uses multiple representation derived from combinations of attributes 
to get both the triangular symbol and the tex t label for the height. 

Hydrographic Chart Example 

The following extract is from a hypothetical navigation chart, and shows several 
examples of active representation. 

*-!.I!. * ., ~ -;r; 
-----1 

33 

3:/

k'(3)15S13m 

\ 

Base chart data courtesy of UK Hydrographic Office. Crown Copyright. 

In particular, the following fea tures should be noted: 

I. The soundings are point objects with several attributes (depth, quality, technique, 
etc.) Their representation is generated by a display method which takes these 
attributes into consideration, as fo llows: 
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• Figures after the decimal point are subscripted, unless the depth is greater 
than a limit, when they are suppressed. 

• Drying heights (negative depths) are shown with an underbar, as in 1.8 at 
top right. 

• extra symbology is added for soundings with particular attribute 
combinations, for example no bottom found at 14.5 metres . 

2. The rocks and wrecks are single object classes, with symbol selected according to 
combinations of attributes. 

3. The floating nav igation mark is a composite object, in that there is a master object 
(NAMFLO) which has pointers to a set of other objects storing the light, the top 
mark, the base, etc. The overall representation is determined by a display method 
which combines multiple attributes to generate the primary text label (3 fl ashes 
every IS seconds), the light colour (BY) and selects appropriate symbology for the 
topmark, base, light fl are, etc. 

On-demand mapping 

There is a continuing movement away from static media such as printed maps toward 
dynamic media such as portable computer displays, multimedia CD-ROM software, 
and Internet web browsers. Users of such new media expect to get a map tailored to 
their immediate requirement, containing just those objects relevant to the task in hand . 

However, users have also been conditioned to expect a cartographic representation of 
those geographical objects in the form of a conventional map, and that can only be 
achieved by acti ve representation responding to the unique requirements of this 
specific map request. 

The applicati on of object-oriented methods to the task of cartographic generalisation is 
now recognised as a powerful new paradigm for this task, as typified by the Gothic 
LAMPS2 Generaliser option. Object-oriented techniques for real-time generali sation 
are the next stage in the evolution of on-demand mapping. In the interim, until real
time generali sation becomes available, active representation using object-oriented 
display methods are the best approach to providing tailored mapping in response to 
user queries. 

Conclusions 

• Active representation through display methods is now available in a new 
genera ti on of object-oriented mapping and GIS software typified by Gothic 
LAMPS2. 

• Active representation is needed to solve the problems of multiple product 
generation from a single database 

• Acti ve representation will become increasingly important as the rise of the Internet 
and multimedia software stimulates the need for on-demand mapping. 
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Abstract 

Maps and charts have traditionally been used for navigation since the ongms of 
cartography. In the digital cartography era, navigational use provides the strongest of 
motivations for database-driven map and chart production, for reasons of security, 
ease and regularity of update and ability to support both graphical and digital products . 
Navigational data, for land, sea and air, is also an activity where standardisation has, 
of necessity, had the most impact to date. 

The paper describes the particular requirements of digital cartographic databases for 
navigational purposes. A key area is that of update, both for atlases and charts and for 
navigational data. The later has a rapid update cycle requirement, matching that 
achieved by conventional means such as Notices to Mariners. Update requirements 
may be quasi-immediate (eg. in military applications) or quantised to approximately 
weekly updates (as in maritime navigation) or to formally defined changeover cycles 
such as the 28 or 56 day cycles used in air navigation. As well as implementing such 
update regimes for navigationally significant information delivered in digital form, the 
database technology must also support the full content of traditional maps and charts 
with their less frequent release or print cycles. Change information must therefore be 
time-stamped, so that, for example, a road atlas can show future planned road changes 
that will only be reflected in navigational data derived from the same database when 
the changes actually become effective. In some situations too, it must be possible to 
reconstruct past states of the database to a greater or lesser extent. The underlying data 
model must support the structures needed for routing (eg turning restrictions) and the 
avoidance of hazards and maintain these over long and complex update cycles. 

Experience has been gained to date in using object-oriented databases to support the 
production of both maps and charts and navigational information. Data standards 
involved include the International Hydrographic Organisation S57 and CEN TC278 
GDF (Geographic Data Files) for Road Transportation Telematics and digital 
roadmaps. 
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The Central Role of the Database 

There are basically two approaches to digital mapping - the graphical, sheet-based 
flowline which characterises desktop mapping systems, and the database driven 
approach. Both have their place, and they are by no means mutually exclusive. The 
overriding need in mapping and charting for navigation is for persistent, validated and 
maintained data, so there is a strong incentive to follow the database driven approach. 
Among the benefits arising are the following: 

• Continuous data, supporting a flexible set of sheet boundaries for graphical 
products, and extraction areas for digital products 

• Multi-user, multi-product access to the common data base 

• A standardised data model, with centralised validation and control processes. In the 
case of an Object-Oriented data model, these can be incorporated in the database. 

• Formalised management of change, particularly if the technique of versioning is 
available 

The mechanisms for the provIsIOn of these benefits in an implementation are in 
practice inter-related. We will discuss a particular implementation - the Laser-Scan 
Gothic Object-Oriented database as used in the LAMPS2 mapping and charting 
application. 

Data Modelling Issues· The Object Paradigm 

In the object paradigm, information is represented as objects, which belong to classes . 
A 'class' is an abstraction of a set of entities which are typically referred to as being the 
same sort of thing. An 'object' is an 'instance' of a class. A class may have many 
instances. Each object has a unique object identifier (OlD), which does not change 
once the object has been created. All that can be known about an object can be 
retrieved given the OlD. 

The definition of the class of an object determines both what data an object of that 
class can hold and how it behaves . Each object encapsulates its structure together with 
the methods that can operate on that structure. Objects hold values, which may be 
stored properties of a simple type (,attributes') or derived as the result of behaviours· 
('methods'). In the Laser-Scan Gothic OODB, values can also be geometries, ras rers, 
OIDs or sets, lists or bags of OIDs. Since OIDs are invariant, they are in effect, 
pointers. In Gothic, values which point to other objects are always paired with another 
value on the remote object, which points back. Such pairs of bi-directional connections 
between objects are called 'references' and the integrity of references is maintained at 
all times by the system. 
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References are used to define one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many 
relationships and to set up structured data models with shared geometries, such as 
those required in GDF, DIGEST and the IHO S57. References also provide 
navigational access to the database, allowing algorithms such as those for spatial 
indexing and topology handling to be efficiently implemented. 

The Active Database 

The fact that an OODB can hold behaviours as well as attributes and structures has a 
profound effect on data management The database becomes an active database, 
incorporating in a generic manner much of the functionality that would otherwise have 
to be supplied at the application level 

The active database can be used to hold the rule base appropriate to a particular 
activity, as well as to hold the formal data model. The database schema defines the 
data model and can also hold relevant business rules and data integrity procedures. The 
use of 'inheritance' to provide controlled sharing of structure and behaviour in a 
hierarchical manner is a powerful technique for managing data and for the creation and 
maintenance bf databases. 

In the Gothic system, topology rules are defined on a per-object-class basis, with 
associated snapping tolerances. Topology is maintained on the fly . Other rules are 
enforced by means of behaviours, invoked by 'methods', which implement business 
rules (e.g . to ensure that navigational aids are composed only of valid combinations of 
elements or that turning restrictions are applied and modified in a consistent manner). 

An object encapsulates both its state and its behaviour in a manner that is common and 
consistent across all applications accessing the object. Applications need only be 
concerned with high-level relationships. The object lifecycle concept provides a 
framework which makes it easier to define and maintain complex data models. 

Within the lifecycle of an object a number of key stages can be defined, as follows: 

• construction of a new object 

• modification of an existing object 

• destruction of an object 

• interaction with another object Ctouch' another object) 

The object manager uses 'reflexes' to trigger the appropriate methods at each stage in 
the lifecycle. Certain object lifecycle reflexes are of a fundamental nature and are 
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defined at the base of the inheritance tree, so as to be available to all object classes . 
These include reflex methods for: 

• constructor 

• validation 

• dependency 

Authority checks are incorporated in the construction, modification and destruction 
processes. The constructor will also allocate the OlD and set up initial values in a class 
specific manner. 

One of the key problems within a database is maintaining integrity. Since integrity 
constraints vary from class to class, methods provide an ideal way of implementing 
them. Validation methods are invoked at the end of each transaction, and validate only 
those objects implicated in the transaction, as identified by 'dependency' methods. If in 
the process of committing the transaction, validation fails, then the transaction can be 
'rolled-back' to a consistent state, or further changes can be made and validation 
attempted again. 

The role of reflex methods within the object lifecycle framework is not restricted to 
maintaining database integrity in the narrow sense. They are also used to provide rule
based data quality checks (e.g. to ensure that contours do not cross, or that attributes 
are within range) and to apply business-specific rules 

Since the active database ensures that reflex methods are invoked within all 
applications accessing it, they can also be used to automate the production of audit trail 
information, if required down to the per-object transaction level, and to automate the 
preservation of previous states of objects if necessary. 

Databases and Versioning 

Database versioning is an additional key current advance in the technology. It provides 
support for very large continuous spatial databases in an economical and manageable 
form. Versions are maintained in a tree structure, with only delta change information 
recorded rather than complete copies. Multi-user update is supported, with each update 
process accessing its own logical copy of the complete dataset, without the overhead of 
providing a physical copy to each process. The concepts are illustrated in Figure I , 
which also shows how versioning provides long transaction support. 
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Figure 1: Versioning and Long Transaction 

Validation methods are used to assure local data integrity, within the long transaction. 
Merge methods are used to assure global data integrity before the final commit at the 
end of a long transaction. Since the version holds an explicit record of all changes 
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made in the transaction, in delta form, the merge method can readily summarise 
changes for management information and metadata records purposes and for 
transmission in digital form to other update processes and to data users. In short, merge 
methods, as well as ensuring overall data integrity, playa crucial role in the overall 
information flows shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Information Flow and Update 
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Performing and Issuing Updates 

The implementation of the overall information flow of Figure 2 above can be readily 
achieved using the Object paradigm. It provides a basis both for performing updates 
and for issuing updated information or updates to users. Versioning can be used to 
support different update scenarios, that can be made to 'go live' at controlled times 
depending on the Update regime required. The fact that each update can be formally 
reviewed as it is performed provides the opportunity to assess its consequence, and the 
ability thus to determine whether it requires immediate notification to users. 
Alternatively, the fact that versioning holds delta changes can be exploited to batch up 
changes against a particular update release cycle. It also provides the means for version 
comparison, to establish changes between particular versions. 

The realisation of Public Unique Object Identifiers (PUOIDs) is the key to providing 
Incremental Update. aIDs are used internally by a system such as Gothic, and 
PUOIDs can be provided and maintained. More complex issues are involved when 
there are multiple data issuers, and in practice it is simpler to have a single issuer for 
any particular data domain . Navigational data users require a high level of update 
service and often carry large coverages' of navigational data. There is therefore much to 
be gained by an efficient implementation of Incremental Update, as for example is 
about to be trialled in the Hydrographic community. PUOIDs also have a key role to 
play in establishing system Interoperability, as is being addressed by the OpenGIS 
initiative (where the terminology used is Feature ID rather than Object ID, in the 
interests of generality). A more complete treatment of Update issues is to be found in 
[4]. 

Chart Production 

The object paradigm provides powerful support for cartographic representations 
derived from the data model and the information held therein. These techniques are 
described in the companion paper in these proceedings [1]. It also provides <In 
appropriate framework for the implementation of rules-based procedures such as those 
required for automated text placement and cartographic generalisation [2],[3] . 

Conclusions 

Navigational applications are characterised by rich, formalised data models, by a 
strong requirement to enforce data integrity across complex update sequences, and by 
the need to support a variety of update regimes. In addition to meeting the new 
demands for digital data ; systems and data models have to support graphical products 
to at least the established specifications, with the added need for more flexibility. The 
Object paradigm is well suited to these requirements, and practical implementations 
using it are rapidly becoming established. 
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• Can indepent companies make add-ons to the program? 

• Can the data easily be converted into a different format for delivery? 

• Can the system be used primarily without special functions? 

• Easy graphic interface, no special explanation necessary. 

In this case Freytag & Berndt have choosen a GIS-system, called GI-Applications of 
the company GEOSolution. There are GI-applications for use in cataster, environment 
science and cartography. The program works with the GIS-data model of Bentley's 
Geographics and Intergraphs 'MGE, but it also runs without these products. The 
graphic power is used from Bentley's MicroStation (graphic data is stored in 
Designfiles). The attribute data is stored in a relational database. There are special 
commands for the placing of objects, for construction, for analyses, generalisation and 
export. Special concern is set on clean data, no rests of elements should remain in 
graphic or database, e.g. if a object is deleted, also the data in the relational database 
are deleted as well as the objects combined with it. With the deleting of a whole map, 
also the data in the RDBMS are deleted . 

The placement functions are designed in a way that the program produces the best 
WYSIWYG results. It has special functions for placement of multi lines, for placing 
multiline arcs and special snaps. What is a multiline? In most cases a road in graphic 
consists of a filled axis and boundaries. In most of the programs, the user places one 
big line and puts a second one on top for the road (as road filling) . In other programs 
only one line is placed and in rasterization two lines are created. Both ways are not 
perfect, because in the first way, if the line is to be modified, this must be done for two 
lines, in the second way there is no WYSIWYG. MicroStation has an element type 
called "Multiline", and as the name says, this element consists of up to 16 lines with 
user defined linestyles. This element, entered into GIS and brings good WYSIWYG as 
well as easy modification possibility. 

In the GI-Tools all objects are defined in the database. So the filling (Color, pattern) of 
areas is defined in the database, as well as the combination of objects (symbol with 
text). In GIS creating areas, combining and dividing is supported through special 
commands . 

There are special commands for placing house-adresses and streetnames. In reality in 
Austria streetnames are only unique for a special city. As, in a GIS-data model, all 
roads are different segments between crossings, all these objects have the same 
streetname. This is done by codes, which are stored with the object and in a database 
table, where code, city, streetname are unique. 
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On a roadmap distance between cItIes are written beside the roads. They are 
automatically calculated for the loaded maps and the text is placed beside the road. 

There are different tools for project management. GIS-maps, graphics data & attribute 
data can more easily be exported and imported between different projects with 
different databases. There are special export functions to convert data into ASCII
format for other companies with different GIS-systems. 

Specially mentioned should be a program, called GI-Cdrom, which converts the data 
directly into a format for a CDROM-map & tourist information Windows application. 

". ~ IiIo. 

Carto-Data 
RDBMS 
Server 

". ~ 110. 

One of the functions of the GI-applications that must be specially adressed is the goal: 
there is one big dataset in one scale, there will be a lot of different maps of different 
look and/or different scale, but whenever data are modified (e.g. a new road), this 
modificationi is be done only in one map . The other maps are children and the children 
always can be produced new from the mother map. Therefore there are special GI
applications for generalisation and scaling. But details of this easy-to-use, but best 
designed application for cartography will be presented specially in a different article.In 
the GI-programs there are special commands for placing text, e.g. along curves with 
text spacing or placing of text parallel to other lines helps the cartographer in making a 
perfect map. The text can also be used directly from lists from ASCII-files or database 
tables. 
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In Austria, which has a long border to countries, which are not members of the 
European Community, there are always problems with the fonts. Because in Eastern
Europe there are a lot of characters, which are not primariy supported through 
computer-programs coming from the United States. So the text functions were 
specially designed for solving this problem. 

A great improvement is the index function in the GI-programs. Placing a name in the 
map, it could be possible, that this is done in a abbriviation, e.g. "B.-S." instead of 
"Bernie-Street". At placing time the user can key in both values, both will be stored as 
attributs in the RDBMS. 

The index-program reads these values from the database and makes the useful links. 
The index-program sorts the data correctly after the different fonts with the special 
characters (East, West. .. ). The index-program can be used for not-rectangle index
regions. So e.g. the meridians from worid-projection-systems like Lambert Conic 
projection can be used. With the program the index about a lot of maps can be made 
automatically, correctly sorted for film-output. In this way the time of production can 
be shortend enormously and map production can be considerably reduced. 

The GI-programs force the cartographer to define objects before placing (New objects 
can be definied at any time). This brings a perfect order in the data and makes it easy 
to select and export. Building data in a good structure renders the data more valueable. 

~ 
The GI-programs have been used for the creation of the Austrian map I: 150.000 of 
Freytag & Berndt. In this map project more than 400 objects have been defined. The 
data amount is enormous. In the described wa):' a perfect data base has been created. 
Now maps at ae scale-range from I : I 00.000 to 1 :400.000 are created from these data. 
That this project could be done in the very short time of 1 Y, year with a small team is 
due to a successful well organized group of interested cartographers and to the 
software optimized for the use of cartographers. 

Conclusions 

The GIS data model brings a lot of new possibilities in map production. At the 
beginning, it is a little bit more complicated than a CAD or publishing program, but 
finally, the cartographer has data in good scructure for using them for map production 
as well as data for GIS-customers. The Freytag & Berndt map Austria 1.150.000 
shows, that today it is possible to create a map in GIS with the best of results. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the evolution ot Geographic Information Systems and their extended application 
in spatial data handling, there arises the need of a proper semantic definition of the 
geographical entities, in order to produce easily and more accurately graphical 
representations at different levels of detail. In this paper, a system is proposed, which 
implements a conceptual definition of the spatial entities and their attributes. Entities 
are being classified and coded, and their attributes and spatial relationsh'ips are 
analyzed, in a form of a data dictionary. But the really important part of the system is 
that for every object in a database multiple (carto)graphic representations are proposed, 
at zero-, one- and two-dimensions and for three different scales: 111000, 112000 and 
115000. The data dictionary contains a number of criteria, easily translated into rules, 
which can be used in an expert system to "decide" how a certain entity will be 
represented and generalized in each one of the three scales. These "pre-generated" 
objects are stored m a single database, from which they can be easily retrieved to be 
drawn on a map. 

1. Introduction 

Just a few years before the commence of the 21 st century, nobody can ignore the 
evolution in the procedures of collecting and recording data from the surrounding 
space, as well as in the increased demand for data and maps at varying quality and 
detail level. The technology of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has reached a 
maturity level. There is, however, a lot more to achieve on the conceptual design side, 
in order to tackle effectively and efficiently diverse applications utilizing the same 
geo-spatial database. 

In this paper, an effort is made to fulfill the above need by developing a versati le guiding tool 
essential to the conceptual design of a GIS. The novel characteristic of this tool-system is that 
it goes beyond defining the types of the recorded data in a spatial information system, by 
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setting rules which allow mUltiple scale map production. This avoids the normal practice of 
maintaining multiple datasets - one for each desired scale. The implementation of the 
proposed system centers its interest on large-scale cartographic production, mostly cadastral 
and generally LIS. This choice was made as, in an era Greece is preparing its National 
Cadastre, there exists no corresponding design tool. 

The issues regarding the development of such a system are discemed in two sections: (a) the 
conceptual definition of the spatial entities, meant to be the subject-matters of the intended 
applications, and (b) the implementation of a functional (and user-friendly) system. During 
the conceptual defmition stage, the entities, their selection criteria, as well as of their 
geometry, attributes and format are presented. This auxiliary information on entities (called 
thereafter metadata) is enriched with entity relations, transformations, quality descriptions, 
and above all generalization rules, which enable the LIS to produce maps at more than one 
scale, through multiple cartographic representations. The assortment of this metadata is 
known as Data Dictionary. In the present study, such a dictionary was materialized in a 
database form, as a collection of rules conceming features met in large-scale maps. This 
Dictionary is extensive but by no means complete. Many of the issues which engross the 
conceptual part are still not included in the current version of the Dictionary. It lays however 
the necessary foundation, both at theoretical and practical level, for the design of geographic 
information systems, which will enable' data management and cartographic production 
without requiring constant user intervention. 

2. Conceptual Definition of Geospatial entities 

LL Geographic Entities 

The spatia l information inserted in a GIS should be organized and reproduced in a 
certain way, so it can sustain most of the queries and spatial analysis issues that the 
user requires from the system. In order to achieve this goal, special attention is paid on 
the conceptual modeling level of the GIS. The "Real World" can be viewed externally 
(external modeling) from many different subjective view points, which reflect the 
needs, the goals and the analysis procedures of many different peoples and 
organizations. The integration of all these views of the world, in such a way as to reach 
a "golden medium" among the needs and expectations of these "end users", lays at the 
conceptual model selected for a system. For the time being, the logical and physical 
modeling steps are of no concern. 

Elltity is a person, a place, an object, a fact. It is a term used when someone is referring 
to a phenomenon which cannot be subdivided in same units and, at the same time, still 
cover the needs for which it was conceived in the GIS (Laurini & Thompson, 1994). A 
building cannot be divided into other buildings, it can on the other hand be divided into 
apartments (different entities). Each entity can be characterized through an identifier, 
for instance a name ("city", " lake") or a code number. It can be represented in a map, 
or it can be too small , too fuzzy or too statistical to be represented. An entity may also 
be something without a physical analogue, but conceived to represent a phenomenon 
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(for instance a contour line). A Geo-entity (also called by many geo-spatial entity) is 
actually a spatial entity which is discerned by man and refers to phenomena related to 
geographic space. Though they may have fuzzy limits, Geo-entities refer to a particular 
place, which can be determined topologically (or by using x,y,z coordinates). In a 
geographic database they are represented by certain geometrical primitives, most likely 
as points, lines and areas. Finally, an object is considered to be the recorded form of an 
entity in a spatial dataset. 

In the case of a Land Information System, entities could be classified under three (3) 
main types (Kavouras & Kaiserloglou, 1995) : 

1. Geometric entities, which constitute the main entities in the cadastral database 
(e.g. land parcel, building, boundaries). For those entities the user is interested in a 
wide variety of information: topological, geometric, attributes . 

2. Logical entities, which forfeit geometrical or topological characteristics, but have 
certain attributes (e.g. property elements). Although they don 't constitute "plain" 
geographic entities, the information concerning them is necessary to the cadastre, 
due to their relations with the geometric entities. 

3. (Carto)graphic entities, which have geometric characteristics, but few or none 
attribute data, since they are of no central interest to the system user. They are used 
mainly as cartographic background information and less for spatial analysis 
(Table 1). 

2.2 . Entity Classification & Codin g 

A simple listing and definition of the entities involved in an application is not enough. 
The geographic space contains information of varying type and amount, which can be 
efficiently treated only through a complete classification of the chosen spatial features, 
along with a proper coding. 

The term classification refers to the registration of specific instances of certain 
phenomena in categories, which are defined by selected attributes or functions. The 
classification structure is proposed ' to follow an hierarchical model, much like the 

• :strong relation 

o :weak relation 

Table 1 Entity types and their characteristics 
(Source: Kavouras & Kaiser/og/ou, 1995) 
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Level 1: 
ROAD NETWORK 

Level 2: I~ 
Highway City Roads 

/\ / " Level 3: 
Alleys 

Figure 1 Example a/Classes, subclasses and level categorization 

branches of a tree. This is a simple model, though it poses difficulties in managing a 
more complex "reality" (Canadian Council on Surveying and Mapping, 1984). The 
entities are assigned to classes, which are in turn ranked into hierarchical levels. A 
Class is conceived as a collection of features which demonstrate similar behaviors 
regarding particular computations or attributes. Under those classes it is possible for 
subclasses to be defined, that is classes of a lower hierarchical level. For instance, the 
class "road network" can be divided into two subclasses (Figure I) : "highway" and 
"city streets" (recession from hierarchical level I to level 2). In the same example, one 
can say that the "road network" is a superclass of "highway" (accession from level 2 
to level I) . Each class is actually an object, which aggregates the objects of its 
subclasses . It must be noted that there is no inconsistency with the definition used for 
entities (§2.1), as, although the object of a class is considered as an entity, by its 
separation into subclasses it is divided into different entities . The unclarity origins from 
the object-oriented approach implied into this hierarchical model, which uses one 
object to describe a part of the real world, consisting of course of many entities. 

2.3. Generalization in Spatial Information Systems 

Despite the transition from analog maps to the development of digital analysis tools, the 
representation of space is still accomplished in scales smaller than I : I . This "zooming out" 
results into a series of unwelcome implications in quality and visualization matters. In order 
to make this effects tolerable, cartographers resort to generalization methods. Actually a 
series of operations, which ensure a selective and simplified representation of the geographic 
entities, depending on the representation scale and the application purpose. The procedure is 
much the same when it comes to digital data, known as automated generalization, which can 
produce multiple copies of a spatial database into different scales. Unfortunately, the problem 
lays in the way those data are recorded: although their digital nature makes processing a lot 
easier, they cannot be easily converted to a different scale other than the one they were 
originally at, making it necessary to create a different database for each one desirable scale. 
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SPECIALIZED MODEL 

GENERALIZED MODEL 

GRAPHIC 
REPRESENTATION 

Figure 2 Mode/-oriented & Graphic-oriented generalization 
(Source: Kainz & Kavouras, 1993) 

Generally speaking, automated generalization has not evolved significantly. The most 
important impediment has been the fact that the generalization procedures are based 
more on experience and "rules of the thumb", than a formalized set of rules, easily 
translated into programming code. 

Many of the researchers who have worked on generalization operations have separated 
the procedures in two (2) discernible stages [(Lagrange et aI., 1993), (Molenaar, 1996), 
(Ormeling, 1996)]: the information abstraction and the cartographic generalization. 
By information abstraction a new database is created, containing nonidentical 
information from the original database. The next step, the cartographic generalization, 
takes into account the geometric representation and symbolization of the objects. The 
database is reconstructed through information abstraction, into a new classified entity 
and attribute structure. Actually, it is the generalization of subclasses into superclasses 
(aggregation). This procedure concerns the first stage of automated generalization, 
during the conceptual modeling of the geographic database, and therefore it is called 
conceptual or model-oriented generalization. This generalization from a lower to a 
hi gher (less detailed) hierarchical level does not only mean the reduction of attribute 
data volume, but also the transformation of geometric representations (Figure 2). 

3. Multiple-Scale Cartographic Production 

1..L Expert System Rules 

Taking into account the aforementioned generalization stages, a more thorough 
description of an automated generalization approach follows next. This approach can 
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be easily integrated into the conceptual modeling phase of an application. It is actually 
a set of rules, able to support map production from a GIS based on single database, 
instead of the usual method of producing multiple databases. This effort of intervention 
in the generalization procedures through a Data Dictionary focuses on two (2) basic 
points: 

./ The concentration of cartographic experimental knowledge regarding each of the 
entities in the system and its translation into formalized specifications and 
generalization rules . 

./ The expression of those specifications in such a way, that they enable the 
production of generalized results in predetermined scales originating from the data 
of a spatial database. The outcome is reached with the help of artificial intelligence 
systems. 

The entities included into this Data Dictionary are those of interest to large-scale 
cartographic application in general and a cadastral database in particular. Three scales 
were selected, fo r which generalization metadata is included: 111000, 112000 and 
115000, which are the most popular scales for cadastral maps. For these scales there are 
up to three (3) possible different graphical representations corresponding to each 
entity: point (zero-dimension), line (one-dimension) and area (two-dimension) 
representati on. All , some or none of these methods may be used to graphically 
represent an entity instant, depending on the application scale. Moreover, there are 
generalizat ion criteria, different for each scale. These rules refer to common 
generalizat ion operations, as simplification, exaggeration, smoothing, thematic 
aggregation etc. The experimental "knowledge", from which these criteria derived, 
comes mostly from mapping agencies specifications and large-scale maps study. 

~ Multiple Scale Map Production 

The proposed method improves the "traditional" automated generalization process by 
using suitable metadata from a Data Dictionary. The goal is to reach a satisfactory 
level of generalization while printing a map or zooming-in and out on a screen, based 
on the single and original dataset of geo-entities . The basic principle of the method is, 
that, during the data import stage, each new object is represented at various predefined 
scales, depending on the application scope. Thus, during the GIS analys is stage, a map 
(screen or paper) is composed by simply choosing the suitable representation fo r each 
entity instant from the prerecorded forms. The resulting database contains multiple 
representat ions for each one of its objects. This of course gradually increases its size. 
Such a premium however is preferable to pay, than maintaining duplicate datasets 
whi ch exhibit serious problems when it comes to data updating and consistency. 

According to the proposed method, the greater part of the generalization procedure 
takes pl ace during data import. At this stage, the user defined generalization criteria are 
taken into account by selecting the preferred representation from a suggested set 
created by expert rules . After that, generally, there is no further need for the user to 
interfere, at least not on generalizat ion issues . Hence, from that moment on, whenever 
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it is asked from the system to produce a certain scale map, the corresponding represe
ntation is going to be chosen (Figure 3). 

The hard part is the creation of 
"pre-generated" representa
tions. This part is covered in 
the Data Dictionary. The 
metadata included there are 
capable of being translated into 
expert system rules . This 
metadata can be applied in the 
fo llowing way: For each entity 
up to three (3) different 
representations are proposed, 
corresponding to different 
dimensionsionalities. These 
representations are graphically 
described in the Dictionary. 

.-- / - . 

11 t> ""* 

~ ~IIIII*~ 

Figure 3 Multiple representations 

When the user imports data regarding an instance of an entity included in the 
Dictionary, there are going to be rules which will control how (and it) this object 
should appear at each of the supported scales (111000, 112000 and 1/5000) . There are, 
for instance, entities which, according to the Dictionary metadata, are not represented 
at all in the 115000 scale, are represented as points in the 112000 scale and can be either 
represented as areas or points in the 111000 scale. This is actually a criterion, capable 
of becoming a rule controlling each time the final representation. 

4. Data Dictionary 

It is essential for the semantics concerning the entities of a GIS to be translated into 
metadata, so they can playa leading role in the application implementation in a logical 
and physical level. This metadata describes the conceptual model through a series of 
rules, on which the geographic database is going to be founded. The concentration and 
recording of all this metainformation at a physical level was called a Data Dictionary. 
The term "dictionary" is used because it describes precisely how this metadata 
collection works: it is a database which explicitly states the entities concerning the 
app lication, as well as the way the information system is going to process data of these 
entities. More precisely, as a part of this project, there has been a physical 
implementation of metadata in a database. This application concerns cadastral maps 
and was structured in Microsoft Access'" environment, under the name 
"Data Dictionary". The information gathered includes: 

• A list of entities which interest the application intent. In this case, there are mostly 
entities shown in large-scale maps. 
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• A hierarchical classification scheme, along with the corresponding coding, to 
faci litate reference to the entities. The classification is made according to the 
attribute "use" of the entities. 

• A definition for each entity, so that there is not confusion among two or more 
entities, when their names have close meanings. The definition helps the user to 
know which entity to select as a real world phenomenon representation. 

• A list of attributes for each entity, for which values should be given when the an 
entity instance is recorded in the system. For each attribute a definition is given, 
along with the set of valid values it can take and its integrity constraints. 

• For each entity up to three representations are proposed. Moreover, there are rules 
which suggest the representation to be used, depending on the detail level (the 
111000, 112000 and 115000 scales are supported) . 

• More generalization criteria are stated for each representation form of an entity, 
regarding the way various generalization operators should be enforced. These 
criteria vary depending on the scale. 

5. Conclusions & Evaluation 

This paper addresses two issues, which,are important to the conceptual modeling stage 
of a spatial information system: 

1. The establishment of the concept "entity", instead of its (carto)graphic 
representations, as the cornerstone of conceptual modeling. 

2. The introduction of a rule-based system as a part of the conceptual modeling, 
which enables the production of generalized (carto )graphic representations from a 
single geographic database. 

A first evaluation of the system, divised and implemented in the study shows the 
fo llowing: 

=> The system reaches a 90% adequacy level for the three large scales supported 
therein. 

=> It covers far more issues than a simple recording and listing of entities. 

=> The proposed generalization rules are best used in an interactive fashion . 

=> It will be extremely interesting (and difficult) to pursue an expansion of the 
Dictionary to cover smaller map scales. 
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Abstract 

The results of investigation are based on malty-year remotely sensed observations 
of a hydrophisical fields in the Eastern Gulf of F inland. The satellite and airborne 
data have been processed , analyzed, compared and ranged in accordance with 
climatic conditions changeabili ty. In framework of this paper mainly the general 
structure of the water current flow patterns has been examined. The charts of 
fl ow patterns, traced by suspended mater, are compiled using computer technique 
for sca le I : 500 000 in co lor or grey level form presentation. Such selected series 
of the charts a llow us to obtain and to story a new knowledge for region under 
investigation. 

I. Introduction 
In this paper a way for the cartographic representation of a genera l structure and 
feature of the surface water dynamic in the coastal zones, based on remote sensing 
methods has been discussed . The water movement in the coasta l zones as a rule is 
well reflected by hydrophysical fi eld changeability due to occurrence of nature 
tracers, such as suspended sediments, phytop lankton, surface roughness and tem
perature. 

The behavior of the sea surface water for our case study, the Eastern Gulf of 
Fin land, has been generalized on the base of 20 years spaceborne and airborne 
monitoring of the hydrophysical fields, manifested in nearly 300 maps of the 
total suspended matter (TSM) distribution and more than 100 sea surface tem
perature (SST) scenarios . As a resu lt of data processing and analyzing, the series 
of special maps were compi led. On these the water dynamic features and zones 
with different ranges of suspended matter concentrations have been plotted. The 
1: 500 000 sca le maps are made in co lor or in grey level way (see fig . 1-4) . 
Alongside with conventional form of the hydrodynamic knowledge, that usually 
has been represented in oceanography and hydrology manuals or in regionally 
oriented reference books , such kind of information will be of scientific interest 
and especia lly useful for so lving practica l prob lem. 
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2. Data used 
2.1. Remotely sensed data sets 
The spaceborne remotely sensed data used are from different satellite systems, 
such us "Meteor" , "Kosmos" , "Resurs", "Okean" , photography satellite 
"Resurs-F" , archived in photo-negative or in digital file form; of medium and 
high ground resolution. Another part of the data sets was obtained in course of 
aerial surveys. These are the airvisual observations of the fields of suspended 
matter pollution, which usually were supported by the spectrometer transac
tion measurements from the same aircraft. 

The available long-term series of air and space-borne observations envelops a pe
riod from a middle of the seventies years since the present time and contains 
about 400 schematic maps of hydrophysical fields. These materials reflect dynam
ics of the water masses and peculiarity of the sediments transportation in the 
various hydrometeorological conditions and in different periods of the floods 
protection barrier for St. Petersburg construction (prior to the beginning con
struction, at different its stages and in modern conditions) [1-6]. 

2.2. Complementary concomitant data 
In correspondence with available remotely sensed data sets the relevant series of 
hydro meteorological network data , including the historical information for 
several days before spaceborne monitoring, and conventional in-situ data 
(hydrochemical, hydro biological , hydrophysical) for period under review have 
been stored and used in analysis. For a large part of remotely sensed imagery 
the quasi-synchronous shipborne measurements of different water parameters, 
including the transparency and total suspended matter concentrations are avail
able. 

2.3 Knowledge-based data 
A priori knowledge-based information such as maps of bottom topography, 
geomorphologic maps , existing knowledge about typical current fields and 
other parameters , characterizing the bottom sediments tape and size composi
tion , optical properties of the water masses occurring in the region, relations be
tween water parameters , data about upwelling phenomena and about anthro
pogenic sources of pollution were collected as well [1-4]. 

3. Methods applied 
3.1. Methods for remote sensing data interpretation 
Calibration of remotely sensed data are made using shipborne in-situ measure
ments at the network stations of Secchi depths (transparency) andlor the va lues 
of the sediments concentration. Firstly on the satellite imagery areas with differ
ent upward irradiance are established using suitable software. On the second step 
of data processing this clusters are calibrated using known, for the study region , 
regressive relation between transparency and TSM concentration in the first case 
and directly suspended matter concentrations values in the second one. 

For carry out operational monitoring a pilot calibration of satellite data may be 
made using relevant regiona l data- and knowledge-base, which give possibility to 
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choose the test areas with known statistics. In the Neva Bay these zones may be 
often chosen in the area corresponding to relatively clean river waters with mean 
concentrations 7 mg/I , and in the shallow areas of maximum concentration, in 
vicinity of the sources of suspended matter pollution (concentrations more then 
60 mg/I) [1,4]. 

As a rule, taking into account the aim for data unification , only 6 cluster classifi
cation are used . Under assumption of horizontally homogeneous atmosphere the 
classification are carried out using the summary irradiance of all water
atmosphere system. For coastal waters with high level of TSM concentration such 
simplification are proved by modeling of atmosphere input in the satellite signal. 
On the base of analytical equation it was estimated, that for long wave visible re
gion the atmosphere inputs are significantly decreased in correspondence with the 
sediments concentrations increase. For instance, the relative atmosphere input 
fall up to 20 per cent for 50 mg/I concentrations case and low atmosphere optical 
thickness condition. For the "clean" sea water case, in the same spectral region 
and the same atmosphere conditions it's input exceeds 90 per cent. So the input 
of subsurface coastal water radiance are sufficiently high for such simplify 
method of classification that we needs for different quality spaceborne data com
parability. 

Possible misclassification in interpretation of optical inhomogeneities recorded in 
sa tellite imagery can be avoided using multi-channel information , simultaneous in 
situ measurements of water characteristics (if any) and with knowledge-base sup
port. Ambiguity perception of the system: bottom-water-atmosphere (in common 
case of investigation of suspended sediment in shallow coastal zone) my be cost 
by optical inhomogeneities of these three constituents of the named system (due 
to atmosphere, bottom influence and roughness on water surface). To receive reli
able distribution of zones of suspended sediments and its quantitative estimation 
all remote sensed data has been carefully examined while processing [I]. 

4. Results and discussions 
4.1 . Sea surface dynamic fea ture traced by suspended matter and reflected on re
motely sensed imagery 
On the base of ana lysis of long-term airspace observations the different scale spa
tia l and temporal va riability of the fields of suspended matter distribution in the 
Neva Bay and the Eastern Gulf of Finland is investigated and the typical scenar
ios for suspended so lids distribution in various hydrometeorological conditions 
are detected [3-5]. 
Analyzing the peculiarities of suspended matter distribution , caused by surface 
water dynamics , on the satellite images of the Neva Bay referring to the different 
hydrometeorologica l state of the water system we determine 4 different sce
narios (for detail see [3]) : 
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I - standard river outflow situation with durable smooth change of the sea 
level (slow oscillations) ; 
2 - rapid decrease of the sea level; 
3 - increase of the sea level; 
4 - transitional type when period of change of the sea level phase (from in
creasing to decreasing or inverse) occur. 

In the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland patterns of suspended matter distribu
tion are strongly influenced by seasonal change-over in vertical water 
stratification and upwelling events. In consideration with this , referring to the 
different seasons, at least twice more, than mentioned above, typical scenarios 
have been distinguished . Of the special interest are the patterns in hydrophysical 
fields referring to summer season when termocline in the Gulf is near the 
surface and local upwellings can easy appear. In such cases some correlation be
tween patterns of the suspended matter fields and the sea surface temperature one 
can be noted [4] . 

The patterns of total suspended matter distribution in the Eastern Gulf of Fin
land, referring to a different hydrometeorological conditions are presented on the 
fig. 1-4. On the fig. I and 2 are demonstrated the summer season outflow situa
tions characterizing with well formed termocline, that are pronounced with high 
gradients for the southern part of the Neva river water flow into the Gulf and 
some other features [4,5]. The early spring season scenario (just after ice smelting), 
under the strong northeastern directions winds action, at decreasing phase of the 
sea level, are illustrated on fig.3. The autumn scenario is depicted on the fig.4, in 
this case under durable strong winds of the western compasses the increasing 
phase of the sea level occurring and at the same time the change (improvement) of 
the water mixing conditions can be noted. In detail the specific patterns of 
suspended sediments distribution , caused by surface water dynamics , for de
termined scenarios have been examined in our articles [4,6]. 

5. Conclusion 
Thus remotely sensed data sets of the Eastern Gulf of Finland processing, analyz
ing and genera lization allows us to receive a unique information about water flow 
feature and variability of the fields of suspended matter under action of the vari
ous natural and anthropogenic factors. On such maps are contented the knowl
edge referring to ecological state of the water environment , feature of current flow 
and suspended sediments transportation. Included within the frameworks of the 
regional marine GIS [2] and in the reference hydrological books such kind of 
maps will be useful in solving a series of applied problem , including the ma
rine environment monitoring, management and protection , as well as for verifi
cation the results of the numerical hydrodynamic models for area under inves
tigations. 
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1. Map designing basis 

Protection and organization of natural heritage are of special significance since 
they represent a cel1ain indicator of civilizational status and development level of a 
state, In particular, natural heritage is thought of as a spacial entity with preserved 
nature together with its significant life fOlms and environment. Protected natural 
properties, where protection and need for preservation, reconstruction, and 
revitali zation of the existing state have a special priority, are an essential planning 
condition, According to the definition, protected natural properties represent a 
preserved part of nature with special values and characteristics, therefore having 
continuolls environmental , scientific, cultural, educational, health and recreational, 
touri st and other significance and as well as other propel1ies of general interest need 
special protection, 

The main task and aims of designing maps of natural heritage of Serbia 
(Yugoslavia) are graphic representations of present state analysis besides being a 
presentation of all mutual bonds and con'elation that may occur in the area of 
protected natural resources in future , An atlas should show mutual bonds, relations 
and interactions of elements and processes, as well as microsystems and subsystems 
of natural values in Serbia, The foundations of the concept of natural resource 
protection are based on the scientific valorization which enabled categorization of 
resources accordillg to uniform criteria, This categorization as well as the structure of 
content of natur(J1 herit(Jge protection improve the sh'ucture of a legend of a lucid map 
of natural heritage protection (Jnd the map itself. 

The first type of classification relates to the categories of protection the way 
that all protected natural propel1ies can be classified into the following categories 
defined by the law: 
first categOlY - na/llral p/'()pel'/ies of ex/raol'dinmy Significance 
second c(J tegOlY - /la/llraI17/'()/lel'/ies ofgrea/ significance 
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third category - significant /latllral pl'(}pel'ties. 
Evaluation of protected natural propetties for the categorization is done taking 

into account of: a) characteristics of the propetties, b) functions and significance of 
the properties, and c) exposition to decay and destruction of the protected natural 
propetties. Substantial characteristics of a propet1y comprise: authenticity and 
autochthony, representativeness and rarity, diversity, i.e. riches of natural phenomena, 
integrity, landscape attraction, age and preservation of the propet1y. The function and 
significance of a propet1y are reflected through environmental, cultural, historic, 
educational , scientific, developing and other aspects of the natural property. 

The second type of categorization relates to kinds of protected natural 
propetties so that the following categories of natural propetties are available for 
display: 

• national park. which represents a larger area with natural eco-systems of a high 
value concerning preservation, complexity and biogeographic characteristics, with 
diverse forms of indigenous flora and fauna, representative physical and 
geographic objects and phenomena and represents an exquisite natural entity of 
national significance: 

• natural park, which represents an area of well-preserved qualities of waters, air, 
and soil, prevailing natural eco-systems and without greater decay of the areas so 
that it represents a significant patt of preserved nature; 

• lanscape of eXh'aordinaty characteristics, which comprises a relatively smaller area 
with picturesque landsca pe characteristics, undisturbed primaty values of the 
landscape and also comprises protected area around a cultural propet1y; 

• natural reservation. which represents a genuine or insignificantly changed patt of 
nature with unique composition and characteristics of plant and animal 
communities as parts of the eco-system, meant for maintaining the genetic 
reserves ; 

• special natural reservation , which comprises a landscape with one or more natural 
values that need special protection are expressed, or natural phenomena that need 
to be observed or guided ; 

• natural monument, which represents a natural object or phenomenon, physically 
clearly expressed and recognisable with representative characteristics and ath'active 
appearance as well as man-made botanic values having special significance. 

The third type of categorisation also relates to types of protected natural 
properties but with the following categories adopted according to the standards of the 
United Nations National Parks and Protected Areas Commission: 

• categOlY I - scientific reservations and areas of wildel1less; 

• categOlY II - national parks and equvalent reservations ; 

• categOlY III - natural monuments; 
• categOlY IV - habitats and other govel11ed areas (landscapes, regions) with wildlife; 

• categOlY V - protected landscapes, i.e. areas of maintained eco-systems. 
In each of these five categories of protected areas, a propet1y can be ath'ibuted 

special characteristics for the recognition according to the intel1latinal legislation. 
Protected areas can be attributed two more tetms acknowledged by protection 
conventions and programmes, and they are: 
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I. world heritage - which can comprise cultural or natural properties, and under 
special conditions can join together both cultural and natural propelties, and 

2. hio.l'pherC! rC!.I'C!I'I'atirJn.l· - which represent internationally recognized natural area 
which is governed so that all aspects of its maintenance and protection are 
displayed (monitoring. research, managing resources, instruction and education, 
etc.). 

Each natma l resource was given a name and was described, with the area 
where it is located, its space and borders, ownership, location in its narrower and 
wider surroundings. measures of utilization, protection and development. A special 
attention was paid to natural values of international scope. For eveIY protected, rare 
and endangered species there are graphic, pictorial and textual sections. 

It is imp0l1ant to say that a protected natural propelty has more significance if 
it is uniq ue, i.e. rare within its kind or for its phenomenon, a typical representative of 
its kind at a ceI1ain period of time or in a certain area, and that it is protected in the 
sense of originality and when its geographic diffusion is less. All established 
categories and kinds of protected natural properties are bound to be revised and 
changed depending on new scientific knowledge and research as well as on the 
condition they are in. Should it be necessaly, I, II and III level of protection can be 
introduced to the protected natural propeI1ies. 

TaMe I . .' I?el'iell' of'the protected natllr'al properties on the territory of the Republic 
of'Serhia 

The types of t he protected Number of the Territory of the protected 
natural properties natural natural properties 

. properties (ha) 

L Nat ional parks 5 158.853,00 
2. Regional natural parks 20 45.373,54 
3. Natural reservation 114 36.140,12 
4. Natural monuments 345 5.297,59 
5. Memory natural monuments 33 2.445,96 
6. Natural areas arollnd historical and 

cultural herit ages 14 1.715,78 
7. Monuments of landscape arhitecture 23 94,20 
8 . Natural parks/larests 6 515,66 
9. Remarkable views 1 13,73 
10 Landscape of extraordinary 1 16.133,43 

characteri sti cs 
TOTAL: 564 266.583,01 

According to the Register of the Protected Natural Propel1ies, protected areas 
cover 3. 10% of the total area of the Republic, which is disprop0l1ionate to the 
potential of natural values. A disproportion is noticeable among areas with strict 
protection regimes (reservations, etc.), which represent a basis of protection of 
biodiversit ies. to all natural values on the tenitOlY of the Republic. 
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A map of protected natural heritage of Serbia must follow an adequate 
infOlmation system that would comprise all necessmy data concerning each and every 
propelty. The Register of the Protected Natural Propelties is in fact a main book in 
which all those data are written down and it is deemed a public book. Together with 
keeping the Register, a data base is fOlmed tluough the automated data processing 
with the data contained in it. The Register contains the following data: 
• registration number and document designation; 
• name and kind of the protected natural propelty; 
• categOlY and international categOlY of the protected natural propelty; 
• place where the natural propelty is located together with geograpgic coordinates; 
• shOlt description of the protected natural propelty; 
• description of boundaries of the protected natural propelty; 
• information on the owner and manager; 
• physical and legal changes on the protected natural propelty; 
• number and dating of the document concerning the protection and categorization; 

• notes. 
Apmt from the stated, the following data are intoduced in an up-to-date 

infollnation system: 

• reports and texts written during the propelty research process; 
• cadastre data on lots comprising the protected natural property; 
• reports on conservation, recultivation, overhaul, revitalization and similar work 

done ; 

• archive and bibliography data on the protected natural propelty, and 
• photography revi ew and data of the protected natural propelty. 

2. Methodical basis of map designing 

The application of adequate methods, techniques and procedures as well as 
scales of natural heritage maps depend on the topic of a cel1ain map. Organizational 
phases of the Atlas designing i.e. the whole methodology will be described in details 
in the study as well as the presented results and experience from the previous work. 

A map of the protected natural heritage is designed based on previously 
defined content. The method to be applied and the volume to be comprised depend on 
the scale of the map, the density of phenomena in the area, as well as the purpose of 
the map. Since a decision has been made that the map should be for general use, i.e. 
for gencral information of the population of Yugoslavia, the map will comprehend the 
maximum infollnation. Only administratively protected natural heritage is represented 
on this map, while the condition of the eco-system and nature are represented on 
another map. Besides these maps from the section "Nature of Yugoslavia", eighteen 
more maps are being designed, with fOUlteen maps having already been designed. 
Almost all geological and geophysical maps, geomorphological maps, erosion maps, 
maps of vegetation potential and a series of climat maps have been designed. Only 
maps from the corps of the protected natural heritage were missing. 
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Map design has been defined by the Project Task followed by the Project 
Management with the dynami cs and disposition of participants . Since two federal 
units are concerned, a bipolar asymetric managing project of the map design had to be 
applied. 

1. ,\'cale and fflrm of the map. - The fOlm of the map depends mostly on the 
fonn of the state. Yugoslavia is elongated along the meridian and so the fOlm is of the 
"portra it" type. It has been adapted to the "golden cut", i.e. the ration between the 
width and length of the frame is I :"2. The scale of the map also detennines the size 
of th e frame sides. It has been decided that 1 :300,000 scale should be applied. That 
way a map with inner fram e of I, 700x I ,300 mm has been designed, which is suitable 
for di splay and wall mounting. 

2. Map projection and ,\'cope of generalization. - For the design of this map a 
mathemati cal background performed in a confonnal polyconical projection was used, 
since it was the most suitabl e one and since other maps were designed in the same 
projection . The scope of the contents also restricted the Call0graphic generalization. 
Because of th e velY large scope dealt with, which could not be shown on a map with 
the given scale, fUliher steps were taken to generalize the contents. To achieve the full 
infonnation pU'l)Qse of the map, a conditional representation of the contents of the 
map was appli ed . A large number of objects were to be represented by a unique 
symbol beca use of the hi gh density, thus 'avoiding abstraction of the contents. Bearing 
in mind that a generali zation impli es simplification and schematic representation, a 
special cartogl'llphic abstraction was introduced that was not identical with a logical 
abstraction. 

3. Structure of the map content,\'. - It depends on the contents of the original 
represented on a map . According to the previously defined contents to be shown, two 
types of content s were chosen: superficial and object ones. The superficial contents 
can be represented in the sca le and can be accurately located in space. Those are 
protected areas all lerger than 500 ha . These elements are represented using the areal 
method . The oth er type of contents (object) relates to the protected natural objects 
and small protected landscapes that cannot be shown in the scale. This pal1 of the 
contents is represented using the method of conditional symbols. The quantitative 
characte ri sti cs of elements of the map contents are represented using these two 
methods. Qualitati ve differencies within separate elements are expressed using the 
colour method. This method enabled all elements given in the Table 1. to be 
represented. 

3. Phases and organization of map designing 

The map was designed in 4 phases. The first phase was a map design 
preparation . During that phase, the infolmation on the contents to be mapped was 
coll ected and similar maps of other countries were analysed. A methodology was 
developed and a projection type was detelmined. For the halmonizing with other 
maps with natural contents, certain elements were taken from those maps . This phase 
compri sed printing of the "blue print" used for orientation for localizing phenomena 
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in that space. It was then when a digitalization of the map basis was pelfOlmed, i.e. a 
vectorization of the map basis so that it would be easier to localize subject contents 
later on. During the first phase a net diagram and a managing project were worked out. 
Since it was pl anned to have the map available both on paper and on a compact disc, 
the future work had to be done simultaneously (drawing and digitalization). 

The second phase was a production of the author original. That phase 
comprised map designing, colour selection, letter type selection, symbol selection, 
quantity of lettering. etc. A contents digitalization in a larger scale (\: 100,000) was 
perfollned so that the contents could be transfeITed to the editing original by the 
automated generalization. 

The third phase was the phase of an editing original production. That phase 
depends on the technique with which the map is to be produced. In case of classic 
printing (pulling paper through the printing device separately for each colour), oleates 
for each colour have to be made. In case of offset printing or colour laser printers, a 
map is immediately produced as it will look like after it has been printed. The first 
method is used when maps are produced in large number of copies, while the second 
method is used when only few maps are produced. The decision on using the first 
method was due to the large number of copies (planned for distribution in schools) 
and lower publishing costs. The third phase also comprised the final digitalization of 
the map as well as linking graphic contents with the appropriate data base. 

The fourth phase consists of assembling the appropriate data base and final 
linking with thc graphic contents. It was planned to "open the map" in this phase so 
that possibl e inovations could be introduced. Namely, a map design on an electronic 
medium (compact disc) provides a constant inovation. Each new reservation, national 
park or a change in boundari es of the existing ones or a change of categOlY can be 
updated in due time. 

Conclusion 

The map of the protected natural heritage of Serbia is intended for students of 
the Faculty of Science. pupils of secondalY schools as well as for the general 
education of the population . It has an educational role since the population leams 
about natural valucs of the countlY and it is taught better relations to natural helitage. 
The dimensions of the map require a map to be hung on walls of education 
in stitutions thus enabling it to be available to pupils and students. 

Since the map has also been produced in a digital fOlm, it is possible to project 
it on a screen, to combine it with other maps and to inovate the contents of it 
constantly. It provides both the graphic contents and numerous pieces of infoITnation 
on the protected natural heritage to be presented. Linking has enabled simultaneous 
following of the visual performance and data on the elements of the map contents. 
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LEGEND: 

National parks (reality and planning) 

Regional natural parks (reality and plaJUung) 

Natural reservation 

Landscape of extraordinruy characteristics 

Natural monuments 

Memory natural monuments 

Natural areas around historical and cultural heritages 

Natural areas for recreation and touri sm (reality and planning) 

International protection of landscape 
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The crucial prerequisite in an environmentally sustainable development strategy is that 
the best possible information be made available to decision makers in all sectors and in 
the most appropriate format. It is an irrefutable empirically proven fact that decisions are 
rarely better than the information on which they are based. In the face of critical global 
problems such as diminishing land resources and environmental degradation and the 
complexity in planning and decision making, the need for accurate Geographic 
Information in readily accessible form such as that of an Atlas, has become increasingly 
urgent and vital. 

The Botswana National Atlas, which will be the country's first National Atlas, is 
designed as a dynamic product, in the sense that whilst it will be in the form of a printed 
bound book it will be based on modern digital mapping and Geographic Information 
technologies. There are plans that in addition to the book product a PC version of the 
Atlas, adapted from the Swedish "PC Atlas", wi ll be developed. The latter product will 
also enable the compilation of countrywide integrated mUlti-purpose geographic 
databases and will probably be the springboard for a coordinated Botswana Geographic 
Information System. 

The decision to wholly produce the National Atlas within the national survey and 
mapping institute - the Department of Surveys and Mapping - rather than contracting out 
the whole production was made wi th the express objective of ensuring technology 
transfer to local structures in this field . The question of transfer of technology through 
Institutional Cooperation is one of best if not the best method, and the benefits that will 
accrue to the client/user through appropriate technology transfer methods will be 
explored. 
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A review and analysis of the contents of the National Atlas will constitute a substantial 
part of the paper, which contents will range from the history of the country to present day 
achievements, generally expressed from a geographer's point of view. The thrust or 
theme of the paper, will be to demonstrate how the objectives and contents of the Atlas 
will contribute to a future generation which is well versed in the culture of deliberate 
inclusion of environmental considerations in all development strategies . 

The objectives, priorities and time-tables embodied in the development strategies 
pronounced under Agenda 21 will be examined as to their relevance in developing 
countries such as Botswana. The long-term benefits expected to occur, as a result of 
having a Botswana National Atlas, which attempts to give a broad view of the country's 
post-independence development achievements, failures and lessons will be assessed. 

Generally the paper will make progress report on methods, technical procedures, and 
intended end products with the express aim of inviting further debates on the most 
technologically viable and cost-effective route to the attainment of the desired objectives 
of a modern, manageable, maintainable, updateable and highly infOlmative Botswana 
National Atlas. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several School Atlases have been produced in Botswana by some non
governmental organisations notably the Botswana Society. All these were 
prepared using cartographic materials obtained from the national survey and 
mapping organisation, the Department of Surveys and Mapping. Almost all these 
Atlases and indeed most National Atlases in the world, are simply a collection of 
maps, depicting a variety of themes. With the advent of the electronic Atlases, the 
Atlas has been transformed into a very informative and educational instrument. 
Reference to the modern Atlases as constituting a crucial part of the National 
Geographic Information System of the country is well placed and it is this role of 
a Geographical Information System, more than any other factor, that influenced 
the decision for the Government of Botswana to contemplate production of a 
National Atlas. This was being done not for the sake of GIS but for what could 
accrue to development when information on a variety of subjects, especially 
natural resources and the environment, was collected, collated and presented in 
the most effective manner. 
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2. FEASIBILITY STUDY 

Having given thought to the possibility of a National Atlas, it was felt that further 
research to ascertain the appropriateness and value of such a project should be 
undertaken. This led to the commissioning of a feasibility study. 

The Swedish Government through BITS funded the feasibility Study which was 
undertaken by Swedesurvey who delivered it in October 1993. The findings were 
that "the feasibility study has clearly revealed that there is a need as well as the 
will for starting a National Atlas project in Botswana". 

In addition the study made recommendations on a variety of activities, including 
software and hardware systems, production system, organisational structures and 
training. 

3. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 
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The organisational structure adopted for the production of the Atlas is different 
from the one recommended mainly in content and application. The highest body, 
the National Atlas Board is constituted mainly by an existing body known as the 
National Resources Technical Committee, composed exclusively of heads of 
Departments involved in the planning, inventorying, exploration and exploitation 
of natural resources, and the environment. This body acts in advisory capacity to 
Government on all matters pertaining to the environment and development of 
natural resources. In addition to these, there are heads of several pivotal 
Departments such as Central Statistics Office, the National Museum and Art 
Gallery, the Department of Printing and Publishing, the University of Botswana 
and the Department of Curriculum Development and Evaluation. Also some 
heads of non Governmental organisations have been invited onto the National 
Atlas Board. 

Such an arrangement ensures that members of the National Atlas Board who by 
definition are the major contributors to the National Atlas, are directly involved 
and therefore have stake in seeing the success of the projects. This has hitherto 
worked well as nominations for authors for around twenty two (22) topics for the 
Atlas have been almost all fulfilled from both Government and the University and 
currently production of manuscripts is continuing well. 

Under the National Atlas Board is the Editorial Committee chaired by a Chief 
Editor. The project management and the technical production unit responsibilities 
fall under the Department of Surveys and Mapping. 



Last but not least are the Swedesurvey Consultants who have been engaged to 
train and advise local officers on this project to the very end of production of the 
National Atlas. The funding for this project is being done through a partnership 
between the Government of Botswana and Sida via an equivalent cost sharing 
arrangement. The Botswana Government being responsible for all software and 
hardware, local costs of consultants, and some local training, whilst Sida is 
responsible for consultancy and training costs . The consultancy and training is 
based on technology transfer via Institutional Cooperation. Such an arrangement 
affords continuous consultations, and ensures minimal downtime of the 
production system. The consultancy work currently undertaken includes nine 
weeks training of four local officers, acquisition, installation, testing and 
operation of the National Atlas production system. During a current Workshop 
there are four Swedesurvey Consultants in attendance to brief contributors to the 
National Atlas. The part played by the Consultants cannot be overemphasized. 
Having themselves completed the editing and production of Seventeen volumes 
of the Swedish National Atlas the tremendous experience gained should lead to 
prevention of costly mistakes and ensure a good product of the single volume 
Botswana National Atlas . Any attempt to produce more than a single volume will 
be overambitious at this time, however, with experience and successful 
production of the Single Volume Atlas it is likely that thematic Atlases, such as 
for the Environmental one may follow in due course. 

4. CONTENTS 

Contents to the Atlas have evolved in time and whilst the National Atlas Board 
has approved a list of topics this is by no means exhaustive. Briefly the contents 
range from Government, Administration, justice, culture, economics, history, 
education, health, through natural resources their inventorying, monitoring, 
exploration and exploitation to the environment and its conservation. 

5. THE PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

The production system which has been put in place consists of a sun workstation 
and two pentiums acting as terminals in a three node Unix ArclInfo configuration. 
Additional software and hardware is being acquired. Basically the production 
system albeit comparatively small, replicates that used by Swedesurvey in their 
National Atlas production. 
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6. OBJECTIVES OF THE NATIONAL ATLAS 

a) The documentation of a country's physical, political, economic, social , 
cultural and administrative status in the best possible format will 
significantly contribute towards the provision of information and therefore 
knowledge on Botswana both internally and externally. 

b) The Atlas would serve as a valuable reference to a variety of interested 
parties. 

c) In the face of critical global problems such as diminishing land resources 
and environmental degradation and the consequent complexity in planning 
and decision making, the need for accurate Geographic Information in 
readily accessible form such as an Atlas, has become increasingly urgent 
and vital. 

d) A National Atlas will he an additional tool in the countries' National 
endeavour, to project a good image to the outside world. 

e) There is also a possibility, albeit admittedly remote, of cost recovery but 
this would be over a very long period indeed. 

7. FUTURE PLANS 
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Currently negotiations are at an advanced stage to fund a parallel production of 
the PC Atlas on the same basis as the Swedish PC Atlas. The desire to do this 
simultaneously with the computer assisted production of the bound book Atlas is 
to ensure that the two products are available nearly at the same time. This also 
will save the cost of the whole project to Botswana, especially as it is highly 
unlikely to get any Sida assistance, on this project or its extension, after ,1998. 

The major reason for requiring the PC Atlas is also to maximise the effect of the 
Atlas especially to schools and universities which are increasingly using 
computers. 

A successful production of the Botswana National Atlas will certainly lead to 
further developments and one of the most attractive possibilities besides generally 
updating and upgrading the National Atlas continuously, is production of 
additional volumes for specific and priority themes such as the environment and 
conservation, national health and natural resources. 



Already plans are in motion in the country to develop GIS databases thus making 
it possible in future to easily assess requisite data. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The production of the National Atlas will be a first time for Botswana, however, 
unlike earlier producers of the National Atlases, Botswana has the advantage of 
the prevailing computer and GIS technologies. The technology being employed 
will ensure proper maintenance, currency, upgrade and better distribution of the 
Atlas . 
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Mapping from space has become quite popular in recent years - thanks to the advent of civilian 
remote sensing satellites providing high resolution imagery, and also because of a high demand 
for maps and map-like products in many countries. Even in Switzerland, a small and well mapped 
country, there are some advantages of space cartography compared to traditional cartography for 
small scale mapping. Therefore, a digital mosaic of Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data has been 
compiled, serving as a starting point for further cartographic and other applications. 

The mosaic covers the area of Switzerland and its surroundings, extending from Nancy (F) in the 
north-west to Venice (I) in the south-east, and from Lyon (F) ·in the south-west to Munich (D) in 
the north-east. It consists of 21 TM scenes, acquired between May 1990 and July 1994. A shorter 
time period would have been preferred but was not achievable due to frequent cloud cover in this 
region . Furthermore, a digital elevation model (DEM) was used for the geometric correction, and 
some horizontal visibility data acquired at meteorological observation sites were used for the cor
rection of haze effects. 

In a first step, the 21 TM scenes were radiometrically corrected and geometrically rectified to fit 
to the Swiss oblique Mercator projection system. The geometric rectification was done by a modi
fied affine transformation, applying the DEM data to correct for relief induced distortions. Both 
the horizontal visibilities and the DEM were used to c.orrect for radiometric effects caused by the 
atmospheric conditions at image acquisition time. 

Subsequently, the geocoded scenes were mosaiked, applying histogram matching to overlapping 
areas, as well as advanced image masking and feathering technjques. Finally, noise reduction and 
edge enhancement filters were applied to improve the visual appearance. The result shows a ho
mogeneous true colour image covering the whole, large area (about 250'000 krn2), but still reveal
ing astonishing details (pixel size is 25 x 25 m). 

This raster data set forms the basis for several applications. By overlaying different vector data 
sets like road network, hydrology network, or built-up areas, several cartographic applications can 
be supported. Additionally, applications such as environmental monitoring or 3-D landscape vis
ualization will benefit from this data set. 
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During the early 1990s the British Geological Survey developed and implemented a digital 
mapping system utilising GIS technology. This system enables the generation of a variety of 
products from a geological database containing spatial and relational data. Output includes 
high quality map products and digital datasets derived from the database. The latter can be 
incorporated into other digital systems for use in geological manipulation, such as surface 
modelling. This allows the data collectors to visualise their data in different formats and to 
combine geology with other types of information, to create new datasets, and facilitates the 
visualization of varied and diverse data within a single system. 

During the past 4 years, the methodologies developed for the Digital Map Production System 
(DMPS) have been applied to several geoscience projects. These projects include i) the 
adaptation of the BGS system for geoscientific programmes in other organisations and ii) the 
development of PC GIS for low-cost, user-friendly manipulation of geoscientific data. 

Where high quality map production and efficient management of large datasets have been 
required, the GIS/database design has been modified and systems analogous to the DMPS 
built for UK and overseas applications. The basic design has been customised to fit the 
requirements of other organisations, creating geoscience dataset management systems to suit 
specific data and investigation needs. 

Transfer of geological data into PC-based GIS has enabled geoscientists, with minimal GIS 
expertise, to view and manipulate their own data. This gives those with the greatest 
knowledge of that data the power to analyse it in a digital system. The relative low cost of PC 
systems has allowed methods and procedures developed for the BGS DMPS to be 
customized, more widely used and applied to requirements for digital data management in 
developing countries. 
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Introduction 

Since 1988 extensive BGS investigations have taken place into the use of GIS for managing 
and manipulating geoscien~e datasets. Methods and systems adopted were initially 
constrained by the limited software available and its inab ility to cope with geological 
requirements. Most early developments originated from map-based or table-based (database) 
datasets. For example, a digital map production system (DMPS) was developed using 
Intergraph™ software linked to ORACLETM databases, which enabled the formulation of 
complex queries and generation of high quality map output [I]. This system was designed to 
meet geological and cartographic requirements. ArcInfo™ was used to develop systems that 
were less-map oriented, such as an index to BGS's data holdings [2] linked to ORACLETM. 
This allows complex queries with built-in automatic, scale-controlled display functions, but 
requires less sophisticated output capabilities . 

Over the years the functi onalities of many GIS software packages have become increasingly 
similar and more wide ranging. Additionally, the move from almost exclusively UNIX-based 
software to Windows NT and PC -based GIS has made these systems more readily available 
to potential users. During this time: 
• software and required hardware costs have decreased markedly; 
• user familiar ity with operating systems has increased; 
• more user-friendly interfaces have been developed; 
• perception of the required expertise to run these systems has changed. 

Within BGS and the international geoscience community in general, the application of GIS to 
'real ' problems is now established. Use of GIS was often considered inappropriate before 
geoscientists saw systems working and supplying analys is of data for the ir needs. There has 
been a marked change of att itude in the last 2 years. Geological survey investigations are 
traditionally map-oriented and require information from numerous, commonly analogue, data 
sources. Digital systems, and specifically GIS , have become used increasingly for surveying 
projects and the final output for some recent BGS studies has been generated from, or 
provided in , GIS format . 

GIS developments in BGS in the early 1990's were carried out by GIS specialists, building 
systems to be used by GIS specialists for data manipulation on behalf of geoscientists. As the 
profi le of GIS widened and the functionality of the systems avail able in BGS became more 
widely known, system requirements within BGS began to change. The functionality of 
ex isting software systems generally fitted this new requirement, but there was a growing 
desire among geoscientists to use GIS themselves, to manipulate their own data and produce 
useful output. Geology is a 3D science and geoscientists are using modelling software 
increasingly to visualize their data and model, for example, geological surfaces, geochemical 
concentrations and geophysical parameters. To integrate surface models with database and 
GIS data successfully, geoscientists often required ass istance from Information Technology 
(IT) special ists, but they did not want to be totally reliant on GIS and other IT specialists to 
utili se these systems and transfer data between them. It became apparent that although certain 
transactions require trained experts, others could be performed by non-specialists on less 
complex systems, such as PC-based GIS. 
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As part of long-term GIS research and development within the BGS, the ' next step' after 
implementing large scale GIS was an investigation of PC-based systems. In 1995 a user 
requirement and specification for PC GIS were constructed, in consultation with 
geoscientists, which identi fied both in-house and external requirements [3]. Three main 
requi rements of a PC-based GIS were identi fied: 
• a low-cost presentation GIS , 
• a simple system that could be used by geoscientists, 
• an 'off-the-shelf' GIS for external customers. 

Subsequently, software rev iews were carried out and the MapInfoTM PC system was chosen 
for its compatibility with existing systems, ease of use and functionality. A pilot study was 
initiated to ensure that the first requirement could be met and to review the system thoroughly 
before it was applied to active projects. The popularity of a PC-based GIS quickly became 
apparent and the trial system became an integral part of several geological projects. Work 
then began -on developing the system fo r use in projects constrained by very low budgets, but 
requiring integration of non-geoscience and geological data, such as some projects for local 
government and developing countries. The work was planned to provide a bas ic building 
block for further projects and to initi ate the development of a wider range of applications to 
use geoscience within GIS and GIS for geoscience. The value of this system for projects is 
clearly evident where low-cost, easy to learn and easy to maintain systems are essential. 

Putting research in action 

The basic system 

The DMPS [4] provides a complex and wide-ranging, high-functionality geoscience data 
management system, that is capable of future expansion. Within the BGS to date , the purpose 
of the DMPS is to input , manage and manipulate geological land survey datasets; map data, 
database information and modelled surfaces. Data are selected from this system according to 
geological definiti on (eg. a polygon of sandstone within the St Bees Sandstone Formation) 
and may be output as high quality cartographic products, in digital and hardcopy formats. 
Effort invested in the logical and physical design of the DMPS has ensured it can be modified 
to undertake tasks requiring larger and more diverse datasets. Examples of projects requiring 
such functionality are described below. 

Diverse applications 

The Urban Environment Study (UES), an investigative project adopted Wolverhampton, UK 
as a test site, used the BGS DMPS structure as a basis for data management [5]. A digital 
system was required to take data from various sources, link, interrogate and display them and 
produce the results as paper maps and as input to modelling software. GIS software met this 
requirement and the DMPS had an existing structure for geological data, which could be 
replicated and built upon, to incorporate all required datasets. As a result , a powerful UNIX 
system, which more than met the needs of the project, was put in place (at the time a simpler 
solution was not available) . 
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Other organisations and projects for which the DMPS has been adapted and implemented are 
UK Nirex Ltd (Nirex) and Proyecto do Desarrollo Minero y su Control Ambiental 
(PRODEMINCA : Project to Develop Mining and Control the Environment) in Ecuador. 
Both have adopted essentially geoscientific systems based on the DMPS design, retaining the 
functions of scientific data interrogation and high qual ity map production. In each case, the 
database and graphic data structure designed for DMPS were reassessed, and new data items 
identified, ego mineral deposits, seismic line locations. The relationships between existing and 
new data items were established, a new data model created and additional database tables and 
GIS features were designed and implemented. 

The GIS developed for Nirex was integrated with an existing ORACLETM digital geoscience 
database that was in active use by Nirex, and became part of their overall data management 
system. Selected database items had to be retrievable by the GIS; thus geological attributes of 
previously cartographic datasets were added to the database. Additionally, provision was 
made for 'graphic only' datasets that required no database links and (in some cases) no GIS 
features . These would be output as maps or diagrams only, in contrast to the geologically 
oriented data, which could be used for complex interrogation and creation of new products. 
The original DMPS design was extended to include hydrogeological , geochemical and 
geophysical information, and data extracted from 3D models (modelled surfaces and vertical 
cross-sections). Since its implementation over 100 datasets have been input to the Nirex GIS 
and it has been used to analyse various scenarios and generate numerous map products. The 
data are interrogated and extracted for the Nirex community as working documents for 
research projects, for error checking, for identifying any additional data needs for further 
investigations and to generate information for public enquiries. Examples of this include: 
• transfer of geological surface informat ion to modelling packages for combination with new 

field informat ion to generate new interpretations which are fed back into the GIS; 
• combining datasets to identify new study areas. For example, surface geology (to delimit 

peat) has been overlain by existing spring and borehole locations to identify those areas to 
be sampled for additional geochemical information. 

The system developed for PRODEMINCA [6] included an adaptation of the DMPS design to 
suit the demands of the project, the geology of Ecuador and to allow the inclusion of large 
volumes of geochemical sample data. Geological mapping and geochemical sampling by 
BGS staff are taking place currently in Ecuador and the first few datasets were recently loaded 
into the system. A design (yet to be implemented) for PRODEMINCA has been devised for a 
larger project that wi ll incorporate many datasets, including the information already being 
input to the geological/geochemical GIS. Information to be brought will include cadastral, 
environmental pollution, mining records , land use categories (specifically nature reserves and 
urban areas) and hazard mapping assessments related to volcanic activity. This expands the 
basic DMPS design from a purely geoscientific application to include administrative and 
ecological considerations. Development of this system is consistent with the quality and 
integrity of the original design and the concepts upon which it is based. 
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Moving to pes 

Initial investigations 

Sophisticated systems, such as the DMPS, were considered too cumbersome and complex for 
infrequent, non-expert users. Furthermore, the DMPS is a corporate system for managing the 
I : 10K scale geological map data and its associated datasets, one of the prime BGS data 
holdings. Granting direct access to this system to many non-expert geoscientists wishing to 
manipulate the data it holds could cause quality control problems, perhaps leading to the loss 
or corruption of data. Instead data required for use on a project basis could be extracted and 
input to a parallel system for manipulation, and such activity would not affect the val idity of 
the approved and archived datasets. It was also evident that providing an exact copy of the 
DMPS would be prohibitively expensive in terms of software and training requirements and 
potential duplication of effort. The alternative was to provide lower-cost and easier-to use 
system(s) for general use, which were compatible with the DMPS. 

An initial system requirement for PC GIS highlighted the need for compatibility with the 
existing BGS GIS and the ability to output data to other digital systems in various formats [3]. 
'S imple is best' and a phased approach to developments was put forward as being key to 
successful implementation and use. There were some concerns as to whether PC systems 
would provide the 'easy GIS' that staff expected and whether extensive training would be 
required (as is the case with the more sophisticated packages). Investigation of PC software 
revealed that a number of 'user-friendly' GIS compatible with BGS leading systems were 
avai lable. Most BGS computer users are fami liar with the Windows™ interface and would 
therefore be more likely to accept and use a system Windows™ -based systems; this has 
since been shown to be the case. 

Many of the digital datasets accessed by BGS staff are stored in ORACLETM databases. It was 
decided that data used in a PC GIS should be held in a familiar format , both to make it more 
useable and to give a feeling of seamless progression into the new technology. Introductory 
demonstrations and short courses would be of prime importance, followed by more in depth 
training once users were familiar with the system. 

Making it available for geoscientists 

The development of a PC GIS had three main objectives. The first was to provide a 
presentation system, to market BGS information and digital capabilities. It was important to 
demonstrate that BGS digital data could be viewed on a simple system without the need for 
complex software or a hefty (and hence expensive) workstation. This would allow the BGS 
staff to view and interrogate data in GIS with relative ease. A pilot project investigated the 
recommended PC software (MapInfoTM) with the aim of providing the first objective of the 
user requirement as part of the study . The second and third objectives - to provide a simple 
system for geoscientists to use and to provide an 'off-the-shelf' GIS for wider use - would 
follow. 

However, demand for PC GIS was such that the pilot project evolved into developing a 
working system for the Wolverhampton UES project. This route was followed because non
expert users wanted to manipulate their own data and did not want to rely on GIS specialists 
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to provide assistance, which was necessary for the original more complex UES system. It 
transpired that many of the queries performed for UES did not requi re sophisticated software 
and having simple, direct access to their data enabled geoscientists to perform interactive 'ad
hoc' queries. 

During evolution of the initial PC system many aspects needed for the second objective (as 
well as those needed for the first) were incorporated to meet project demands. The UES 
brought together many diverse datasets, including geology, geochemistry, land use, 
hydrogeology, topography and mining information. The aim was to visualise and demonstrate 
the inter-relations of these data within an easy to use system; the data originating in 
IntergraphTM and ArcInfo™ GIS, from paper records, ORACLETM and ACCESSTM databases. 
The system design was developed and translated from the original Intergraph™ by a GIS 
expert, but was suitable for access by users of varyi ng abilities, with limited GIS and 
MapInfoTM knowledge. Some basic software training was given and the interface was 
modified to suit users ' initial needs. This has proven to be a very successful development 
with the geoscientists taking the concept further and adapting the interface to meet their 
changing needs. 

Broadening the scope 

The ideas used for GIS developments for the UES were quickly seen to be applicable to other 
projects, where geoscientists wanted to manipulate the ir data in a 'manageable' digital 
system. Additional interface modifications were made for subsequent projects, both to 
simplify some operations and to focus attention on others. It gave geoscientists the 
opportunity to perform their own GIS interrogations according to the needs of particular 
projects. The low cost of the PC system, the ease by which basic commands cou ld be grasped 
and data from numerous sources input, led to an expansion of applications . Projects with tight 
budget restrictions, as some of those for local government organisations and developing 
countries, can afford to implement PC GIS and users can now see how geoscience 
information may be made availab le in an easily useable digital form. 

There is a high demand for digital system implementation in some developing countries, but 
budgets are small and often the staff availab le to use the system are few, with limited 
experi ence or are subject to high turnover. A relatively low-cost, user-friendly GIS provides 
an effective solution. Users achieve results quickly and are able to understand the application 
of GIS to their own objectives with little training. At present a PC GIS is being developed for 
geological survey work in Syria. This is building on the basic system used for the UES and 
incorporates locally important information (landslip and land use) with geological map data. 
Planned future uses for PC GIS are: 
• to modify the bas ic design and use it for coastal studies, integrating marine, coastline and 

onshore datasets; 

• for other overseas projects where digital databases have been installed and users are 
look ing to visualise and manipu late their data in a spat ial context; 

• to incorporate the third dimension, merging basic surface modelling capabi lity with spatial 
interrogation. 
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Summary 

Sophisticated GIS have been developed for managing complex datasets within large 
organisations and to provide in-depth interrogation of spatial information. The design and 
concepts of the DMPS (a corporate system) have been extrapolated to build both large, wide 
ranging GIS and simplified PC-based GIS , whilst retaining the original design concepts and 
compatibility between systems. A well des igned product has been shown to be adaptable to 
incorporate a variety of geoscientific datasets and open to expansion to include other types of 
data, such as administrative, land use and environmental information and ultimately much 
more. Development of digital systems like this gives scientists the ab ility to manipulate the ir 
data more eas ily, increas ing interrogation possibilities and potential output production. 

The move to PC-based systems, allowing greater 'hands-on' interaction with data, has 
increased the popularity of GIS within geoscience and opened opportunities for wider use of 
such systems. For example, the original workstation-based UES GIS required trained 
specialists to use all but the basic functions. Geoscientists could obtain output, but lacked the 
opportunity to test potential scenarios interactively. The PC GIS has been used and adapted 
by the geosc ientists who know and understand the data and are now developing further 
applications of GIS to geoscience. A low-cost, user-friendly package has enabled the 
development of GIS for projects with a restricted budgets and limited staff numbers experti se, 
where more sophisticated systems have prohibited such developments. 
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Resumo: 

Rua: Dona Delfina, 47/203, Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro - RJ 
BRASIL, 20.511-270, Tel/Fax: 5521 288-8591 

o Objetivo deste trabalho e 0 de apresentar as pnnclpais ideias sobre as 
alternativas cartognificas na AmazonialBrasil que slio 0 mapeamento por radar 
aerotransportado de abertura sintetica e a geodesia. Esta regilio necessita de urn 
sistema cartognifico que forneceni urna base de dados da superficie e mostrara 
exatamente onde havera necessidade de urn controle ambiental da paisagem e 
ajudara a solucionar problemas sociais. 0 Projeto SIV AM - Sistema de Vigilancia 
da Amazonia buscara 0 desenvolvimento sustentavel da regilio. 

Resume: 

Cette contribuition presente les principales idees sur les alternatives 
cartograpruques dans I'Amazoniel Bresil, c'est-it-dire: Ie radar aeroportee it 
I'ouverture synthetique - SAR ella geodesie. La region a besoin d'un systeme de 
cartograprue qui lui apportera un appui de terrain et lui puisse controler ses 
conditions d'environment, de degradatiion et, aussi qui puisse aider it solucionner 
les problemes sociaux. Le Project SIV AM - Systeme de Vigillance de 
I' Amazonie est preocupe avec developement sustentable. 

Abstract: 

The purpose of this paper is to present the meanly ideas about the cartographic 
alternatives in the Amazon I Brazil that are: airbone synthetic aperture radar - SAR 
mapping and geodetic survey. The region needs a cartographic system that will 
give data bases from the surface and will show exactly where the ladscape needs 
better environmental control and will help solve the social problems. The SIV AM 
Project - The Amazon Vigilance System is looking for the sustainable 
development in this region. 
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The present paper contains the mainly ideas printed and up-dated by this author 
named "The Amazon in the World Conjuncture" that had been prepared in the 
Course of High Studies of Politcs and Strategy - CAEPE, at the Escola Superior 
de Guerra - ESG (Major School of War) commanded by the Lieutenant General 
Sergio Xavier Ferolla - 1994, nowadays the Minister of the Supreme Military 
Court. 

This paper was developed after the discussions which took place during the 
CAEPE, based on the democratic principles, technology and over the mainly 
preocupation of solving the most important question in cartography looking for the 
the best cartographic alternatives to the Amazon: Radar and Geodesy. 

Considering that the Amazon that the Amazon region represents 54% of the 
Brazilian territory, that is approximately two million square kilometers, 30% are 
not mapped in the systematic maps scales: 1:50.000 and 1: 100.000 and without 
geodesy network observing the Index - Map of the Brazilian Institute of 
Geography and Statistics - lBGE. The warm and humid climate conditions, cloud 
covery and the rain forest do not support the photograrmnetric activities and the 
remote sensing activities. 

The best activities are the organization of the geodesy network using theodolites 
and the Global Positioning System - GPS and the airbone Synthetic Aperture 
Radar - SAR mapping at the priority areas combined with satelJite radar. The 
Brazilian Space Institute - INPE is receiving the radar data from the ERS - 1 
lauched by the European Space Agency - ESA, with a resolution of30 meters 

In the begining of the 80' s the former Cartographic Commission - CO CAR, 
recriated in June 1994, named Cartographic National Commission - CONCAR, 
made a National Campaing to the Geodetic Mark Preservation, distributing folders 
to all Brazilian town halls and messages to the Radio Official Program - The 
Brazil Voice. The geodetic mark is a masory block with an obelisk format, 
pyramid or paIJepiped, from the different altitudes (in the jungle and North 
bounderies they are biggest). built in the soil, and with a medal sheet in the top, 
with the inscriptions:"Protected by Law", the name of the organization that built it, 
the astronomic coordinates, altitude and the data. 

The geodetic marks describe and keep in the matearilized way the relationship 
with the terrain position and its representation in the chart or map. All geodetic 
mark is the starting - point for any measure in the terrain. It gives support to the 
civil engineering, geophysic and quality control, guarantee of the systematic 
mapping. The geodetic surveys are indispensable of the land possession, 
bounderies definitions for example, the BraziVColombia boundery is limited by a 
geodetic line, beginning in Tabatinga, in the State of Amazonas, with ground 



survey, assisted by the airbone side-looking radar images, efficient cartographic 
documents to the tropical zones, dense forests and cloud covery. 

The Anny Geography Directory - SGE since 1982 ftrmed one agreement with the 
Indian Foundation - FUNAI. It has already demarked seventy million square 
kilometers in the Amazon. The SGE since 1986 is in the "Calha Norte Project", 
with the Brazilian Environment Institute - IBAMA, has been demarked the 
famous reservation Chico Mendes, Xapuri, State of Acre. The SGE has 
cooperated with the Agrarian Reform and Colonization National Institute -
INCRA, in the deforested area during the last fifteen years in order to solve the 
social conflicts applying geodesy in the South of the State of Para. 

The Brazilian Air Force, in the Aeronautical Cartographic Institute - ICA, is 
producing through sucess its image - maps (12) in the 1:500.000 scale, (5) in the 
1:250.000 , due to the lack of cartographic documents in the Amazon region. 
INPE and the Aeronautical Technology Center - CT A are working with the 
Popular Republica of China, both will launc the China - Brazil Earth Resources 
Satellite, in 1997. 

The Direction of Hidrography and navigation - DHN made the Cartography Basic 
Plan and made about 101 charts of the Amazon Basin River. The IBGE produced 
the Legal Amazon Map in the scale of 1:3.000.000, the maps from the States of 
Amapa, Roraima and Tocantins. The great Brazilian Oil Company - The 
PETROBRAs developed the geodetic survey activities in the Sedimentary 
Amazon Basin. 

The airbone Synthetic Aperture Radar - SAR may be applied with satellite radar 
data. The Brazilian Cartography has a considerable tradition on radar technology. 
In the past 70's the government authorized the RADAM BRASIL Project - airbone 
side - looking radar - to the geopolitcs vision named Amazon Operation and 
produced maps in the 1:250.000 and 1:l.000.000 scales. Nowadays, some areas in 
the Amazon needs maps at the scale of 1:25.000, 1 :50.000 and 1: 100.000 for 
territory management, land use, demark indian lands and natural reserves. 

Canada has developed the airbone Synthetic Aperture Radar technology in the 
1:50.000 and 1:100.000 scales. A big advantage is the digital data wigh may be 
combined with wellknown sensors and make the tematic mapping production 
easier . The SAR technology is wellkown in Canada, United States, France, Africa 
(The Congo Rain Forest) iind Asia. In South America. Colombia applied the 
airbone SAR, in the urban panning at Bogota. 

Dr. Fraser Taylor the former President of the International Cartographic 
Association - ICAIACI advise us to make comparisons among SPOT, TM, MSS. 
aerial photos and the modem products ERS - 1,- JERS -1 , IRS- lB, photos KVR-
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100J and the RADARSAT in order to better evaluable the SAR system. In France 
cartographers made advanced studies combining SPOT digital data and ERS 1 
data. They suggest another program like as SAREX - 92 The Airbone Synthetic 
Aperture Radar Program, operated in Maym 1992, in Brazil, Venezuela, Panama 
and Costa Rica, including the participation of meanly cartographic organizations in 
the South America. 

In the future cartographers will make the RADARSAT data and the CBERS data 
available increasing horizons and the challenge in cartography and remote sensing. 
Certainly they will give support to the mapping activities in the Brazilian Amazon 
region. The Strategic Affairs Secretary - SAE planned the Projects: The Amazon 
Protection Vigilance - SlY AM and The Amazon Protection System - SIP AM, 
recommending the sustainable development, survey and development of new 
technologies in the Amazon region, environmental control and public healty. The 
SIV AM Project will map the Amazon region in Brazil, applying the airbone SAR 
of the Mac Donald Detwiller, the Canadian enterprise fixed to the EMB 145 
airplane, produced by the Aeronautic Brazilian Enterprise - EMBRAER. 

We know the systematic mapping is basic to the chart production and the tematic 
maps depends on it. They may use up dating remote sensing data from: MSS, 
TM,SPOT, ERS -1 , JERS - I,IRS - lA and IB, ALMAZ - 1, SPOT 5B and 
RADARSAT, in the future launch CBERS 1 and 2, IRS - lC, Resours 2, 
ADEOS, ALMAZ 2, CTA Clarck, Earth Watch 1, TRW Lewis, Earth Watch 2, 
Eyeglass Space Imaging 2, SPOT 5 A and IRRS lD. This theme is so important 
and the Ministry of the Brazilian Air Force - BAF (F orca Aerea Brasileira - F AB) 
will provide with the Brazilian Society, this service of mapping the Amazon. 

Cartography is information, data, power.The BAF will maintain patterns of 
precisions and resolutions established by the International Society of 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing - ISPRS and the International Cartographic 
Association - ICAl ACI, to wich the Brazilian Society of Cartography (Sociedade 
Brasileira de Cartografia - SBC) is associated. The Commission of Coordination 
of the SIV AM - CCSIV AM and INPE are developing surveys for adopting mthe 
airbone SAR in the X and L bands. X for cartography and L for biomass 
available. The resolution are from 18 X 18 m to 3 X 3 m, the Brazilian airplane 
will made operation during 9 hours and 15 minutes in missions programmed until 
8 hours per flight. The boarding processing is real time and digital maps are 
acceptable in format like Landsat, SPOT, ERS - 1 and JERS - 1, using of the 
Spring software developed by INPE . Maps will be from 1:25.000 untill:lOO.OOO. 

The Brazilian System of the Environmental Monitoring, wich will be done by the 
Brazilian Air Force, may provide maps of all the Amazon in (forty - five) days 
with better resolution and precision. 
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"The environmental question in the Amazon should not been see from the point of 
one of threats but for the opportunities it offers." ALAMEIDA (1994) Colonel of 
the Brazilian Air Force, working at the Brazilian Embassy in Venezuela. 
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As conformal mapping of the ellipsoid of revolution !E~,B the Mercator projection maps 
the equator equidistantly while the transverse Mercator projection maps the transverse 
metaequator, the meridian of reference, with equidistance. Accordingly the Mercator 
projection is very well suited for geographic regions which extend East- West along the 
equator; in contrast the transverse Mercator projection fits well to those regions whi ch 
have a South-North extension. Li ke the optimal transve7'se Mercator projection known as 
the Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UT M) with an optimal dilatation factor 
p = 0.999 578 with respect to WGS 84 we construct an optimal dilatation facto r fo r the 
optimal Mercator projection and t he optimal polycylindric Mercator projection for various 
strip widths . It turns out that the optimal dilatation factor p of t he Universal Mercator 
Projection (UM) and Po of the Universal Polycylindric Mercator Projection (U PC) is 
independent of the longit udinal extension of the strip and depends only on the lat itude 
<1>0 of the parallel circle of reference and the southern and northern extension , namely the 
latitudes <1>5 and <1>N , of the strip. For instance for a strip [<1>5 , <1>N] = [-1.5° , +l,SO] along 
the equator, the optimal Mtrcator projection with respect to WGS 84 is characterized by 
an optimal dilatation factor p = 0.999 887. For other strip widths and different choices of 
the parallel circle of 7'eference <1>0 precise optimal dilatation factors are given. Finally the 
Universal Polycylindric Mercator Projection (U PC) for the geographic region of Indonesia 
is presented as an example. 
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Introduction 

A typical feature of the Univel'sal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) is the equidis
tant mapping of the central meridian of a zone except for a dilatation factor p which 
is determined by an optimality criterion. As outlined in E. Grafarend (1995) the Airy 
aiterion of a minimal average distortion over the zone leads to an optimal value of the 
dilatation factor p depending on the strip width. An Airy optimal dilatation factor p, in 
addition , sets the average areal distortion over the zone to zero which is qui te a welcome 
result of an optimal map projection. Here we aim at a similar result for the Univer
sal M ercator Projection (UM) and fo r the Universal Polycylindric Mercator Projection 
(UP C): The classical Mercator projection is designed Airy optimal for a finite zone along 
the equator. The equator is mapped equidistantly except for an Airy optimal dilatation 
fac tor. In particular, we analyze the Airy optimal dilatation factor as a function of the 
strip width. The Universal Mercator Projection (UM) strip is bounded by a southern as 
well as a northern parallel circle. vVhile UM with an Airy optimal dilatation facto r is well 
suited fo r geographic regions along the equator, the Universal Polycylindric Projection 
(U PC) has its merits for those territories which extend along a parallel circle <tio. For 
such a conformal project ion a chosen parallel circle is mapped equidistantly except for a 
dilatation factor po whi ch is designed Airy optimal for a zone bounded by a southern as 
well as a northern parallel circle. 

Particular reference is made to G.B .. Airy (186 1) for the Airy optimality criterion, to 
J. Engels and E. Grafarend (1995) with respect to the oblique Mercator Projection and 
to E. Grafarend (1995) for a review of the Tissot distortion analysis of a map projection 
and for the optimal transverse Mercator projectio n. 

1. The optimal universal Mercator projection (UM) 

Definition 1.1 (Generalized Mercator project ion of IE~ B, dilatat ion facto r p): 
The confo rmal mapping of the ellipsoid of I'evolution . 

2 3 X 2 + y2 Z2 + + } 
X E IEA •B := {X E IR I A2 + B 2 = 1, A E IR , B E IR ,A> B (1.1) 

with the semimajor axis A, semiminor axis B and relative eccentricity squared E2 := (A2_ 
B2) jA2 onto the developed circular cylinder of radius pA is called generalized Mercator 
projection if the equator of IE~,B is mapped equidistantly except for a dilatation f actor p 
such that the mapping equations 

x = pA(A - Ao) _ A l { (7r <ti)(1- Esin<ti)E/2} y - p n tan - +-
4 2 1 + Esin <ti 

(1.2) 

hold with respect to sUljace norma l coordinates {longitude 11., latitude <ti} which para
meterize IE~,B ' Ao is called the sUljace normal longitude of reference . The plane covel'ed 
by Cartesian coordinates {x , y}, with an Euclidean metric, namely {1R 2, bkl } (K ronecker 
delta) is generated by developing the circular cylinder of radius pA. 

Lemma 1. 2 (Left principle st retches of the left Tissot distortion measure, general ized 
Mercator projection) : 

With respect to the left Tissot distortion measure represented by the matrix CIG, I of 
the "left Cauchy-GI'een deformation tensor" CI = JrG, J I multiplied by the inverse of 
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the "left metl'ic tensor" G I , the matrix of the metric tensor of IE~,B' the "left principle 
stretches" of the generalized Mercator projection are given by 

VI - E2 sin2 ~ 
Al = A2 = P cos ~ . (1.3) 

The eigenvalues {AI, A2} cover the eigenspace of t.he left Tissot matrix CIGI I
. Due 

to conformality they are identical , Al = A2 = As · J I denotes the left Jacobi map 
(dx, dy) >-+ (dA , d~), G r the matrix of the "right metric tensor" of the plane generated 
by developing the circular cylinder of radius pA, namely the unit matrix Gr = h. 

Definition 1.3 (Airy optimal generalized Mercator projection): 
Th e generalized M el'catol' projection of the ellipsoid of revolution IE~,B onto the developed 
cil'cular cylinder of radius pA is called Airy optimal if the deviation from an isometry 
[(A I - 1)2 + (A2 - 1)2J/2 in terms of the left principle stretches {AI , A2} averaged over a 
mapping area of interest, namely the sUljace integral J IA , is minimal with respect to the 
unknown dilatation fa ctor p. 

(1.4) 

The infinitesimal surface element dS of IE~,B is represented by ,fiIetGidA d~, namely by 
(1.5) of Box J..,(. In contrast, for the equatorial strip [Aw, Ad x [~s, ~NJ of a longitu
dinal extension [AD - t::,.A, AD + t::,.AJ and a latitudinal extension [~s, ~NJ the finite area 
is computed by (1.6). {S, N, E , W} as lower case lett ers denote {South , North , East , 
West}. Note that along the surface normal longitude of reference AD the strip has been 
chosen symmetrically such that As - Aw = AD + t::,.A - (AD - t::,.A) =2 t::,. A holds . 

Box 1.4: Areal element dS of IE~,B 

(1.5) 

S= JAE JiliNdS A2(1-E2)t::,.A[ I (E ' ~) Esin~ JiliN 
= E artani S111 +1-E2sin2~iIIs (1.6) 

Aw CPs 

Lemma 1.5 (Airy distortion energy, generalized Mercator projection): 
In case of the generalized Mercator projection the left Airy distortion energy J IA is the 
quadratic form in terms of the dilatation factor p, in particular 

(1.7) 

such that 

Co = 1 

CI == (~N - ~s) ( 1 + ~E2) - ~E2(cos ~N sin ~N - cos ~s sin ~s) + 0(E4) (1.8) 
7r ~N 7r ~s 2' 

C2 == (1 + E 2)ln(tan(4 + T )/tan(4 + 2)) - E (S111~N - sin~s) + 0(E4) 
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Box 1.6: Constitutional elements of the left Airy distortion energy 

I; 2 I; 2 J1A = S (As - 1) dS = S (As - 2As + I)dS (1.9) 
s s 

<==> Co := 1 (1.10) 

CI := ; AsdS = ; A2(I - E2)dAdi!> = ;<1>N A2(1 - E2)(AE - Aw)di!> 
(1 - E2 sin2 i!»3/2 (1 - E2 sin2 i!»3/2 

s s <1>5 

(1.11) 

; 
dx (3 2 3 2 · 4 

( E
2' 2 )3/2 = x I+-E )--E cosxsll1 x+O(E) 

1 - Sll1 X 4 4 
(1.12) 

(1.13) 

; 
~ ~ x . 

( E2' 2 ) = (1 + E2) In tan( - + -2) - E2 Sll1 X + O(E4) 
cos x 1 - Sll1 X 4 

(1.14) 

For the proof of Lemma 1.5 we have collected all constitutional items in Box 1.6. Indeed 
as soon as we represent the left principle stretches Al = A2 = As according to (1.3) within 
the left Airy distortion energy J1A , in particular (1.7) we are left with the quadratic poly
nomial (1.9) which constitutes the integrals (1.11) and (1.13). Firstly the left principle 
stretch As, secondly the squared left principle stretch A~ has to be integrated over the 
area of interest , thus leading to the coefficients Co, CI and C2 of type (1.10), (1.11) and 
(1.13) respectively. (1.11) , (1.12) as well as (1.13), (1.14) describe the involved integrals 
which are computed by tel'mwise integration of the uniformly convergent kernel series, 
namely by interchanging integration and summation. The integral series expansions are 
of t he order O(E4) for (1.12) and (1.14), respectively. 

Lemma 1.7 (Min imal Airy distortion energy, generalized Mercator projection, opti
mal di latation factor ,0) : 

Th e A iry distortion energy (l.7) is minimal if the dilatation factor amounts to 

(1.15 i) 

p(i!>s, i!> N) = {(i!>N - i!>~)(1 + ~E2 + :~ E4) - ~~E4(COS i!>N sin3 i!>N - cos i!> s sin3 i!> s) 

-~(I + Iv E2)E2( cos i!>N sin i!>N - cos i!>s sin i!>s )}/ 
4 16 

{ 
~ i!>N ~ i!>s 1 4 . 3 3 

(1 + E2 + E4) In (tan( 4' + "'2)/ tan( 4' + 2)) - "jE (Sll1 iPN - sin iPs) 

-E2(I + E2)(siniPN - sin iPs)} + O(E6) 
(1.15 ii) 

(1.I5i) is proven by the following procedure. 
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(i) "necessary" : d:~A (p = p) = (-2Cl + 2C2P)/ S = 0 <==> p = Cl/C2 

(ii)"sufficient": d:~~A(p = p) = 2c2/S > 0 

Before we go into numerical computations of the optimal dilatation factor p for the gen
eralized Mercator projection we present a result for zero total areal distortion outlined by 
E. Grafarend (1995 , Corollary 3.6) . 

Definition 1. B (Optimal areal distortion, generalized Mercator projection): 
The generalized Mercator projection of th e ellipsoid of revolution IE~,B onto the developed 
circular cylinder of radius pA is called optimal with respect to areal distortion if the 
deviation from an equiareal mapping A1A2 - 1 in terms of the left principle stretches 
{AI, A2 } averaged over a mapping area of interest, namely the total areal distortion 

J, := ~ j (A 1 A2 - l )dS = mjn 
s 

is minimal with respect to the unknown dilatation factor p. 

Corollary 1.9 (Optimal areal distortion, generalized Mercator proj ect ion): 
For a generalized Mercator projection of the half-symmetric strip [Aw = Ao - 6.A , Ao + 
6.A = Ad x [<I> s, <I> NJ the postulates of minimal Airy distortion energy (minimal total 
distance distortion) and of minimal total areal distortion lead to the same unknown di
latation factor p (1 .15) . Th e total areal distortion amounts to zero. 

Table 1.10: Airy optimal dilatation factor p for a symmetric strip [Aw, Ad x [<I> s = 
-<I> N, <I>N], generalized Mercator projection, WGS 84, A=6 378 137 m, 
B= 6 356 752.314 25 m, E2= 0.006 694 379 990 13 

<I> N = 2° <I>N = 4° 
P 0.999 798 0. 999 193 

<I> N = 6° <I> N = 8° 
0.998 183 0.996 767 

<I>N = 10° 
0.994 943 

Figure 1.11: Airy optimal dilatation factor p(2<I> N) for a symmetric strip [Aw = Ao -
6.A, Ao+6.A = AEJ x [<I>s = -<I> N, <I>N], generali zed Mercator projection 
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As a basis for a discussion of the Airy optimal generaliZEd Mercator projection we refer to 
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Table 1.10 and FiguI'e 1.11 where the A iry optimal dilatation facto r p( iI> N) as a function 
of the strip width 2iI>N with respect to WGS 84 has been computed and plotted . 

2. The optimal universal polycylindric projection of 
conformal type (UPC) 

Definition 2.1 (Generalized polycyl indric conformal projection of IE~,B ' dilatation factor 
po): 

The conf ormal mapping of the ellipsoid of I'evolution 

X 2 + y2 Z2 
X E IE~,B := {X E R31 A 2 + B2 = 1,A E JR+, B E R+, A > B} (2 .1) 

onto the developed circulal' cylinder of radius poA cos iI>0/ } 1 - E2 sin2 iI>0 is called gener
alized polycylindirc p1'Ojection if the parallel circle of reference iI>0 is mapped equidistantly 
except for a dilatation factol' Po such that the mapping equations 

A cos iI>o(A - Ao) A cos iI>0 I { (71" iI»( 1 - E sin iI> )E/2 } (2.2) 
x = Po , Y = po n tan - + - . 

}1 - E2 sin2 iI>0 }1 _ E2 sin2 iI>0 4 2 1 + E SIll iI> 

hold. Th e plane covered by the Cartesian coordinates {x, y}, with an Euclidean metric, 
namely {R2 , bkt} (K ronecker delta) is generated by developing the circular cylinder of ra-

dius poA cos iI>0/ } 1 - E2 sin2 iI>0. 

Lemma 2.2 (Left pnnciple stretches of the left Tissot distortion measure, generalized 
polycyl indric projection of conformal type): 

With respect to the left Tissot distortion measure represented by the matrix C,Gi l of 
the "left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor" C, = JrGrJ, multiplied by the inverse of 
the "left metric tensor" G

" 
the matl'ix of the metric tensor of IE~,B' the "left pr inciple 

stretches" of the generalized polycylindric projection are given by 

A cos iI>0 ,/1 - E2 sin2 iI> 
/1'1 = 112 = POr==~==----"'---

}1 - E2 sin2 iI>0 cos iI> 
(2.3) 

The eigenvalues {A I ,A2 } cover the eigenspace of the left Tissot matrix CIGi l
. Due 

to conformality they are ident ical, Al = A2 = As . J , denotes the left J acobi map 
(dx, dy) H (dA , diI», Gr the matrix of the "righ t metric tensor" of the plane generated 

by developing the circular cyli nder of radius poA cos iI>0 / }1 - E2 sin2 iI>0 , namely the unit 
matrix Gr = 12 . 

D efinition 2.3 (Airy optimal generalized polycylindri c project ion of conformal type) : 
The generalized polycylindric projection of conf ormal type of the ellipsoid of revo lution 

IE~,B onto the developed circular cylinder of radius poA cos iI>0/ }1 - E2 sin2 iI>0 is called 
Airy optimal I! the deviation from an isometry [(AI _1)2 + (A2 -1 )2]/2 in terms of the left 
principle stretches {AI, A2 } averaged over a mapping area of interest, namely the surface 
integral J ,A , is minimal with I'espect to the unknown dilatation factor Po. 
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J1A := 2~ J [(A I - 1)2 + (A2 - 1)2JdS = n,):n (2.4) 
area 

Let us refer to Box 1.4 for the representation of the areal elements {dS, S} of the ellipsoid 
of revolut ion IE~,B ' \Vi th the next step we move on to Lemma 2.4 for a representation of 
J1A subject to Al = A2, particularly (2.3). 

Lemma 2.4 (Airy distortion energy, generali zed polycylindric projection of conformal 
type): 

In case of the generalized polycylindric projection of conformal type the left Airy distortion 
energy J1A is the quadratic form in terms of the dilatation factor Po, in particular 

(2.5) 

such that 
cos CPo cos2 CPo 

coo = 1 , COl = CI . / ' Co2 = c2 1 _ £2 sl'n2 "'0 
yl- £2 sin2 cpo ... 

(2.6) 

Once we start from the proof of Lemma 1.5, the extension to the result (2.5), (2 .6) with 
respect to (2 .3 ) into Lemma 2.4 is st raight forward. 

Lemma 2.5 (Minimal Airy distortion energy, generali zed polycylindric projection of 
conformal type, opt imal dilatation factor Po): 

The Airy distortion energy (2.5) is minimal if the dilatation factor amounts to 

(2.7 i) 

(2 .7 ii) 

where COl , C02 follow from (2.6) and (1 .8). 

The proof of Lemma 2.5 follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 1.7 and will therefore not 
be repeated here. In addition we note zero total areal distortion over a half-symmetric 
strip [Aw, AEJ x [CPs = CPo - ~ CP , CPo + ~cP = cP N J if the Airy optimal dilatation factor Po 
of type (2.7i i) is implemented. D efinition 1.8 and C01'Oilary 1.9 apply accord ingly. 

Table 2.6 i : Strip width 30
, ~cP = 1.50 

zone CPo po zone CPo po zone CPo po 
0 00 0.999 887 ±1 ±3° 0.999 886 ±2 ±6° 0.999 884 

±3 ±9° 0.999 881 ±4 ±12° 0.999 876 ±5 ±15° 0.999 870 
±6 ±18° 0.999 862 ±7 ±21° 0.999 852 ±8 ±24° 0.999 840 

±9 ±2r 0.999 826 ±10 ±30° 0.999 809 ±ll ±33° 0.999 789 
±12 ±36° 0.999 764 ±13 ±39° 0.999 735 ±14 ±42° 0.999 699 

±15 ±45° 0.999 656 ±16 ±48° 0.999 602 ±17 ±51 0 0.999 535 
±18 ± 54° 0.999 450 ±19 ±57° 0.999 341 ±20 ±60° 0.999 197 
± 21 ±63° 0.999 002 ±22 ±66° 0.998 729 ±23 ±69° 0.998 330 
±24 ±72° 0.997 714 ±25 ±75° 0.996 691 ±26 ±78° 0.994 804 
±27 ±81" 0.990 705 ±28 ±84° 0.978 842 ±29 ±87° 0.910 273 
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As a basis for a discussion of the Airy optimal polycylindric projection of conformal type 
we refer to Table 2.6 where the Airy optimal dilatation factor Po for a symmetric strip 
[Aw, AE ] x [<lis, <liN], as a function of the chosen parallel circle latitude <lio and the strip 
width <PN - <lis = 26<li with respect to WGS 84 has been computed. Case (i) deals with 
a strip width of 3° , 6<li = 1.5°, case (ii) with a strip width of 6°, 6<li = 3°. 

Table 2.6 ii: Strip width 6°, 6<li = 3° 

zone <lio po zone <lio Po zone <lio po 
0 0° 0.999 546 ±1 ±6° 0.999 536 ±2 ±12° 0.999 504 

±3 ±18° 0.999 448 ±4 ±24° 0.999 362 ±5 ±30° 0.999 236 
±6 ±36° 0.999 057 ±7 ±42° 0.998 796 ±8 ±48° 0.998 407 
±9 ±54° 0.997 799 ± 10 ±60° 0.996 782 ±ll ±66° 0.994 899 
±12 ±72° 0.990 804 ± 13 ±78° 0.978 942 ±14 ±84° 0. 910 374 

Finally we present as an example the Airy optimal polycylindric projection of conformal 
type for a strip system which extends to -12° of southernly and +8° northernly latitude, 
in particular to match the geographic region of Indonesia. A strip width of 6° has been 
chosen. Once we refer to WGS 84 the strip system is illustrated by Figure 2.7, namely 
for the zones 0, ± 1, - 2. 

Figure 2.7: Airy optimal polycylindric projection of conformal type, geographic re
gion of Indonesia [95° < A < 145°] x [-12° < <li < +8°] strip design 
<li N - <lis = 26<P = 6° the zones 0, ±1, - 2 

zone -2 IL------'-----'-----L---LI_-_1L--_P-,-F ------"",6<..=-+"o.....Ll .&..-/ ----.L1---Lbl:..LJ"l'1 <l> = _ 12 ° 

A =95 ° A =120° A =145° 

In addition, we have computed by means of (2.3) the left principle stretches Al = A2 = 
As(<lio, <P; Po) per st rip and plotted them in Figure 2.8. Again this example can be consid
ered as analogous to one th at was given by E. Grafarend (1995 page 461) for the optimal 
transverse Mercator projection. 
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Figure 2.8: Airy optimal polycylindric projection of conformal type, WGS 84, zone 
o and zone 1: variation of t he radius of the left Tissot circle, the left 
principle stretches Al = A2 = As 
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Table 2.9 gives the latitude .p of each strip according to the strip width, Po and cI>o along 
which the mapping is equidistant . .p is determined by solving (2 .3) for given strip width, 
Po and cI>o under the condition that Al = A2 = 1 holds. Obviously the variation of the left 
principle stretch Al = A2 = As(cI>o , cI>j Po) is small within the chosen strip. Alternatively 
we may say that the radius of the left Tissot circle Al = A2 = As( cI>o, cI>j Po) varies only 
for a small amount, a favorable result. 

Table 2. 9 i: Strip width 3°, t>cI> = 1.5° 

zone cI> zone cI> zone cI> zone cI> 
0 ±Oo 51' 58" ±1 ±3° 7' 23" ±2 ±6° 3' 48" ±3 ±9° 2' 36" 

±4 ±12° 2' 1" ±5 ±15° l ' 41 " ±6 ±18° l' 28" ±7 ±21 ° l ' 20" 
±8 ±24° l' 14" ±9 ±2r l ' 11 " ±10 ±30° l' 8" ±11 ±33° l ' 7" 
± 12 ±36° 1 ' 7" ±13 ±39° 1 ' 8" ±14 ±42° l' 9" ±15 ±45° l ' 11" 
± 16 ±48° l ' 14" ±17 ±51 ° l ' 18" ±18 ±54°1'23" ±19 ±57° l ' 28" 
±20 ±60° l' 36" ±21 ±63° l ' 45" ±22 ±66° l' 57" ±23 ±69° 2' 12" 
±24 ±72° 2' 33" ±25 ±75° 3' 3" ±26 ±78° 3' 48" ±27 ±81 ° 5' 4" 
±28 ±84° 7' 39" ±29 ±87° 16 ' 10" 

Table 2.9 ii : Strip width 6°, t>cI> = 3° 

zone cI> zone cI> zone cI> zone cI> 
0 ±1°43'56" ±1 ±6° 14' 59" ±2 ±12° 8' 2" ±3 ±18° 5' 52" 

±4 ±24° 4' 57" ±5 ±30° 4' 34" ±6 ±36° 4' 29" ±7 ±42° 4' 37" 
±8 ±48° 4' 57" ±9 ±54° 5' 3~'' ±10 ±60° 6' 24" ±11 ±66° 7' 49" 

±12 ±72° 10 ' 16" ±13 ±78° 15 ' 23" ±14 ±84° 32' 22" 
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Abstract 

Computer mapping technique has been used to analyse and forecast the 
radioecological situation within the Braynsk region (Russia) contaminated after the 
Chernobyl accident. Maps of the density of Cs-137 contamination and those 
reconstructing the contamination of the agricultural products are demonstrated as an 
example of the basic and calculated layers of such a radioecological GIS. 

Introdnction 

The Chernobyl accident of April 26, 1986 has had a dramatic impact on the area of 15 
administrative regions with a wide variety of environmental and anthropogenic 
characteristics (relief, hydrography, vegetation and soil cover, landuse and agricultural 
practice). Over 55400 square kilometres with a population about 2 million people have 
been contaminated by Cs-137 (the density exceeding 1 CiIkm2

). The maximum 
contamination levels (over 15 Cilkm2 

) have been found in the western part of the 
Blyansk region which is noted for the landscapes with the enhanced biogeochemical 
migration in soils and soil-plant systems. 

Contamination' influence is still considerable despite the decrease of the 
collective dose rate at present due to environmental self-purification and 
countermeasures undertaken. Radioecological monitoring of the agricultural products 
performed since 1986 within the contaminated areas has unfortunately been rather 
scares and in that period the local population used products from the highJy 
contaminated private and collective farms. 

Since 1992 new problems of rehabilitation and the decrease of dose rate 
according to the new legal concept of the 0.001 Sv/y threshold level for the Chernobyl 
radionuclides have arisen. They are closely connected with the spatial variability in 
contamination of the local products and its dynamic changes which form the internal 
dose. 
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Managing environmental and the Chernobyl radionuclide contamination data 
with the appropriate dynamic spatial analysis prove to be of major importance in 
radio ecological monitoring and assessments especially in Bryansk region. 

The main goal of the radioecological GIS is the support of the long term 
decision making on the areas with the radionuclide contamination. The basic factor 
under consideration in stage of the long term remediation and decisions is the local 
population dose rate dependent upon the already formed regional and local 
contamination level, environmental conditions, and landuse practice. 

Organization of the radioecological GIS 

Organization of the radioecological GIS has been performed for the Ministry of 
Emergency Situations in the framework of the project on creation of the information 
system to support the radioecological assessments and forecast for the decision making 
and management within the contaminated areas of the Bryansk region. Evaluation of 
the current radioecological situation by both direct measurements and the computer 
maps calculating the contamination of the local products have been used to reconstruct 
the dose loads for population. 

The radioecological GIS includes the following information layers: 
etopographical maps (Scale 1:200 000; relief, hydrography, road network) in 

fOimatFIM; 
edata on landuse and landowners (Scale 1 :200 000), including settlements, 

woodlands, meadows, gardens, marshlands, boundaries of the fanns; 
elandscape map (Scale 1 :200000); 
edata of the air-gamma survey of 1992 (Scale 1 :25 000) (flight scanning interval 

- 100 x 100 m), characterising the Cs-137 inventories in soil ; 
edata on the field radiation examination of the settlements; 
edata of the monitoring network controlling the radionuclide migration in 

different landscape geochemical conditions. 

Data bank on radionuclide contamination 

Data bank is based on the results of the airgamma-survey of the western and 
central parts of the Bryansk region carried out in 1992 by "AEROGEOPHIZIKA" with 
the help of "MACFAR". Computer data consist of the two layers: exposure dose rate 
(J.l.Gylh), and Cs-137 inventory (Ci/km2

). The data covers the whole area with the 
contamination 0.5 to 470 Ci/km2 The initial data have been obtained in raster format 
(pixel size being 100 x 100 m). The size of separate file exceeds 6 Mh. 

Airgamma survey results are presented on Fig. 1. The zone of contamination 
over 5 Ci/km2 is situated to the west of the Klintsy. 

Three "spots" with the density of contamination exceeding 40 Ci/km2 in the 
vicinity of the settlements Zlynka, Mirny, and Zaborye. At present the former 
inhabitants of Zaborje (see the study area on the map) have been moved to the clean 
areas. However in Mirny the people are still living. For these areas the computer 
simulation of the dose rate reconstruction has been performed as the one of a particular 
interest. 
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Ukraine 

Fig. 1. Cs-137 contamination of the Bryansk region (airgarruna-survey data) 

Landscape structure 

Landscape part plays an important role in the structure of the radioecological 
GIS. It characterises the component and spatial peculiarities of the environment and 
serves the basis of the information about the natural complexes, their state and 
relations. The landscape map includes the data on the real variety of soil conditions to 
calculate the radionuclide migration in agrocenoses and natural ecosystems using the 
appropriate transfer coefficients. The soil-geochemical parameters take into account a 
wide spectra of the lithological , agrochemical, and physical features responsible for 
radionuclide migration and soil fertility in ecosystems. 

The western part of the Bryansk region is noted for the sod-podzolic sandy and 
loamy sand soils of varying hydromorphism. Sandy loam soils are not so widespread. 
Lowlands are occupied by peat bogs which are considerably meliorated (Fig.2). 
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Fig.2. Fragment of a landscape map within the study area (see Table 1 for designation) 

Table 1. Area accounted for each major landscape group and Cs-137 contamination in 
h k . t e western part of the BIYans regIOn 

Code Landscape group Area Cs-137 
rkm2] rCi] 

2 Subopolje with grey loamy soils 11.82 (0.3%) 4.8 
3 Moraine ridges, soddy podzolic loanlY sand 1045.45 (28.8%) 18191.2 

soils 
4 Polesje (zandr) landscapes with 1388.73 (38.4%) 27859.4 

semihydromorphic loamy sand/sandy soils 
5 Ancient bottomlands, loamy sand 321.05 (8.9%) 6243 

hydromorphic soils 
6 Terraces, semihydromorphic loamy sand 195.37 (5.4%) 3238.7 

soils 
7 Flood plains with soddy sandylloamy sand 168.72 (4.7%) 3467.3 

soils 
8 Flood plains with soddy loamy soils 37.01 (l %) 1009.2 
9 Brooks' flood plains, gullies 194.26 (5.4%) 3573.7 

10 Peat-bogs 254.70(7%) 4822.1 
11 Limno-glacial hills and ridges 3.91(0.1%) 39.9 

Total 362102 (100%) 68449.3 
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Natural systems of the western part of the Bryansk region are shown on Fig. 2. 
The landscape map gives the most complete characteristic of the environmental 
conditions of the area. Qualitative data on each natural complex includes description of 
the lithology of rocks, relief features, soil cover, hydromorphic conditions, vegetation 
cover, and landuse. The authors of the hardcopy of this map are AM. Al 'bova, 
N.!. Volkova, and VK. Zhuchkova (Moscow State University, 1995). 

The complete landscape map legend characterises 45 types of natural complexes 
of the moraine hills and ridges, and subpolesje landscapes with loamy sand, sandy, and 
rarely loamy soils. 
Computer valiant of. the landscape map has been prepared in the laboratory of the 
regional geoinformation analyses headed by VG. Linnik. Vectorization of the 
landscape map has been carried out in a half-automatic regime after it has been 
obtained in raster format, georeferenced using the topographic map and transformed 
into the Gausse-Kruger projection. Topographic and landscape maps have been 
overlain and landscape boundaries have been corrected in accordance with the relief 
and hydrographic contours of the area. 

For the purposes of radioecological analysis the landscapes have been grouped 
in 10 types (9 of them are shown on Fig. 2, see landscape groups in Table 1). Vector 
map has been preliminary transformed into a raster one containing 362102 pixels each 
corresponding to the area of 100 x 100 m (1 ha). 

The main landscape types in the study region are moraine ridges with soddy 
podzolic loamy sand soils (28.8% as compared to the total contaminated area) and 
polesje (zandr) landscapes with semihydromorphic loamy sand and sandy soi ls 
(38.4%). These two types of landscapes which are mostly arable and used for grain 
production contain the maximum amount of Cs-137 (Table I); the average 
contamination density being 17 and 20 Cilkm2 correspondingly. 

Cs-137 contamination of the considered landscapes totals to 68449 Ci (Table I). 
Landscapes on grey loamy soils occupy not more than 0.3% of the contaminated area. 

Ancient bottomlands with loamy sand hydromorphic soils cover approximately 
8.9% of the area under consideration and are used in perennial grasses production and 
as seasonal pastures. The major part of haylands and pastures are situated in flood 
plains with soddy sandy and loamy sand soils (4.7% of the area), and brooks' flood 
plains, gullies (5.4%). The area of flood plains with soddy loamy soils does not exceed 
1%. 

Computer maps predicting contamination of the agricultural products 

The main criteria for the safe living on the contaminated areas is the summary 
dose fonned due to the internal and external irradiation. In Bryansk region Cs-137 is 
the main contributor to the total dose. External irradiation depends upon the isotopic 
composition, density of contamination and the depth of radionuc1ide migration in soi ls 
in different landscape conditions. Internal irradiation is resulting from the consumption 
of the contaminated local food products, water and inhalation. 

Figs 3 and 4 show a computer reconstruction of the grain contamination (for 
oats) for a particular area. 
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction of the oats (grain) contamination in the vicinity of the Zaborye 
in 1987 (reduced to the temporal permissible levels, PL) 

Contamination of the food products depends upon the biological peculimities of 
plants, density of contamination and radionuclide speciation in soils corresponding to 
the landscape geochemical features of the area. To estimate spatial variability of the 
radionuclide intake through the food chains the local agrocenoses (including pastures 
and haylands) are the first to be studied. Woodlands are important as the sources of 
benies and mushrooms for local population as well as private farms providing with 
potato which is the main source of radioactivity in local rations except for milk. 

Prediction of the contamination the local on of agricultural products has been 
based on both the reference and experimental data obtained at the testing plots [1]. 
Temporal dynamic data included the results of radioecological monitoring at the area 
under discussion. Resulting computer maps took into account the official documents 
and standards. 

Maps of landuse and the density of Cs-I37 contamination as well as the soil 
parameters from the landscape map have been the sources of the reconstruction of the 
contamination of the agricultural production with the help of the computer mapping 
technology. 

Estimation of the crops contamination has been based on the linear model of the 
radionuclide transfer in 
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction of the oats (grain) contamination in the vicinity of the Zaborye 
in 1990 reduced to the temporal pennissible levels (PL) 

Contamination of the oats grain has been estimated for area in the vicinity of 
Zaborye where the contamination density exceeds 60 Cilkm2 (up to 120 CiIkm2

). 

In 1986-1990 this area has been used by local population in food production 
which has been included into rations. Such a simulation may be used as an additional 
tool controlling the estimation of the dose rate for the local population within the time 
period mentioned above. 

The maps of the contamination of the agricultural production have been 
constructed for the case when no countermeasures have been undertaken. Therefore 
Figs 3 and 4 characterise the maximum possible radionuclide transfer to oats (grain). 
The obtained computer mapping showed that a considerable exceeding of the 
pennissible contamination levels (as much as 7.1) has been possible at some local sites 
while on the major part of the area the levels of the grain contamination reduced to the 
admitted value vary within 1 to 4. Countermeasures (liming, fertilisation, etc.) result in 
2 to 4 times decease of Cs-137 transfer to the cultivated crop. Therefore in 1987 the 
production of the oats grain meeting the pennissible level of Cs-137 contamination 
may be the problem on the area under consideration. 

Fig. 4 shows a model map of the oats contamination in 1990. It demonstrates 
that Cs-13 7 sorption in soils has lead to the decrease of radionuclide transfer to plants. 
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GIS approach towards computer modelling may be used in elaboration of the 
areas safe for crops production with due regard to the contamination density and the 
real environmental conditions [3]. 

Conclusion 

Creation of the dynamic maps series predicting the radionuclide concentration is 
an essential milestone in the decision making on the optimal landuse of the areas 
subjected to the radionuclide contamination. 

The set of the maps providing the long term monitoring and decisions should 
include the general geographic and a number of thematic computer maps related to the 
data on the regional contamination. The created radioecological GIS characterises the 
spatial distribution of both natural and anthropogenetic factors of radionuclides 
migration. 

GIS technology proves to be a most effective tool in quantitative regional and 
local assessments of radionuclides migration in soils and their transfer to plants and 
food chains to predict the local population dose rate with due regard to the variety of 
landscape and landuse conditions at the study area. 

In Bryansk region this technology has been used for construction of maps, 
predicting Cs-137 contamination of agricultural (milk, oats, etc.) and forest 
(mushrooms, berries) products which contribute to the spatial verification of the 
initial dose reconstruction. 
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In the trend of infOimationalized society, the needs of spatial data 

infrash-ucture as a basic infOimation infrastructure and standardization of spatial data 

for exchange are rapidly increasing. Actually, the Intemational Organization for 

Standard(lSO) attends to standardization on Spatial Information, and Japan also has 

needs of standardization which aids to exchange geographical infOimation. In such a 

situation, The Geographical Survey Institute of Japan has stalted in research for Sp~tial 

Data Exchange Standard since the fiscal year 1996-1998(for three years). 

This research on spatial data exchange standard is composed of seven items, 

schema and structure of spatial data, quality of spatial data, spatial reference method, 

metadata, record fOimat, cataloging with geographical objects and telminology. 

This paper repOits some results of the fiscal year 1996 of research and the 

basic concepts of development of spatial data exchange standard. 

l.Introduction 
For GIS users, one of the most serious problem is its huge cost to introduce. 

In palticular, it is very expensive to produce and update spatial data, so reduction of its 

cost is an important problem to be solved. 

On the other hand, for the spatial data that should be shared with other 

systems, it is difficult to transfer. Therefore, many users produce and maintain only for 

themselves in these days, so they want easier ways to exchange spatial data. 

To solve such condition, we are developing a standard of spatial data for 

exchange from any GIS to other one. In this research , we have invited some paltners for 

joint study, because standardization requires wide opinions. Through this public 

invitation, 28 companies from the field of surveyor computer software joined to 

research with the Geographical Survey Institute. 
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The scope of Spatial Data Exchange Standard includes basic geographical 

object which is commonly used in GIS (or by the telms of paper products, features 

drawn on basic maps), and doesn ' t restrict any spatial data from target objects. In other 

words, the target data include data in maps and images, and statistics as attributes 

related by spatial reference . The target users include both of producers of spatial data 

and users of spatial data because the producers often exchange their data with users, and 

any kind of users as many as possible. 

Regarding Spatial Data Exchange Standard, we discuss as follows: 

1) Schema and structure of spatial data 

2) Quality of spatial data 

3) Spatial reference method 

4) Metadata 

5) Record fonnat 

6) Cataloging with geographical object 

7) Tenninology 

In addition, we research needs of users for spatial data exchange standard. 

We study for 3 years from the fiscal year 1996 to the fi scal year 1998. In the 

fiscal year 1996, we have discussed frameworks and basic concepts of Spatial Data 

Exchange Standard, and defined its first draft. The results of each work item are as 

follows: 

2. Schema and structure of spatial data 
This work item defines schema and structure of spatial data as conceptual 

schemes and logical schemes for the purpose of aiding spatial data exchange among 

different systems with organizing its characters about positions, time, and subjects on 

each system. 

We researched existing fOlmats in domestic and abroad standards, listened 

wide opinions by a questionnaire for users, and discussed and defined the first draft on 

conceptual schema of framework. We discussed mainly as follows : 

1) framework 

2) concepts related with positions 

3) concepts related with time (only a palt) 

4) model level (for profile) 

On the other hand, we didn ' t include specific cases in this result, and we will 

continue to discuss these cases such as handling 3-dimensional data or objects 

containing processes. 

An image of the schema of spatial data in the first draft is as follows: 
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Fig- l Schema of' s patia l dat a 

We will define specific elements in detail for filling framework of schema 

which defined in the first draft. We will also research suitability of this schema from 

other existing standards and establish it more systematically. 

3. Quality of spatial data 
This work item defines quality of spatial data and its evaluation procedure for 

Spatial Data Exchange Standard. It defines constituent elements of quality of spatial 

data for describing how the data is based on its product specifications. It also defines 

quality metrics for constituent elements, these estimation methods, total evaluation 

methods, and report fOlmat of these results. 

We researched quality defined in existing standards for spatial data. We 

found methods of measurement, methods of conversion, scale, date of production, and 

so on. They cOITespond lineage, resolution of position, accuracy of time, and so on. 

Consulting with the draft of ISO standard, we defined quality of spatial data 

as a difference between the dataset which would be evaluated and an ideal dataset 

which completely followed its product specifications, but not a deference between the 

dataset and the real world. 

In addition, we defined constituent elements of quality as two types of 

elements. One is elements of quality which describe evaluation results as values, and 



the other is appearances of quality which describe estimation without any values. Each 

element includes sub elements which define quality metrics. 

Regarding evaluation procedure, we researched contents of quality 

evaluation in existing standards, and discussed basic flows of evaluation procedure, 

quality metrics, quality evaluation measures, quality evaluation method such as 

computer automated test or sampling test, and report fOimats of quality evaluation 

results. 

After this, we will discuss as follows: 

I) details of quality constituent elements 

2) applications of quality constituent elements to spatial data 

3) encoding for sub schema and metadata 

4) classification of quality constituent elements 

5) definition of acceptable quality 

6) suitability of evaluation methods for each element 

4. Spatial reference method 
Spatial reference method defines frames, keys, and these transfOimation 

methods which help exchange spatial data produced by different GIS. 

Regarding direct reference, there are two ways. One is to keep existing 

frames and to standardize its conversion, and the other is to recommend a single frame. 

We selected the first way, to define conversion method between different frames. 

Almost all of plane frames have conversion methods which are already established, so 

in these cases, we only showed existing frames, fOimulas, and conditions. 

Geometrical models, which need to detelmine geodesic coordinates (or 

longitude and latitude and elevation), are defined from ellipsoids. There are many kinds 

of shape of ellipsoid because each data or method used to define ellipsoid may be 

different from others. In addition to this difference of shape, origins and directions of 

ellipsoids are also defmed in various ways, so a single point may be represented as 

several coordinates. In some cases, it is difficult to convelt among these frames, but 

fOitunately the Tokyo Datum which authOlized in Japan can be convelted into other 

major frames such as WGS-84. 

Regarding indirect references, the targets of keys that we defined include 

name, label such as administrative zone, code such as telephone number or zip code, 

and distance from reference points. In addition, for each case of point, line, and face, we 

defined methods of mapping keys into referenced position. 

When the keys refer some coordinates, we have a problem about direct 

reference, so we wi ll coordinate relations between direct and indirect references. We 
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will also discuss reference methods for situations that keys or referred objects are 

vague. 

5. Metadata 
Metadata defines elements of meta data of all kinds of spatial dataset which 

includes from series set of data to each feature . Metadata also defines elements that are 

mandatOlY to describe based on using, producing, and managing data. In addition, it 

should include options of standard global description which can SUppOit any spatial 

data, and keep an ability of extension for special elements description. We will also 

show many examples of standard metadata implements such as measured maps, 

satellite images, and statistics tables as an basis of enlightenment of metadata. 

We defined elements of meta data based on ISO draft and the Japanese draft 

which has been defined by Geographical Survey Institute in other study. 

l. I den tifica tion Is. Citation 

2. Data Quality 19. Contact 

3. Spatial Data Organization 

4. Spatial Reference 

5. Entity and Attribute 

6. Distribution 

7. Metadata Reference 

Fig-2 Structure of meta data 

We defined that metadata is composed of sections of identification, data 

quality, spatial data organization, spatial reference, entity and attribute, distribution, 

and metadata reference. In these sections, some elements are defined as citation or 

reference which is defined at extra sections. 

After this, we will research needs and related things such as cost-benefit 

research on metadata production, and describe meta data as implementations for sample 

data sets such as measured maps, satellite images, and statistics tables. 



6. Record Format 
Recording format defines the conceptual schema for a description of spatial 

data as an exchange fonnat of physical file by the standard encoding IUle. 

We discussed applicability of existing standard such as ISO 8211 to the 

encoding IUle. We will also specify some profiles from the conceptual schema and 

logical schema that is defined in the Spatial Data Exchange Standard. Finally, we will 

present the descI1ption method based on the encoding IUle. 

Regarding the exchange fOimat as a physical fOimat for standard, we have 

recognized that its need is fluid, because of the effect from generalization of 

interoperability that Open GIS Consortium works or new media for advanced 

distributed database. However, such teclmology is not yet used in Japan, and our 

standard will be based on existing systems, so we concluded that defining a physical 

fOimat will work well. 

We researched domestic and abroad cases of encoding IUles including ISO, 

and discussed basic policy for defining recording fOimat. We applied description 

procedure such as one for a lot of exchange data defined in ISO 8211 to the description 

of Spatial Data Framework. 

We select ISO 8211 as encoding IUle, because lIS X 0604 exists as an 

equivalent standard of ISO 8211 , and some major standards such as SOTS or DIGEST 

adopt ISO 8211. 

After this, we will discuss descI1bing methods for more concrete data based 

on ISO 8211 , and we should make some standard profiles modeled on actual data as 

profiles based on logical specifications. 

7. Cataloging with geographical objects 
This work item discuss the establishment of cataloging method and making 

main body of catalog. 

We worked mainly at the establishment of cataloging method, so we make a 

prototype of catalog that covers only the Spatial Data Framework which is produced by 

Geographical Survey Institute. 

8. Terminology 
This work item researches existing IUles or standards about their telminology, 

and discusses how to unify the telminology in Japan . 

We discussed the problems of existing IUles or standards and the effect of 

unification of telminology. We also stmted to collect tenns to be defined. Each work 

item extracted the telms they used, and sent them to the working group oftelminology. 
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The gathered tenns are merged and ordered as a draft thesaulUs. The meaning of each 

item in this draft is not yet defmed coordinated among the work items. 

Final thesaums will include Japanese tenn, reading, equivalent English tenn, 

related work item, source, source author, and definition. 

We did not use this thesaulUs in other work, because all works started 

simultaneously. However, from the next year we will defme all telms and use these 

thesaulUs in the activity of other work items. We also have a problem about the scope of 

telms to be defmed. We should discuss the range ofthesaulUs, which aids to understand 

our standard, with reviewing all documents in this research. 

9. Research on needs of users 
We researched needs of users for a pWlJose of coordination between the draft 

of exchange standard and opinions of users. We discussed and prepared a questionnaire 

about the opinions of users we want to know for each item or all of exchange standard. 

We asked only participants in this research. 

Regarding frequency of exchanging spatial data, almost all of respondents 

answer that they have exchanged, but their mode is not so frequent, which is monthly or 

several times per year. It means that data exchange is only a part of various business. A 

lot of respondents answer problems about data or file fonnats. 

Regarding the state of use of spatial data on the market, 70% of respondents 

have used such spatial data, and they answer its smaller cost as an advantage. They 

want the extension of covered range, frequently updating, fWiher contents, and 

infOimation of data quality or fonnats , and especially infOimation of data quality or 

fOimats related to data exchange. 

Regarding the image of Spatial Data Exchange Standard, the major keywords 

of answers are "simple", "open to the public", "wide use", and "easy to use". Already 

our Standard planed to open to the public. However, "simple and easy to wide use" is 

high goal, so we must introduce some advanced idea such as fonnat templates, 

classification by purpose, and so on. 

10. Conclusion 
To come into wide use, it is important to adopt a lot of opinion in the stage of 

development. We plan to review the first draft of Spatial Data Exchange Standard on 

network , and to ask wide opinion about it. Any comments will be gratefully 

appreciated by your reading specific contents from the homepages of OSI. 
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ATLAS OF MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY: 
THE PROJECT AND FIRST OUTCOME 

A.M. 8erlyant, S.V. Marchev, T.G. Svatkova 

Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics 
Faculty of Geography, Moscow State University 

Moscow, 119899, Russia 
E-mail: berl@geoinform.geogr.msu.su 

Atlas of Moscow University (AMU) is designed as the complex 
cartographic work describing architectural and planning peculiarities of the 
university area, its history, enviromental conditions, economic exploitation, 
transport network, services and new buildings. The distinctive properties 
of AMU are its integrated thematics and a large scale of presentation . 
AMU is a multipurpose product dedicated to the following groups of users: 

- the Moscow Government and the top executives of prefectures; 
- the Moscow University administration, maintenance service 

employers, major 
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- construction engineers , consumer service workers and so on ; 
- professors, scientific workers , post-graduates, students ; 
- university visitors, tourists , university entrants, etc. 

According to these purposes some versions of AMU are designed 
as following: 

• The full bulk reference atlas (about 42x30 cm format); 
• Popular atlas (30x21 cm format) ; 
• The booklet - folding general maps of MSU area with some 

insert maps (playing fields , traffic , dining rooms, etc.); 
• Electronic atlas - a GIS MSU version. 



Atlas will be of scientific-cognitive, educational and methodological , 
practical applications and prestigious significance . All AMU versions 
intimately coordinated by their contents and cartographic design, and will 
form a part of the unified atlas.According to the peculiarities of the territory 
of MSU three parts (or issues) of AMU are appropriate for design: 

I . MSU on the Vorobievy Gory (the present day territory of 
University); 

2. MSU on the Vorobievy Gory (the area of the new building) ; 
3. MSU on Mochovaya street (the old block of MSU). 

• A unified structure suggested for the issues of AMU should as follows: 
• Cultural institutions and memorials 
• Introduction; 
• Natural conditions ( hydrogeology, relief, microclimate and so on) 
• Building functions (study buildings, laboratories , infrastructure, 

services, etc.) 
• Roads and transportation network ( streets, passages, regular bus 

traffic) 
• Communications and telecommunication network 
• Public health services and sport facilities 
• Environmental situation 

The natural conditions, geological structure, microclimate and 
weather in different seasons , types of vegetation cover, antropogenic 
landscapes and the pollution of Moscow University area will be depicted in 
the 1st part of AMU . Different sections of Atlas will be devoted to maps of 
buildings and constructions, monuments, sport grounds, medical 
institutions, dining rooms, stores and shops, and the sights of University. 
Some maps in AMU will be compiled on the basis of air photo and will be 
presented in the form of photomaps. It is assumed that the AMU will be 
illustrated by photos , panoramas, architectural blockdiagrams, supplied by 
the schemes of faculties structures, services and by over references and 
information. 

GIS MSU which is designed on the basis of AMU is considered as 
user oriented system with the easiest and simplest access and control to 
all available information. The basic software is AutoCAD, and also several 
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additional programs are used in the same computer environment. Different 
data bases and corresponding files contain information on five groups of 
objects : 

I . Buildings and constructions - name of the object, address, 
functional assignment, status, floors ; 

2. Roads - individual number, type (prospect, street, etc.), type of 
road coverage, amortization degree; 

3. Greenery (or green plantings) - name of object, type (lawns, 
alley, flower beds) , type of vegetation , degree of antropogenic 
impact; 

4. Memorials - name, date of installation or construction, brief 
annotation ; 

5. Institutions - name, status, address, phone. 

First electronic maps and hard copies are compiled: 
- Buildings and constructions . General maps at the scale 1:6 000 

on the sheet, and also scale 1:2 800 on 9 sheets; 
- Medical service maps (1 :6000) ; 
- Passages at the scale (1 :6000 and 1:2800 on 9 sheets); 
- Maps of underground communications are now under compiling 

(1 :6000) 

The creation of AMU calls for some additional field survey including 
photointerpritation, landscape survey,. inspection of roads, greenery, 
economic objects, memorials and others. Now the geodesic 
measurements are being conducted to determinate MSU steeple 
coordinates using GPS: the first established "MSU meridian" is 37°12'N. 

The AMU compilation is regarded as a collaborative scientific work 
with the partiCipation of researchers , engineering and over technical staffs 
of MSU. There is a need for close interaction of physical and human 
geographers, geomophologists, geologists and hydrogiologists , biologists 
and soil scientists , historians and philologists in atlas creation . 



GEOINFORMA TINAL EDUCATION IN RUSSIA 

A.M.Berlyant 

Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics 
Faculty of Geography, Moscow State University 

Moscow, 119899, Russia 
E-mail: berl@geoinform.geogr.msu.su 

Under the aegis of the GIS Association a questioning was 
carried out in 1996 which has shown the lack of co-ordination in the 
sphere of the geoinformatics education in Russia. Difference of aims 
and scope of courses, dissimilar hard- and software and even regional 
peculiarities in organising the GIS teaching have become obvious. 

Common general courses of 34 to 100 academic hours are 
delivered in about 1/3 of colleges. More than a half of colleges has 
elaborated the cycles of teaching disciplines or the complex 
curricula extending from 108 to 720 academic hours. The structure of 
these courses is presented in Table 1. In most cases (80-90%) they 
include introduction to geoinformatics, GIS theory and methodology, 
databases. Of considerable importance are the courses on computer 
graphics, cartography and hardware (60-70%). Some programs 
Include the disciplines (or their sections) which are related to the 
particular college orientation, for example, application of 
geoinformatics in geodesy and photogrammetry or regional , urban 
cadastre-oriented GIS, etc. 

The questionnaire have shown that the typical staff of teachers 
in geoinformatics is as follows: 1 professor, 2 to 3 associate 
professors, 3 lecturers and laboratory assistants, 3 researchers . 

Provision of the teaching process with textbooks and manuals, 
software and hardware is quite uneven. Only about 1/3 of colleges 
possesses special textbooks in geoinformatics, the ma!ority being 
dependent on monograph publications (more than 80 Yo), foreign 
textbooks in translation (50%) and other sources, for exampre, 
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departmental standards, periodicals on geoinformatics, guide-books to 
program packages, etc. In some colleges all these sources of 
Information are used in complex. 

Table 1 
Structure of Curricula in geoinformatics 

Name of teaching discipline or its section 

Introduction to GIS 
Theory and methodology 
Computer graphics 
Cartography 
Databases 
Bases of knowledge 
Image processing 
GIS design 
GIS hardware 
Software 
Others 

Percent of 
responses 

14.5 
12.0 
11.0 
9.5 
12.0 
5.0 
7.0 
7.0 
11.0 
5.0 
6.0 

Unlike textbooks and other materials, the software for 
geoinformatics teaching is generally adequate. Above 80% of colleges 
nave special computer classes equipped with 3 to 30 PC-386 and PC-
486, some of them possess Pentiums and the SUN Workstations. 
Besides, about a third of colleges provide their students with the 
access to central computer centres. Moreover, the departments and 
laboratories also have various computers and peripherals which are 
used for teaching, namely: computers, workstations, d·et printers, 
digitises, scanners, large-format plotters, etc. It shoul be noted, 
however, that the largest Russian universities, such as Moscow, 
St.Petersburg, Kazan and Saratov ones, are considerably poorer in 
this equipment. 

About 70% of colleges apply common commercial program 
support, usually ARC/INFO, MAPINFO and the home-designed 
GeoGraph; more than a half of them have GIS-viewers, ARCView 
being the predominant one. Near 1/4 of colleges produce their own 
courseware . 

There is a very interesting part in the questionnaires devoted to 
the main lines of research ancf education in colleges. In the table 2 



given below these lines are ranked according to the 10-point scale. 
The highest position corresponds to 65% mentioning of this very line 
of college activities, the lowest one - to 4% mentioning. 

In 1995 the State Committee of the Russian Federation for 
Higher Education has approved the State Education Standard for the 
higher professional training in the informatics. On this basis the 
requirements for training the specialists in f/eoinformational systems 
have been elaborated. The place of this teaching line within the 
system of knowledge, requirements to specialists, to their knowledge 
and skills in humanities, social and economic sciences, natural 
sciences, mathematics, general and special professional disciplines 
have been defined. The detailed description of individual disciplines 
and practical works, their duration according to the curriculum is 
provided. 

Position 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

Table 2 
Lines of education and research 

Lines 
Ecology 
Geography, regional management, land utilisation 
Remote sensing, cartography 
Geodesy, economy, education, mineral deposits 
Town-planning, architecture 
Demography, biology, statistics, 

telecommunication, specialised software 
History and culture, GIS-consulting, municipal 

economy 
Social sciences, meteorology, public health, 
emergencies , communications, business 
Town cadastre , specialised hardware for GIS 
Trans ort, militia, fire rotection 

According to the Standard among the objects of professional 
activities of the specialist in geoinformatics are the geographical 
information systems and networks, their program and 
information support, methods and techniques of their design and 
operation. 

Specialists in geoinformatics trained in accordance with the new 
Standard could be employed in federal and regional research and 
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production centres of Russia, other enterprises of the 
ROSKARTOGRAFIYA, federal, regional and local management and 
administration structures, research, designing and prospecting 
institutions, organisations engaged in cadastre mapping and cadastre
keeping for different territories and purposes, in the system of the 
National Military Topographic Survey, in colleges, institutes and 
technical schools where specialists in the Earth's sciences and 
thematic mapping are trained. 

If one summarises the Russian and the foreign experience, it 
become obvious that at present there are at least 4 models of 
geoinformation training focused on different problems, namely: 

• technical and applied aspects of GIS design and 
operation; 

• digital topographic and thematic mapping; 
• integration of GIS-technologies with remote sensing; 
• wide co-operation with geographical and cartographic 

disciplines, Earth's sciences and refated social and economic 
sciences. 

There are the following blocks of disciplines in the resulting 
model of optimal training in geoinformatics and GIS which is applied in 
Russian universities and based on the experience and traditions of the 
Russian cartographic and geodetic school: 

1. Introduction to GIS; 
2. Basics of computer graphics; 
3. Databases and knowledge bases; 
4. Digital topographic and tliematic mapping; 
5. Mathematical and cartographic modelling and the use of 

computer maps; 
6. GIS designing; 
7. Application of GIS. 

High professionals in the sphere of digital cartography and 
geoinformatics are trained at 7 Russian universities, namely Moscow, 
St.Petersburg, Irkutsk, Izhevsk, Saransk, Tver, Saratov, as well as at 
the Moscow Geodetic and Cartographic University (former MIIGAIK). 
Other universities, such as Altai , Voronezh, Kazan , Perm, are actively 
introducing the automated thematic mapping. Methodological co
ordination of the geoinformation education is provided by the 
Teaching and Methodological Association of Russian Colleges with its 
centre at the Moscow University. 



REAL PROPERTY GENERAL ASSESSMENT IN SWEDEN 
RECEIVES GIS-SUPPORT 

Abstract 

Arne Sundqvist 
National Land Survey of Sweden 

S-801 82 Gavle Sweden 

In the preparatory work preceding the general assessment of one or two- fami ly 
houses in 1996, a new computersupport, GISTAX, was required. GISTAX is a 
geographical information system which has been developed in Arc/Info and 
ArcView and which is used both for the analyses of purchase and the real 
property stock as well as for changes of the boundaries of valuation areas. 
GIST AX uses different sets of map-data. The base of GIST AX is a background 
map, essentially a map in raster format, whose contents mainly correspond to the 
topographic map with a scale of 1 :50 ODD. Since the degree of details in many 
cities is insufficient, this basic material has been supplemented by a large scale 
data-base. 
Besides the background map, the map data-base also contains the digitally stored 
boundaries of valuation areas and further specific information about the real 
property stock of one or two- family houses and purchases of such houses. 
GIST AX makes the fo llowing four procedures possible: 

- analysis of the real property stock 
- analysis of purchases 
- changes ofthe boundaries of the valuation areas 
- plotting the official valuation maps 
Together with specific information about the assessment value level, which is an 
attribute of the valuation area, an assessed value for every unit is calculated and 
then presented for the owner. Finally, as mentioned, offi cial assessment maps are 
di gitally produced with GIST AX. The requisitioning of the new technique essen
tially has reduced costs fo r the preparatory work. At the same time quality has 
increased. 

Introduction 

For a long time one of the National Land Survey's duties, as an authority and by 
direction of The National Tax Board, has been to answer for essential parts of the 
preparatory work that precedes the general real property assessment. This duty 
implies analyzing the real property market, creating valuation models and 
preparing proposals fo r division of areas according to value- levels. In the 
preparatory work preceding the general assessment of one or two-fami ly houses 
in 1996 a new computersupport, GIST AX, was required. GIST AX is a geo
graphical information system, GIS, which has been developed in Arc/Info and 
ArcView and which is used both for the analyses of purchase and the real 
property stock as well as for changes of the boundaries of valuation areas. 
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Valuation maps and areas 

In the general assessment, the country is divided into so called valuation areas, 
that is an area in which the real property market functions practically in the same 
way, and where the formation of price and the level of the market value are 
uniform. Concerning one or two-family houses the country is divided into more 
than 7 300 valuation areas, each one carefully defined on maps of different kinds, 
so called valuation maps. 

Changes in the relationship of different assessment values 

Changes of the real property market, both at local and regional level, take place 
on a regular basis and change the relations of values. New areas of one or two 
family-houses are built in various places, major routes are extended or relocated, 
the municipal water supply and sewerage networks are also extended etc, every 
condition affecting the market of one or two-family houses and contributing to 
the previous division of areas according to value having to be revised and in 
many cases changed. The surveying and examination task is dealt with by a large 
number of assessment technicians, and natura lly with the ass istance of maps. The 
newly required GIS-support, GIST AX, is designed to fac ili tate the surveying and 
examination task and the subsequent map-work. 

General structure 

The general structure of the computer support for the preparatory work at the 
general assessments consists of two parts, ADBTAX and GISTAX. 

GISTAX 

Applit-olion which 
inlC'grales the data-base 
ofrca t propo.:rly prices 
\\ ilh background maps 

• Topographical map 
• Street map in 

populat..:d :m:<l 
• InlclrmalioJl aoout the 

r..::.1 prope rly slock 
• BO ll llllarj~s or 

val ullti on areas 

ADBTAX 
Compul~r·5upport . 

w ntaining program s for 
ca1cuhll ioru. reports, 
sort oul usefu l sales, 
tria l assessment 

The dal a~hase or 
AFT96 

• Infomlation :lboUI 
prnpcrty sales ror olle 
or two-family houses 
(i,a, connlillatc!') 

ADBTAX was implemented with its first vers ion in 1987, at that time the 
valuation maps were trad itional analogous maps, and all map-work was manual. 



However,there was a need fo r digital technology and GIST AX was developed 
1994 - 1995 and used fo r the fi rst time in december 1995. 

The background map and the boundaries of valuation areas 

GIST AX uses diffe rent sets of map-data. The base of GIST AX is a background 
map, essentially a map in raster fo rmat, whose contents mainly correspond to the 
topographic map with a scale of 1:50 000. Since the degree of details in many 
cities is insufficient, this basic material has consequently been supplemented by a 
large scale data-base, that is digital maps of cities and with similar accuracy of 
details as in the telephone directory. Besides the background map, the map data
base also contains the digitally stored boundaries of valuation areas and further 
specific information about the real property stock of one or two-family houses . 

Information about purchases of one or two-family houses 

GISTAX also has access to purchases of one or two-family houses, these 
purchases are among other things the basis for obtaining a clear idea of the value
levels. The map data-base, which includes the background map, boundaries of the 
valuation area and information about the real property stock, is available for the 
assessment technician at the local offi ce, while information about the purchases is 
available in a central data-base at the National Land Survey of Sweden in Gavle. 

Above all , GIST AX makes the fo llowing four procedures possible: 

- analysis of the real property stock 

- analysis of purchases 

- changes of boundaries of the valuation areas 

- p lotting the official valuation maps 

GI STAX is easy to learn and to use for the assessment technician. Normally one 
to two days are set off to introduce GIST AX and to learn the technicians to 
handle the di fferent tools. 
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Many alternatives for analysis 

In GISTAX it is possible, by the key window or survey window, to mark and to 
choose the municipality that you, for the moment, would like to work with. 

- GlSTAX 

Analysis of the real property stock is made possible by marking each and every 
one of the one or two-family houses in the map, as well as by obtaining 
information that would otherwise be difficult to collect about real properties, but 
which is now available through GIST AX. Those real properties within a specific 
city, which have access to municipal water and drainage,can for example be 
marked by a particular symbol on the screen. In the same way, the group of 
riparians, or those real properties where the assessed value was adjusted in the 
previous real property assessment, due to environmental disturbance, can be 
shown especially. 
The background map, the stock and the purchases are composed of, from a digital 
point of view, different parts, each one consisting of separate units of the system. 
The assessment technician has the option of choosing which part of the 
background map, that for the moment, will be shown on the screen or whether the 
analysis should refer to the stock or to the purchases. 
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GIST AX provides several options and thus access to various and readily 
avai lable analysis alternatives. 
Analysis ofthe purchases provide other options . The purchases can either be pre
sented by its coordinates on the map or statistically. 

III Kopesumma - diagram au 
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Information about specific purchases 
Information about specific purchases can easily be .presented. Even detailed 
information about a specific purchase can be presented and used for example for 
sorting away non-representative transactions. 
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Up-dating of boundaries of valuation areas 

When the assessment technician has decided the requirements of changes of the 
digitally stored net of boundaries of valuation areas according to different value
levels, then the task of up-dating remains to be done. GIST AX can therefore, by 
the help of tools, remove and add areas according to value and change existing 
boundaries. 

!J.ppdoterill!I~)kontroll 

.Li~)la llll!lrin~Jur ... 

!,kopo !rallsaktion 

fa hort ~Wlirrrnurkerill!1 

When changing boundaries of the valuation area, ArcView as well as Arc/Info 
are used. 
Proposal for assessed value printed on the tax return 

In the multipurpose cadastre system information about the whole stock of the 2.3 
million one or two-family houses have been registered . The centre-coordinates of 
each property unit are used together with the digital valuation area boundaries 
and as a result each real property unit is given a specific identification connected 
with the valuation area which it belongs to. In the latter part of the entire working 
process a proposal for the assessed value and other information is printed on a 
special declaration formula and presented to the owner. Finally, all the official 
documents, such as the valuation maps, lists of essential information etc, are 
plotted by GIST AX and additional systems. 

Costs and quality 

The requisitioning of the new technique have essentially reduced costs for the 
preparatory work. At the same time quality has increased main ly due to 
computer-assisted analysis which among others facilitates the test valuations. 
Preparatory work costs and number of involved assessment technicians for the 
general assessment of one and two family houses at different years has decreased 
as follows: 

General assessment Preparato ry work, Number of assessment 
year costs , Mill SWE technicians involved 

(NOli ) 

AFT81 150.0 29 1 

AFT90 86.0 154 

AFT96 44.5 83 

NO! I : 1994 money value 



Further development 

Since the 1996 general assessment of one and two family houses GIST AX has 
been furtherly developed at the prospect of 1998 general assessment of 
agriculture units. Analysis of agriculture purchases and even the stock of 
agricultural units now can be done in the same way as earlier for one and two 
family houses. There are in some places hopes that the new technology now will 
be used to introduce valuation maps and other important information into 
Internet. By this the public at large would more easily get access to essential 
in fo rmation about the general assessment and the tax value of their property. 
Increased understanding of the general assessment and mass valuation process 
can hopefully be a result. Anyhow, increased information about the process have 
its own value. 
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CARTOGRAPHIC DATA CAPTURE BY DIGITIZATION 

1. Introduction 

Prof.dr. e ng. Constilntin Nitu 
Technical Militilly ACilde my 
Bd . Regin il Milriil N r. 81-83 

Sector 5, Bucure§ti 
Tel. +401 3354660 
Filx +401 3355763 

T he dig itil l ca rt ogril phic diltil ilre vecto riill , g rid or rilste r datil. T he grid diltil are 

pilrticular fo rms o f vectoriil l diltil (N itu, 1992 a) . T he cilrtog rapfi c diltil may be collect 

using diffe re nt sources ilnd me thods. A lot of methods use, ilS source, il ll kinds o f final 

milps o r the finill editing or igin als; the topogrilphic milps ilre o fte n used. T he digital 

cartographic diltil may be stored in vectorial , grid o r rilste r formills; the conve rsio n 

be twee n fo rmilt s is needed in seve ral il pplications a nd is done using specific a lgorithms. 

T he usuil l fo rmilt o f digit il l cil rtogrilphic diltil stored in iI dilt il bilse o r into iI GIS is the 

vecto riill formilt. T he dig it il l cartogrilphic products de rived from this dilta ilre used in 

command a nd contro l syste ms (C-tl) , in simul il tors o r in o the r syste ms. T hat is why the 

world needs to digitize milps. 

2. The map - source or information 

T he usua l so urces for digi ta l cilrtog ra phic diltil capture nre the maps in hardcopy format 

(print ed maps) o r final editing o rig in als o f that maps, with the color - separated fe atures. 

T he cilsiest for dig itiz ing a re those with conto urs il nd soi l feil tures. T he conto urs do n' t 

inte rsect each o the r imd the digiti zing is ve l)' e ilsy. T he contours hilVe o nly o ne importilnt 

allrii>ut e , th e il ltitud e. 

On it ll the m lor - se paril ted origin a ls the re a re po ints, lineil r il nd a reil l fea tures il nd texts; 

the text lIl ay he conside red lincil r feil ture. T he maps it nd the ir origin a ls are known as 

~l" ni nl{\g('~ . 

3. The dig iti zing methods 

I he- ca Jl ographir d>ltit Cit ptlJl'(' using th e digit iz ing syste ms have the most high cos t among 

the il lltolllat cd caJlograph ic w~t c ms o r in geog raphic (l a nd ) info rmation syste m il nd 

" ' pl esl'lll s "hOIlI 7()'1, 01 Ihe to ta l cnst (Ma\'O, 199:'\). T he mo re illlp0 l'l il nt digitiz ing 



me tllOds used in present and in the near future are: (1) manual vectQrial digitizillg; (2) 

inte ractive vectQrial dig itiz ing; (3) manual raste r-vectQrial (R-V) dig itizing; (4) 

semia utQmatic (supe Jv ised) raste r-vectQrial (R-V) dig itizing ; (5) a utQmated raste r

vectorial digitizing. TIle last me thQd is a future Qne. 

In the manual digitizing the cartQgraphers use vectQria l dig itize rs cQnnected with the 

nQn-inte ractive prQcessQrs. T he data a re stQred into. the secvential fil es. Practically, the 

Qpe ratQr "redraw" the map. In the manual wQrk the re a re e rrQrs and mistakes. 

3. I . T he iJ}terilctjye V~LQ Jjilt dig itizing 

T he computer is cQnnected int o. the digitizing syste m tQgethe r with a digitize r Qr a 

digitizing table t having a IQcatQr (cursQr). T he cQmp ute r use an Qpe rating syste m (MS

DOS, UN IX a.s .Q.) , advanced graphic sQftware, a specia l mQdule fQr digitizing cQntrol , 

e.g. the mQdule A rcEdit Qf ARCJ1NFO sQftware (ESRI , 1995). T he sytem uses special 

me nus Qn the dig itize r surface Qr Qn the g raphic display. In the me nu cells the re a re 

cQmmands fQ r inte ractive wQrk, cQnventiQnal signs fQr the map fea tures the attributes Qf 

the features a.s.Q. 

At the inte ractive digitiz ing methQd, Qn the display, appears by redrawing the graphic 

echo., Qf e ach digitized feature. T he da ta stQring designed structure is made afte r thei r 

va lidatiQn. T he vectQrial ca rtQgraphic data are stored directlv int o. the highe r structure. 

with cQQrdinates in a CQmmQn system Qf ca rtographic data base, mak ing easy the access 

to an individual data , to. a grQup Qf data fQr graphic editing. 

T he Qrde r Qf procedures is accorded to the map fe atures types, and the perfQrmances 

Qf the dig itiz ing sQftware (ESRl , 1995) . T he syste m has cQmplex procedures fQr access 

and g raphic editing (e rase Qf a feature code IQcaliza tiQn Qr reciproca l displacement Qf 

feat ures can be changed features, can be cQnnected Qr divided, fe atures frQm map limits 

ca n be also. cQnnected, text string 10catiQn Qr CQnte nt ca n be changed a.s .Q.). Redrawing 

Qn the graphic display (graphic echo) is made with the prese lected cQnve ntiQnal signs and 

fQ nts, according to. codes from libraries gene rat ed with symbQls ge ne ratQrs. The 

ge ne rating Qf g raphic me nus needed fQr cQnve ntiQnal signs a nd fQnts drawing is made 

wit.h cQmplex sQftware mQd ules (ESRI, 1995). With the described me thQd we re Qbtained 

the best results. FQr the constructiQn Qf cartQgraphic data base fQr the e.\1e nded 

geQgraphic a rea (e.g. fQr RQman ia or fQr E urQpe ), the dig itiz ing CQ uld be made Qn a IQt 

Qf syste ms and by diffe re nt Qpe ratQrs. CQncatenatiQn Qf the ca rtQgraphic data bases, 

cQrresPQnding to. separated map lists, could be made in a ce ntra l syste m (mainframe), 

which, in particular may be inte rconnected with the digitiz ing syste ms. Wlle n the syste ms 

are nQt int e rcQnnected, in Qrde r to. exchange data it must be used the data exchange 

stand ards (DM A, 199.'1). 
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3.2. Semia utomatic raste r - vectoria l dig itizing 

T he raste r-vecto rial (R-Y) dig itizing me thods a re the most appropriate me thod fo r 

cartographic data capture. T he me thods need a new ha rware, a da ta manageme nt syste m 

fo r scanning the map origina ls and raste r-vecto r (R-V) conversio n software module . T he 

manual raste r-vecto r digitizing me tllOd is di ffe rent from manual vecto ri a l dig itiz ing one 

beca use it uses the image displayed on the screen in first case. A syste m which use the 

described me thod is MAR S (Map Recogni tion Syste m) o r data capture as so urce a re 

used I : 2,500 topographic maps, in J apa n (Suzuk i and Ya mada. 1990: Mayo, 1994). T his 

syste m was rea lized in 4 yea rs, now be ing in testing and deve lopme nt. T he im age of the 

map is displayed o n the g raphic screen, using the cartographic raste r da ta obtil ined from 

sCilnning system . 

T he po in t feil tu re digitiz ing is milde like in milnu il l vecto ri il l d ig itizing, pointing the 

"bided point" of the feature with the curso r o n the scree n, commil nded by the system 

locil to r. 

T hc Iineil r fe ilture , right line segme nt is milde by ilpproxim il tive po inting of segme nt 

c nds. T hc syste m ilutomilti ca lly finds the e nd po ints o f the segme nt and sto res the ir 

coord in ates. 

T he Clllved o r polygonil l fe il ture d igitizing is milde by approximil tive po inting of the 

curve e nds. T he system il utol11 il tica lly find th e end points, explo res the cUlv es route, 

(it' tc rmincs the po in ts o f the c Ulves ilxis a utomilti cil lly reco rds the coordin iltes of so me 

points (N itu , 1995). T he a real feature dig it iz ing (polygon) is milde by pointing of one 

interior point (inside the il reil l fe il tu re) . T he n is discove red the nea rest closed outline 

which hils inside the po int ed locil tion. T his curve is a utomilticil lly d igitized like ilny line il r 

fCil tu re (polygonil l line). 

T he teXl string digiti zing is Ill ilde by ilpproximillive po inting o f the end points o f the 

string. T he sys te m, bilsed on speciil l p rocedures, explo res the strip o f p ixe ls thill cove rs 

the text (Mayo. 1994: F lil nagiln il nd o the rs, 1994), decodes the cil rilcte rs, reco rds 

coordin il tes il l1(1 o rient il tion in il fil e (da til bilse) fo r e ilch chil rilcte r. the font code il nd 

t he ASCII code o f chil rilcte r. 

For il ll the po inted fe ilt ures. d igitized il nd inte rp re ted , ilppe ilrs the g rilphic echo o f the m 

il nd. fo r e ilch fe il ture. th e syste m wil its fo r vil lid il tio n ope ril to rs decisio n and reco rding 

into the dil til bilse o f the result s. T he g rilphic echo il lows the ope ril to r ve ri fy cont inuo usly 

th e d ig itiz in?, stil?,es. to re move the possib le o missions, to co rrect on-line the ine xilct 

d i,g it izin.g il. S.O. Also in this me thod the re mi?, ht be used ?,rilphic me nus on the scree n, 

hy wich could be e nte red the needed tole ril nces (N ilU. 1992 b) . 

T hc sCii nning ope ra tion is milde with SCil nne rs bilsed on CCD techno logy (Milyo, 1994). 

As il rule. the di?, it il l raste r imil?,es il re e ncoded 8 bits . F rom cil rtog rilphic point o f view, 

th e spa ti a l rcsolu tion o f SCil nne rs mily be low (300 dpi), medium (800 dpi) ilnd hi ?, h (ove r 

1200 dpi) . T he hi?,h spil t iil l resolutio n is specific il lre ildy to pho tog ril mmet ric and re mote 

se ns in.g systc ms. T he preprocessing of d igit a l raste r d il t il involves il limited numbe r o f 
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ope rations, ended with data arrange ment in formats specific to subseq ue nt processing. 

From ca rtograp hic point of view, we are inte rested o nly in im age p rese nce or abse ne, 

respective the image spectral resolution decrease to two values: black (the image is 

present) and whi te (the image is absent ). T he 256 values on 8 b its are replaced with 

values 0 o r I. T he values gre ate r th an or eq ual to a th resho ld value are replaced by I. 

and othe rs by O. Ma ny scanne rs has the procedure imple me nted in to the hardwa re 

(Flanagan. 1994). 

O ne may be used adapt ive methods for some e rrors re moving at the ele me nts 

inte rsectio n (Taxt , 1989) . which build firstly local histogram o f each pixel. based on the 

ne ighbo ring pixe ls. For the same type maps it might be made "prio ric analysis and could 

dete rmine sta ti st ics fo r th reshold values (M"yo. 1994). 

In inp ut raste r image, e ncoded on 8 bits could appe a r noise dete rmined by the 

inte rfe rence of re fl ected rays due to the fact the wave length is compa rable with the map 

support rugosity. T his noise is prese nt too in the digit al bin alY image. T he noise is 

represe nted by a small group of isolated pixe ls with the same value (0 o r I) . A sim ple 

me thod for this noise removing consists of zone are a dete rmin at ion by numbe ring the 

pi xe ls with the same value in isolated zone. compa ring the are a with a th reshold value 

and taking the decision to remove the pixe ls group values depe nding by chose n threshold 

value. T he threshold va lue is e mpirica lly established for a ce rta in type of maps. Special 

algorithms we re proposed fo r noise (speckle) re moving fro m SAR radar im ages (M ayo. 

1994) 

In bin a lY d igita l im age to each linear featu re corresponds a strip o f pixe ls with va lue I. 

T he ske le to nizing o r the thinning consists o f re moving the la te ral pixe ls. and keeping 

only the axi al p ixe ls with va lue I . T he re are m"ny thinning a lgo rithms. known from image 

processing (Z hang & Sue n. 1984; Fla nagan . 1994: Mayo, 1994) . 

With specific a lgorithms the re are detected the linea r feature ends, th an the successive 

ax ial po ints Me dete rmined, using the ne ighbo ring pixels analysis for one given pixel. T he 

coordin ates o f firt s point a re recorded . For the secvential Clxial points are registe red only 

the coord in ates o f those points which comply with the imposed co nditio ns (N ilU . 1995). 

In the se mi Cl ut omatic R-V digitizing me thod could Clppe ar some in adve rte nces as: broke n 

po ints in "ddition on sinuo us lines; appe Cl rance o f so me supple me nt ary linear features. 

pe rpendicula r on linea r fe atures with the length compara bile with the features width ; 

points displClce me nts a t linear fe at ures intersections. especia lly at T or X inte rsections, 

ICl te ral deviation of e nd points of a linea r feature a .s.o . As a rule the e rro rs o f the feature 

im age a re corrected o n the scree n using the e nl arged image function (Z OOM). 

4. Conclusions regarding selection of the digitizing methods 

It couldn't be tClke n the decision that one digitizing method is the best method fo r a ll 

ki nd o f maps o r for a ll fe a tures. An Auto mated Ca rtographic Syste m (ACS) may have 

im ple me nted " II the procedu res. leaving the ope rators to the decisio n fo r se lecting one 
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o r ano ther me thod, depe nding o n the applicil tio n. 

It must be re tained th ilt: 

- the m ilnu il l R -Y degitizing don't give il n importilnt increilsing in speed of diltil cilptu res 

compassing it with milnua l vectoriil l digitizing, givi ng in exchange some inildverte nce 

regil rding the d ilta precisio n ilssurilnce depe nding o n spiltiill resolutio n of the sCil nner 

which is used (the digitizing time increilses too, especiilily due to the imilge sCil ling a nd 

pilnning mu ltipli cil tio n o n the scree n); 

- the inte ract ive vectoriil l digiti zing hils fo r iI certil inly il lot o f ildvantages regarding 

working speed decreilsing o f cil rtogrilphic editing time; 

- the se mi il uto ma tic R-Y dig itiz ing reduce conside rilbly the working t ime (30% less thiln 

the time consumed by int eractive vecto rial digitizing) , but the results depends o f milp 

complexity; 

- the testing for topographic m ilps must continue. to estab lish crite ri il il nd normative for 

se lection o f digitizing me thods; 

- is unde r the developme nt stilge the proble m o f a uto mil ted cartogrilphic text reilding. 

consid e ring th ilt the a uto mate d text re ilding time is e guill w ith the working time for 

int e rilctive vecto ri il l digitizing; 

- the re a re il lot of simil ilrities be twee n inte rilctive vectoriill and semia uto ma tic R-Y 

digitizing met hods regil rding the structure il nd finillfonnat o f the d at il il nd il lso the 

cartographic editing procedures: 

- the re ilre in reseil lTh stilges the ilu to mated R-Y digitizing met hods, due to the 

il ut o milted re ildi ng of cartogrilphic symbo ls ilml fonts. 
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The creation of tactile maps allllost always requires sYlIl bol displacelll ent mainly 
due to the size of tactile sYlIlbols. This paper presents a new displacement lIlethod 
- the Focus Line displacelll ent. It describes an algorithlll for the automatic dis
placelllent that detects graphical conf/icts in a lIlap. A context-dependent analysis 
o(these conflicts deterlllines the centre, the direction and the all/aunt of displace
lIlent which are used as parallleters /01' the Foclls Line algorithm that pel/arms 
the aCllwl displacement. The results indicate that the algorithll/ is good in pre
serving the overall shape and minimising the relative error of tile lIlap. 

1 Introduction 

Symbol displacement is an important part of cartographic generalisation. It be
comes necessalY when symbols are no longer separately perceivable due to symbol en
largement or the effects of other generali sation processes, like simplification. Indeed, 
displacement becomes nearly unavoidable for the creation of maps for blind people, 
since the symbol sizes are about ten times larger than those in maps fo r sighted people. 

This paper presents an algorithm for the generalisation of the street, river and 
rail road network in a city to create tactile orientation maps of cities on the basis of ve
hicle navigation data. The problem is described in more detail in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 
identifies the requirements of a suitable displacement algorithm. As a solution a di s
placement method is described in the next two chapters. In Chapter 4 algorithms for 
the identification and analysis of graphica l conflicts in the map are described. Based 
on the results of the analysis, a context-dependent di splacement is performed whose 
working is desc ribed in Chapter 5. The fin al chapter discusses the results of thi s ap
proac h. 

2 Motivation 

The data source is fOlmed by vehicle navigation data that describes the traffi c 
network by its central lines supplemented by semantic information, such as road clas-
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sifications (see Figure I). This network is presented using double-line symbols w ith a 
varying width depending on the road class ifica tion. However, to a llow the placement 
of symbols e.g. fo r bus stops or crossings inside the street symbols or to label streets 
with Braille, the double lines must have a width of at least 6 to 8 mrn. Symbols need to 
be no less than 2 to 3 mrn apart to be tactually discriminable (Edman, 199 1). 

Compared to maps for sighted people, 
these fi gures are about ten times larger. In 
consequence, the symbo li sation of the street 
network of a c ity at the scale I :2,500 already 
requires symbol displacement. Given the re
strictions imposed by the technology to em
boss maps, genera lly only maps of size A4 or 
A3 are feas ibl e. The creation of tactile maps 
fo r a larger area, therefore, requires map 
scales of about I :5,000 to I: 10,000 . This re
sults in c luttered maps that show compara
tively large overlaps. Hence, the di splace
ment becomes the central issue in the crea
tion process. 

Few attempts have been made so fa r to 
provide computer support for symbol dis-

Figure I: Part of vehicle nav igati on data 
for Magdeburg 

pl acement, though much work has been done for the automatic map genera li sat i ~n 

(MUli er, 1995). Raster-based approaches have been investigated where for the detec
tion and analys is of symbol overl aps the raster format is used (Jager, 1990). However, 
the mat ri ces describing the amount of displ acement necessary per pixel can become 
complicated and difficult to analyse. 

A completely different approach has been devised by Monmonier ( 1989) who 
suggests the use of a few maps at different scales and describes an algorithm to inter
polate maps at intennediate scales. Up to a celta in extent this algorithm can also be 
used to extrapolate to new sca les. 

Powitz ( 1993) describes an approach to the displ acement of streets and build
ings. Resulting from the widening of street symbols, the algorithm unifonnly moves 
all symbols inside the meshes of streets of a certain hierarchy level towards the mesh 
centre. This mathematica lly demanding approach yields good results but does not a l
low to solve confli cts between streets of the same hierarchy level which occurred fre
quentl y in our examples. 

3 Requirements of the Displacement 

The symbol di splacement should preserve the topology and the shape of the 
traffic network. It should perfolln effi c ientl y in a way that graphical conflicts arc 
so lved but the di storti on introduced is kept to a minimum . 

These obj ecti ves are difficult to meet wi th the increasing amount of necessary 
di splacement. Considering the fi gures for the size of tactile symbols and the map 
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scales required to present a larger area, it becomes apparent that a significant displace
ment is necessary to solve the graphical conflicts (in the example in this paper of more 
than 8 nun). Thi s large displacement has some implications for the design of a suitable 
displacement a lgorithm. 

Often the effect of the displacement is faded out within a certain distance of the 
overlapping symbol to avoid a global distol1ion of the map. In effect , stopping a dis
placement after a Sh0l1 distance on the contrary may cause severe distortions; Figure 2 
shows this effect. The solution is to use the who le map area to recover from the dis
placement, i.e. a ll displacements run to the map edge. This is also useful in another 
respect since di splacements in one area are likely to cause conflicts in another area 
and, hence, successive displacement is needed. 

It is com-
mon practice to 
displace hierar
chically to pre
serve the typical 
shape of some 
features and to 
ensure positional 
accuracy for im
pOl·tant features 
(Mi.i ller, 1995). 
These hierarchies 
result in a se
quence of actions, 
e.g. at first ri vers 
displace their sur-

/ / \ \ / / \ \ \ \ \ 
/ \ / \ \ \ \ 

\ / \ / / / 
\ \ / / \ \ / / / / / 

Figure 2: Di ffere nt di splacement methods applied to a regul ar grid: The left 
pi cture shows the effect of a di splacement with a limited displace ment zone; 
columns 5 and 6 are unproportionall y shrunken. The ri ght picture di splaying 
the effect o f an unlimited di splacement shows a less dist0l1ed grid 

rounding symbols followed by the main streets that di splace the minor streets and 
buildings etc . However, it is doubtful that a hierarchica l di splacement is suitab le for 
the purpose of the creation of tactile maps for a couple of reasons. First, it is not ap
parent how the hierarchy should be set up. Un like road maps for dri vers, it is not 
equally likely that major streets are important for the nav igation of visually-impaired 
pedestrians and, thus, their shape should be maintained. Blind pedestrians frequ ently 
select streets considering the safety; they sometimes prefer minor streets with less traf
fic or follow a route with safe crossings. The positional accuracy of hi ghways or rivers 
becomes less important in this context. 

Another aspect in favour of non-hierarchical displacement is the attempt to min
imise the overall di stol1ion caused by the di splacement. Considering every conflict as 
equally important and displacing a ll surrounding symbols regardless of their cl ass ifica
tion leads to a mechani sm where the whole traffic network is treated as if it were float
ing on a water surface. Thi s paradi gm minimi ses the effects of local displacements to 
the close vicinity; the maximum changes to distances and angles are minimi sed. How
ever, while thi s approach reduces the re lative error it increases the absolute error of the 
positional accuracy or, put in another way, it suits best to preserve the shape accuracy 
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on the expense of the positional accuracy. The actual results w ill be discussed in 
Chapter 6. 

In addi tion, a non-hierarchica l symbol di splacement allows moving apart sym
bo ls of the same feature class. Thi s is no rare case, since at junctions e.g . streets of the 
same classification tend to overl ap and need to be moved away from one another. 

4 Detection and Analysis of Conflicts 

A prerequisite to the automatic di splacement is the detection and ana lys is of 
graphical co nflicts. As a result o f this process , the centre of the displacement, the di 
rection(s) and the amount of di splacement are detennined. The a lgorithm presented in 
this paper uses the vector fonnat to analyse the areas of conflict and, hence, unlike the 
raster based approaches yie lds an analytica l descri ption of the necessary displacement. 

With respect to the detection, two 
classes of graphical conflicts between 
symbols can be distingui shed: confli cts 
that are already detectable during the 
creation of a symbol and those that re
quire a separate scan. The first class 
compri ses those conflicts that are caused 
by overlaps with adj acent symbols (see 
F igure 3) . In these cases the symbol 
po lygon of the middle street segment 
cannot be correctly created because the 
symbols of both adjacent street segments 
already overl ap. To solve these confli cts, 
both adj acent street segments have to be 
moved apart and, thus, the middle seg
ment is extended. 

However, simply ex tending the 
middle segment may cause loca l distor
tions to the surrounding symbols. Figure 

Figure 3: Graphica l confli cts a ft er symbo li sati on 
of the area di splayed in Figure I : Segment A is 
hidden by its adj acent symbols; Band C mark 
overl aps between non-adj acent symbols 

4 (left) sholVs the result. In the exampl e, segment A was extended by moving both end 
nodes apart. The resulting map shows bumps in the streets running in north-south di
rec ti on, the ang les have been remarkabl y changed and indeed the whole shape has 
been di storted. Avo iding these di stol1ions requires a change from a loca l (blind) dis
placement to a g lobal, contex t-dependent correc ti on. For this purpose the graph struc
ture has to be analysed and subgraphs w ith suitabl e properties have to be identified . 

Typi ca l, easily recogni sabl e shapes are long stra ight streets whose charac teris
tics should be preserved during genera lisa tio n. For this reason, maj or roads are some
times pl aced at th e top of the di sp lacement hi erarchy to prevent them from being sub
j ect to d isplaccments. However, as already mentioned these hierarchies have draw
backs when strong di splacements become necessary. Thus, an alternati ve to a fi xed 
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hierarchy is required that is capable of preserving shapes. As a solution, part of the 
analys is of a local conflict has to be the detection of strai ght streets in the vicinity . 

This can be accomp lished algorithmically by examining the angles w ith adja
cent street segments at both end points of a segment with overlaps. All segments with 
approximately right angle can be considered to be candidates. They are then examined 
to detell11ine whether they are an edge of a longer nearly straight path that is perpendi
cular to the segment with overlaps. Se lect ing the longest of all potentia l straight sub
graphs proved to yield the best results. 

Figure 4: Context-sensiti vit y of the di splacement. Left picture shows the effect of loca ll y resolving 
the confli ct marked A in Figure 3, whereas in the ri ght picture the left street running in north-south 
direction was used as anc hor of di splacement 

If such a path can be found it is then used as the anchor for the displacement. 
The centre of di sp lacement can be described on the bas is of this as an open polygon 
that runs through the middle of the segment with overlaps and parallel to the straight 
path. The direction of displacement should be perpendicular to thi s polygon. Using 
both sides of thi s line for displacement reduces the total displacement per point and, 
consequently, the absolute en OL The third parameter of the displacement that needs to 
be determined is the amount of distortion. ft can easily be deduced from the depth of 
the overlapping area . 

Applying thi s algorithm for the analys is of graphical conflicts to the sample 
map results in a dep iction without bumps (see Figure 4 right). Although segment A 
was ex tended by 8 mm, the context-dependency achi eved a generalisation that pre
served the overall shape. The shape of the centres of displacement can be seen in 
Figure 8. 

While the first categoty of conflicts is characterised by overlaps with adj acent 
symbo ls, the second categOlY comprises overlaps between non-adjacent symbols. 
These conflicts arc not detectable during the symbolisation phase but need a separate 
scan. Typica l exampl es are parallel streets that come too c lose in some points (see 
Fi gure 3). 
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The de
tec tion of these 
conflicts re
quires testing 
the symbo l 
po lygons for 
intersec ti on. 

~ 
edge of the map 

/ remaining space 

new segment symbol 
s' o 

1 

D(s) 

s' o 

s 

As a first step 
the resulting 
pa irs of inter
secting symbo l 
polygons are 
checked 

Figure 5: Depicti on o f the Focus Li ne disp lace ment functi on D(s) 

whether they are connected. In thi s case, they are merged to determine the whole area 
of intersection. Once the intersecting areas are detec ted they need to be ana lysed to 
determine the centre of di splacement as well as the directions and the amount of di s
placement. Thi s can be accompli shed by calculating the skeleton of the polygon en
closing the who le intersection area . As in the first case, the directions of displacement 
are reasonabl y set perpendi cular to the edges of the skeleton to both sides. The amount 
of di spl acement can again be deduced from the area content of the intersection po ly
gon, i.e . the he ight of the polygon in each po int a long the skeleton. 

5 Displacement Algorithm 

As a result of the analys is of the graphical conflicts the centre, the direction(s) 
and the amo unt of distortion are determined and the di splacement can be perfOlmed. 
The di spl acement should result in a smooth , co'n-

tinuous modifi ca ti on to the map. As di scussed in U 
Chapter 3, ori g inating from the centre of di s-
placement it should perform successive di splace- L 
ments towa rds the map edge but stop at the edge 
to avo id an enlargement over the g iven paper 
size. It sho uld mainta in the relati ve pos iti o ns and 
minimi se th e re lati ve e tTOI". 

Thi s can be achi eved usin g the Foells Line 
di spl aceme nt a lgorithm that all ows the di spl ace
ment perpendi c ular to a centra l line. The induced 
movement run s non-linearl y to zero with decreas
ing di stance to the map edge . Hence, w hil e sym
bo ls close to the lin e at both si des are moved 
away with th e necessa ry a moun t, the d isplace
ment is qui ck ly reduced for the symbo ls further 
away . But th e di spl acement does not fade away 
be fore the border is rcached to preserve the rela
ti ve pos iti ons. 
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n r 
Figure 6: Graphi cal presentati on o f 
a Focus Line: The centra l line 
marks the centre of di sp lacement , 
the inner pair of lines the ori gina l 
and thc outer the target positi on 



The effect of the Focus Line displacement is depicted in Figure 2 (right) . The 
centra l line was placed onto the founh vertical line of the grid. Regarding the widths 
of the sq uares allows estimating the effect of a local di spl acement to the whole map. It 
can easily be seen that the paper size is observed and the modifica tions are smooth and 
continuous. 

Figure 7: Fina l s treet layoul. All o verlaps co uld be Figure R: F ITec t o f the d isplaceme nts: Lines 
removed. ind icate cc ntres o f d isplacemelll, grey shades 

rc presclll abso lute positi ona l e rror ( increas ing 
from li ght tll da rk grey) 

The amount of d istortion resul ts from the necessity to move the symbo ls to the 
exact minimum di stance apart. The demand can be charac terised by the old and the 
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new symbol width or by the depth of the overlapping zone and the minimum distance 
between symbols. Hence, when the central line is placed in the centre of the di splace
ment a point with perpendicu lar di stance So to the centra l line needs to be moved until 
its distance comes to 5 n in order to fulfil the demand for new space. The distance be
tween points with a distance 5 smaller than So must be increased while it must be de
creased fo r th ose with a di stance greater than so. The Focus Line a lgorithm has been 
developed to be parametrisable with these two parameters: the original position So and 
the target position.\' 0 (see Figure 5). The fo rmulas and their derivation are described in 
(Hamel e/ al. , 1996). 

Since these parameters have a geometric equi valent, they can be presented as 
pa irs of lines para llel to the centra l line (see Figure 6). All points on the inner pa ir of 
lines are moved onto the outer pair of lines and the distance between the pair of lines 
represents th e amount of displacement. This can be used to indicate the automatica lly 
placed Foc us Lines . But in addition it allows to offer a direct-manipulative tool for the 
interacti ve gcnerali sa tion . A user may refine the automatic results by placing Focus 
Lines to achieve symbol displacements wherever he li kes. 

6 Results 

The Focus Line di splacement has been implemented and integrated in the sys
tem Map Wizard (Michel et aI. , 1997) . Fi gure 7 shows the street layout for a tactile 
map that has been automatically created on the basis of the geographical data (s6e 
Figure I) at sca le 1 :7 ,500. The conflicts partl y show n in Figure 3 have been solved. 
Overl aps have been successfull y moved apart to the ex tent that they do not overlap 
any longer. However, they are still closer together than the haptic discriminabili ty re
quires but the a lgorithm can without problems be adjusted to heed these distances. 

The overa ll shape could be preserved to a great extent although the maximum 
request for di splacement was 8 mm. This resulted in a maximum positional en-or of 
4 mm . The average positional error, however, was with 1.3 mm significantly lower. 

The di stributi on of the positional error over the whole map is indicated in 
Figure R. In thi s presentati on, grey shades correspond to the absolute enor for each 
position. It can be seen that the strongest di splacement is achi eved in the close vicinity 
of each Foc us Line. Thi s displacement, however, is weakened if an area is in the influ
ence of two Foc us Lines with opposite direc tions of displacements. Eventually, thi s 
leads to an area where both Focus Lines compensate the effect of each other. This ef
fect can eas il y be seen in the top right part of Figure 8 where a white semicircle has 
developed. 

Future work will be spent in enhancing the a lgori thm to observe the minimum 
discriminab ility of the hapti c sense and improving the algorithm for the generali sa tion 
of the traffic network by adding a co mponent for the se lec tion of streets based on the 
map sca le. 
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THE APPLICATION OF VR ON CARTOGRAPHY 

I . Introduction 

You Xiong Xia Q ing Chen Gang 

ZhengzJIOIII/lSfitllfe o!SIIJ'l'eying and Mapping 

Zhengzholl 450052 

Henan,I'.R. China 

Virtual Reality is a 3D artifi cial environment generated by computer. Since Jaron Lanier, the 

originator of VPL company put forward the concept "V R" . it has experi enced a rapid development and 

great changes. Now, as we all know, VR must have two basic characteristics:interaction and 

immersion.The fonner means we can interact with the computer in a natural way ;The latter means we 

can perce ive the 3D scene in a psycolag ica l stereo-view way by some displaying devices and viewing 

devices and get a result that as if we are personall y on the scene. In order to make the scene more lifelike, 

we need manage to make the environment cognized by viewers a, easi ly as possible. Therefore,some 

scholars consider that VR involves the third characteristics: imagination. The three characteristics are 

called "3 1" by a joint name 

An important reason for VR's extensive appli cat ions ,bes ides the factors of the development of 

.computer science, is that VR cal) cre3te the most rea l!stic artificial environment up to now. In this 

environment , we can explore the objects freely , so we can make use of the ways and abilities of cognition 

as possible as we can. VR is an efficient way for cognition and it has been applied in many sc ience 

rescarch fields, such as fli ght s imulation , surgical operation , molecul e stucture analysis. VR technology 

applied for terrain environment simulation was an importailt application in cartography in recent years. 

This application has developped rapid ly because it can improve the result of terrain environment 

visualiz.ation and then improves the cognitive: r e:O;; l dt of t ~rr::tin f'.nvirnnme:mt 

2. Virtual Terrain Environmemt (VTE) and map 
Map is an efficient tool for us to achieve the: sp::tti::tl c.ngnillnT1 So we: r.nnsider the ::trr li ~::t tinn fnr 

virtual environment as an extenti on of map functi on. This extent ion incl udes the following aspects: 

I )Trad itional maps descr ibe geographical phenomena main ly with the plane symbols. Although th e 

presentati on such as hill shading had been used. It IS only added light source and shadow on the 

ot1hograph. When the map_maker makes the map or the reader reads the map, he needs to " reproduce" 

thp ~p()mn'T'hy in hi, mind with hplr or ~" l1ogrephic symbo les or legend. Therefore , The result of 

interpretati on is dirferent according to d ifrere nt people , so is the result of " reproduction" . However , 

the VTE provides a stereo-landscape which describes the real apperance best. Readers can view the 

terrain as they are viewing the real landscape wi th out legend and interpretion . Ev idently, it simplifies the 

procedure of cognition. 

2) Traditional maps are stat ic and art~ rli!T' C' ldt In rlp ~(' rihf" th p: ~f"ne-r~ rhir:ll rhp.nnmf':l1 ::1 from 

different sides. So the dynamical maps appeared recently , and it di slays the result, oflhe changes nf 
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objects in a time-space sequence .The dynamica l map has two problems: 

a. Most of the presentations are still two dimentions. 

b.Readers only can view the changes passively instead of interacting with it . 

The two problems can be resolved by using VTE. In VTE , we can select the path of viewing and 

sequence of changes freely by some manipulalion settings (sllch as mouse, keyboard , joystick , HMD 

ect.) and then perceive the landscape from different sides to improve the accuracy of environment 

cognition. 

3) For the map user ,either he uses static maps or he uses dynamical maps ,he views the terrain 

environment only as a spectator from beginning to end The map user hasn't the experience that as ifhe is 

"being there" .VR technolob'Y can provide the map user a stereo-view scenc and the user can immerse the 

environment as a visitor . If he uses traditional maps ,he can' t get the result of "being there". 

On the other hand , applying VR technology to crcat terrain environment in volves some problems 

on current condition: 

I ) VR requires super-property hardware devices. The computer must finish the relevant 

computati ons according the users' man ipulat ions because VR 's graphics di splaying is rea l-time and the 

frame frequency of image display is no less than 10 frames per second In order to deal with the 

complicated data such as the data of terrain environment ,the speed of the hardware device must be fast . 

We have done some experiments. To deal with a DTM data set of 200 X 300 grids, if we use SOl 

INDI002 IMPACT graphics workstation, the frame-frequency is 12 frames per second (including texure 

mapping) ; if we use a Pentium 166 personal computer (with a Winfast s600 adapter), the frame 

frequency is 0.5 frames per second .The former 's frame frequency is nearl y twenty-five times as the 

latter's, and it's price is nearly thirty times as the latter's Th is means that in order to improve the 

computing and di splaying speed we must pay a high price for the hardware , and it has become a 

bottleneck problem for YR's 

popularization. 

2) There are only a few 

commercial softwares for creating 

virtual landscape , and the prices are 

expensive. Now , we can buy some 

software systems such as Corephenus, 

Paradium, Multigen in Chinese 

software market. These systems can be 

used to model 3D objects( including 

terrain modelling), render, real-time 

display landscape dynamically , but 

the pri ces are too expens ive. The 

prices generally range from several 

ten thousand dollars to hundreds of 

thousand doll ars and it is beyond 

acceptahle fnr developing countri es 

such as China . 

According to the current 

condition , we establish a primary 

Figure. I 
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system for creating YTE . The system configratioll is : 

Hardware : Pentium 586/166 compatible pcrsonal computer. 

• Software : Open GL in Windows NT , Visual CH· to program . 

• Viewing device : liquid crystal eyeglasses ( Made in China ). 

Fig. 1 illustrates the system 's structure . 

3. VTE modelling and model simplifying 
To establ ish any kind ofYR systems , onc of the most fundamental components is 3D modelling for 

terrain environment . Generally, there are two ways for it grid and T IN ( Triangle Irregular Network) . 

The modelling system established by thi s way is called DTM s (Digital Terrain Models) . Grid DTMs have 

been used in some fields ( GIS etc.) extensively, including being used to create 3D landscape maps 

because the distributing of the sample points are regular and the computer can deal with and analyse them 

easily . But grid DTMs have a large number of redundant data, specially the data of earth's surface 

sloping gently. If we decrease the data density to reduce the data amounts, we can ' t describe the terrain 

perfectly . Because of this, Creating the vi rtual environment directly can ' t get a satisfactory result . 

TIN model has its unique advantage on keeping the terrain features. The net nodes are generally 

morphologic feature points, such as the points on val ley line , devide line , hill top. So TIN constructed in 

thi s way can describe the morphologic features better. ror TIN based on morphological feature points, a 

large number of redundant data can be reduced . Because of this, the data amout of DTMs based on 

TIN is much less than that of grid DTMs , if the result or describing the morphological features is nearly 

the same. We have done an experiment to build' a DTM By the method of TIN, we need 11 6 X 103 

nodes ( including 238% triangle chips) ; By the method of grid , we need 1243 nodes . The latter' data 

amout is the former 's 10.4% . It is ev ident that adopting TIN to build DTMs can reduce a great number <!f 

data . 

The methods of constructing TIN are different according to different data sources One of them 

is to use the original vector data of contours in map database to construct the network . Another is to use 

the data of grid DTMs . The method of constructing grid had been discussed in many documens, so we 

don ' t dicuss it any more . We on ly di scuss how to get the morphological feature points . If we use the 

contours as the original data and the sample points are very dense, it is not efficient to construct TIN 

directly and the data am out of the DTMs based on T IN may be larger than that of grid DTMs . So we have 

to simplify the original data, then get the morphological feature points and delete the redundant points . 

This is a bottleneck problem of automated cartographic generalization for a long time . Up to now , there 

is not a method which can discern the characteristic points automatically . Some methods having been 

used need to be intervened by user and spend lots of time 

We select use the second method : Construct ing TIN based on grid DTM . The steps are: firstly , 

using the data of the contours in map database to build gr id DTMs containing dense nodes ,then select the 

character points and construct TIN . 

Grid DTMs can be considered as a digital image and then morphologic feature points can be 

filtered from the dense altitude points with a spac ious high-pass filt er. The terrain can be described very 

well by these character points . I f one of them is replaced by non-charatcter points , the accury will be 

lowered . That means if the altitude of a node can be calculated according t.he neighboural nodes, it isn ' t 

a character point.So a two order differential equation for high-pass filter can be designed to define the 

" inferability" for each node and justify the importance of each node . The foll owing is the procedure: 
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• Select any node and it s eight neighbouralnodes ( in e ight direct ions ); 

• Substitute the coordinate va lue of x and y in a interpolat ed formula(as equation I) and then 

eveluate the interpolated altitude'" 

• Compare each node 's h 'with" ( " is the real altitude of each node . ) and then calculate f':.. ". 

f':.. " ~ Ir - h '. f':.. "is the " inferabili ty " measurement of the nodes. The larger the f':.. " is , the more 

important the node is . 

h " ~F(x,y)=a/ I ' a;x j'aJy l a"xy l a,./ I a"l I u,xl
, . , uxX/ ." " ... . ( I ) 

Fig. 2 displays (a)the original grid DTM and (b) its s implified TIN model . We can know from the 

figure that the data of the simplified model has been greatly decreased (only about 10.4% of the fonner), 

but its essential charateristics are still left 

a . b. 

Figure 2 

While realiz ing the real-t ime dynamical di sp lay of VR system , there is an imp0l1ant technique for 

simplifying data: the technique o f LaD ( Level or Deta il s ). This technique is rai sed according to the 

characteristic of human 's vision perception .When you observe farth er scene, you can see wider region 

and fewer detail s However , when you observe nearer scene , you can see smaller region and 1110re 

details . Applying this thought in VR system , means to divide the data into some grades : deta ided ones 

and cursory ones. Different data group can be used according to the di stance variation of th e viewer 's 

observation point .Thus the accuracy o f scene in near di stance visual region can be maintained. the data 

quatity can also be reduced enough to simulate the \vhole region , and the speed of producing graph can 

be improved . Furthermore the contradiction among real-time process ing. simulation accuracy and model 

data can get better ballance 

There are many kinds of ways to apply LaD techn ique in virtual terrain simulation system . We 

choose the method to make LaD based on dense grid DTM s The following is the procedure: 

I) Construct grid DTMs with dense grid points accord ing to th e sim ulated region . 

2) Adopt the algorithm mention ed before simplifying grid DTMs and create TIN, then mark the 

hierarchy of each b",id point. 

3) Define some regi ons based on the observati on position and angle . Give a threshold value for 

every region, then filt er the grid nodes in every region according to it s thresho ld value 

4) Construct triangle network according to those filtered nodes and create TIN to generate 

landscape. 

The above methods can effectly guarantee the succession of different accuracy level of models, it 

also can elimi late the "sudden j ump " phenomenen appearing in shifting between different accuracy 

levels in LaO technique Figure 3 illustrates the TIN model appearing at four kinds of view distance .The 

TINs shown in Fig 3.a,b,c,d include 12856 chips, 6545 chips, 395 1 chips, and 2332 chips respective ly. 
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Figure 

4 . Texture Mapping ofVTE 

Overlaying remote-sense image , map and aerial image on the surface of the 3 D terrain ca!, 

improve the presentaion of virtual landscape . The key technique is the texture mapping. Surface texture 

includes color texure and geometry texure . the process is to map a 2D texure function (such as 2D 

picture) upon the surface of the 3D landscape Th is means to get the relation between the 2 D space ( II, 

"~land the 3 D curved surface space expressed by parameter(s , I) 

We use OpenGL to make texture mapping . It s key is to establish corresponding relation between 

map image and DTM s . The procedure is as following: 

I )Do geometry rect itying for the scanned image of map . Build a coordinate matching equation 

based on the same-name control point . Then transfer the scanned image into the new image correctly 

correspond ing to DTMs . 

2) Make a scheme of co lor layer based on the DTM s data . Adding color texture on 3D landscape 

can improve the visual effect .Then transfer the developed picture of color layer into a image . 

3) Map the two textures upon the gcometry surface of DTMs . Take the coordinate of the texture 

space as ( II, v) (in tili s It: 0.0 -. 1.0; ": (J .O '"- I .U) Then the corresponding relation between the 

coordinate oftexure and that of any gr id po int (x,y) ill DTM s is as following : 
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Fig. 4.a shows the principle of texture mapping . 

Fig. 4.b shows the mapped result . 



a. h. 

Figure. 4 

5. Display and Observation of VTE 
The" immersion " characteristic of VR can be shown by the technique of stereo di splay and 

observation . Its procedure is as following : 

I) Generate two 3D images, one of them takes the left eye as veiw point and the other takes the 

right eye The difference of those two images matches with the visual di vers ity of man 's left eye and right 

eye . 

2) Present the images of left eye and right eye on the computer monitor ( or projection sreeen) or 

HMD . 

3) Select different observation devices according to display media We can observe the image 

displayed on monitor ( or projection screen) with LCD shutter glasses - we also can put on the helmet 

and observe the images displayed on HMD . HMD is a display device , as well as an observation device 
Our system uses monitor and LCD shutter glasses as the stereo di splay and the observation 

device Its merits are that the system is cheaper (it is on ly about 2 - 10 % of HM D ) and can be shared 

by more viewers . (the viewers wearing LCD shutter glasses can simulitanously observe the same scene , 

however, HMD can only used by one person) Its defect is that the immersion sense can ' t get to the 

effect as good as that of HMD . But if the image is projected on a large screen and fill s the viewer ' s visual 

field , hi s sense of " being there" can be improved a lot Furthermore, the LCD shutter glasses may 

shelter some of the light (about 10%) from monitor ( or projection screen) . and when the image appears, 

the left-view and right-view respectively appear on the even and odd lines of the scanning lines . (This 

equals that the brightness of every image reduceds 50% )Then the brightness of the observed image is a 

little lower . Th is is the othCl defect of the method .But it can be partly overcame by increasing the 

brightness of images. 

The method requires the di splay system to set in the state of interlaced scanning . Thi s can 

display the left-view in odd feild and right-view in even field . The higher is the vertical frequency, the 
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slighter is the flickering of the observed image When vertical frequency is 60 HZ (each of odd fie ld and 

even fi ek! is 10 liZ reflectively) or more, the Ili ckering can he cleared "f' 0 11 the whole . 

In order to attain stereo vision. the len Image and the right one appearing on displace device is 

demanded to be respcctively recicvcd on ly by the vicwer ' s Icft eye and right eye . LCD shutter glasses 

just embodies thi s acti oll . There links a compollnd synchrollous phlse generator between th e glasses and 

the PC Under its control , while odd-field being d isplayed, the left shutler switch on ,and the right 

shutter switch off; while even-field being displayed ,the right shutter switch on ,and left shutter switch off. 

When the shutter switch on , the glasses piece is prev ious to li ght . And when the shutter switch off, the 

glasses piece is masking light. Thus can allow the left eye to see the left view and the right eye to see 

the right one . Then the stereo vision emerge . Fig. 5 show an example of respectively showing the left 

and right visual images on the screen of monitor , Because th e speed of renovating is fast , the two images 

is the picture seems to pile togeth er , like "superimpsed image " 

rigurc . 5 

6.Conclusion 

« VR " act as a new area of high sc ience and technology ,has CrUIsed seri olls attention or every 

aspect Someone has summari zed lhat RO' s '''IS the era of PC the 90 's was the era of Computer 

Graphics (CG) , and the next cenllllY would be the fa shi on era of VR . It is a synthetica l technique It s 

feelers reach out to every fi eld VR possesses the rcmarkable sureri ority at the resr ect of imrl'Oving and 

digging the human's sensation [unct ion (J ild cogni tion function . Appl ying this technique in cartorgraphy 

means sign ifi cance to improve the function of map and to expand the range of cartorgrarhy study 
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VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION FOR DATABASES AND 
MAPPING AT THE NATIONAL LAND SURVEY OF SWEDEN 

Barbro Niislund-Landenmark 
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S-801 82 GAVLE 
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tel 026/63 3447 
fax 026/65 31 60 

e-mail barbro.n-landenmark@lm.se 

This paper presents the vegetation mapping in Sweden as a part of the official mapping 
carried out at the National Land Survey. The paper also takes into account the vegeta
tion classification system. 

Vegetation is very closely tied to its environment so an appreciation of its character 
can reveal qualities of the sites in which it occurs. Vegetation is "a mirror" of the 
climate and the specific ground conditions such as bedrock and soil. It also shows the 
land use and the cultural impact. In addition vegetation helps us to understand the 
ecological functions of and between flora and fauna. 

Demands for vegetation infonnation shows a growing interest from different "fields" in 
the swedish society. Vegetation data seem to be appropiate in order to fulfil environ
mental goals agreed upon both in Sweden and internationally. 

Background 

Since 1978, the National Land Survey of Sweden has been mapping the vegetation by 
interpreting InfraRed(IR) Aerial Colour Photos. Approximately 30% of Sweden's area 
is covered by vegetation maps and databases. The result of the interpretation, is today 
a thematic layer, incorporated to the fundamental geographical database (topographic 
and administrative subdivision). The infonnation is mapped at the scale 1: 1 0 000-
1 :50 000 with the smallast mapping unit varying, depending on vegetation and nature 
type, between 0,25 and 1 ha. 

Earlier vegetation maps and vegetation databases have been made at the scale of the 
topographic map, 1:50 000 and 1: 100 000, and has varying classification systems 
depending on in which geographical region the mapping has been carried out. 
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Vegetation classification system 

The vegetation is classified according to a national classification system based on plant 
ecological/sociological systems and "translated" into classes possible to interpret in the 
IR aerial photos. The classification system is based on the Nordic Council of Minister's 
classification system for "Vegetation types in the Nordic countries", (Pflhlsson 1994), 
and has been worked out in cooperation with Researchers in the biological field, Forest 
organizations, other User organizations and the Nordic Council of Minister's. The 
classification system of the Nordic Council of Minister's, is incorporated with EC's 
classification systems for "Palaearctic Habitats", former Corine-Biotope. 

In order to create a comprehensive structure, the vegetation types have been allocated 
to roughly defined types of nature. The following major groups have been considered: 
"freshwater vegetation", "open cultivated vegetation", "mire vegetation", "swamp forest 
vegetation", "forest vegetation", "terrain and substrata dependent vegetation", "shrub 
vegetation" and "open grass- and herb dominated vegetation". 

A hierarchy has been built up with the following major groups: "nature type", "main 
complex", "main group", "main type". "vegetation type" and "field and bottom layer 
dominated variant". This division enaDles the material to be used for processing of 
vegetation data at various ambition levels. To a certain extent, the items of the classi
fication system correspond to accepted plant sociological terms . The division also 
corresponds to the divisions of the official fundamental geographic databases. 

Each main group is introduced by a general presentation and the vegetation types are 
also presentated with a species list showing characteristic species occuring in each 
class. Special sections describe the natural regime and regions in which the types can 
be found . There is also a corresponding list showing which class in "Vegetation types 
in the Nordic Countries" the vegetation types belong to. 

Today the classification system includes about 150 different vegetation types. The 
system is a "non-static system". several classes can be included depending on which 
region of Sweden is mapped and the ongoing technical development. 

Vegetation data incorporated in official fundamental geographical databases 

The main groups of the vegetation classification system correspond to the hierarchial 
system for official fundamental geographic databases, (NLS 1996 and Persson Karin 
199?). These geographical databases shall be obtained in such a way that they will 
satisfy important social needs by being up-to-date and corresponding to a certain 
standard. The map production, today, is regarded as one of many applications for 
which the more general geographical databases can be used. 

The catalogue of the entity types is common for all the official maps and their carto
grahic databases . The catalogue is hierachical and is divided into seven entity classes: 
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"height and terrain information", "built-up areas and buildings", "infrastructure", "land 
use and vegetation", "hydrology', "administration" and "restrictions". 

In most cases the vegetation classes correspond to the entity classes "hydrology', 
"land use and vegetation" and "height and terrain information" . 

The vegetation database as well as the official fundamental geographical databases are 
prepared for GIS applications. . 

Fields of application 

Vegetation data bases are used as tools to gain ecological and geophysical knowledge 
about the landscape, in order to achieve indicators for: 
- environmental monitoring 
- analysis of changes in landscape structure 
- biodiversity studies 
- nature conservation 
- landscape ecological planning 
- physical planning 
- natural resource planning 
- urban and regional planning. 

Basic vegetation information is used to improve natural resource planning, to apply 
landscape ecological plans, to indicate environmental impact and disturbances and to 
restore areas of high nature conservation value. 

Further development 

There is an ongoing discussion within the National Land Survey, as well as within the 
country as a whole, about how to incorporate the Corine Land Cover database (CLC), 
(ESDC, NLS;SEPA and SSC 1997), to the Vegetation database. Sweden has to create a 
CLC to fulfil the demands from EC. There is a need for an CLC, comparable for the 
European countries within the EC, to achieve an environmental database that is 
possible to use for planning and implementation of EC's environmental politic . Some 
levels in the upper part of the vegetation classification system hierachy correspond to 
some extent to the CLC classification system. 
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Only on the basis of rich infonnation models complex structures for demanding analy
ses can be supplied. FOImal representation of municipal infOlmation models comprises 
data, functions, and processes. Municipal information thus is not just an instrument to 
hold numbers and texts but is an instrument allowing operable action contexts. This is 
the main step towards a traceable and nevel1heless flexible product definition. 

AGENDA21 defined as the setup of a concept and realization of measures and actions 
to be taken towards a sustainable future for municipal ecologic and social environment 
very much relies on the communication process between citizens and administration in 
a velY broad sense. Geo-related infOlmation is essential for the understanding of the 
municipal habitat. Public interest is not just in single data values but in the complex 
planning projects, environment impact analysis and other measures of municipal habi
tat valuation, planning and change processes. 

More and more operative infonnation systems are supplied for public access. "Users" 
of such infOlmation are specialists and generalists in administration and more or less 
skilled citizens. All user groups can be supp0l1ed by functional components (agents) as 
far as their duty, skill and pennissions demand. 

Spatially referenced information is basic to municipal infonnation systems stal1ing 
from legal definitions (cadastre), property definitions, rights and restrictions, orien
tation means and spatial analysis tool. Increasing online-interactive infonnation 
systems (e.g. road infonnation and transp0l110gistics)justify the urgent need for a new 
philosophy in call0graphic infonnation product design that has to follow the economic 
and technical criteria of realisation and change management, cost and availability in 
loosely coupled cooperative systems. 
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2, Tasks and Their Structure in Municipal Pl'actice 

Within the frame of publicly avail able infonnation citi zens are velY much interested in 
spatial infonnation because thi s essenti ally contributes to the answers on the quali ty of 
municipal habitat. 

Extracting the principal structures of infOll11ati on flow within the public administration 
and in the communication process of citi zens among each others (di scussion) and 
between citizens and administra ti on (permi ssions, grants, parti cipati on in planning, 
comments, votes, documentation, analysis of acti on progress etc_ ) we find the major 
fi elds of structural analysis: communication process analysis and functi onal/action 
analysis_ 

Communication in municipalities can be classifi ed as foll ows: 

- by communication partners: within admini sh-ations, between administrations, 
on municipal, state and federal level, pari ament, and general public 

- by communication !Yill< and communicati on direction : information generati on, 
storage, delivelY, use, single/multiple producer/users 

by the consequences of (admini sh-ati ve) procedures: updating information 
systems, change and extensions of legal regulations, consistency checks of 
mutually dependent databases 

In the complex fi eld of information in decenh-ali zed di sh-ibuted databases [1 , 2] as 
these are typically found in enterpri se-wide infonnation models [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] there is 
sh-ong demand for fun ctional support by "intelligent" components [8, 9J. 

MultidisciplinalY data process ing using a high vari ety of facts (as in spati al evaluati on 
of environment impact analysis, complex planning procedures, derivation of location 
altelllatives, predi cti on of climate development, fl ood prevention measures etc_ ) gene
rally has to be based on the "Complete Knowledge" of information so that a fun ctional 
SUppOlt is in due need [I OJ. 

A similar situation ari ses in the fun cti onal detail s of granting continuous consistency of 
facts in di stributed databases in case of alterations, extensions, updates, of objects, 
ath-ibutes, rules ( cf. Fig_ 1 and [11] ) 

Special functional requests ari se in emergency/desaster management systems [1 2] 
because in these time-critical desisions with fa r reaching consequences are expected 
not only for the public adminish-ati on but for equi val ent use (parti cipation, reli able 
suppl y of informati on, documentati on of decisions) of poli ce, fire brigade, radi o 
stati ons, television, parlament, insurances and others_ 

In additi on to the use of online-cooperati ve databases information is expected to be 
available from general digital libraries (texts, maps, pi ctures etc_) [1 3, 14]., The 
equi valent components from computer science are hypenlledia systems, report servers, 
intelllet search machines [15 , 16]" full -text database systems (cf. project MeDoc [1 7] 
)-
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Fact Se ts of Information Systems 

Objects 

Relations 

Functions 

Processes 

Rules 

Attributes 
Geometries 

identifying elements 
compl ex-com pound-objects 
vIews 

computational methods 
stati stics 

events 
notification processes 
consultation / negotiation / con sense finding 
plausibility / consistency checks 

situations 
action contexts 
other inhomogeneous constructs on fact sets 

Fig . 1: Fact Se t s Involved in Information U pd a t e 

ContI'my to the tI'aditional functions of databases- and fil e servers, users in these cases 
expect a wide range of autonomously performed funti ons which keep technical details 
of knowledge out of the end-user dialog. For such "acti ve" or "knowledge-based" 
servers, the tenn "Agent" was intI'oduced [1 8]. The main criterium for a server to be 
tenTIed "Agent" is not just its data content but its ability to execute self-derived actions 
in situations fo r contI'ibuting to and completi ng of complex tasks in cooperation with 
other sub-systems or agents, respectively. 

3. Dialog-Decomposition 

User request in complex info rmation systems has to be supported by system compo
nents in an iterative and/or recursive mode (e.g. planning vari ants have to be derived 
from altem ati ve use and appropriate weights of fact-sets , interactive negotiation of 
(partial) resul ts leeds to inclusion or exclusion of fact-sets). Communi cation and 
functional structure should be modeled in an adequate granularity (cf. Reuter [1 9]). 
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Especially those functions that guarantee mutual consistency of fact sets in cooperating 
databases generally are not in the competence of end-users. 

Intelligent dialog components are designed fo r cooperati on rather than just for single 
sequential process contro l. Thi s also includes functions for resource control. Parsing 
user requests has to leed to answerable systems requests of availabili ty of infOlmati on 
in remote nodes (together with reali stic estimates of costs of the use of such 
infOlmation). Generally, such infonnation is provided on the meta- informati on level. 
Meta-infOlm ation th us can be declared basic facts for altificial intelligence of 
cooperating agents. The "abili ty" of agents (action-set) is defin ed by events, situati ons, 
strategies, and the deri vati on of consequences from those. 

Combining these to generali zed, separately in vokable modul es lets user-dialog appear 
as a unique intelligent server-concept. 

4. Knowledge and Ability of T rained Agents 

Intelligent user intelfaces are expected to adjust to the cogniti ve abilities of users [20]. 
Knowledge of agents thus has to be structured in pre-defined knowledge and the 
abili ty of autonomously collecting knowledge. 

Recursive and iterative probl em solution req uires at evelY step of system process to 
know the full definiti on of the "situation", the descripti on of palti ally solved sub-tasks, 
as well as an estimate on valuati on of resources needed with respect to the deri vation 
of an optimal strategy to reach a compl ete task solution. 

Since in loosely coupled systems the system states (the net with ist components) 
cannot be regarded constant over time, elements of agent knowledge (essential facts , 
acti on-path s etc.) have to be checked for ava il abili ty in a peri odi c or sporadic manner. 
In other telm s: a special kind of procedure to reach a goal may not be expected to be 
avail able for all time because of unavailability of a network node, elimination of 
infonnati on etc. Thus, all resources kn own to be used in some goal/task strategy has to 
be verified within the expected time-range of change of these components. 

5. Agents as Data Miners 

Data mining also can be descri bed as inform ation-pattern-recogniti on [2 1]. Multi
dimensional analys is of attribute spaces as well as di stribution of facts in geomeoy-, 
fucti on- and process-space all ows arti cul at ions on "situati ons" and so·ategies to reach 
complex goals. Thi s type of analysis is bOlToughed from pi cture processing 
(classifi ca ti on, clusters of simil ariti es etc.). 

There is a latent tendency toward using sta ti sti cal software packages on database 
contents whil e not in every case a justi fica ti on fo r doing so is provided a priori . 

Generating agent experi ence (knowledge from previous acti on) has to be checked 
criti cally with respect to consistency in the context of task-ori ented goal descripti on. 
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Nevertheless, the trial application of sophi sti cated software packages (especia lly 
stati stics I time series) may deri ve hints for infonnation dependencies that may 
otherwise be hidden from the user's perception . 

Typically, agents have a to-do- Ii st Iset of tasks (at least one). The minimum configura
tion comprises two objects of action: user and agent. Lea1l1ing and the collection of 
experience staI1s at a level where mutual "understanding" is essential for knowing what 
task to perfolln . 

Successful paths of action should not be forgotten. Typical user dialogs can be structu
rally analysed for extracting expeI1 knowl edge (case-based artificial intelligence). 

6. Agenda21 

Users in the AGENDA2 1 context generally have a veIY heterogenous knowledge 
background and information request. The individual citi zen may not just be a "just a 
little interested" individuum, the user family also consists of a large variety of expel1s 
which especially by reflecting certain information with respect to their own professio
nal background and experience may contribute in a much wider sense to democratic 
decisions than possible under traditional organi sation . 

The AGENDA21 discussions rely on new network techniques that lead from informa
tion consumer aspects to a much more open acti ve parti cipati on of citi zens in pl anning 
thei r own habitat, arguing and voting on altem atives rather than just a single soluti on 
and, in doing so, understanding much better the context under which a cel1ain decision 
has been accomplished. 

InfOimation requests in the planning phase (including alternative pal1icipati on I consul
tation techniques) consequently is followed by information requests in th e rea li zation 
phase of such planning projects (observation of un wanted effects I influence of excep
ti on pelmits following the stage of public parti cipation). 

Deviations from publicly agreed decisions wi ll be made observable continuously whil e 
tracking pace and resource consumpti on over time. 

Much of habitat influence is c lllTently provided by so-call ed scenari o analys is of more 
or less renouned instituti ons especially in climate development, desaster (earthquake) 
prediction and other important field s of li fe science. New concepts of information 
access and use at least will all ow to check the basic assllmpti ons of such analyses, 
making sure th at the avai lable infollnation sets have been considered at all. 

Infollnati on society is defined not just by the amount and frequency of entertainment 
infollnation req uests but by techni cally much more demanding concepts of the citizens' 
freedom of informati on access, consultation and analys is of their own habitat. 
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were composed of lines of the following transports: rail and motor ways, navigable 
rivers and channels, oil and gas pipe-lines. The map showed polytransport routes of 
inter-regional, and partly regional significance. The minimal length of routes was 150 
km. The map contains 600 poly transport routes and their parts of 18 different subtypes. 

Poly transport routes are shown at the map by combined ways. Two- and three
component routes - by parallel transport lines, fOlming the routes, multi-component 
routes - by integrated linear symbols of different color depending on their type. 

The analysis of the compiled map showed that polytransport network formation is 
characteristic to the regions with well developed transp0l1 nets. This is first of all the 
Westem Europe with rather dense poly transport network and large transport junctions. 
Thus Paris represent the junction of 10 polytransp0l1 lines, Milan - 6, Hamburg and 
Bordeaux - 5, Marseilles - 4. 

The polytransp0l1 network is forming at the North-East of the USA, in Japan, in the 
Eastem Europe, at the European part of Russia, in Argentina, South Africa, in Eastem 
Australia, and some other regions. The rest parts of the world are characterized by 
single poly transport lines. 

The most widely spread is the railway-automobile type of polytransport routes. This 
allows to suggest the use of integrated symbol at the small-scale transport maps for 
parallel rail and motor ways. 

Among the poly transport routes with complicated stmcture there can be pointed out as 
the longest: Buenos Aires - Rosario - Santa Cmz de la SieITa; Los Angeles - Oklahoma 
City; Tijuana - Guadalajara; Winnipeg - Thunder Bay; Johannesburg - Durban; Aswan 
- Alexandria, an some others. 

The compiled World Map of Polytransport Network gives an objective and clear idea 
of main directions and stmcture of the world transp0l1-econornic relations, and allows 
to delimit snips with most intensive in11uence of n'ansport on the environment. The 
inclusion ofpolytransp0l11ines into small-scale thematic maps will give an opportunity 
to present comprehensively peculiarities of the contemporary transport network of the 
world and its separate regions. 
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